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Abstract 

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and individual-level interventions may either 

exacerbate or reduce inequalities in smoking cessation depending on differential 

effectiveness according to socio-economic position (SEP). 

 

This thesis addressed three distinct but complementary objectives across five studies. 

First, study 1 involved a systematic review to examine whether interventions tailored for 

disadvantaged SEP moderated effectiveness for smoking cessation compared with non-

SEP-tailored approaches. SEP-tailored interventions were no more effective than non-

SEP-tailored interventions for smoking cessation among disadvantaged smokers. 

  

Second, studies 2 and 3 modelled population-level trends in e-cigarette usage by SEP. 

Study 2 found that from 2014 to 2017 in England, e-cigarette use i) was greater among 

advantaged smokers compared with lower SEP smokers but this difference lessened over 

time, ii) was similar during a quit attempt across SEP groups, and iii) increased among 

all long-term ex-smokers but was more common among more disadvantaged ex-smokers. 

Study 3 examined the long-term ex-smoker sub-group from 2014 to 2019 in greater detail. 

Up until 2019 e-cigarette use continued to increase and diverge by SEP, with greater use 

among more disadvantaged groups. Separate analyses of ex-smokers who quit smoking 

before 2011 found a small increase in e-cigarette use over time but no evidence of 

differences by SEP. 

  

The final, qualitative objective explored what lower SEP individuals thought about e-

cigarettes for smoking cessation. Study 4 highlighted that participants were using an e-
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cigarette in their otherwise unsupported quit attempt for health reasons, to save money, 

for family, and for enjoyment. Study 5 participants found an individual-level smoking 

cessation intervention involving the offer of an e-cigarette to be acceptable, and 

highlighted barriers and enablers to participation. 

 

This thesis highlighted that SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored individual-level 

interventions are not currently equity positive, and that e-cigarettes could provide a route 

out of smoking for more disadvantaged and dependent smokers who cannot quit 

otherwise. 
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Summary of thesis 

Using mixed methods this thesis reports five studies under three distinct but 

complementary objectives. 

 

The first objective concerned the effects of individual-level interventions in socio-

economically disadvantaged groups and included one study. Study 1 (reported in Chapter 

2) was a systematic review of 42 RCTs that assessed whether tailoring interventions for 

lower SEP moderated effectiveness for smoking cessation compared with interventions 

that were not tailored for any specific socio-economic group. There was moderate 

certainty evidence that both SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored individual-level 

interventions were found to be effective for smoking cessation, but there were no large 

moderating effects of SEP-tailored interventions. There was low certainty evidence that 

the effects of non-SEP-tailored interventions were similar among low-SEP and high-SEP 

participants. Improvements in the design and delivery of SEP-tailored individual-level 

interventions are likely to be necessary if they are to achieve equity-positive smoking 

cessation outcomes.  

 

The second objective consisted of two studies that used representative cross-sectional 

survey data of adults age 16+ in England from the Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) to model 

population-level trends in e-cigarette usage by SEP. Study 2 (reported in Chapter 3) used 

data from 81,067 respondents to examine whether there were any associations between 

SEP and e-cigarette use from 2014 to 2017 among four key subgroups: i) all adults, ii) 

past-year smokers, iii) smokers during a quit attempt and iv) long-term (>1-year) ex-

smokers. E-cigarette use was greater among adults of lower SEP adults compared with 
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adults of higher SEP. Among past-year smokers a socio-economic gradient in e-cigarette 

use ran in the opposite direction with e-cigarette use more prevalent among more 

advantaged respondents. This socio-economic differences in use among past-year 

smokers reduced over time and appeared similar in 2017. There were no significant 

differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt by SEP throughout the entire time 

period. The use of e-cigarettes by long-term ex-smokers increased over time overall but 

was consistently more common among those from lower SEP groups.  

 

The apparent association between e-cigarette use and SEP among ex-smokers warranted 

further investigation as it may yield insights into the impact of e-cigarettes on smoking-

related inequalities. Study 3 (reported in Chapter 4) included data from 34,442 

respondents and assessed trends in e-cigarette use by SEP from 2014-2019 among i) all 

long-term ex-smokers (quit smoking for >1 year), ii) past-year ex-smokers who did not 

use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt (representing recent uptake of e-

cigarettes), and iii) long-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before e-cigarettes became 

popular in 2011 (representing late uptake of e-cigarettes). E-cigarette use was found to 

increase among long-term ex-smokers but was highest among those of lower SEP. 

Among those who quit smoking in the past year but did not use an e-cigarette to do so 

there was no clear trend over time or any socio-economic difference in post-cessation 

uptake of e-cigarettes. Finally, among those who quit smoking before 2011, there was no 

evidence for an association between SEP and e-cigarette use.  

 

The third objective involved two studies exploring e-cigarette use among lower SEP 

individuals in the context of unsupported and supported smoking quit attempts. Study 4 

(reported in Chapter 5) was a mixed methods study involving nine participants that 
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explored patterns of e-cigarette usage and attitudes towards e-cigarettes in a smoking quit 

attempt. There was poor correspondence between self-reported and objectively recorded 

measures of e-cigarette use. Informed by the PRIME theory of motivation, one-to-one 

interviews found that participants were trying to quit smoking with an e-cigarette to 

improve their health, to save money, and for their family. E-cigarettes were seen by some 

as both a smoking cessation tool and a pleasurable activity, while others perceived the 

devices to be a tool and nothing more. Several participants described poor mental health 

being a limiting factor disrupting their ability to successfully quit smoking.   

 

Study 5 was informed by the theoretical framework for acceptability (TFA) and the 

‘capacity’, ‘opportunity’, ‘motivation’ – ‘behaviour’ (COM-B) and involved interviews 

with ten participants attending their local stop-smoking service (SSS). The interviews 

explored the acceptability of and barriers and enablers to an intervention offering an e-

cigarette in addition to pharmacotherapy (varenicline) and behavioural support. The 

intervention was broadly found to be acceptable. Participants voiced positive affect 

towards their SSS advisor despite the burden of attending sessions and adhering to 

pharmacotherapy. Negative perceptions towards nicotine dependence discouraged long-

term e-cigarette usage and influenced mixed opinions on whether they should be offered 

by SSS. Participants understood the intervention package to be complementary. 

Varenicline was thought to effectively reduce urges to smoke, and e-cigarettes helped to 

replace the habitual nature of smoking. Regarding enablers to participation, e-cigarettes 

were described as cheaper than cigarettes and more flexible to use, could replace the habit 

of smoking and were a back-up to prevent relapse. Family support was a key factor 

driving quit attempts. The harshness experienced by some participants due to lack of 

experience with vaping may be a barrier to device usage.  
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A general discussion (Chapter 7) reflected on these findings and commented on the 

overall strengths, limitations and implications of this thesis.  
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

Chapter Summary 

Tobacco smoking remains a leading driver of morbidity and mortality globally, causing 

an estimated 8 million deaths in 2018. While the prevalence of smoking is declining in 

many high-income countries such as the United Kingdom, there are differences in use 

according to socio-economic position. 

 

There are a range of evidence-based population-level and individual-level approaches to 

reducing smoking rates. These policies and interventions aim to arrest the uptake of 

cigarettes by those who have never smoked previously, and to increase cessation rates 

among current smokers. Population-level approaches refer to wide-scale structural 

changes such as tax increases, bans on tobacco sales and advertising. Individual-level 

interventions include behavioural support (delivered in-person, over the phone or 

digitally) and pharmacotherapy (medications such as nicotine replacement therapy and 

nicotine receptor partial-agonists, namely varenicline or cytisine). Both population-level 

and individual-level interventions have the potential to reduce or exacerbate existing 

inequalities in smoking cessation depending on differential impacts across the socio-

economic spectrum. 

 

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) confer lower levels of harm compared with smoking 

conventional tobacco cigarettes and are the most popular aid to smoking cessation in 

England. Evidence is growing in support of the devices as an effective tool to help people 
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quit smoking. As such, e-cigarettes also have the potential to impact on inequalities in 

smoking cessation.	

1.1 Tobacco smoking and nicotine dependence 

Most commercial tobacco is a product of the cultivation and processing of the leaves of 

one species of tobacco plant, nicotiana tabacum. Tobacco is cultivated in over 125 

countries, with the majority of leaf production taking place in China, India, Brazil, the 

USA and Turkey.1 Cigarettes make up the majority of the world’s output and 

consumption of tobacco, and are manufactured following a curing process that dries out 

the leaves and alters their chemistry in preparation for smoking. In 2017 over 80% of 

global market sales of cigarettes were controlled by five transnational tobacco companies: 

China National Tobacco Corporation, Philip Morris International, British American 

Tobacco, Japan Tobacco Inc. and Imperial Tobacco.2 

 

Tobacco smoke is a toxic mixture of over 5,000 chemicals, 98 of which are risk factors 

for the development of cancers and cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.3 Nicotine, 

the addictive component of tobacco smoke, likely only plays a minor role, if at all, in 

smoking-related disease.4,5  Once inhaled, nicotine passes through the lungs and is rapidly 

absorbed into the bloodstream and reaches the brain within seconds, before binding to 

nicotinic acetylcholinergic receptors (nAChRs) in the ventral tegmental region and 

exerting complex effects on multiple neural pathways.  NAChRs are a ubiquitous form 

of ligand-gated ion channel on the surface of neurons.6,7 Binding of nicotine opens the ion 

channels and allows sodium and calcium to enter the cell, leading to bursts of firing along 

the neural pathway that extends to the nucleus accumbens (NA). These signals stimulate 

the release of dopamine and other neurotransmitters in the shell and core of the NA that 
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are involved in the brains pleasure and reward circuits.8 Symptoms of craving and 

withdrawal are thought to result – in part - from desensitisation of nAChRs. After 

prolonged and repeated stimulation by nicotine, as is typical for daily smokers, there is a 

decrease in the biological response to the chemical, known as desensitisation. This leads 

to greater tolerance for nicotine, whereby a greater amount of the chemical is required to 

produce the same initial effect. The brain responds to this by upregulating nAChRs. While 

acute nicotine exposure increases dopamine release, there is evidence that chronic 

exposure to nicotine causes lower basal levels of dopamine and other 

neurotransmitters.9,10 These lower concentrations of neurotransmitters involved in the 

pleasure and reward circuitry of the brain are associated with the anhedonia experienced 

during a quit attempt. Maintaining sufficient levels of plasma nicotine likely prevents 

withdrawal symptoms and delivers rewarding effect from the conditioned reinforcements 

associated with smoking.4 

 

Relief from withdrawal symptoms is therefore likely the main reason for feelings of stress 

relief and improved performance after an individual has had a cigarette.8 The behavioural 

component of nicotine addiction emerges after regular smoking when a smoker begins to 

associate certain moods, situations or environmental cues with the mood modulating and 

pleasurable effect of nicotine.4  

 

The behavioural aspects of cigarette addiction can also be understood through PRIME 

theory, a general theory of motivation. According to PRIME theory11, addiction is defined 

as “a chronic condition involving a repeated powerful motivation to engage in a 

rewarding behaviour, acquired as a result of engaging in that behaviour, that has 

significant potential for unintended harm”. PRIME stipulates that an interacting chain of 
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motivational subsystems contribute to motivation for a given behaviour. This system 

includes Plans (related to future actions, commitments and a starting position), Responses 

(organises and executes responses to internal or external stimuli and/or the output of the 

sub-system), Impulses (experienced as urges when not resulting in an immediate action), 

Motives (consideration of the possible consequences of different actions) and Evaluations 

(ideas about the world resulting from what an individual believes to be true). It is the 

instability and interaction between these different levels in the motivational system, 

combined with the dynamic stimuli that individuals are exposed to that motivate smoking 

at any given moment. This interplay of molecular and behavioural events is what 

constitutes addiction to cigarettes, and treatment of this addiction seeks to disrupt the 

cycle by reducing impulses to smoke and increasing individual motivation and capacity 

to resist these impulses. 

1.2 The global tobacco epidemic 

Tobacco smoking remains one of the leading causes of preventable mortality worldwide, 

with total deaths caused by cigarette smoking (largely attributed to lung cancers and 

cardiovascular disease) estimated to be 8 million in 2018.12 Smoking prevalence and 

cigarette consumption have followed heterogeneous trajectories in different countries and 

regions worldwide due to varying complex systems of tobacco control policy, tobacco 

industry influence, and differing population demographics and cultures.13 Stratifying 

overall cigarette consumption by WHO region reveals that from 1999 to 2016 the Chinese 

population consumed near half of all cigarettes globally.14 Over the same time-period 

consumption plateaued and then steadily declined in other regions such as Europe and the 

Americas. 
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Smoking rates generally peaked during the 1960s and 1970s in high-income countries 

(HICs) and have since declined fairly consistently.15 This is largely due to stronger 

tobacco control measures in response to the irrefutable evidence around smoking as a 

major cause of disease and mortality. However, smoking rates are likely to increase still 

in many low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). This overall increase in cigarette 

consumption will be a result of rapid economic development and population growth in 

the context of weaker tobacco control regulatory environments; conditions that favour the 

expansion of the tobacco industry. In 2003 the world’s first global public health treaty, 

the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) was negotiated to arrest 

the growing tobacco epidemic.16 The FCTC outlines policy measures such as tobacco 

taxation and advertisement restrictions, and requires countries to establish essential 

infrastructure for tobacco control. In line with the FCTC, the Bloomberg initiative created 

a package of tobacco control intervention guidance and grant awards called MPOWER17, 

which largely targets LMICs. Despite these measures, it has been estimated that the 

considerable between-country disparities in smoking will continue into 2025 if current 

trends persist, with many LMICs not set to achieve FCTC targets.18 Relatively recent 

estimates of smoking prevalence by different global regions are outlined in Table 1.1 and 

in particular highlight the disparity in prevalence between men and women both overall 

and in specific regions such as Eastern and South-eastern Asia. However, different 

countries are known to use varying definitions for smoking status19 so these estimates 

should be interpreted with caution. 
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Table 1.1: Global tobacco smoking prevalence by region and sex20 

Region Overall Men Women 

 % (95% CI) % (95% CI) % (95% CI) 

Africa 13.0 (9.5-17.5) 23.0 (16.0-30.5) 3.0 (2.0-5.0) 

Caribbean, C. and N. America 13.0 (8.0-16.0) 20.0 (12.0-24.0) 4.0 (2.0-8.0) 

South America 21.0 (17.3-28.8) 30.0 (27.5-39.3) 14.5 (6.5-20.3) 

C. S. and W. Asia 23.0 (16.0-26.0) 37.0 (31.0-42.0) 4.0 (2.0-9.0) 

East and South-east Asia 23.5 (22.0-26.8) 45.0 (39.0-47.8) 3.5 (2.3-6.8) 

Eastern Europe 30.5 (28.8-36.8) 41.5 (38.0-49.3) 22.0 (20.0-25.5) 

Northern Europe 27.0 (23.0-31.5) 28.0 (23.5-43.0) 22.0 (20.0-25.5) 

Southern Europe 28.0 (24.8-33.5) 34.5 (30.8-44.5) 24.0 (17.3-27.8) 

Western Europe 28.5 (26.0-38.5) 33.0 (30.5-40.8) 24.0 (22.8-35.8) 

Oceania 19.0 (20.8-43.5) 43.0 (32.3-52.8) 19.0 (11.0-29.5) 

Overall 22.5 (15.0-27.0) 32.0 (23.3-43.0) 7.0 (3.0-19.8) 

Source: WHO Global Health Observatory data repository (2014), adapted from 
http://apps.who.int/gho/data 
	

In most countries, smoking rates are socio-economically patterned with greater 

prevalence among those of more disadvantaged socio-economic position (SEP).21 In 

some LMICs at earlier stages of the tobacco epidemic cigarette, consumption is 

determined by affordability. However, this pattern is not true of all countries irrespective 

of income or development status.22 This ultimately leads to disadvantaged groups bearing 

a disproportionate burden of smoking related morbidity and mortality. For instance, 

analyses from death rates in Western Europe and North America have estimated that most 

of the social inequalities in adult mortality in the 1990s can be attributed to smoking.23 

Data for England and Wales during this period is shown in figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Social inequalities in male mortality in 1996 from smoking and from any 
cause23 

Percentages of 35-year-old men dying at ages 35–69 years from smoking (red) or from 
any cause (red and white). I = “High” SEP; II = “Mid” SEP, III = “Low” SEP 
	

1.3 Socio-economic position and smoking in England 

SEP broadly refers to the social and economic position that an individual occupies within 

society relating to their occupation, income, wealth, education and social status.24 

‘Disadvantaged’ or ‘low/lower’ SEP individuals are categorised as those who in general 

have lower levels of income, education, housing status (i.e. community or social housing 

rental), experience local neighbourhood deprivation and have routine and manual 

occupations.25 The term ‘disadvantage’ in this thesis is therefore operationalised using 

such variables related to SEP. Data from the Health Survey for England (HSE), Office 

for National Statistics (ONS) and other sources have estimated smoking prevalence in 

England to be 14.4% among all adults, down from 15.5% in 2016 and 19.8% in 2011.26 

Despite this progress, smoking prevalence is not equally distributed across the socio-
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economic spectrum. Smoking is highest among those of more disadvantaged SEP 

compared with more advantaged groups. Using social grade based on occupation as a 

proxy for SEP, the smoking toolkit study (STS)27 estimates that smoking rates are 

currently 22.3% among those with routine and manual occupation compared with 10.5% 

among higher professional and managerial occupations (Figure 1.2). 

	
Figure 1.2: Annual prevalence of cigarette smoking in England 2007-2019 

ABC1: Professional and clerical occupations; C2DE: Routine and manual occupations. 
Weighted data form the STS	
 

This broadly corresponds to data from NHS Digital which estimated prevalence of 10% 

among those with higher professional and managerial occupations compared with 25% 

among those in routine and manual occupations. These socio-economic inequalities have 

persisted during a period in England in which overall smoking prevalence declined from 

24% in 200728 to 14.4% in 2018.26 Disparities in cessation and uptake have led to smoking 

becoming one of the leading causes of health inequalities among socio-economically 

disadvantaged groups29, who suffer a disproportionate burden of the mortality and 

morbidity attributable to smoking. Most research has shown that compared with more 
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advantaged individuals, those of disadvantaged-SEP face more facilitators to smoking 

uptake (particularly relevant for youth uptake as tobacco use typically begins in childhood 

or adolescence30), and more barriers to quitting (Table 1.2). Moreover, while smokers 

attempt to quit at similar rates across the social spectrum, disadvantaged-SEP smokers 

are less likely to succeed in a quit attempt.31 In the context of these persistent disparities, 

it is the primary aim of this thesis to better understand how the evolving landscape of 

technologies and interventions impact on these existing socio-economic inequalities in 

smoking cessation, and whether they can play a role in reducing them. 
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Table 1.2: Proposed key determinants of smoking uptake and cessation in socio-
economically disadvantaged groups. Adapted and updated from previous reviews.45 

Smoking uptake  
Parental smoking Parental smoking status (more prevalent in 

disadvantaged adults) is a predictor of youth smoking 
uptake.32 

Peer group Disadvantaged youths are more likely to smoke33 and 
may be less able to resist peer pressure.21 

Awareness of harms Disadvantaged youths may have lower awareness of 
and underestimate harms from smoking.21 

Social problems Disadvantaged youth are more likely to experience 
psycho-social problems related to familial or 
educational stress which increases the risk of 
initiation.34 

Educational performance Disadvantaged youth are likely to have poorer 
educational performance which is a predictor of 
smoking status.35 

Access to tobacco products The availability of tobacco products is greater in 
disadvantaged neighbourhoods.36,37 

Smoking Cessation  
Nicotine dependence Disadvantaged smokers have been found to be more 

dependent on nicotine.38,39  
Motivation Less likely to intend to quit and may discount present 

value of the reward of cessation because of delay in 
the manifestation of harms.40 

Social support It has been suggested that disadvantage is associated 
with less social support and participation which may 
reduce the success of quit attempts.41,42 

Stress Disadvantaged smokers are more likely to highlight 
being nervous, restless or depressed as a reason for 
relapse to smoking.43 

Self-efficacy Disadvantage is associated with lower self-efficacy to 
quit smoking.39 

Tobacco industry targeting The tobacco industry is known to target potential 
smokers from disadvantaged communities.44 

Treatment adherence Poor adherence to stop-smoking medications and 
behavioural support, however the direction of causality 
remains to be assessed.45,46 

 

1.4 Health inequalities research 

Reducing the uptake of cigarettes and supporting people to quit smoking is an important 

area of health inequalities research. Health inequality refers to differences in ill health 

and mortality between people according to various measures of socio-economic position 
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such as income, occupation, education, housing situation and prestige (’standing in the 

community’).47. Today, research into health inequalities is conducted in many countries 

around the world, and often intersects with other areas of research into the social 

determinants of health such as gender and race/ethnicity. Although widespread today, 

heath inequality as a subject of academic research and public policy emerged in the UK 

in 1980 following publication of the Black Report by the then Department of Health and 

Social Security.48 Using data on occupation from death certificates and the population 

census, the Black report highlighted that between the 1950s and the 1970s the likelihood 

of death at most ages was strongly associated with social class (’general standing in the 

community based on occupational skill’), a measure of socio-economic position. This 

social patterning of morbidity and mortality persists today. Published in 2020, the updated 

Marmot review has confirmed that deprivation is associated with shorter life expectancy 

and that, over the past decade, the social gradient has increased.49 Working to understand 

and alleviate these inequalities remains a focus of public health research and policy.  

1.5 Interventions for smoking cessation 

Interventions to assist people in quitting smoking can broadly be categorised according 

to whether they act at the level of the population or the individual. 

 

1.5.1 Population-level interventions 

Population-level tobacco control interventions are those that affect populations, groups, 

areas, jurisdictions or institutions and generally require control from the state or other 

large institutions. The aim of such interventions is to change societal structures (social, 

physical, economic or legislative environments) to reduce smoking uptake and encourage 
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people to quit. Major population-level interventions that have been implemented in recent 

decades include advertising restrictions, health warning labels, banning smoking in public 

places, increasing the tax on tobacco products and age of sale restrictions.50 Population-

level interventions have the potential to reduce health inequalities if they have a greater 

impact on reductions in socio-economically disadvantaged communities compared with 

more advantaged groups.50 Increasing the price of tobacco through taxation is often cited 

as an equity-positive population-level approach to reduce smoking rates, and has recently 

been shown in Australia to have especially strong and immediate effects among socio-

economically disadvantaged groups.51 However, the rebounding of smoking rates in these 

groups over-time suggests that other policies and interventions need to be structured so 

as to prevent relapse to cheaper products such as roll-your-own tobacco. The importance 

of population-level interventions cannot be understated but is not the focus of this PhD. 

 

1.5.2 Individual-level interventions for smoking cessation 

Individual-level interventions are often clinically approved and provided by trained 

healthcare professionals. They can involve the use of pharmacotherapy or individualised 

or small group behavioural or cognitive interventions to encourage smoking cessation.52 

This group of interventions seeks to address the neurobiological and behavioural 

mechanisms associated with the release of nicotine from cigarettes (section 1.1) that are 

behind the failure of an attempt to quit smoking. They do so by combating the difficulties 

that an individual faces during a quit attempt such as nicotine withdrawal53 and urges to 

smoke at times or places where the individual smoked previously.54 Without support 

during a quit attempt around 50% of people relapse to smoking within the first week of 

abstinence.55 
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Even with the most effective behavioural support and pharmacotherapy for smoking 

cessation, the majority of smokers who make a quit attempt do not remain abstinent in 

the long-term (six months to a year after quitting).56,57 Considering that smoking is a 

leading preventable cause of ill health it remains an important goal in public health to 

support smokers and improve their chances of quitting smoking and remaining abstinent 

in the long-term. The evidence for the different individual-level interventions will be 

discussed in turn. This thesis is focussed on the interventions that directly address 

cigarette addiction at the individual level. However, this does not detract from the 

importance of population-level smoking cessation programmes. Rather, both approaches 

are closely related to each other in a complex system of tobacco control and population 

health that involves feedback between individual agents, the broader system and the 

changes that occur within it.58 

 

1.5.2.1 Behavioural support 

Individual behavioural support for smoking cessation can be delivered in several forms 

including in-person, over the telephone, on a digital platform or in print, and can be 

delivered concurrently with pharmacotherapy. 

 

In-person counselling 

Run by the local borough or county council in the UK, specialised and free at the point 

of access stop smoking services (SSS) deliver one-to-one individual behavioural support 

for adults who are trying to quit smoking. Advisors trained in assisting smoking cessation 

deliver a programme of behavioural support to smokers, closely aligned with guidance 

from the National Centre for Smoking Cessation and Training (NCSCT).59 Standard SSS 

support typically starts with a pre-quit session, where counsellors set a target quit date 
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(TQD) with their smoking client and continue to see them at regular intervals from this 

day until at least 4 weeks post-TQD. Some services continue to see clients until 12 weeks 

post-TQD. A client’s smoking abstinence is measured at every session following the TQD 

but specifically at four weeks post-TQD (a requirement for reporting to the NHS).59 

Abstinence is self-reported by a client and in most cases biochemically verified using an 

expired carbon monoxide (CO) monitor.60 CO is released in the burning of tobacco. A 

threshold of 8-10 parts per million (ppm) is a good indicator of recent smoking because 

levels above this threshold can be detected in expired air for around one day with high 

accuracy. A recent review from the Cochrane database of systematic reviews found high-

quality evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) that individual counselling for 

smoking cessation was more effective than a minimum contact control (Risk Ratio (RR) 

1.57, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.40 – 1.77) at achieving abstinence at 6 months 

following a quit date.61 The authors also reported medium quality evidence for the same 

direction of effect in studies where pharmacotherapy was included as part of both the 

intervention and usual care arms of the trial (1.24, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.51). Group counselling 

is also used in the context of SSS62, but given that sessions involve several people rather 

than a one-to-one interaction between a counsellor and a smoker, it will not be subject to 

analysis within this thesis. 

 

Motivational interviewing (MI) is another form of behavioural support that has been 

utilised in smoking cessation treatment and is performed by health professionals or 

smoking cessation counsellors. The aim of MI in this context is to help smokers resolve 

insecurities and feelings of ambivalence towards their behaviour in order to find the 

internal motivation needed to quit.63 The technique may increase in quitting rates, and 

with a greater effect size if delivered by primary care physicians (RR 3.49, 95% CI 1.53 
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– 7.94) than with smoking cessation counsellors (1.25, 95% CI 1.15 – 1.64), compared 

with brief advice or usual care.64 

 

Nurses make up the largest workforce in the UK health system.65 Nursing-delivered 

interventions consist of brief interventions, counselling and strategies to help an 

individual quit smoking, and have been shown to be effective when compared with a 

control (no intervention) or usual care.66 Similarly, physician advice may be brief, or part 

of a more intensive smoking cessation intervention, and may be integrated with a 

consultation for specific diseases related to smoking.67,68 There is evidence that physician 

advice improves quit rates compared with no advice or usual care, and appears effective 

when delivered in a minimal or intensive fashion.69 

 

Specialist in-person stop smoking support can deliver a range of evidence based 

behaviour change techniques (BCTs)70 to smokers trying to quit. These BCTs can be 

generally categorised under i) boosting motivation to quit, ii) improving skills and 

capacity for self-regulation, iii) promoting the use of cessation medications and iv) other 

supporting activities. However, evidence suggests that there is wide variation and low 

fidelity in the content of BCTs delivered in English SSS.71,72 This is an important 

consideration given that the efficacy of these interventions for smoking cessation might 

be more dependent on certain BCTs relative to others.73 Therefore, routine monitoring 

may be necessary to ensure that SSSs adhere to intervention protocols and also allow 

research into the relative effectiveness of different BCTs in the SSS setting. Nonetheless, 

there is consistent evidence that individual counselling from trained stop smoking 

counsellors and health professionals can assist smokers to quit.74 Furthermore, when 

given as an adjunct to pharmacotherapy it can deliver a small but important improvement 
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in smoking cessation compared with pharmacotherapy alone, and this appears to follow 

a dose-response relationship.75 

 

Although the different modes of one-to-one support that have been discussed appear to 

improve quit rates in clinical practice, they are more resource intensive and have 

potentially lower overall population reach than interventions delivered using other means 

such as telephone counselling or digital platforms. Investment into SSS in the UK has 

fallen in recent years, from £70.2 m in 2016–17 to £60.3 m in 2018–19.76 As a result, 

services face the challenge of continuing to deliver behavioural and pharmacological 

support to smokers making a quit attempt, despite having fewer available resources.  

 

Telephone support 

Smoking cessation support can be delivered over the telephone in the form of helplines 

or ‘quitlines’ with a specialist advisor. Calls may be initiated by the smoker, or involve 

call-back or outreach by the quitline service. This method of support does not require the 

same level of time and travel organisation as appointments for in-person support and so 

can potentially reach more smokers. Telephone support can also deliver the programme 

of BCTs for smoking cessation that are present in face-to-face counselling.77,78  However, 

as with in-person counselling it is possible that telephone behavioural support is not 

delivered consistently or in line with recommended practice.72 When compared with 

minimal support or usual care, telephone support (three or more calls) is estimated to 

improve smoking quit rates.79 
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Digital behaviour change interventions 

Digital behaviour change interventions (DBCIs) for smoking cessation are those 

delivered on any digital technology platform. This includes support delivered using 

internet websites, mobile phones, smartphone applications and wearables. Eighty-nine 

percent of adults in Great Britain use the internet at least weekly80, and 85% adults own 

or have access to a smartphone.81 Digital technology has the potential to reach a greater 

number of smokers compared with other methods, and allows providers to tailor 

responses to individual user needs in real-time during a quit attempt.82 Growing evidence 

suggests that tailored internet-based interventions for smoking cessation are more 

effective compared with non-active controls.82,83,84 However, effect estimates from meta-

analyses are interpreted with caution due to substantial statistical heterogeneity in the 

calculation of pooled-study effect estimates. When compared with active smoking 

cessation treatments, the most recent Cochrane review on this topic found no evidence of 

effectiveness of internet plus behavioural support.84 

 

Mobile phone-based interventions (applications or messages/reminders sent through a 

mobile phone), appear to have a beneficial impact on smoking cessation. The most recent 

Cochrane review of mobile phone text messaging and app-based interventions for 

smoking cessation concluded that automated text message-based smoking cessation 

interventions can boost quit rates compared with minimal smoking cessation support.85  

However, more RCT evidence is needed to assess the benefits of smartphone apps 

compared with less intensive support.  

 

DBCIs have great potential to reach a large proportion of smokers who do not have access 

to or wish to attend in-person SSS behavioural support, but challenges remain in the form 
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of maintaining user-engagement with the platform in the context of other applications and 

web platforms that are competing for the attention of a user. As such, understanding and 

predicting user-engagement with digital technologies for smoking cessation is becoming 

an increasingly important area of research.86,87,88  

 

Print-based self-help interventions 

Print-based self-help materials provide structured smoking cessation advice in the form 

of leaflets or informational booklets for smokers who are looking to quit. While often 

delivered concurrently with other forms of behavioural support, it is estimated that when 

delivered on their own, print materials increase quit rates compared with no intervention, 

albeit with a small effect size.89 

 

Incentives 

Material and financial incentives are known to promote a range of health improving 

behaviours, and can be delivered in a range of contexts such as hospitals and places of 

work. For smoking cessation, these incentives have also been shown to be effective both 

while they are in place and in the longer-term after they have been withdrawn.90 However, 

the most effective methods to deliver health incentives remain uncertain, with some recent 

evidence for reward-based programmes having greater sustained abstinence compared 

with deposit/commitment-based programmes (where participants place some of their own 

money at risk and re-gain it on the condition of a successful behavioural outcome).91,92  

 

1.5.2.2 Pharmacotherapy 

Pharmacotherapy includes medications that act to dampen craving and withdrawal 

symptoms, reduce nicotine reinforcement. Where available, the three first line treatments 
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for smoking cessation include nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), nicotine receptor 

partial agonists (varenicline and cytisine) and the anti-depressant buproprion.93 

 

Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) 

NRT was developed as a safer substitute to smoking by permitting absorption of nicotine 

into the bloodstream to satisfy craving, without the toxic mixture present in tobacco 

smoke. It was the first effective medication for the treatment of tobacco addiction.94 NRT 

is available in a fast-acting formulations that are delivered orally (in the form of gum, 

lozenges, nasal spray, mouth spray, film, inhaler, or tablet), or as a slower acting 

transdermal nicotine patch.95 There is good evidence that all forms of NRT are effective 

and improve the chances of successful quit attempts, increasing quit rates by 50% to 60%. 

Dual-form NRT, which combines slow and fast-acting formulations is most effective for 

quit success at least in the short term.96 Faster acting NRTs appear helpful in satiating the 

positive effects of nicotine administration through smoking and reducing acute craving, 

whereas the slow-acting formulation nicotine patches supply constant lower levels of 

nicotine which when dosed correctly can reduce withdrawal symptoms. 

 

Nicotine receptor partial agonists 

Nicotine receptor partial agonists became a viable option for treatment of cigarette 

addiction with the discovery that high affinity a4b2 nAChRs in the mesolimbic dopamine 

system mediate the effects of nicotine in the brain.97 Activation of these receptors triggers 

the downstream release of dopamine and the aforementioned reward and pleasure signals. 

Mouse gene knockout studies showed that when the a4 or b2 subunits are removed, the 

pharmacological and behavioural effects of nicotine are attenuated.98 Furthermore, when 

b2-knockout mice underwent targeted expression of the b2 subunit, nicotine seeking 
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behaviour and induced dopamine release resumed.99 These findings supported the 

hypothesis that targeting the a4b2 nAChRs in the brain with a partial agonist (displaying 

concurrent agonist and antagonistic properties100) would reduce both nicotine craving and 

withdrawal symptoms in smokers attempting to quit. The naturally occurring plant 

compound cytisine and its synthesised chemical analogue varenicline are two such 

nicotine receptor partial agonists, and are used widely in different countries depending on 

licensing laws. Varenicline, currently licensed for use in the US and most countries in the 

European Union, has been shown to at least double the chances of successful long-term 

smoking cessation compared with controls without pharmacotherapy.101 Varenicline was 

also shown to be more effective for smoking cessation than single-form NRT or 

bupropion. Trials with cytisine indicate a superior effect over NRT for smoking 

cessation,102,103 and given its lower cost warrants being licensed more widely outside of 

Eastern Europe. Drug companies that manufacture cytisine, a generic drug, are not 

currently incentivised to conduct the required placebo-controlled trials in the US and 

Western Europe. Pfizer, the manufacturer of Varenicline, will lose its patent for the drug 

between 2020 and 2021 in the US and UK, respectively. Whether or not regulatory 

authorities will license cytisine in the near future as an in-class competitor for varenicline 

remains to be seen. 

 

Antidepressants 

Smokers with a history of major depressive disorder are more likely to be dependent on 

nicotine and less likely to successfully quit smoking compared with individuals who have 

never experienced depression or have no psychiatric diagnosis.104 It is thought that the 

neurochemical effects of antidepressants, such as the release of dopamine and serotonin 

in the brain, are similar to those of nicotine thus making them suitable candidates to 
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support smoking cessation.4 The two most widely tested antidepressants for smoking 

cessation are bupropion and nortriptyline. Both drugs have been shown to aid long-term 

smoking cessation, and with a similar efficacy to that of single-form NRT.105 

 

Combined pharmacotherapy and behavioural interventions 

When delivered independently, behavioural support and pharmacotherapy are effective 

in supporting a quit attempt. Given this knowledge, research has been conducted to assess 

the benefits of concurrent treatment with pharmacotherapy and behavioural support. 

Evidence indicates that combined therapy increases smoking cessation rates compared 

with usual care or a minimal intervention.106 This evidence has been supported by the 

National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the UK, and is currently the standard 

treatment protocol for UK specialist stop-smoking services.107 

 

Using data from RCTs, Figure 1.3 summarises the effectiveness of some front-line 

individual-level interventions, and combinations of interventions for smoking cessation 

compared with no or minimal treatment. 
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Figure 1.3: Individual-level interventions – trial effectiveness. 

 
Data from Cochrane database of systematic reviews; Int = internet-based intervention; Text = 

text-message based intervention; NRT = nicotine replacement therapy; BS = in-person 

behavioural support; Bup = Bupropion; Var = varenicline; bars represent risk ratios versus 

placebo (for medications) or no/minimum intervention (for behavioural support). 95% CIs 

based on risk ratios; figures for BS + NRT/Bup/Var involve multiplying effect of BS and effect 

of medication.61,85,108,109		

 

1.5.3 Individual-level interventions and socio-economic 

inequalities in smoking cessation 

Data from HICs show that mortality and morbidity rates are higher among those of more 

disadvantaged SEP, with smoking playing a major role in driving these inequalities.23,110 

There remains a social gradient in smoking with higher prevalence among disadvantaged 

populations who suffer a disproportionate burden of smoking-related disease and 

mortality compared with those of more advantaged SEP. In England overall, smokers 

who use a combination of behavioural support and pharmacotherapy in a quit attempt are 

three times as likely to succeed compared with those attempting to quit unassisted.111 
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However, all stages in the planning and delivery of a health intervention have the potential 

to widen inequalities between SEP groups in a target population.112 While overall health 

outcomes improve, it may be evident for a given health intervention that disadvantaged 

groups do achieve less success compared with more affluent groups, resulting in an 

increase in health inequalities. These ‘intervention-generated inequalities’ should be 

considered when analysing the effect of specialist stop smoking support delivered by SSS 

in the UK. While low-SEP smokers are more likely to access SSS, they are less likely to 

be successful in their quit attempt113, likely due to the additional barriers they face as a 

function of SEP (Table 1.2). This finding is supported by a review that examined the 

equity impact of tobacco control interventions that were not targeted specifically for low-

SEP. The authors found consistent evidence of lower quit rates in low-SEP smokers who 

were accessing SSS.114 This disparity is further compounded by evidence of differential 

prescription rates of front-line medications such as varenicline. A recent analysis has 

found that disadvantaged smokers attending UK SSS were less likely to be prescribed 

varenicline115, the most effective form of stop smoking medication. 

 

When services are targeted at socio-economically disadvantaged groups there is some 

evidence that this negative equity impact can be attenuated. This has been observed in a 

recent programme in Scotland where population quit success rates at three months were 

higher in the most deprived groups following a successful targeting campaign.116 

Although research into digital interventions for disadvantaged smokers is currently 

limited, a recent review of the evidence suggests that when delivered digitally, targeted 

smoking cessation support can also be effective at improving quit rates in socio-

economically disadvantaged groups.117 One specific trial conducted by members of the 

UCL Tobacco and Alcohol Research Group found an internet-based intervention to be 
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more effective for smoking cessation in low but not high-SEP smokers.118 Further 

research into improving access119 and targeting is necessary in the context of major 

reductions in funding for SSS in England. Budget cuts occurred in an estimated 59% and 

50% of SSS in 2016 and 2017 respectively, with some local authorities decommissioning 

SSS altogether.120 Overall, investment in SSS has fallen by 14% over the past three 

years.76 

1.6 Electronic cigarettes 

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are typically battery-powered devices that heat an 

element and vaporize a solution (e-liquid) that usually contains nicotine, propylene 

glycol, glycerine, flavourings and water. The aerosol released is inhaled by the user. E-

cigarettes do not contain tobacco or involve combustion, and therefore do not produce 

smoke. There are several different types of e-cigarette, and the most common devices can 

be grouped into three categories: 1) Disposable  (first generation); 2) Devices that can be-

filled with e-liquid by the user (second generation); 3) Variable power devices where the 

user can manually regulate the power delivery from the battery to the element (third 

generation).121 While the long-term effects of e-cigarettes on human health are not yet 

clear, and although not harmless, e-cigarettes are less harmful compared with smoking 

tobacco.121 Concordant with previous research into the relative harm of e-cigarettes 

compared with tobacco smoking122, recent lab studies have found that most e-cigarettes 

likely have cancer potencies of <1% that of tobacco smoke.123 Despite the evidence that 

e-cigarettes are a safer method of nicotine delivery than tobacco smoking, only one third 

of current smokers perceive this to be true.121 
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1.6.1 E-cigarettes in the global context 

E-cigarette use varies across countries worldwide due to differing cultures, market factors 

and tobacco control policy and regulation.124 With support from WHO125, e-cigarettes are 

currently banned in over 30 countries worldwide.126 In the USA, UK and much of 

Western Europe e-cigarettes are available, subject to market authorisation from country 

governments. The general uncertainty among governments and the public around the 

world about the safety of e-cigarettes is driven by a contentious debate within public 

health. This debate is fuelled by disagreements within and between the countries where 

e-cigarette use is most common, namely the UK and the USA. The arguments and data 

driving these divergent positions on e-cigarettes will be discussed in section 1.6.5. 

 

1.6.2 E-cigarette use in England 

In England, e-cigarettes are widely available and regulated as consumer products under 

the European Union (EU) Tobacco Products Directive (TPD). Although this directive 

prohibits advertising on TV, radio, press, online and on social media, it does allow 

displays on outdoor posters and in the cinema.127 Outside of the EU, restrictions on the 

sale and marketing of e-cigarettes vary by country. Laws in Norway, Singapore and 

Australia place severe restrictions on e-cigarette availability and diverge from the more 

favourable environments in the UK and USA where it is legal to sell e-cigarettes to 

adults.128 These different situations are relevant because the potential of the devices to 

help smokers quit is likely dependent on the regulatory environment.129 In line with the 

current scientific consensus in England, recent changes now allow advertising for e-

cigarettes to be made in the context of being a safer alternative to tobacco smoking. 

However these advertisements are only permitted on mediums that are not already 
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blocked by the TPD such as outdoor advertisements, on public transport, in cinemas and 

leaflets.130 Since their arrival on the UK market in 2008/09, e-cigarettes have rapidly 

become the most popular aid used in a smoking quit attempt, with current use estimated 

to be >30% compared with 20% and <3% for over the counter NRT and varenicline 

respectively.131 The STS estimates that after the initial rise at the start of the decade, 

growth in e-cigarette use has slowed and remained relatively stable since 2013 at around 

5% prevalence in the general population. 

 

1.6.3 Harm reduction 

Harm reduction is a public health policy framework that aims to minimise the harmful 

physical and/or social consequences associated with recreational drug use, without 

necessarily reducing or eliminating use of the drug itself.132 Compared with the general 

acceptance and adoption of harm reduction policies for illicit drug use (for instance needle 

exchange programmes), the approach has received more opposition in the tobacco control 

field. The harm reduction debate in the field of smoking and public health can be 

summarised by two general positions. Proponents argue that some smokers cannot or will 

not stop smoking, so alternative products that confer less harm are therefore beneficial to 

public health. Harm reduction opponents believe that the approach undermines the public 

health goal of preventing any form of tobacco use, and therefore exclusively promote 

cessation and prevention among youth.132 As a cessation tool, pharmacotherapy is widely 

accepted as an effective means to reduce smoking rates. The same cannot be said for e-

cigarettes. The devices are unique in that they are a recreational product and although 

they do not contain tobacco or involve combustion, simulate smoking behaviour. As 

evidence continues to emerge, the debate continues to track whether the devices confer 
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significant harm to the user, and whether they are an effective tool for smoking cessation 

or, conversely, promote tobacco smoking. 

 

1.6.4 E-cigarettes and smoking cessation 

The result of a broad range of tobacco control policies and stop smoking interventions 

has been increased success rates in quitting smoking since 2011, and consistent decline 

in smoking prevalence in England since 2007.131 Behavioural support and NRT increase 

the chances that an individual will have a successful quit attempt, but long-term 

abstinence rates are low62,101 and these interventions do not appeal to all smokers. 

Conventional NRT delivers nicotine using transdermal or buccal absorption, but does not 

simulate any of the behavioural components of smoking. In contrast, e-cigarettes deliver 

a dose of nicotine but also simulate some of the sensory and behavioural aspects of 

smoking including the hand-to-mouth action, the inhalation and exhalation of vapour and 

the maintenance of a social identity.133 The devices may therefore provide an easier route 

to smoking cessation for some smokers.134 However, despite seemingly advantageous 

nicotine-delivery properties, for some users e-cigarettes are not always a satisfying 

substitute for tobacco smoking. Studies have reported a high number of dual users who 

use e-cigarettes and cigarettes concurrently. This behaviour may be related to differences 

in device type and efficiency of nicotine delivery; later generation tank models appear 

more effective than first generation “cigalike” devices135,136 and has led to calls for 

continued innovation in device technology and improvements in access for smokers to 

quit using e-cigarettes.137 

 

Results from recent RCTs suggest that e-cigarettes increase smoking cessation. When 

accompanied by behavioural support, e-cigarettes have been shown to be almost twice as 
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effective for smoking cessation than NRT.138 Furthermore, when in combination with 

nicotine patches, nicotine e-cigarettes boost quit rates compared with nicotine-free e-

cigarettes plus patches, or patches alone.139 This is supported by time-series data showing 

that, in England between 2007 and 2018, greater use of e-cigarettes during a quit attempt 

was associated with higher success rates.140 These results highlight the substantial 

benefits that the devices may confer to population health by reducing the number of 

people smoking. 

 

1.6.5 Concerns over e-cigarette use 

Aside from uncertainty over the long-term health impacts of e-cigarette use134, there are 

two main hypothesised concerns in tobacco control that have been raised regarding the 

use the devices for smoking cessation: 1) e-cigarette use undermines existing 

interventions in tobacco control and will reduce the rate of smoking cessation and 2) e-

cigarette use leads to nicotine dependence in youth and act as a ‘gateway’ for never 

smoking youth to become smokers. These concerns are valid and warrant continuous 

monitoring to assess the extent to which e-cigarettes appear to be promoting or detracting 

from reduction in the prevalence of cigarette smoking. A recent time-series analysis in 

England found no clear association between e-cigarette use and prevalence of quit 

attempts or use of licensed NRT bought over the counter, prescription pharmacotherapy, 

or behavioural support. However, use of e-cigarettes in quit attempts was negatively 

associated with use of NRT on prescription.141 A number of population studies at the 

individual-level have found a negative association or no association between e-cigarette 

use in the past and likelihood of smoking cessation.142,143 However important mediators 

of quitting smoking such as frequency of use and the type of e-cigarette used were not 

considered in these studies.136,144 
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Studies looking at nicotine absorption from e-cigarettes among e-cigarette users found 

that participants lowered their concentration of nicotine e-liquid over time, but 

compensated by consuming more e-liquid.145,146 This is important considering that while 

safer than smoking tobacco, the potential harms to health from e-cigarette use are likely 

due to exposure to formaldehyde and other carcinogenic compounds that are present in 

the aerosol generated from e-liquid.147 

 

There remain concerns regarding the uptake of e-cigarettes by youth (broadly older 

children and adolescents aged 11-18).148 Some longitudinal studies have claimed to 

provide evidence in support of a gateway effect for progression to cigarette smoking 

among never smokers following e-cigarette use.149,150 However, when further analyses 

include other potentially mediating variables such as marijuana use and perceptions of 

smokers and smoking, the direct relationship between e-cigarette use and subsequent 

cigarette smoking is no longer evident.151 In England, current use of e-cigarettes remains 

rare among never-smokers (including both adult and never smoking youth).152  

 

The tobacco control field remains divided on this issue, with some advocating for a 

precautionary stance on e-cigarettes for smoking cessation while others argue that the 

concerns are disproportionate to the risks suggested by current evidence151 and that by 

replacing tobacco cigarettes the devices could avert millions of deaths from smoking 

related disease.153 Further longitudinal research and alternative quasi-experimental 

studies in this area is needed, and should take into account all appropriate confounders 

and report greater accuracy in the measurement and reporting of current e-cigarette use 

rather than combining measures of occasional and experimental use with that of more 

frequent daily and weekly use. 
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From a regulatory perspective, UK public health bodies have supported current smokers 

to switch to e-cigarettes as a safer form of nicotine delivery. This contrasts with the USA. 

Although e-cigarettes are acknowledged to be a safer alternative to smoking among 

adults, protecting non-smokers and adolescents from e-cigarette use is a primary 

concern.154 This concern has arisen following a sharp increase in youth e-cigarette use in 

recent years155, with 18% of 11-13 year old’s reporting usage on 20-days in the past 

month.156 This increase is strongly associated with lifetime tobacco use, but nonetheless 

diverges from trends among youth in the UK where weekly e-cigarette use among former 

smoking youth (age 11-18) is estimated to be 3.3% and <1% among never smokers.131 

Adding to these are concerns regarding a 2019 outbreak of lung disease that killed over 

50 people in the USA. The outbreak, which was initially described as being linked to all 

e-cigarette devices, has now been specifically attributed to the presence of vitamin E 

acetate in e-cigarettes containing THC.157 Despite confirmation from the Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that these unregulated products caused the 

outbreak, the initial reporting had included warnings against using any form of e-

cigarette. Reporting of this nature has fuelled uncertainty among the public and likely led 

to a significant change in perceptions towards e-cigarettes as equally harmful or more 

harmful than smoking tobacco cigarettes, as highlighted by STS data in England.158 

 

A deep-rooted concern regarding e-cigarettes is the tobacco industry’s growing 

investment and support of e-cigarettes as a reduced harm alternative to tobacco 

smoking.159 This concern may be valid given the industry’s historical campaign of 

scientific distortion and misinformation, (well documented in the Tobacco Industry 

Documents, (www.industrydocumentslibrary.ucsf.edu/tobacco) to promote knowingly 

harmful and addictive products, and considering that the industry continues to market and 
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sell cigarettes in countries with weaker regulation. Indeed, internal tobacco industry 

documents revealed plans to ‘divide-and-conquer’ the tobacco control movement by 

establishing relationships with researchers and advocates who held differences of opinion 

to the other members of the field with regard to modified risk products such as e-

cigarettes.160 However, thanks to their popularity, e-cigarettes may represent a paradigm 

shift in the tobacco control field from the precautionary principle towards harm 

minimisation thanks to the potential that the devices bring to adult smokers if used as a 

complete substitute for combustible tobacco.161 Some argue that this will re-legitimise the 

industry by framing it with pharmaceutically aligned goals of ‘modified-risk nicotine 

maintenance’, allowing it to continue to sell products with unclear long-term risk.162 

However, if a the primary aim of tobacco control policy is to discourage smoking and 

provide methods by which they can quit successfully, e-cigarettes may play a role in 

facilitating this and prevent millions of people suffering from cigarette-induced mortality 

and morbidity.163 To this end, further longitudinal data are necessary to further understand 

transitions between tobacco and e-cigarette use and the longer-term health effects of e-

cigarettes. 

 

1.6.6 E-cigarette use and socio-economic position 

1.6.6.1 Differences in use across the socio-economic spectrum 

A systematic review of differences in awareness and use between SEP groups from 35 

different countries reported greater awareness of and ‘ever use’ of e-cigarettes among 

those with greater educational attainment.164 In support of this finding, previous 

population estimates of e-cigarette use in Great Britain have indicated that the devices 

were used to a greater extent by advantaged SEP individuals during the period in which 
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the devices first became popular.165 Assuming that the devices are effective towards 

smoking cessation, and dependent on social patterning of e-cigarette use in successful 

quit attempts, differential use across the socio-economic spectrum has the potential to 

either increase or decrease existing inequalities in smoking cessation. Estimates of greater 

e-cigarette use by higher-SEP individuals broadly supports the theory of diffusion of 

innovations.166 The theory states that the adoption of new technologies or innovations (in 

this case e-cigarettes) does not occur simultaneously in a social system and tends to be 

greatest among more advantaged socio-economic groups who have greater material and 

social capital and are thus more receptive to, or have greater access to, a given innovation. 

This potential negative equity impact is not unique to e-cigarettes but relates to other 

tobacco control interventions including behavioural support and pharmacotherapy, which 

also have the potential to increase inequalities in smoking cessation.114 

 

1.6.6.2 Potential for smoking cessation in disadvantaged groups 

Recent ethnographic research with ‘working class’ (disadvantaged-SEP) communities in 

northern England has highlighted the potential that e-cigarettes have to displace smoking 

in socio-economically disadvantaged groups. It was argued that upwardly socially mobile 

smokers may use e-cigarettes to resolve conflicts associated with their previous smoking 

behaviour, a behaviour that is now stigmatised among advantaged groups. In contrast, 

disadvantaged smokers indicated that they use the devices because they were pleasurable 

or because they felt a responsibility to be in good health for their family, and use did not 

specifically reflect a desire to simply quit smoking.167 E-cigarettes may therefore present 

an opportunity to reduce inequalities in smoking cessation. There is also potential to 

provide e-cigarettes at homeless centres, considering that smoking rates in this group is 

almost four-times higher than in the general population.168 
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In the USA, National Health Interview Survey data have indicated that smokers with 

greater educational attainment were more likely to transition to exclusive e-cigarette use 

than less educated smokers.169 This has been supported by further data from the 

Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) study, also in the USA, which 

suggested that exclusive e-cigarette use was more likely among higher-income 

smokers.170 Assuming a positive effect on smoking cessation, it is possible that e-cigarette 

use in the US context could therefore exacerbate the existing socio-economic inequalities 

in smoking cessation in the country. 

1.7 Aims and research questions of the current thesis 

Given a) the growing focus on Individual-level smoking cessation interventions for low-

SEP smokers b) the limited evidence related to population-level rates of e-cigarette usage 

by SEP and c) the limited research into what lower SEP smokers think about e-cigarettes 

for smoking cessation the overall aim of this thesis was to use mixed-methods to assess 

the potential impact of e-cigarettes and individual-level interventions on existing 

inequalities in smoking cessation. 

 

The thesis involved three distinct objectives. First, and in the context of the increasing 

number of programmes around the world that tailor individual-level interventions for 

disadvantaged smokers, a systematic review (Chapter 2) was conducted to examine 

whether SEP-tailoring improves smoking cessation compared with non-SEP-tailored 

approaches. 

 

The second theme (Chapters 3 and 4) involved modelling population-level trends in e-

cigarette usage by SEP using data from the STS. This is important given that e-cigarette 
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devices are rapidly evolving with improved nicotine delivery and sensory experiences, 

and because potential differences across SEP groups need to be monitored to inform 

policies that act on health inequalities related to smoking cessation. 

 

The final, qualitative theme (Chapters 5 and 6) involved interviews with disadvantaged 

participants and had two components: 1) To explore the motivations for and patterns of 

usage of an e-cigarette during a quit attempt, and 2) As part of the process evaluation of 

an ongoing RCT, to investigate acceptability of using the devices alongside clinical 

support and medication at stop-smoking services. 

 

This thesis therefore seeks to answer the following research questions: 

1) Does tailoring smoking cessation interventions for low-SEP smokers improve 

effectiveness compared with non-tailored approaches? 

2) What are the population-level trends in e-cigarette use among important sub-

groups of smokers and ex-smokers according to SEP? 

3) What do lower SEP smokers think about the use of e-cigarettes in a quit attempt, 

and how are the devices used?  
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Chapter 2 
 
Tailoring individual-level 
interventions for socio-economically 
disadvantaged smokers: A systematic 
review and meta-regression (Study 1) 
 
Reference for publication (full paper in Appendix 1): Kock, L., Brown, J., Hiscock, 
R., Tattan-Birch, H., Smith, C., & Shahab, L. (2019) Individual-level behavioural 
smoking cessation interventions tailored for disadvantaged socio-economic position: a 
systematic review and meta-regression. The Lancet Public Health, 4(12), e628-e644 

 
Abstract 
Socio-economic inequalities in smoking cessation have led to development of 

interventions that are specifically tailored for smokers from disadvantaged groups (SEP-

tailored interventions). This systematic review aimed to assess whether the effectiveness 

of interventions for disadvantaged groups is moderated by tailoring for socio-economic 

position (SEP). The secondary objectives were to explore the extent to which other study 

characteristics could explain anticipated heterogeneity in study estimates.  

 

Several online databases including Medline, Psychinfo, Cochrane Central Register and 

Tobacco Addiction Register of Clinical Trials and the IC-SMOKE database were 

searched from their inception until August 18, 2019, for randomised controlled trials 

(RCTs) of socio-economic-position-tailored (SEP-tailored) or non-socio-economic-

position-tailored (non-SEP-tailored) individual-level behavioural interventions for 

smoking cessation at 6 months or longer of follow-up in disadvantaged groups. Included 

studies operationalised SEP using measures of income-level, eligibility for government 
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financial assistance, occupation and housing status. Random-effects meta-analyses and 

mixed-effects meta-regression analyses were conducted to assess associations between 

tailoring of the intervention and intervention effectiveness. Meta-analysis outcomes were 

summarised as risk ratios (RRs, 95% CI). Characteristics of the intervention and the target 

population, method of randomisation, and completeness of follow-up were recorded. 

Biochemically validated or self-reported abstinence at 6 months follow-up in each trial 

was collected. Certainty of evidence of all included studies was assessed using the 

Cochrane ‘Risk of bias 2’ tool and the GRADE approach.  

 

Forty-two RCTs (26,168 participants) were included. Of these RCTs, 26 interventions 

were SEP-tailored, 16 were non-SEP-tailored. All interventions (both SEP-tailored and 

non-SEP-tailored) were found to be effective for smoking cessation compared with 

control or usual care (RR 1.56, 95% CI 1.39-1.75, I2=54.5%). SEP-tailored interventions 

did not yield better outcomes compared with non-SEP-tailored interventions for 

disadvantaged groups (adjusted RR = 1.01(logRR (B) = 0.01, SE = 0.11), 95% CI 0.81-

1.27). Similar effect sizes were observed in separate meta-analyses of non-SEP-tailored 

interventions using trial data from participants with high SEP, although certainty of 

evidence from these studies was graded ‘low’.  

 

There was moderate certainty evidence that individual-level interventions can assist 

disadvantaged smokers to quit, but there were no large moderating effects of tailoring for 

disadvantaged smokers.  
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2.1 Background 

As described in Chapter 1, tobacco smoking rates and the associated burden of mortality 

and disease12 are greater among the socio-economically disadvantaged in most high-

income countries.46 These differences in smoking prevalence are evident for multiple 

measures of SEP including those related to material capital (income, housing tenure), 

human capital (education, occupation, neighbourhood deprivation) and social capital. In 

England, smoking rates are almost twice as high among those with manual occupations 

compared with more advantaged groups with professional to clerical occupation.131 These 

results are supported by observations of smoking and SEP in other high income settings 

such as Australia171  and the United States.172 Individual smokers and their behaviour are 

central to population health related to smoking cessation.58 Regular smoking is 

established and maintained by a variety of molecular and behavioural aspects linked to 

the rapid release of nicotine from cigarettes. Individual-level interventions play an 

important role in disrupting cigarette addiction173 to support a successful quit attempt. 

However, even with the best support long-term quit rates remain low56, especially among 

smokers from more disadvantaged groups.111 Recognition that these smokers have greater 

difficulty in quitting and remaining abstinent than those from more affluent groups has 

led to the development of interventions that are specifically tailored for smokers from 

disadvantaged groups. There is growing consensus that health outcomes and inequalities 

are the result of multiple interdependent factors acting at the individual, community and 

population level in a complex system.174 In addition to biological disease vectors and 

genetic differences, health outcomes in this context175 are influenced by individual 

behavioural factors and social factors such as the social, cultural and political 

environment. Feedback loops exist between biological, individual and social components. 
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Thus, individual level interventions that recognise the wider context of socio-

economically disadvantaged smokers may prove more successful. 

 

2.1.1 SEP-tailored interventions 

This chapter assesses the effectiveness of SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored individual-

level behavioural interventions that aim to promote smoking cessation among individuals 

from socio-economically disadvantaged groups.  

 

In this review, interventions were assessed according to whether they were SEP-tailored 

or not. SEP-tailored interventions are those developed specifically for individuals from 

socio-economically disadvantaged groups (termed ’low-SEP’) and aim to overcome some 

of the specific barriers to quitting that smokers from these groups face compared with 

more affluent groups (’high-SEP’). These may include financial stress, lack of social 

support, addiction, lack of self-efficacy, stress and lack of life opportunities, and less 

interest in and understanding of tobacco harms (Table 1.2).46 In contrast to SEP-tailored 

interventions, non-SEP-tailored interventions are not designed for disadvantaged groups 

specifically.176 In some instances non-SEP-tailored interventions are delivered in a 

disadvantaged context/site to low-SEP recipients, but this targeting does not constitute 

‘SEP-tailoring’ because the intervention has not been adapted or developed specifically 

for the recipients themselves. The two primary individual-level approaches to assist with 

smoking cessation are pharmacotherapy and behavioural support, and are often delivered 

in tandem.106 Pharmacotherapies, such as NRT, varenicline and bupropion, aim to reduce 

the strength of urges to smoke and alleviate the unpleasant side effects associated with 

tobacco/nicotine withdrawal (Chapter 1).108,177 Interventions solely involving 

pharmacotherapies were excluded from this review because the drugs themselves cannot 
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be directly tailored for disadvantaged groups; it is the method of provision and advice 

around pharmacotherapy that can be adapted for more tobacco-dependent users.113 

 

Behavioural support delivered using self-help materials, digitally, via-telephone or in 

person (see section 1.5.2.1) are categorised according to the modes of delivery or provider 

(e.g. stop smoking practitioner or clinician) of the support.52 The use of incentives can 

also be delivered using these modes of support but differs in that it is a type of intervention 

function (as outlined in the Behaviour Change Wheel178).61 A broad understanding of 

motivation suggests all behavioural interventions attempt to support motivation to resist 

urges to smoke and build individual capacity to adhere to their plans to avoid smoking. 

Tailoring interventions to participant characteristics can, in theory, enhance effectiveness 

of interventions by relating to the participant’s life and needs and/or addressing specific 

obstacles to overcome in order to achieve a desired change.82,179 SEP-tailored behavioural 

support may moderate effectiveness for smoking cessation because it addresses the 

barriers and enablers that disadvantaged users encounter by providing access to a form of 

social support, improving self-efficacy and improving understanding around the 

mechanisms and harms of tobacco use. 

 

2.1.2 Previous reviews 

Several Cochrane reviews have been published that focus on individual-level 

interventions that are not SEP-tailored, including methods such as motivational 

interviewing, behavioural support and different uses of pharmacotherapy.61,63,106 Other 

reviews have assessed the equity effect of non-SEP-tailored interventions57 or focused on 

interventions tailored towards disadvantaged smokers.77,119 These reviews suggest that 
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despite behavioural interventions showing promise for reducing inequalities, smoking 

cessation prevalence generally remains lower among disadvantaged groups.180,181 

 

A review of research outputs concluded that current research was insufficient to 

encourage equity-positive improvements in smoking cessation.182 In theory SEP-tailored 

individual-level approaches could play an important role in reducing health inequalities 

by relating to a participant’s life and needs or overcoming specific obstacles to achieve a 

desired change.183,114 To test this one must estimate whether tailoring moderates the 

effectiveness of interventions on smoking cessation in socio-economically disadvantaged 

groups. This is important considering the conclusions of previous reviews that some non-

SEP-tailored interventions appear to have a negative equity impact on SEP inequalities 

due to greater success among smokers of high SEP.114  

 

While previous reviews have focussed on the overall effect of individual-level 

interventions for smoking cessation in disadvantaged groups, to my knowledge, no 

previous reviews have directly assessed whether SEP-tailoring moderates the 

effectiveness of all types of individual-level interventions for smoking cessation in socio-

economically disadvantaged groups. If it is apparent that SEP-tailored interventions are 

not clearly more effective than non-SEP-tailored interventions at increasing smoking 

cessation rates among disadvantaged smokers, then these approaches may need to be 

improved and adjusted in order to contribute to a reduction of health inequalities. 

 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess whether the effectiveness of individual-

level smoking cessation interventions for disadvantaged groups was moderated by SEP-

tailoring. The review protocol was registered on the PROSPERO database of systematic 
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reviews (ID CRD42018103008) and on the open science framework at 

https://osf.io/2z6cg/. 

2.1.3 Objectives 

This study had two research objectives:  

1. To assess whether the effectiveness of individual-level smoking cessation 

interventions for disadvantaged groups is moderated by tailoring. 

2. To explore the extent to which other study characteristics can explain 

anticipated heterogeneity in study estimates. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Types of studies 

Conventional randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and pragmatic RCTs of SEP-tailored 

and non-SEP-tailored individual-level behavioural interventions for smoking cessation 

were included. Pragmatic RCTs are those that take place in routine clinical practice or in 

‘real-world’ settings, and in theory better generalise to participants who would receive 

the treatment in future.184  

 

2.2.2 Participants 

Disadvantaged adult smokers, operationalised in terms of SEP (income, occupation/social 

grade, education, housing tenure, deprivation). 
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2.2.3 Interventions 

Types of interventions 

This review included trials of SEP-tailored smoking cessation interventions that were 

developed specifically for individuals from socio-economically disadvantaged groups, 

and RCTs of non-SEP-tailored smoking cessation interventions that take a ‘gradient’ 

approach (i.e. not aimed specifically at any SEP group). 

 

Comparator interventions 

Eligible comparator interventions were defined as those consisting of usual practice (as 

defined by the study author), no intervention or a placebo. 

 

Excluded interventions 

Interventions were excluded at the study screen stage if they were: 

(a) Delivered at a community or population level, such as media campaigns, or 

policy, regulatory or legislative interventions. 

(b) Did not examine or report differential effects by SEP. 

(c) Provided pharmacotherapy with standard behavioural support compared with 

standard behavioural support. 

(d) If smoking cessation outcomes were not reported from at least six months after 

the start of the intervention, in line with previous Cochrane reviews.61 
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2.3 Outcome measures 

Primary outcomes 

The primary outcome for my analysis was abstinence from smoking after at least 6 

months of follow-up, which is a standard long-term outcome measure for smoking 

cessation trials used in Cochrane reviews. Biochemically validated measures of 

abstinence were used where possible (exhaled carbon monoxide (CO), 

saliva/plasma/urinary cotinine levels). Self-reported abstinence as a measure of smoking 

cessation was included if a study did not perform biochemical validation. 

 

Intervention type and intensity 

The type of behavioural support (i.e. mode of support) was collected in order to segment 

analyses according to intervention type. The intensity of support (number of sessions and 

the professional background of the person delivering the intervention) was measured as a 

potential confounder, considering that SEP-tailored interventions likely involved some 

form of augmented delivery. For instance, SEP-tailored programmes might include more 

intervention sessions/components or be delivered by different professionals with varying 

experience. Other study covariates that I collected included whether participants in the 

intervention arm of the trial received pharmacotherapy, whether the control arm of the 

trial was active (i.e. received some form of intervention or usual care), whether the study 

was deemed to have some concerns or high risk of bias, whether cessation was 

biochemically validated, and whether participants had stated an intention to quit smoking. 

I extracted outcomes from SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored interventions. For non-

SEP-tailored interventions, outcomes for disadvantaged individuals were extracted from 

studies that report smoking cessation outcomes by SEP. 
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Search methods 

This systematic review and meta-regression followed PRISMA guidelines. The following 

electronic databases were searched from their inception: 

– Medline 

– PsychInfo 

– Embase 

– Cochrane Central Register of Clinical Trials (CENTRAL) 

– Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Specialised Register of Trials 

– IC-SMOKE database73 

 

Searching other resources 

– Clinical trials (https://clinicaltrials.gov) 

– International clinical trials registry (https://who.int/ictrp/en/) 

– Trials Register for Promoting Health Interventions 

(https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/webdatabases/Search.aspx) 

 

Search terms for electronic databases 

Smoking cessation interventions: smoking cessation or smok* quit* or smok* stop* or 

smok* cease or smok* cessat* or smok* give up (title and abstract) 

RCT design: RCT or randomi?ed controlled trial or trial or randomi?ed or controlled 

clinical trial or pragmatic clinical trial (title and abstract) 

Individual-level behavioural support: behavio* or behavio?ral support or intervention or 

counsel* or brief or support or psychol* or individual* or individual-level or behavio?r 

therapy or cognitive therapy or target* or adapt* or tailor*) not pharma* (title and 

abstract) 
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Socio-economic position: equity or equity impact or inequalit* or under-served or under 

served or underserved or marginali?ed or poor or affluent or disparit* or SES or socio-

economic or socio-economic or depriv*OR disadvant* social class or occupation or 

employ or unemploy* or educat* or income or poverty or neighbo?r* (multiple searches) 

The study protocol is available on the open science framework online at 

https://osf.io/2z6cg/. 

2.4 Data collection and analysis 

Selection of studies 

I obtained references using the aforementioned search methods and stored the studies in 

Covidence (www.covidence.org) reference management software, where all duplicate 

studies were removed. Papers were screened according to the title and abstract (where 

available), using specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. Charlie Smith (CS, a PhD 

student at UCL) and I independently screened all abstracts. I screened all full-text articles 

and CS screened 10% of full-text articles. Inter-rater reliability at abstract screening 

(Cohen’s k=0·81) and full study screening (Cohen’s k=0·78) were high (Appendix 4). I 

extracted all study data myself. To check reliability, 10% of data extraction was done 

independently by Harry Tattan-Birch (HTB, a PhD student at UCL). Percentage 

agreement was more than 98% after comparison (Appendix 4). Any conflicts that 

surfaced over inclusion and data extraction were resolved through discussion. HTB and I 

independently assessed the risk of bias and certainty of evidence using the Cochrane risk-

of-bias tool version 2 and the GRADE approach.185 
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Data extraction and management 

Duplicate papers reporting data from the same trial were identified and the secondary 

papers were excluded before data extraction. A customised data extraction form 

(available online at https://osf.io/2z6cg/) was used to extract data from studies that met 

the eligibility criteria. The following information was extracted: 

Methods: country/setting of trial, design, objectives, study site, methods of analysis. 

Participants: age, gender, ethnicity, SEP, n-values for eligibility, recruitment and 

completion. 

Interventions: descriptions of interventions and controls, duration, intervention delivery, 

type/dose/duration of pharmacotherapy or behavioural support, and control group 

components. 

Outcomes: Outcome data as defined in section 2.3, method of outcome collection and 

validation (self-reported or biochemically verified), pre-specified outcome data, follow-

up period, other measures of abstinence/reduction. 

 

Measurement of treatment effect and data synthesis 

For trials of both SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored interventions, I extracted binary data 

on smoking cessation outcomes (i.e. abstinence or continued to smoke in the intervention 

and control groups) to calculate risk ratios (RRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). If 

counts of the intervention outcomes were given without RRs then I calculated these 

manually in the data extraction form. The analysis followed an intention-to-treat (ITT) 

protocol whereby participants lost to follow-up were classified as ‘continued to smoke’. 

I used the restricted maximum-likelihood estimator method to estimate a pooled risk ratio 

with a 95% CI. 
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Assessment of heterogeneity 

The field of smoking cessation is characterised by diverse interventions, settings and 

participants. I therefore deemed it likely that studies would display heterogeneity in 

treatment effect (the observed intervention effects being more different from each other 

than expected due to random error). The assumptions of a fixed effect meta-analysis (that 

all studies in the meta-analysis share a common overall effect size and that all factors that 

could influence the effect size are the same across studies), were therefore unlikely to 

hold. 

 

Each included study in this review provided information about a different effect size for 

smoking cessation. In a random-effects model the aim is to estimate the mean of a 

distribution of effects without being overly influenced by any individual study.186 

Therefore, each study is weighted by the inverse of both its within- and between-study 

variance (Appendix 4). The standard error of the summary effect is calculated as the 

square-root of this variance. 

 

In random effects meta-analysis models (restricted maximum-likelihood method187) used 

in this review, I calculated pooled RRs with 95% confidence intervals for both SEP-

tailored and non-SEP-tailored interventions as the weighted average of each individual 

study’s estimated intervention effect. All computations were conducted on a log scale 

using the log risk ratio, its variance, and standard error, before exponentiating the 

summary effect for interpretation. 

 

I explored heterogeneity through observation of forest plots and use of the Chi2 test to 

assess whether observed differences in results were compatible with chance alone. I2 
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statistics were calculated to examine the level of inconsistency across study findings.186 

Values of I2 reflect the degree of overlap of confidence intervals, with lower values 

indicating that observed variance is spurious and higher values suggesting that there are 

real differences in effect size between studies.  

 

The following comparisons were explored using meta-analysis forest plots: 

– Individual-level interventions (SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored) versus passive 

or active control/usual care 

– SEP-tailored individual-level interventions versus passive or active control/usual 

care 

– Non-SEP-tailored individual-level interventions (subgroups of low-SEP and high- 

SEP participants) versus passive or active control/usual care. 

 

A conventional meta-analysis combines results from studies to estimate a single summary 

effect size. However, diversity in populations and methods among studies included in a 

meta-analysis often leads to statistical heterogeneity in the true effects of these studies. 

Meta-regression extends subgroup analyses and allows, in principle, the effects of 

multiple factors to be investigated simultaneously. Therefore, in contrast to a meta-

analysis, meta-regression aims to relate the size of effect to one or more factors or 

characteristics of the studies involved. In meta-regression, a pooled effect estimate is 

predicted based on values of one or more of these explanatory study-level variables that 

might influence the size of the intervention effect.188 Given sufficient numbers of trials 

(ten studies for each covariate has been considered to be sufficient188), unadjusted and 

adjusted mixed effects meta-regression analyses were used to assess whether variation 

among studies in smoking cessation effect size was moderated by tailoring of the 
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intervention for disadvantaged groups. The regression coefficient obtained indicates how 

the outcome variable (log risk ratio for smoking cessation) changes when interventions 

take a SEP-tailored vs non-SEP-tailored approach. A statistically significant (p<.05) 

coefficient suggests that there is a linear relationship between the effect estimate for 

smoking cessation and the explanatory variable. It is also possible to include more 

moderators (study-level variables) in the model that may account for part of the 

heterogeneity in the true effects. 

 

An adjusted model was pre-registered on the open science framework 

(https://osf.io/2z6cg/) to include important study covariates related to the intensity and 

delivery of the intervention (number of sessions delivered (above median vs below 

median), whether interventions were delivered by a specialist trained in smoking 

cessation (SCS; yes vs no), and use of any form of pharmacotherapy (see section 1.5.2.2) 

in the intervention arm (yes vs no). These covariates were included a priori as potential 

confounders given that SEP-tailored programmes may include more intensive 

interventions involving multiple sessions/components or be delivered by different 

professionals with varying experience. The regression coefficient estimates how the 

intervention effect in the SEP-tailored sub-group differs from the reference group of non-

SEP-tailored interventions. The true effect for smoking cessation θi in the adjusted meta-

regression is given by 

 

θi = β0 + β1SEP-tailoredi + β2SCSi + β3Pharmacotherapyi+ β4NumberSessionsi +εk + ξk 
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where εk is the sampling error through which the effect size of the study deviates from 

the ‘true’ effect and ξk indicates that the true effect size of the study is sampled from an 

overall distribution of effect sizes.  

 

Briefly, in frequentist statistics, non-significant effects or associations, typically those 

above the threshold P value of 0.05, are often interpreted as evidence for the null 

hypothesis (that there is no effect or association). P values are an appropriate method to 

understand how likely a result is given a particular null hypothesis, but it is important to 

consider that they are calculated with the assumption of the null hypothesis meaning there 

is exactly no effect, which is highly improbable outcome in an experimental or 

observational setting.189 In reality, a non-significant association can either mean that there 

is evidence for the null hypothesis (there is evidence against a theory that predicted a 

difference or a relationship), or that the data are insensitive to detect an effect, and 

conclusions cannot be drawn from the data. In contrast to the frequentist approach, 

Bayesian theory commences with a belief about the quantity of interest that a researcher 

is looking to estimate (the prior,  which can be informed by previous research or rational 

deduction), before observing the data that have been collected to update or revise the 

belief in response to it. By indicating the relative strength of two theories, in this instance 

comparing  the alternative hypothesis with the null hypothesis, the calculation of Bayes 

factors (BFs) allow researchers to make stronger inferences as to whether a non-

significant association represents evidence for the null hypothesis (that there is no 

treatment effect), or else that the data collected are insensitive to detect an effect.190 

Therefore, in the analysis of data from this current meta-regression, where a non-

significant (p<.05) association between SEP-tailoring and intervention effectiveness was 

estimated, I carried out sensitivity analyses using BFs to allow greater inference and better 
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examination of whether the association reflected evidence of no effect, evidence of an 

effect, or whether the data were insensitive to detect an effect.191,190 

  

There is limited literature comparing the effectiveness of SEP-tailored versus non-SEP-

tailored interventions for smoking cessation. A previous meta-analysis assessing whether 

interventions for low-income groups were effective for smoking cessation estimated a 

small positive effect (RR = 1.59).192 Therefore, with the assumption that SEP-tailoring is 

equity positive (i.e. improve quit success among low-SEP smokers to a greater extent 

than if they had received a non SEP-tailored intervention), alternative hypotheses were 

set using half-normal distributions with a maximum expected effect size set to RR = 1.5. 

To test sensitivity to detect small positive effects of SEP-tailoring, a BF was also 

calculated using an expected effect size of 1.1. A BF of <1/3 can be interpreted as 

evidence for the null hypothesis (SEP-tailoring does not moderate effectiveness), while a 

BF of >3 can be interpreted as good evidence for the alternative hypothesis (SEP-tailoring 

does moderate effectiveness). A BF between 1/3 and 3 suggest that the date are insensitive 

to detect an effect, and that more data is needed.190 

 

To explore the extent to which other study-level variables could explain anticipated 

heterogeneity in the study estimates, further exploratory unadjusted univariate and 

adjusted models were conducted. I also conducted subgroup analyses for the comparison 

between subgroups of low-SEP and high-SEP participants in non-SEP-tailored 

individual-level interventions. To test whether the estimates in each sub-group are 

different from each other, I fitted two separate random-effects models within each subset 

(low SEP and high SEP) defined by the SEP variable. The SEP variable indicated whether 

the sample for analysis was ‘low’ or ‘high’ SEP. I then combined the estimates and 
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standard errors from each model into a data frame. A variable was added to distinguish 

the two models and for reasons explained below, I added the estimated amounts of 

heterogeneity within each subset to the data frame. To compare the two estimates 

(average log risk-ratios), they were fed back into a meta-analysis model using the model 

variable to distinguish the two estimates as a moderator (highSEP vs lowSEP). A fixed 

effect model was used because the residual heterogeneity within each respective subset 

had already been accounted for by fitting the random-effects models outlined above. 

 

All analyses were conducted in the RStudio development environment (v1.1.463) using 

R version 3.5.2 and the package ‘metafor’.193,194 I calculated Bayes factors using an online 

calculator at http://www.lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/Zoltan_Dienes/inference/Bayes.htm.  

 

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies 

Using the Cochrane ‘risk of bias 2’ tool195, risk of bias for each study was assessed during 

the randomisation process, due to deviations from intended interventions, due to missing 

outcome data, due to bias in measurement of the outcome or in selection of the reported 

result. 

 

Publication bias was assessed using funnel plots. If after visual inspection, there was some 

evidence of funnel plot asymmetry, Egger’s regression test was conducted to assess 

this.196 Egger’s test (in this instance using a random-effects model) involves regressing 

the standard normal deviate (the RR divided by its standard error) against the estimate’s 

precision (the inverse of the standard error). If there is a relationship between the 

outcomes and the predictor (standard error), then it suggests that there is asymmetry in 

the funnel plot, which may reflect publication bias. This is problematic if studies of 
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interventions with ’null’ (non-significant estimates of study effect) findings were less 

likely to be published. If this were the case, then it may lead to inaccurate conclusions of 

intervention effect based on the pooled estimates of published findings. 

 

Unit of analysis issues 

Where studies involved more than two trial arms, intervention arms were combined to 

create a single pair-wise comparison in accordance with Cochrane guidelines.197 

 

Dealing with missing data 

Studies in which insufficient data were available (either from the published report or after 

contacting the authors) were excluded from the review. 

 

Certainty of evidence 

The certainty of evidence of each included study was assessed using the Cochrane risk of 

bias 2 tool195 and the GRADE approach185 (see Appendix 4).  

2.5 Results 

Description of studies 

From a total of 2,376 identified studies, full text articles of 348 were shortlisted for 

screening. Of these, 42 studies (26,168 participants) were included in this review (Figure 

2.1, Table 2.1). Of included studies, n = 26 were trials of SEP-tailored interventions, while 

n = 16 were non-SEP-tailored interventions. The measures of SEP used by studies when 

classifying their sample were varied (Table 2.1) 
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Study populations  

Of the 26 SEP-tailored intervention studies included in this review (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1a 

and 2.1b), n = 17 were delivered in-person or via telephone, n = 4 were digital 

interventions, n = 3 involved financial incentives and n = 2 were brief interventions. Of 

the 16 non-SEP tailored interventions n = 6 were delivered in-person, n = 5 were delivered 

digitally, n = 2 involved financial incentives and n = 3 were brief interventions. 

 

Thirty of the 42 studies were conducted in the USA. Three studies were conducted in the 

UK, two each in the Netherlands and Australia and one each in Switzerland, Sweden, 

Turkey, India and China. 

 

Ten studies recruited participants at hospitals/clinics during a ‘health triggering’ event.198, 

199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207 A health triggering event included anything that warranted 

a visit to a hospital or clinic such as heart disease200, dental health199, 201, primary care 

visits203, planned parenthood visits202, and child health196, 198, 204, 205. Nine studies recruited 

only women.198, 203, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212 Three studies involved pregnant women 

exclusively207,208,212 and one study recruited only men whose partners were pregnant.206 

White participants were the majority in 23 studies, while African American participants 

were the majority in 12 studies.199, 198, 200, 204, 211, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219 One study recruited 

only Chinese participants, and another only Indian participants.220,221  

 

Intervention type 

The behavioural interventions included in this review varied according to the mode of 

delivery (support delivered face to face, by telephone or using digital means), provider of 

support (in the case of brief interventions delivered by healthcare professionals), or 
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intervention function (the use of financial incentives). In-person/telephone support 

typically included one or more sessions with a professional who assisted in the quit 

attempt. These professionals included clinicians, nurses or health educators either 

providing smoking cessation support as part of their post or working as a smoking 

cessation specialist. Digital behavioural support involved interactive and tailored 

smoking cessation support delivered via text messages, on a website or page accessible 

on a computer or other device. Financial incentive condition participants received 

incentives conditional upon attending support sessions or health visits and/or contingent 

upon biochemically validated smoking abstinence at follow-up. Brief interventions 

consisted of brief advice and assistance related to smoking cessation and outlined general 

health risks from smoking. 

 

Studies with active and passive controls 

Twenty-one studies in this review had ‘active’ control groups. Active controls are those 

that received some form of intervention albeit at lower intensity compared with the main 

intervention condition. These included small financial incentives for attending follow-up 

sessions212, telephone support201,222 or encouragement to use a quit-line218, baseline203,217 

or repeated face-to-face support sessions219,223, and the offer of or access to 

pharmacotherapy.200,222,224, 223 Detailed supplementary tables regarding data extraction, 

trial description and participant demographics for each study can be found online on the 

open science framework https://osf.io/2z6cg/. 
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Figure 2.1: PRISMA flow diagram of study selection process 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: PRISMA flow diagram illustrating article selection strategy 
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Table 2.1a: Characteristics of studies  

 
Country Study 

design  
SEP-
tailoring? 

Sample SEP % 
Women 

Mean age No. randomised Intention to quit Cigarettes/day 
(mean, 95% CI) 

Abroms, 
2014225 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 21.9% high 
school or 
lower 

66 38 503 No 17.3 (13.9-20.7) 

Andrews, 
2016209 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 79.4% 
<$20,000/yea
r 

100 42 200 Yes 12.7 (7.9-17.6) 

Baker, 
2018210 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No Medicaid 
registered 

100 26 1014 Yes Not reported 

Berndt, 
2018199 

Netherlands 3 arm 
RCT 

No 41.8% 
primary and 
basic 
vocational  

46 56 625 No 21.1 (17.8-24.4) 

Bonevski, 
2018226 

Australia 2 arm 
pragmatic 
RCT 

Yes 94% on state 
benefits 

49 38 431 No 15 (11.5-18.5) 

Brooks, 
2017217 

USA 2 arm 
cluster-
randomise
d trial 

Yes Public 
housing 
resident 

74 Not 
reported 

331 Yes Not reported 

Brown, 
2014118 

UK 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 46.4% long-
term 
unemployed/r
outine and 
manual 
occupation 

63 39 4613 Yes 18.6 (17.5-19.7) 

Choi,  
2014220 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 61.1% high 
school or less 

20 42 145 No 21.0 (14.0-28.0) 
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Curry, 
2003196 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 43.2%  
<$10,000/yea
r 

100 34 303 No 12.1 (8.26-15.9) 

Davis, 
2014222 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 49.5% high 
school or less 

50 42 196 Yes Not reported 

Danan, 
2018227 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 49.5% high 
school or less 

5 60 2430 No ≤10 = 36%, 11-20 
= 42%, ≥21 = 
22% 

Etter,  
2016228 

Switzerland 2 arm 
RCT 

No 18% 
unemployed 

50 32 805 Yes 16.0 (13.4-18.6) 

Fraser, 
2017216 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

61 45 1900 No 17.2 (15.5-18.9) 

Free, 
2011229 

UK 2 arm 
RCT 

No 31% manual 
occupation 

45 37 5800 Yes Not reported 

Froelicher, 
2010217 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 58.3% 
<$15,000/yea
r 

73 47 60 No 11.3 (2.5-20.1) 

Fu,  
2016221 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

71 Not 
reported 

2406 No 13.6 (12.2-15.0) 

Glasgow, 
2000201 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 42.7% high 
school or less 

100 24 1154 No 12.0 (10.1-13.9) 

Gordon, 
2010198 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes At or below 
200% of US 
federal 
poverty level 

58 41 2637 No Not reported 

Haas, 
2015230 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 62.3% 
Medicaid or 
Medicare 
recipient 

69 50 707 No 15.0 (12.3-17.7) 
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Karacan, 
2006203 

Turkey 3 arm 
RCT 

No 50.5% 
<$250/month 

100 Not 
reported 

363 No 6.30 (3.67-8.94) 

Kendzor, 
2012214 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 61.1% 
unemployed 

52 42 379 No Not reported 

Lasser, 
2017202 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 55% 
<$20,000/yea
r 

54 50 352 Yes 15 (11.1-18.9) 

Lepore, 
2018197 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 78.7% 
income 
below 
poverty level 

84 33 327 No 11.5 (7.85-15.1) 

Lou, 
2013202 

China 2 arm 
RCT 

No Mean income 
$3015/year 

52 Not 
reported 

3562 No Not reported 

 Marks, 
2002231 

UK 2 arm 
RCT 

No 37% 
unemployed 

Not 
reporte
d 

Not 
reported 

260 No Not reported 

 McClure, 
2018232 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 62.6% 
<$20,000/yea
r 

62 44 718 No 19.1 (16.2-22.0) 

 Mundt, 
2019212 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

60 45 1900 No 17.2 (15.5-18.9) 

 Nohlert, 
2009200 

Sweden 2 arm 
RCT 

No 23% 0-9 
years 
education 

80 Not 
reported 

300 No Not reported as 
mean 

 Okuyemi, 
2007213 

USA 2 arm 
cluster-
randomise
d trial 

No Public 
housing 
resident 

72 46 174 No 17.5 (11.6-23.4) 
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 Pbert, 
2004205 

USA 2 arm 
cluster-
randomise
d trial 

Yes 46.7% less 
than high 
school 

100 26 609 No 16.7 (13.6-19.7) 

 Prokhorov
, 2008233 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Community 
college 
students 

59 23 426 No 12.5 (9.2-15.7) 

 Rash, 
2018234 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Homeless 26 45 70 Yes 15.4 (6.2-24.6) 

 Ruger, 
2008206 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

100 26 302 No Not reported 

 Sarkar, 
2017218 

India 2 arm 
cluster-
randomise
d trial 

Yes 75.9% 
<$70/month 

20 46 1213 No Not reported 

 Sheffer, 
2017235 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes 56.8% 
<$10,000/yea
r 

19 48 256 Yes 13.8 (9.4-18.2) 

 Solomon, 
2005210 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

100 34 330 Yes 23.6 (18.9-28.3) 

 Solomon, 
2000209 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Medicaid 
registered 

100 33 214 Yes 23.7 (17.7-30.0) 

 Sorensen, 
2007236 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Routine and 
manual 
occupation 

6 41 674 No Not reported 

 Stanczyk, 
2016237 

Netherlands 3 arm 
RCT 

No 33.6% 'low' 
education 

62 45 2099 Yes 18.9 (17.2-20.6) 
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 Stanton, 
2004204 

Australia 2 arm 
RCT 

Yes Undefined 
'lower' SEP 
(Public 
hospital 
setting) 

0 Not 
reported 

561 No Not reported 

 Strecher, 
2008238 

USA 2 arm 
RCT 

No 36.2% high 
school or less 

60 Not 
reported 

1866 Yes Not reported 

 Vidrine, 
2018211 

USA 3 arm 
RCT 

No 70% high 
school or less 

51 49 624 Yes ≤10 = 30%, 11-20 
= 46%, ≥21 = 
24% 
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Table 2.1b: Characteristics of studies continued 
 

Intervention 
condition 

Control 
condition 

Pharmacotherap
y 

Outcome Follow-up Biochemica
l 
verification 

SEP measure  

Abroms, 
2014225 

Text message 
smoking cessation 
program 

Link to 
Smokefree.gov 
website 

None 30-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Education 

Andrews, 
2016209 

Face to face 
individual and 
group support plus 
NRT 

Written 
materials 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Income 

Baker, 
2018210 

High financial 
incentive plus 
counselling 

Low financial 
incentive plus 
counselling 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months 
post-birth 

Yes Welfare status 

Berndt, 
2018199 

Telephone and face 
to face counselling 

Usual care NRT 12-month 
continued 
abstinence 

12 months Yes Education 

Bonevski, 
2018226 

Brief advice and 
motivational 
interviewing 

On-screen 
advice to quit, 
quitline number 

NRT 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

6 months Yes Welfare status 

Brooks, 
2017217 

Motivational 
interviewing plus 
NRT offer 

Written 
materials plus 
brief advice, 
NRT offer 

NRT offered 7-day and 30-
day point 
prevalence 

12 months Yes Housing tenure 

Brown, 
2014118 

An interactive 
website intervention 

Static website 
with brief advice 

None 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

6 months Yes Occupation 

Choi,  
2014220 

Website plus 
telephone support 
and NRT 

Telephone 
support and 
NRT 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Education 
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Curry, 
2003196 

Motivational 
interviewing plus 
telephone support 

Usual care None 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months No Income 

Davis, 
2014222 

Mindfulness 
training plus NRT 

Telephone 
support plus 
NRT 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Education 

Danan, 
2018227 

Proactive outreach 
with offer of 
telephone 
counselling or 
referral to in-
person. 

Usual care NRT, Buproprion 
or Varenicline 
available 

6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

6 months No Education 

Etter,  
2016228 

Written materials, 
website access and 
escalating financial 
rewards 

Written 
materials plus 
website access 

None 12-month 
continued 
abstinence 

6 months Yes Occupation 

Fraser, 
2017216 

Telephone support  
plus extra financial 
incentive 

Telephone 
support plus 
financial 
incentive 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Welfare status 

Free, 
2011229 

Text messaging 
smoking cessation 
programme 

Text messages 
unrelated to 
quitting 

None 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

6 months Yes Occupation 

Froelicher, 
2010217 

Face to face support 
plus industry and 
media messaging 

Face to face 
support 

Unclear 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Income 

Fu,  
2016221 

Usual care plus 
proactive telephone 
and written 
outreach and NRT 

Usual care NRT 12-month 
continued 
abstinence 

12 months  No Welfare status 
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Glasgow, 
2000201 

Brief behavioural 
support and 
clinician advice 

Written 
materials and 
advice 

None 30-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Income 

Gordon, 
2010198 

Brief advice and 
assistance and NRT 

Usual care NRT 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

7.5 
months 

No Income 

Haas, 
2015230 

Telephone support 
plus NRT 

Usual care NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

9 months No Welfare status 

Karacan, 
2006203 

General health 
information, child 
and mother health 
risks and booklet 

General health 
information 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months No Income 

Kendzor, 
2012214 

Standard care plus 
intervention 
delivered using 
palmtop computer 

Self-help 
materials plus 
counselling and 
NRT 

NRT 30-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Employment 

Lasser, 
2017202 

Enhanced usual 
care (Face to face 
support plus written 
materials and 
information on local 
cessation resources) 

Usual care (face 
to face support) 

NRT offered 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months Yes Income 

Lepore, 
2018197 

Face to face and 
telephone support 

Nutrition 
intervention 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months Yes Income 

Lou, 
2013202 

GP face to face 
support 

Usual care None 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

30 months Yes Income 

 Marks, 
2002231 

Enhanced written 
materials package 

Written 
materials 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months Yes Income 

 McClure, 
2018232 

Telephone support, 
written materials 

Telephone 
support plus 
written materials 

NRT offered 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months No Income 
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and oral health 
intervention 

 Mundt, 
2019212 

Financial incentive 
for taking offered 
counselling calls 

Offer of 
counselling calls 

Offered  7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Welfare status 

 Nohlert, 
2009200 

Multiple face to 
face support 
sessions 

One face to face 
support session 
and written 
materials 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

12 months  No Education 

 Okuyemi, 
2007213 

Face to face and 
written materials 
addressing smoking 
cessation plus NRT 

Face to face and 
written materials 
addressing 
nutrition 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Housing tenure 

 Pbert, 
2004205 

Face to face support 
and written 
materials 

Usual care None 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months 
post-birth 

Yes Income 

 Prokhorov
, 2008233 

Computer-assisted 
support and 
motivational 
interviewing 

Brief face to 
face support and 
written materials 

None 7-day point 
prevalence 

10 months Yes Income 

 Rash, 
2018234 

Standard care plus 
financial incentives 

Face to face 
counselling 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Housing tenure 

 Ruger, 
2008206 

Motivational 
interviewing and 
relapse prevention 
support 

Usual care None 30-day point 
prevalence 

6 months 
post-birth 

Yes Welfare status 

 Sarkar, 
2017218 

Brief face to face 
support and 
breathing exercises 

Very brief 
advice 

None 6-month 
continued 
abstinence 

7 months  Yes Income 

 Sheffer, 
2017235 

Enhanced standard 
care: SEP-tailored 
face to face 

Face to face 
cognitive 
behavioural 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes SEP (income and 
education) 
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cognitive 
behavioural 
treatment for 
tobacco 
dependence, NRT 

treatment for 
tobacco 
dependence, 
NRT 

 Solomon, 
2005210 

Proactive telephone 
support plus 
pharmacotherapy 

Pharmacotherap
y 

NRT 7-day and 30-
day point 
prevalence 

6 months No Welfare status 

 Solomon, 
2000209 

Proactive telephone 
support plus 
pharmacotherapy 

Pharmacotherap
y 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Welfare status 

 Sorensen, 
2007236 

Telephone 
delivered 
motivational 
interviewing, 
tailored written 
materials and NRT 

Written 
materials 

NRT offered 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months No Occupation 

 Stanczyk, 
2016237 

Text and internet 
based intervention 

General advice None 12-month 
continued 
abstinence 

12 months Yes Education 

 Stanton, 
2004204 

Smoking cessation 
video plus NRT 

Written 
materials 

NRT NR 6 months Yes Education/occupatio
n 

 Strecher, 
2008238 

High-depth website 
intervention plus 
NRT 

Low-depth 
website 
intervention plus 
NRT 

NRT 7-day point 
prevalence 

6 months No Education 

 Vidrine, 
2018211 

NRT plus text and 
phone calls 

NRT alone NRT 30-day point 
prevalence 

6 months Yes Education 
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Risk of bias of included studies 

Figure 2.2 provides details about risk of bias of included studies. thirty studies reported 

the randomisation process in sufficient detail to be classified as having low risk of bias. 

In most other trials, the method of allocation concealment was not well reported. Seven 

studies were judged to be at high risk of bias due to potential deviations from the intended 

interventions in the trial. Examples of this include poor participation in or adherence to 

intervention components (such as behavioural support sessions or use of digital 

intervention and use of pharmacotherapy). Studies that reported biochemically validated 

abstinence were judged to be at low risk of bias for measurement of the outcome. Eight 

studies where abstinence was self-reported and not validated biochemically were judged 

to be at high risk of bias. The risk of bias from missing outcome data was judged to be 

low if loss to follow-up was low and similar across arms in the trial. Five studies were 

judged to be at high risk of bias due to high dropout and/or unequal follow-up between 

different trial arms. Most studies were judged to be at low risk of bias in selective 

reporting of results due to adherence to trial protocols and pre-specified sample power 

calculations. Overall, six of the 42 included studies (14%) were classified as being at low 

risk of bias on all domains considered in the assessment.193 Risk of bias assessment was 

conducted independently by two reviewers who came to agreement about the final 

assessment of risk of bias for each study. Risk of bias assessment tables are available at 

https://osf.io/2z6cg/. 

 

Excluded studies 

Approximately half (n=161) of potentially relevant studies were excluded during full text 

review because they did not report smoking cessation outcomes by SEP. Other reasons 

for exclusion at this stage can be seen in the PRISMA diagram (Figure 2.1) and were due 
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to studies not fulfilling the pre-specified inclusion criteria related to study design, 

outcome reporting and measurement, and being unable to access the papers or retrieve 

data from the study authors. 
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Figure 2.2: Methodological quality summary and risk of bias assessment  

Study 

The 
randomization 
process 

Deviations from 
the intended 
interventions 
(effect of 
assignment to 
intervention) 

Deviations from 
the intended 
interventions 
(effect of 
adhering to 
intervention) 

Missing outcome 
data 

Risk of bias in 
measurement of 
the outcome 

Selection of the 
reported result Overall judgement 

Abroms 2014 + + + + + + + 
Andrews 2016 + + + + + + + 
Baker 2018 + + ? ? ? ? ? 
Berndt 2018 + ? ? ? ? + ? 
Bonevski 2018 ? + - + + + - 

Brooks 2017 ? - - ? + ? - 
Brown 2014 + + + + + + + 
Choi 2014 ? + - - - + - 
Curry 2003 + ? ? + + ? ? 
Davis 2014 ? ? - - + + - 
Danan 2018 + + ? ? - + - 
Etter 2016 + + + ? + + ? 
Fraser 2017 + + ? + ? ? ? 
Free 2011 + + + + + + + 
Froelicher 2010 + ? - - + - - 
Fu 2016 + ? ? ? - + - 
Glasgow 2000 + + ? ? + + ? 
Gordon 2010 ? ? ? - - + - 
Haas 2015 ? + ? + - + - 

*Low risk of bias = “+”; some concerns = “?”; high risk of bias = “-” 
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Figure 2.2: Methodological quality summary and risk of bias assessment (continued)	

Study 

The 
randomization 
process 

Deviations from 
the intended 
interventions 
(effect of 
assignment to 
intervention) 

Deviations from 
the intended 
interventions 
(effect of 
adhering to 
intervention) 

Missing outcome 
data 

Risk of bias in 
measurement of 
the outcome 

Selection of the 
reported result Overall judgement 

Karacan 2006 ? ? + + - + - 
Kendzor 2012 + ? ? + + + ? 
Lasser 2017 + + ? + + + ? 
Lepore 2018 + + + + + + + 
Lou 2013 + ? ? ? + + ? 
Marks 2002 ? ? ? - + + - 
McClure 2018 + + + + ? + ? 
Mundt 2019 + ? + ? + ? ? 
Nohlert 2009 + + ? + - + - 
Okuyemi 2007 + + ? ? + + ? 
Pbert 2004 ? + ? ? + + ? 
Prokhorov 2008 + - ? ? + ? - 
Rash 2018 + + ? + ? + ? 
Ruger 2008 + ? + + + + ? 
Sarkar 2017 + + + + + + + 
Sheffer 2017 + ? + + + + ? 
Solomon 2005 ? + + + ? ? ? 
Solomon 2000 ? + + ? ? ? ? 
Sorensen 2007 + + ? ? - + - 
Stanczyk 2016 + + + ? ? + ? 
Stanton 2004 ? + ? ? ? ? ? 
Strecher 2008 + + + + ? + ? 
Vidrine 2019 + + + + ? ? ? 
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Effects of interventions 

A pooled effect size was estimated based on the 42 studies of SEP-tailored and non-SEP-

tailored individual-level interventions in disadvantaged SEP groups (Figure 2.3). 

Disadvantaged individuals who participated in an intervention were significantly more 

likely to quit than disadvantaged individuals who acted as controls (RR=1.56, 95% CI 

1.39 – 1.75, n = 26,168), resulting in an estimated increase in cessation by 39% to 75% 

after at least six months. 

 

Figure 2.3: Forest plot of individual-level interventions compared with control/usual care 
in lower SEP groups. Outcome: Smoking cessation at ≥6 months follow-up. 

 
*Abs = abstinent; Smok = smoking 
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There was some evidence of moderate heterogeneity in the effect size between trials (I2 

= 54.5%). The certainty of evidence for this comparison was deemed to be moderate, and 

following Cochrane recommendations (where RCTs start with a baseline rating of ‘High’) 

downgraded from high due to plausible bias that was likely to seriously alter results. It 

was concluded that there were some concerns evident in all risk of bias assessment 

categories for the majority of studies. In these studies, it was not possible to blind those 

delivering interventions or participants given that they were receiving some form of 

behavioural intervention. Furthermore, where smoking cessation outcomes were self-

reported and not biochemically validated, some risk of bias in outcome reporting was 

introduced as the participants were the outcome assessors rather than the research team.192 

A funnel plot suggested that there was no reporting bias for smoking cessation outcomes 

(Figure 2.4). 

 

Figure 2.4: Funnel plot of studies included in primary meta-analysis using standard error 
of effect size and risk ratio of estimated outcome (smoking cessation) 

 

*Standard error of effect size and risk ratio of estimated outcome (smoking cessation) 
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Association between tailoring and intervention effectiveness 

In an unadjusted univariate model (Table 2.2), tailoring of interventions for 

disadvantaged groups was not associated with smoking cessation effect size. This absence 

of an association between tailoring of the intervention and intervention effect was also 

evident in the pre-planned model adjusted for the number of sessions delivered, whether 

interventions were delivered by a smoking cessation specialist, and whether the 

interventions involved the use of pharmacotherapy (Table 2.3, Model 1). However, there 

was evidence of some inter-correlation among study characteristics in model 1 whereby 

interventions that were delivered by a trained specialist generally involved a greater 

number of sessions (X-squared = 6.11, df = 1, p=0.029). Therefore, the number of 

sessions covariate was removed and the analyses re-run (Table 2.3, Model 2). Based on 

an expected effect size of RR 1.5 (see section 2.4), the calculated BF for model 2 (BF = 

0.291) indicated weak evidence that there is no effect of tailoring on intervention 

effectiveness. Repeating the calculation based on an expected effect size of 1.1 indicated 

that the data were insensitive to detect small effects (BF = 0.81). 

 

Table 2.2: Unadjusted univariate associations between intervention factors and effect 
size of intervention  
Variable  Coefficient B (SE) RR (95% CI)* p I2 R2adj 
Tailored for low SEP1 -0.02 (0.13) 1.02 (0.79, 1.32) .86 57.02% 0.00% 
Trained specialist2 -0.23 (0.12) 0.79 (0.63, 0.99) .05† 50.38% 13.65% 
Pharmacotherapy3 0.27 (0.13) 1.31 (1.01, 1.68) .05† 41.27% 41.20% 
Number of sessions4 -0.01 (0.12) 1.00 (0.78, 1.27) .99 56.55% 0.00% 
Active Control5 -0.03 (0.13) 0.97 (0.75, 1.25) .80 57.21% 0.00% 
Type of support6 -0.26 (0.14) 0.77 (0.58, 1.02) .06 52.21% 3.48% 
Risk of bias7  -0.33 (0.18) 0.72 (0.51, 1.02) .07 52.66% 5.81% 
Biochemical verification8 -0.03 (0.13) 0.97 (0.74, 1.26) .80 57.39% 0.00% 
Intention to quit9 -0.06 (0.13) 0.94 (0.73, 1.20) .60 56.28% 0.00% 
*Risk Ratios (RR) calculated by exponentiating log-transformed estimates (B) of intervention 
effect.  
Comparisons for binary variables: 1SEP-tailored vs non SEP-tailored intervention; 2Intervention 
involved provider trained in smoking cessation vs not; 3Pharmacotherapy delivered vs not 
delivered. 4Number of sessions delivered in intervention >4 vs ≤4; 5Active control vs inactive 
control; 6Digital or face to face/telephone intervention vs other intervention (financial incentives 
and brief interventions); 7High/some concerns risk of bias vs low risk of bias; 8Biochemically 
verified smoking cessation vs not.9Intention to quit vs no intention to quit. †p < .05 
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Table 2.3: Adjusted associations between tailoring and effect size of intervention 

Model 1  Coefficient B (SE) RR* (95% CI) p 
Variable    
Tailored for low-SEP1 -0.01 (0.12) 1.01 (0.80, 1.28) .93 
Trained specialist2 -0.28 (0.13) 0.76 (0.58, 0.98) .04† 
Pharmacotherapy3 0.24 (0.14) 1.27 (0.96, 1.67) .09 
Number of sessions4  0.11 (0.13) 1.12 (0.87, 1.45) .38 
Model 2    
Tailored for low-SEP1 0.01 (0.11) 1.01 (0.81, 1.27) .93 
Trained specialist2 -0.21 (0.11) 0.81 (0.65, 0.99) .05† 
Pharmacotherapy3 0.25 (0.13) 1.29 (0.99, 1.67) .06 

*Risk Ratios (RR) calculated by exponentiating log-transformed estimates (B) of intervention 
effect. Associations after mutual adjustment for all variables listed in Table 2.2. 
Comparisons for binary variables: 1SEP-tailored vs non-SEP-tailored intervention; 2Intervention 
involved provider trained in smoking cessation vs not; 3Pharmacotherapy delivered vs not 
delivered; 4Number of sessions delivered in intervention >4 vs ≤4. †p < .05 
 

Exploring heterogeneity 

The exploratory unadjusted univariate models (Table 2.2) indicated that there was no 

evidence of an association between biochemical verification and smoking cessation effect 

size, but behavioural support (digital or in-person/telephone), studies with some 

concerns/high risk of bias and pharmacotherapy had meaningful associations (B > ±0.25) 

with effect size. 

 

Compared with reference studies that involved financial incentives or brief interventions, 

digital or in-person/telephone behavioural support was negatively associated with 

intervention effectiveness for smoking cessation. Compared with studies that were 

deemed to have low risk of bias, some concerns/high risk of bias was negatively 

associated with intervention effectiveness. Provision of some of pharmacotherapy to 

participants was positively associated with intervention effectiveness, compared with the 

reference interventions that did not provide pharmacotherapy.  

 

The adjusted model that included these three variables deemed to be meaningful reduced 

the heterogeneity in the effect size between trials (I2 = 16.55%, R2adj = 82.09%, p = 
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0.0027) compared with the result from the primary meta-analysis (I2 = 54.50%) (Table 

2.4). 

 

Table 2.4: Adjusted associations between intervention factors deemed meaningful and 
effect size of intervention  

Variable Coefficient B (SE) RR* (95% CI) p 
Pharmacotherapy1 0.31 (0.11) 1.37 (1.10, 1.71) .004* 
Type of support2 -0.37 (0.10) 0.76 (0.62, 0.91) .004* 
Risk of bias3  -0.34 (0.13) 0.71 (0.55, 0.93) .01† 

*Risk Ratios (RR) calculated by exponentiating log-transformed estimates (B) of intervention 
effect. Associations after mutual adjustment for all variables listed in Table 2.2. 
Comparisons for binary variables: 1Pharmacotherapy delivered vs not delivered. 2Digital or 
behavioural intervention vs other intervention (financial incentives and brief interventions); 
3High/some concerns risk of bias vs low risk of bias. 
†p < .05.*p<.01 
 
 

Tailored interventions for smoking cessation versus control/usual care 

A pooled effect size was estimated based on the 24 studies of SEP-tailored interventions 

(Figure 2.5). Disadvantaged individuals who participated in an SEP-tailored intervention 

were significantly more likely to quit than disadvantaged controls (RR=1.54 (95% 

Confidence Interval (CI) 1.37 – 1.72, n = 17,952) with some evidence of heterogeneity in 

the effect size between trials (I2 = 38.10%). The certainty of evidence for this comparison 

was deemed moderate for the same reasons as those outlined above for the primary 

analysis involving all studies. 
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Figure 2.5: Forest plot of SEP-tailored individual-level interventions compared with 
control/usual care in socio-economically disadvantaged groups. Outcome: Smoking 
cessation at ≥6 months follow-up. 

 

*Abs = abstinent; Smok = smoking 

 

Non-SEP-tailored interventions for smoking cessation versus control/usual 

care – low- and high-SEP participants 

Pooled effect sizes were estimated separately for disadvantaged participants (Figure 2.6) 

and advantaged participants (Figure 2.7) based on the 12 studies of non-SEP-tailored 

interventions that reported outcomes. Four non-SEP-tailored interventions were excluded 

from this comparison as they were delivered in a disadvantaged context and did not 

provide outcome data for more participants of more advantaged SEP. Disadvantaged SEP 

and advantaged SEP individuals who participated in a non-SEP-tailored intervention were 

significantly more likely to quit than controls. However, there was evidence of high 
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heterogeneity in the effect size between trials (I2 = 76.6% and I2 = 82.7% respectively). 

This heterogeneity was partially reduced in univariate meta-regression models including 

the number of sessions included as the study-level variable (reduced I2 = 64.63% in the 

analysis including only low-SEP participants, and I2 = 75.29% in the analysis including 

only high-SEP participants). No other study-level covariates were able to reduce 

heterogeneity. The results of the sub-group analysis (Appendix 4) are presented in Table 

2.5 below and suggest that there were no apparent differences between the estimates of 

smoking cessation according to whether the participants in non-SEP-tailored 

interventions were lower or higher SEP. 

 

Table 2.5: Subgroup analysis of smoking cessation among low vs high-SEP 
participants in non-SEP-tailored interventions 

 Coefficient B (SE) Z 
value 

p 95% CIs 

Intercept 0.69 (0.20) 3.54 .001 0.309 - 1.08 

LowSEP -0.03 (0.28) -0.12 .90 -0.59 - 0.52 

Fixed-effects with moderators model 
Test for Residual Heterogeneity: QE(df = 0) = 0.000, p-val = 1.000 
Test of Moderators (coefficient 2): QM(df = 1) = 0.000, p-val = 0.904 
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Figure 2.6: Forest plot of non-SEP-tailored individual-level interventions compared with 
control/usual care in low-SEP participants.  

 
*Abs = abstinent; Smok = smoking 
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Figure 2.7: Forest plot of non-SEP-tailored individual-level interventions compared with 
control/usual care in high-SEP participants. 

 

*Abs = abstinent; Smok = smoking 

 

Plausible bias was possible in the six studies where smoking cessation outcomes were 

self-reported and not biochemically validated. In these cases, the outcome assessor was 

the study participant rather than the research teams conducting the studies. Finally, funnel 

plots (Figure 2.8) indicated potential reporting bias due to studies suggesting a beneficial 

effect being more likely to be published than non-significant results. Egger’s test for 

funnel plot asymmetry was non-significant with respect to the low-SEP participant 

analysis, but significant for the high-SEP analysis (see Appendix 4). However, given the 

high levels of heterogeneity and relatively small number of studies included in the test 
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for asymmetry, the analysis may not be sufficiently powered to distinguish between real 

asymmetry and chance.239 

 

Figure 2.8: Funnel plot of non-SEP-tailored interventions (low- and high-SEP 
participants) standard error of effect size and risk ratio of estimated outcome (smoking 
cessation) 

 

*Standard error of effect size and risk ratio of estimated outcome (smoking cessation) 

2.6 Discussion 

There is consistent evidence that individual-level interventions for smoking cessation in 

socio-economically disadvantaged groups are effective for smoking cessation, with an 

estimated increase in cessation by 39% to 75% after at least six months (based on 42 

studies with over 26,000 participants). However, there was no evidence that tailoring 

interventions for low-SEP smokers significantly moderated effectiveness compared with 

non-SEP-tailored interventions. The sensitivity analyses using Bayes factors indicated 

that there were no large (RR=1.5) moderating effects. However, further analysis 
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suggested that the data were insensitive to detect smaller moderating effects (RR = 1.1). 

The certainty of evidence for individual-level interventions overall was moderate but the 

estimates for subgroups should be interpreted with caution given that overall the evidence 

from these studies was deemed to be of low certainty. 

 

Tailored individual-level approaches have been expected to play an important role in 

reducing health inequalities by addressing some of the needs specific to disadvantaged 

smokers such as access to support, improving self-efficacy and understanding the harms 

and mechanisms of smoking. However, results from this study imply that such tailoring 

has not yet improved effectiveness compared with non-SEP-tailored approaches. 

Nevertheless, they appear equally effective so existing programmes – which are not 

substantially more expensive - should not be abandoned without replacement.115, 180 

Rather, to improve rates of smoking cessation among disadvantaged smokers a new, 

multi-faceted approach is required at the individual, community and population level. 

Compared with those of more advantaged SEP, low-SEP individuals face more 

facilitators to smoking uptake (particularly relevant for youth uptake as tobacco use 

typically begins in childhood or adolescence), and more barriers to quitting (Table 1.2)46, 

which may outweigh the benefits of tailoring of the interventions at the individual level. 

Further research is necessary to assess whether interventions could be further adapted and 

improved in order to extend the benefits into longer-term success. 

 

In this current review, comparing the results from separate meta-analyses conducted using 

data from low-SEP and high-SEP participants from the same trial estimated that the 

effects of non-SEP-tailored interventions on smoking cessation were similar. This 

contrasts with a previous review114 which suggested that non-SEP-tailored smoking 
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cessation support interventions were likely to be equity negative (the interventions helped 

participants with high-SEP to quit more than disadvantaged low-SEP participants). This 

divergence should, however, be interpreted with caution as the inclusion criteria between 

the studies differed. This current review only included RCTs of individual-level 

interventions (including face to face and digital behavioural support interventions and 

financial incentives) measuring smoking cessation at least six months after baseline. The 

previous review largely focussed on face-to-face behavioural support and included 

observational and correlational designs, and RCTs that involved the use of 

pharmacotherapy alone. Furthermore, in response to inequalities in access, provision of 

smoking cessation services in some low-SEP areas of the UK has been improved, with 

results from programmes in Scotland indicating improvements in quit success among 

disadvantaged smokers.115 These data support the finding from this current review, where 

non-SEP-tailored interventions appear to have similar effectiveness for quit success 

across the social gradient, if access to such services are provided. 

 

Nine studies included in this review recruited women only whereas one study recruited 

men only. This focus may reflect the phenomenon of higher smoking rates and health 

inequalities among disadvantaged ethnic minority women in the USA240, along with the 

potential opportunity for a smoking cessation intervention when women are in clinic 

either during or following pregnancy. In many contexts ethnicity is intersected with 

disadvantage and there is often overlap in the use of SEP-tailored interventions that 

account for this, for example, the African American community in the USA.199 This was 

judged beyond the scope of my review because tailoring on this dimension is especially 

complex due to the need to involve cultural adaptation and the variety of ethnic 

distributions. 
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Thirty of the included studies used point prevalence (7-day or 30 day) rather than 

sustained (continuous abstinence from smoking for a specified period of time such as 30 

days) abstinence outcomes. While there is some debate as to which measure is more 

robust, a comparative systematic review concluded that they are highly correlated and 

produce similar effect sizes for smoking cessation.241 

 

Strengths and limitations 

The results from this review should be interpreted with some caution given limitations 

and challenges inherent in conducting a meta-regression. First, exploring sources of 

heterogeneity as was done for a range of covariates in this review may result in false-

positive conclusions. Although several covariates were pre-specified in the review 

protocol (use of pharmacotherapy, intervention delivered by a smoking cessation 

specialist and the number of intervention sessions), it was not possible to do the same for 

all other potentially important covariates in an appropriate manner. In this regard, the 

finding that pharmacotherapy, risk of bias and digital/behavioural interventions reduced 

heterogeneity compared with the primary meta-analysis should be viewed as exploratory 

and hypothesis-generating rather than hypothesis testing.  

 

Second, it is possible that study characteristics included in the meta-regression were 

highly correlated, such that an observed association with one study characteristic is in fact 

reflective of a true association with another correlated characteristic that has not been 

measured. For instance, there was some evidence of clustering of study characteristics in 

this review whereby more sessions appeared to take place if a trained specialist was 

delivering the intervention. The coefficient for the number of sessions variable was 

inflated when these two variables were included in the adjusted a model. It also remains 
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possible that the effectiveness of behavioural support depended on the skill of the 

practitioner delivering it.242 Unfortunately, a variable to assess practitioner skill was not 

available for most studies analysed, so meaningful adjustment for this was not possible. 

However, such effects are generally relatively small240 and so unlikely to have overly 

biased results. Further, since study quality (which measures bias in trials) was included 

in the meta-regression, an attempt was made to account for therapist effects as far as 

possible given the available information. The risk of bias assessment included deviations 

from the intended interventions. In cases where original study provided no information 

on this point, the potential bias was noted and included in the final assessment for overall 

risk of bias. Other measures of effectiveness for smoking cessation in interventions 

tailored for disadvantaged groups, such as time to relapse and abstinence at earlier follow-

up time-points may provide a more nuanced picture of study results. However, improving 

smoking cessation in the long-term must remain an important goal in intervention design 

and measurement of abstinence at six months is a more robust measure of this.  

 

There are potential limitations related to the operationalisation of SEP in this review. 

Despite 39 out of 42 studies being conducted in a high-income country, there are often 

between country differences in terms of how SEP is experienced and how it influences 

health behaviour.25 Furthermore, it is possible that the SEP of the underlying sample 

populations in each study differed between SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored 

interventions. If this were to be true, then any apparent effectiveness of non-SEP-tailored 

interventions for low-SEP smokers discussed in this review may reflect the recruitment 

of comparatively more socio-economically advantaged participants than in the trials of 

the SEP-tailored interventions. It would therefore be possible that had the disadvantaged 

participants in the studies of SEP-tailored interventions received a non-SEP-tailored 
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intervention, their abstinence rates would have been lower. Furthermore, trials of non-

SEP-tailored interventions that report outcomes by SEP may differ from non-SEP-

tailored interventions that do not report this. Such studies may pay more attention to SEP 

issues despite not explicitly reporting on tailoring of the intervention to SEP populations. 

This may underestimate the moderating effect of SEP tailoring. Future research in this 

field may consider using a standardised index of SEP to allow valid comparison between 

levels of disadvantage and deprivation across populations. However, these considerations 

were outside the scope of this current review and would likely involve the creation of 

some form of standardised index of SEP to allow valid comparison between levels of 

deprivation across populations that are measured using differing indicators of SEP. 

Indeed, certain indicators of SEP such as housing tenure have recently been shown to be 

strongly associated with the social gradient in smoking243 and as such will be a useful 

proxy in future studies. 

 

During the study screening process, it became evident that relevant studies (n = 169) 

might have been excluded because they did not report their outcomes by SEP, despite 

potentially recruiting a socio-economically diverse sample of participants. Given the 

evidence of persistent inequalities in smoking rates worldwide, it essential that smoking 

cessation trials endeavour to collect and report outcomes by SEP. One important reason 

that this should be a specific requirement of trials is to ensure that positive findings of 

treatment effect in high-SEP smokers are not falsely generalised to other populations such 

as disadvantaged smokers who may not respond to the intervention in a favourable way. 

Studies are typically not powered to conduct robust sub-group analyses by SEP, but if 

outcomes are reported in this way then they can be cumulatively included in pooled 
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effect-size estimates in future reviews in a similar way to that which was attempted in this 

current review. 

 

Finally, the certainty of evidence of studies included in this review was rated as moderate 

for the primary analysis and low for the secondary analyses. It therefore remains possible 

that the true effects are substantially different than what was estimated.  

 

Despite these challenges and limitations, this study has several strengths. To my 

knowledge, no previous reviews have examined the overall effect of all types of 

individual-level behavioural support interventions for smoking cessation in socio-

economically disadvantaged groups and extended the analysis to examine whether SEP-

tailoring moderates the effectiveness of individual-level behavioural smoking cessation 

interventions at ≥6- months in socio-economically disadvantaged groups. The inclusion 

of 42 studies made it possible to conduct a meta-regression analysis, which is a useful 

tool to extend the analysis and relate the size of treatment effect in clinically and 

methodologically diverse studies to relevant study characteristics. Considering the 

growing number of interventions that involve some form of tailoring for disadvantaged 

groups, this analysis is an important step towards gathering evidence about their 

effectiveness. It may also encourage further equity-focussed research that will improve 

the effectiveness of smoking cessation programmes. 

2.7 Conclusion 

This systematic review and meta-regression highlighted that both SEP-tailored and non-

SEP-tailored individual-level interventions for smoking cessation in socio-economically 

disadvantaged groups are effective for smoking cessation. However, there are currently 
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no large moderating effects of tailoring interventions for disadvantaged smokers. Future 

research in this area should consider assessing what the most effective components of 

SEP-tailored interventions are by using an appropriate theory-informed taxonomy such 

as the behaviour change technique taxonomy70, extending work that is currently being 

conducted as part of the IC-SMOKE project.73  

 

Given the challenges in designing effective and equity-positive SEP-tailored 

interventions, and that, at least in the UK, resources for smoking cessation services have 

seen consistent cuts in recent years, other innovative smoking cessation products should 

also be considered. Due to their popularity (see section 1.6.2), e-cigarettes have disrupted 

the smoking cessation market and current evidence suggests that they are more effective 

than conventional nicotine replacement therapies, conferring much less harm to the user 

compared with tobacco cigarettes. In the context of consistent declines in smoking in 

England over the past decade, the rapid rise in the use of e-cigarettes poses questions 

about their relationship with socio-economic inequalities in smoking cessation. The 

devices have been available for over a decade in the UK, and survey data from the STS 

allows emerging trends in use to be examined according to SEP. Using STS data, 

Chapters 3 and 4 analyse these population-level trends in detail, providing an up-to-date 

examination of the associations between SEP and current e-cigarette use in important 

subgroups of smokers and ex-smokers. At this stage differential usage and effectiveness 

for smoking cessation in different groups has the potential to either widen or reduce the 

existing smoking related inequalities outlined in section 1.3.   
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Chapter 3 
	
The socio-economic gradient in  
e-cigarette use in England 2014-2017 
(Study 2) 
	
Reference for publication (full paper in Appendix 2): Kock, L., Shahab, L., West, R. 
and Brown, J., 2019. E‐cigarette use in England 2014–17 as a function of socio‐
economic profile. Addiction, 114(2), pp.294-303. 
 

Abstract 
E-cigarettes are the most popular support used in quit attempts in England and could 

either decrease or increase health inequalities depending on socio-economic differences 

in their use. This study assessed the associations between socio-economic position (SEP) 

and e-cigarette use and whether these associations changed between 2014 and 2017. Data 

on e-cigarette use were collected from representative samples totalling 81,063 adults in 

England who took part in cross-sectional surveys between January 2014 and December 

2017. Logistic regression models (adjusting for age, region and sex) were constructed to 

assess associations between SEP and e-cigarette use among all adults, past-year smokers, 

smokers during a quit attempt and long-term (>1-year) ex-smokers. The models were 

stratified by year to assess the changes in these associations over time.  

 

Among all adults there was a socio-economic gradient in the prevalence of e-cigarette 

use, with adults from SEP group E having twice the odds of using an e-cigarette compared 

with the most advantaged SEP group AB (E: odds ratio (OR)=2.23, 95% CI 1.75-2.84). 

Among past-year smokers, lower SEP groups had lower overall odds of e-cigarette use 
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compared with AB (D: OR=0.53, 95% CI 0.40-0.71; E: 0.67, 0.50-0.89). However, these 

differences in e-cigarette use depending on SEP group reduced over time and were largely 

absent by 2017. The use of e-cigarettes during a quit attempt showed no clear temporal 

or socio-economic patterns. Among long-term ex-smokers, use of e-cigarettes increased 

from 2014 to 2017 among all groups and use was more likely in SEP groups C2 

(OR=2.03, 95% CI 1.08-3.96) and D (OR=2.29, 1.13-4.70) compared with AB. 

 

From 2014 to 2017 in England, e-cigarette use was more prevalent among advantaged 

smokers compared with lower SEP smokers, but this difference lessened over time and 

was no longer present by the end of the time period. E-cigarette use specifically during a 

quit attempt was similar across SEP groups throughout the period. The use of e-cigarettes 

by long-term ex-smokers increased over time among all groups and was consistently more 

common in more socio-economically disadvantaged groups. 

3.1 Background 

As outlined in section 1.6.2, e-cigarettes have rapidly become the most popular cessation 

devices in several high-income countries including the USA244 and UK131, and are 

associated temporally with population-level improvements in success rates of cessation 

attempts.140,244 Modelling e-cigarettes substituting cigarettes over a 10-year period 

indicates that 1.6 million premature deaths would be averted in the USA even under a 

pessimistic scenario. This scenario assumes the harm reduction to be 60% compared with 

cigarettes and 150% more e-cigarette initiation beyond simply replacing those who would 

have smoked in their absence.153 
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In England e-cigarettes can be bought from vaping shops, pharmacies and other retail 

outlets, with advertising restrictions in place under the European Union TPD (section 

1.6.3). Recent estimates from the STS indicate that current smokers spend on average 

£23.09 on smoking each week, compared with ex-smoking e-cigarette users who spend 

on average £8.03 on e-cigarettes each week.245 

 

Consistent with the theory of diffusion of innovations (section 1.6.6.1), some data has 

suggested that use and awareness of e-cigarettes was greater among more advantaged 

‘early adopters’ during the years in which the devices first became popular.164,165 E-

cigarette use by adults in England appears to have stabilised since late 2013131, which 

provides an opportunity to assess the extent to which the socio-economic profile of e-

cigarette users in England has changed. 

 

Health inequalities (section 1.4) are present in all countries worldwide irrespective of 

economic status and human development index. Life expectancy and the possibility of 

living a healthy life are strongly related to the material, social, political and cultural 

conditions in which individuals and families live.110 It is widely observed that those of 

more advantaged SEP have better health.29 Smoking prevalence and its associated 

morbidity and mortality are also socio-economically patterned, and although overall 

smoking prevalence in England is declining (estimated to be 14.4% in 201826, smoking 

prevalence is at least twice as high among lower socio-economic groups compared with 

more affluent groups (section 1.3). 

 

As an effective and popular smoking cessation aid in England, e-cigarettes present a 

potentially useful tool to reduce smoking prevalence across the socio-economic 
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spectrum.121 However, it is possible that e-cigarettes could widen inequalities in 

smoking114 if ‘early adopters’ disproportionately come from more advantaged socio-

economic groups. Previous studies on e-cigarette use have often measured ‘ever use’ or 

‘past 30-day use’ and operationalised these as proxies of current use.163 These 

categorisations likely reflect infrequent usage, and more robust measures of current use, 

such as daily use, should be employed instead. Furthermore, rather than focussing on 

overall e-cigarette use among all adults, a more nuanced understanding of use in the 

population is granted by examining patterns of use among sub-groups of smokers and ex-

smokers who are at different stages of transition from smoking to ex-smoking. This is 

also important considering that sub-groups may display varying socio-economic 

characteristics. There is limited data on the use of e-cigarettes stratified by SEP at the 

population level and innovation in the technologies of nicotine delivery is fast 

evolving.246 It is therefore important to examine their use and any associated trends 

associated with SEP.  

 

Using data from the smoking toolkit study (STS) collected between 2014 and 2017, the 

aims of this study were to i) examine whether there are associations between SEP and 

current e-cigarette use, ii) examine whether associations between SEP and current e-

cigarette use vary annually from 2014 to 2017, iii) conduct sensitivity analyses redefining 

current e-cigarette use for those reporting daily and weekly e-cigarette use and, given that 

SEP is a broad construct that can be measured using multiple proxies (section 1.3), iv) 

conduct sensitivity analyses using housing tenure as an alternative measure of SEP. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Design 

This repeated cross-sectional survey study used annual data collected between January 

2014 and December 2017 from the STS27, a large nationally representative survey of 

smoking and smoking cessation in England. The years 2014 to 2017 were chosen because 

they cover four full years since e-cigarette use by adults stabilised in England in late 2013. 

The STS involves monthly cross-sectional household computer-assisted interviews of 

1700-1800 adults aged 16+ in England, conducted by the market research company Ipsos 

MORI. Sampling of participants for the baseline survey uses a hybrid of random 

probability and simple quota sampling. This involves assorting England into over 170,000 

initial output areas made up of approximately 300 households, stratified by the nine 

regions of England and the geodemographic profiling tool ACORN (see 

http://www.caci.co.uk/acorn/). Interviews are then conducted with a single member of 

households within randomly assigned stratified output areas. This continues in each area 

until quotas based on area demographics are fulfilled. A response rate cannot be 

calculated because there is no predefined gross sample in the sample framework. Given 

the high number of output areas included in each wave, which are themselves randomly 

sampled from over 170,000 initial output areas, it is unlikely that there are substantial 

clusters resulting in bias. 

 

All cases were weighted using the rim (marginal) weighting technique to match the 

English population profile relevant to the time each monthly survey was collected on the 

following variables: age, social grade, region of England, housing tenure, ethnicity and 

working status within sex derived from English census data, Office for National Statistics 
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mid-year estimates and other random probability surveys. The weighting involved an 

iterative sequence of adjustments whereby a weight was applied to each respondent such 

that the monthly sample matched specified targets on a first dimension, before being 

adjusted iteratively to match on a second dimension. This was continued until the final 

dimension had been matched and a good match across dimensions had been achieved. 

The STROBE guidelines were used in the design and reporting of this study.247 

3.2.2 Measures 

Along with all adults, three sub-groups were chosen for the analysis because of their 

relevance to patterns of e-cigarette and combustible cigarette use among current and 

former smokers in the population163 (see section 3.1): 

 

i) Past-year smokers; 

ii) Quit attempters; 

iii) Long-term ex-smokers 

 

Responders who answered ‘Yes’ to the question “Smoked in past-year” were identified 

as past-year smokers.  

 

Responders who answered ‘Yes’ to the question “Whether tried to quit in past-year” were 

identified as past-year quit attempters.  

 

Responses to the question “Smoking status” were used to identify respondents who were 

long-term ex-smokers. Responders who selected the answer option “Stopped >1y ago” 

were classified as long-term ex-smokers. 
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The outcome variable of current e-cigarette use among adults, past-year smokers and 

long-term ex-smokers was derived from responses of ‘Electronic cigarette’ to the 

following questions: 

 

1. “Can I check, are you using any of the following?”;  

2. “Whether using products to help cut down the amount smoked”;  

3. “Whether use products to cut-down, stop smoking or for any other”;  

4. “Whether regularly use e-cigarettes in situations where NOT allowed to”.  

 

E-cigarette use during a quit attempt was derived from a response of ‘Electronic cigarette’ 

to the following question: “What used to try to help stop smoking during the most recent 

serious quit attempt”.  

 

In the main analyses respondents were stratified by SEP using the National Readership 

Survey (NRS) classification system for social grade based on occupation of the chief 

income earner. Social grade has useful discriminatory power as a target group 

indicator.248 The NRS classification system consists of five levels: AB (Higher and 

intermediate managerial, administrative and professional); C1 (Supervisory, clerical and 

junior managerial, administrative and professional); C2 (Skilled manual workers); D 

(Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers); E (State pensioners, casual and lowest 

grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only). The social grade proxy for SEP is 

therefore operationalised along a socio-economic gradient starting at AB which refers to 

those who are most advantaged, compared with D and E which represent those who are 

more disadvantaged. 
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In the sensitivity analysis, housing tenure classification was used as an alternative 

measure of SEP249 and was collapsed to include two groups ‘Social housing’ (local 

authority or housing association) and ‘Other’ (mortgage bought, owned outright, private 

renting and other). 

 

Sociodemographic characteristics 

Sex (categorised as women or other), age (categories 16-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 

65+) and region in England (London, North East, North West, Yorkshire and Humber, 

East Midlands, West Midlands, East of England, South East, South West) were also 

measured. I included these variables a priori because e-cigarette use differs according to 

age, sex and region in England. 

 

3.2.3 Analysis 

The analysis plan was pre-registered on the Open Science Framework (OSF) 

https://osf.io/8zdgy/. Analyses were conducted using R version 3.4.1. All scripts and 

relevant STS variables were saved for replication and are available on OSF. 

 

To assess the trends in the associations between SEP and current e-cigarette use (a binary 

outcome), logistic regression models were constructed with social grade operationalised 

as the socio-economic explanatory variable (five categories with AB as the referent) and 

year (four categories with 2014 as the referent year), and their interaction term. Social 

grade was treated as a discrete unordered predictor variable rather than an ordinal 

predictor variable because despite it being a useful proxy for SEP, differences between 

categories of social grade based on occupation are inconsistent; a unit change from social 

grade AB (Higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional) to C1 
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(Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative and professional) is not 

equivalent to a unit change from C1 to C2 (Skilled manual workers). 

 

Odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals (adjusted for sex, region, and age) were 

reported. To examine the interaction between social grade and year, the associations 

between social grade and e-cigarette outcomes were reported stratified by year. 

 

My analyses are reported in four tables: 

 

i. Current e-cigarette use among all adults by social grade  

ii. Current e-cigarette use among past-year smokers by social grade  

iii. E-cigarette use during a quit attempt among smokers by social grade  

iv. Current e-cigarette use among long-term ex-smokers by social grade  

 

In sensitivity analyses, the analyses were repeated with current use redefined to i) those 

reporting daily e-cigarette use and ii) those reporting at least weekly e-cigarette use. For 

the past-year quit attempter subgroup, daily and at least weekly use of e-cigarettes 

reflected respondents who were still currently using the devices following their quit 

attempt, rather than daily or weekly usage during the quit attempt itself. Further sensitivity 

analyses were conducted using housing tenure as an alternative measure of SEP (Social 

housing and ‘Other’ (referent)). 

3.3 Results 

A weighted total of 81,063 individuals completed the baseline survey between January 

2014 and December 2017. Table 2.1 contains an overview of the sample characteristics. 
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The long-term ex-smokers (quit >1-year ago) had stopped smoking for a mean of 20.5 

and median 25 years. 

 

Table 3.1: Characteristics of sample (weighted data)	
Variables All adults  

 
n (%) 

Past-year 
smokers  
n (%) 

Quit attempt  
 
n (%) 

Long term ex-
smokers 
n (%) 

Overall 

sample 

81063 (100) 16232 (100) 5305 (%) 13562 (100) 

E-cigarette 

use* 

    

Yes 4450 (5.5) 3460 (21.3) 1833 (34.6) 801 (5.9) 
No 76613 (94.5) 12772 (78.7) 3472 (65.4) 12761 (94.1) 
Sex     
Men 40986 (49.0) 8615 (53.1) 2707 (51.0) 7204 (53.1) 
Women 40054 (51.0) 7615 (46.9) 2598 (49.0) 6355 (46.9) 
Age     
16-24 11612 (14.3)  2931 (18.1) 978 (18.4) 357 (2.6) 
25-34 13571 (16.7) 3617 (22.2) 1350 (25.4) 1271 (9.4) 
35-44 13430 (16.6) 2990 (18.4) 1067 (20.1) 1929 (14.2) 
45-54 14073 (17.4) 2968 (18.3) 932 (17.6) 2411 (17.8) 
55-64 11370 (14.0) 2028 (12.5) 580 (10.9) 2522 (18.6) 
65+ 17006 (21.0) 1698 (10.5) 398 (7.5) 5070 (37.4) 
SEP      
AB 21938 (27.1) 2445 (15.1) 920 (17.3) 4358 (32.1) 
C1 22300 (27.5) 3932 (24.2) 1352 (25.5) 3711 (27.4) 
C2 17675 (21.8) 4182 (25.8) 1327 (25.0) 3066 (22.6) 
D 12189 (15.0) 3309 (20.4) 970 (18.3) 1543 (11.4) 
E 6960 (8.6) 2364 (14.6) 736 (13.9) 885 (6.5) 

*E-cigarette use is defined as current use for all adults, past-year smokers and long-term 
ex-smokers. For the quit attempt subset, e-cigarette use was defined as using an 
electronic cigarette during the most recent quit attempt. 
 

Between 2014-2017, 5.49% (95% CI 5.33-5.65; N=4,450) of all adults, 21.32% (95% CI 

20.69-21.96; N=3,460) of past-year smokers, 34.55% (95% CI 33.26-35.84; N=1,833) of 

smokers attempting to quit, and 5.91% (95% CI 5.51-6.31; N=801) of long-term ex-

smokers indicated that they currently used an e-cigarette. Weighted prevalence statistics 

for e-cigarette use in the four groups of interest are shown for the overall time period in 

Figure 3.1 (a-d), and for each year (From 2014 to 2017 in Figure 3.2 (a-d). 
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Figure 3.1 a-d: Overall prevalence of e-cigarette use in England by social grade (all years 
2014-2017, weighted data) 

Long term ex-smokers refer to individuals who stopped smoking >1 year ago. Social 
grades: AB=Higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, 
C1=Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative and professional, 
C2=Skilled manual workers, D=Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, E=State 
pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only. 
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Figure 3.2 a-d: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England 2014 to 2017 by social grade 
(weighted data) 

	
Long term ex-smokers refer to individuals who stopped smoking >1 year ago. Social 
grades: AB=Higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, 
C1=Supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, administrative and professional, 
C2=Skilled manual workers, D=Semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, E=State 
pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only.	
 

All adults 

From 2014-2017, there was a socio-economic gradient in the prevalence of e-cigarette 

use with adults from social grade E having twice the odds of using an e-cigarette 

compared with those from AB (Table 3.2). There was no time trend across all social 

grades and little interaction between social grade and time. The exception was that 

prevalence in D compared with AB depended on year, with higher comparative 

prevalence in 2015 compared with 2014 (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2a). When the 

associations were stratified by year, the odds of e-cigarette use were greater among more 

disadvantaged social grades compared with AB in each year (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among all adults in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014   2015 2016 2017 
 (N=81057) (N=20192) (N=20034) (N=20436) (N=20395) 
SEP      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=18966) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙36* 1∙38* 1∙47** 1∙43** 1∙36** 

(N=25570) (1∙11-1∙68) (1∙12-1∙71) (1∙20-1∙80) (1∙19-1∙72) (1∙14-1∙64) 

      

C2 1∙66*** 1∙69*** 1∙78*** 1∙77*** 1∙78*** 

(N=16193) (1∙34-2∙07) (1∙36-2∙10) (1∙45-2∙21) (1∙46-2∙15) (1∙47-2∙17) 

      

D 1∙45* 1∙48* 2∙17*** 1∙77*** 1∙70*** 

(N=11958) (1∙14-1∙84) (1∙16-1∙88) (1∙74-2∙69) (1∙43-2∙19) (1∙37-2∙12) 

      

E 2∙23*** 2∙28*** 2∙12*** 1∙84*** 2∙61*** 

(N=8370) (1∙75-2∙84) (1∙78-2∙91) (1∙68-2∙67) (1∙45-2∙32) (2∙08-3∙28) 

      
Age      
16-24 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=12453) ref - - - - - 
      
25-34 1∙48*** 1∙58*** 1∙47** 1∙30 1∙59*** 

(N=11951) (1∙33-1∙64) (1∙27-1∙96) (1∙20-1∙81) (1∙06-1∙60) (1∙28-1∙98) 

      

35-44 1∙41*** 1∙51** 1∙37* 1∙27 1∙53** 

(N=11618) (1∙27-1∙57) (1∙20-1∙88) (1∙11-1∙69) (1∙03-1∙56) (1∙23-1∙90) 

      

45-54 1∙37*** 1∙46** 1∙45** 1∙20 1∙42* 

(N=12142) (1∙24-1∙53) (1∙18-1∙82) (1∙18-1∙79) (0∙98-1∙47) (1∙14-1∙77) 

      

55-64 0∙96 0∙95 1∙01 0∙86 1∙03 
(N=12522) (0∙86-1∙07) (0∙74-1∙20) (0∙81-1∙26) (0∙69-1∙06) (0∙82-1∙29) 
      
65+ 0∙39*** 0∙48*** 0∙36*** 0∙35*** 0∙40*** 

(N=20371) (0∙35-0∙44) (0∙37-0∙62) (0∙28-0∙46) (0∙28-0∙45) (0∙31-0∙51) 

      
Region      
London 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=14252) ref      
      
North East 2∙39*** 2∙30*** 2∙73** 2∙85*** 1∙84** 

(N=4099) (2∙05-2∙79) (1∙66-3∙15) (2∙01-3∙67) (2∙10-3∙85) (1∙34-2∙51) 

      
North West 2∙66*** 2∙74*** 2∙82** 2∙99*** 2∙13*** 

(N=11652) (2∙37-2∙99) (2∙13-3∙55) (2∙26-3∙52) (2∙38-3∙79) (1∙69-2∙70) 

Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.2 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among all adults in England 
2014-2017 

 Overall 2014   2015 2016 2017 
 (N=81057) (N=20192) (N=20034) (N=20436) (N=20395) 
Region      
Yorkshire&Humber 2∙52*** 2∙66*** 2∙51** 2∙69*** 2∙28*** 

(N=9136) (2∙23-2∙86) (2∙05-3∙46) (1∙99-3∙18) (2∙09-3∙46) (1∙78-2∙92) 

      
East Midlands 1∙70*** 2∙08*** 1∙70** 1∙58* 1∙49* 

(N=6543) (1∙46-1∙96) (1∙51-2∙85) (1∙29-2∙23) (1∙17-2∙13) (1∙13-1∙98) 

      
West Midlands 1∙36*** 1∙46 1∙20 1∙75*** 1∙09 
(N=9126) (1∙18-1∙57) (1∙08-1∙97) (0∙91-1∙58) (1∙34-2∙28) (0∙81-1∙45) 
      
East of England 1∙89*** 1∙89*** 2∙05** 2∙06*** 1∙50* 

(N=8191) (1∙61-2∙13) (1∙41-2∙54) (1∙55-2∙70) (1∙56-2∙71) (1∙15-1∙96) 

      
South East 1∙91*** 2∙04*** 1∙99** 2∙02*** 1∙61** 

(N=10241) (1∙67-2∙18) (1∙54-2∙71) (1∙52-2∙61) (1∙56-2∙63) (1∙26-2∙07) 

      
South West 2∙32*** 2∙99*** 2∙21** 2∙52*** 1∙71*** 

(N=7728) (2∙02-2∙65 (2∙27-3∙94) (1∙67-2∙92) (1∙93-3∙30) (1∙31-2∙23) 

      
Sex      
Men 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=40978) ref - - - - - 
      
Women 0∙85*** 0∙95 0∙91 0∙76*** 0∙79** 

(N=40061) (0∙80-0∙90) (0∙84-1∙09) (0∙80-1∙02) (0∙67-0∙86) (0∙70-0∙90) 

      
      
Survey Year      
2014  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=20192) ref - - - - - 
      
2015 1∙05     
(N=20034) (0∙83-1∙33)     
      
2016 1∙14     
(N=20436) (0∙91-1∙43)     
      
2017 1∙11     
(N=20395) (0∙89-1∙39)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.2 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among all adults in England 
2014-2017 

 Overall 2014   2015 2016 2017 
 (N=81057) (N=20192) (N=20034) (N=20436) (N=20395) 
Interaction terms      
C1*2015 1∙08     
 (0∙81-1∙44)     
      
C2*2015 1∙07     
 (0∙79-1∙44)     
      
D*2015 1∙48     
 (1∙07-2∙03)     
      
E*2015 0∙95     
 (0∙68-1∙32)     
      
C1*2016 1∙05     
 (0∙80-1∙39)     
      
C2*2016 1∙07     
 (0∙80-1∙43)     
      
D*2016 1∙23     
 (0∙90-1∙69)     
      
E*2016 0∙85     
 (0∙60-1∙18)     
      
C1*2017 1∙00     
 (0∙76-1∙31)     
      
C2*2017 1∙07     
 (0∙80-1∙43)     
      
D*2017 1∙18     
 (0∙85-1∙62)     
      
E*2017 1∙16     
 (0∙83-1∙60)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Past-year smokers 

A socio-economic gradient was evident in prevalence of e-cigarette use among past-year 

smokers for the overall time period. However, the gradient ran in the opposite direction 

with significantly lower odds of use by social grades C2, D and E compared with AB 

(Table 3.3). There was no time trend across all social grades and no clear interaction 

between social grade and time. The exception again was that prevalence in social grade 

D compared with AB depended on year, with higher comparative prevalence in 2015 

compared with 2014 (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2b). When the analysis was stratified by 

year, prevalence across the social gradient was largely similar by 2017. 
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Table 3.3: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among past-year smokers in England 2014-2017 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=16104) (N=4252) (N=4201) (N=3967) (N=3684) 
SEP      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=2036) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 0∙83 0∙83 0∙90 0∙96 0∙88 

(N=4437) (0∙64-1∙07) (0∙65-1∙08) (0∙70-1∙16) (0∙75-1∙23) (0∙68-1∙13) 
      

C2 0∙70* 0∙70* 0∙72 0∙92 0∙91 

(N=3712) (0∙54-0∙91) (0∙54-0∙91) (0∙56-0∙94) (0∙72-1∙19) (0∙69-1∙19) 
      

D 0∙53*** 0∙53*** 0∙85 0∙70 0∙71 

(N=3144) (0∙40-0∙71) (0∙49-0∙70) (0∙66-1∙11) (0∙53-0∙93) (0∙53-0∙96) 

      

E 0∙67* 0∙67* 0∙57*** 0∙64* 0∙91 

(N=2775) (0∙50-0∙89) (0∙50-0∙89) (0∙43-0∙75) (0∙48-0∙85) (0∙68-1∙22) 
      
Age      
16-24 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=3100) ref - - - - - 
      
25-34 1∙14 1∙30 1∙19 1∙01 1∙07 

(N=3187) (1∙00-1∙29) (1∙01-1∙66) (0∙94-1∙51) (0∙79-1∙29) (0∙82-1∙40) 
      

35-44 1∙23* 1∙38 1∙22 1∙04 1∙28 

(N=2604) (1∙08-1∙39) (1∙07-1∙78) (0∙95-1∙57) (0∙80-1∙34) (0∙97-1∙68) 
      

45-54 1∙22* 1∙43* 1∙42* 0∙97 1∙10 

(N=2716) (1∙08-1∙39) (1∙11-1∙84) (1∙11-1∙80) (0∙76-1∙25) (0∙84-1∙45) 
      

55-64 1∙05 1∙07 1∙22 0∙90 0∙99 
(N=2330) (0∙92-1∙20) (0∙81-1∙42) (0∙94-1∙57) (0∙69-1∙18) (0∙74-1∙32) 
      
65+ 0∙70*** 0∙95 0∙62* 0∙57** 0∙68 

(N=2167) (0∙60-0∙81) (0∙71-1∙27) (0∙46-0∙84) (0∙43-0∙76) (0∙50-0∙93) 

      
Region      
London 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=2495) ref      
      
North East 1∙75*** 1∙58 1∙69* 1∙95** 1∙87* 

(N=998) (1∙45-2∙11) (1∙10-2∙27) (1∙16-2∙43) (1∙33-2∙83) (1∙24-2∙80) 

      
North West 1∙82*** 1∙92*** 1∙74*** 1∙92*** 1∙68* 

(N=2660) (1∙57-2∙09) (1∙43-2∙60) (1∙34-2∙26) (1∙45-2∙56) (1∙23-2∙31) 

Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) 
against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.3 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among past-year smokers in 
England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=16104) (N=4252) (N=4201) (N=3967) (N=3684) 
Region      
Yorkshire&Humber 2∙00*** 1∙75** 1∙85*** 2∙35*** 2∙29*** 

(N=2102) (1∙72-2∙32) (1∙30-2∙36) (1∙41-2∙44) (1∙73-3∙19) (1∙65-3∙17) 

      
East Midlands 1∙48*** 1∙91** 1∙28 1∙47 1∙35 

(N=1319) (1∙23-1∙76) (1∙32-2∙75) (0∙93-1∙76) (1∙01-2∙12) (0∙93-1∙96) 
      
West Midlands 1∙24 1∙39 1∙03 1∙51 1∙02 
(N=1710) (1∙05-1∙47) (0∙99-1∙96) (0∙75-1∙42) (1∙09-2∙08) (0∙70-1∙49) 
      
East of England 1∙58*** 1∙43 1∙60* 1∙58* 1∙74* 

(N=1450) (1∙33-1∙87) (1∙01-2∙01) (1∙14-2∙24) (1∙13-2∙21) (1∙23-2∙45) 

      
South East 1∙48*** 1∙44 1∙37 1∙59* 1∙52 

(N=1792) (1∙26-1∙74) (1∙04-1∙99) (0∙99-1∙90) (1∙16-2∙20) (1∙10-2∙12) 

      
South West 1∙68*** 2∙16*** 1∙41 1∙56* 1∙61* 

(N=1564) (1∙42-1∙98) (1∙57-2∙97) (1∙01-1∙96) (1∙13-2∙16) (1∙13-2∙30) 

      
Sex      
Men 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=8595) ref - - - - - 
      
Women 1∙04 1∙20 1∙12 0∙91 0∙95 

(N=7509) (0∙96-1∙13) (1∙03-1∙40) (0∙96-1∙30) (0∙78-1∙06) (0∙81-1∙12) 
      
      
Survey Year      
2014  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=4252) ref - - - - - 
      
2015 1∙01     
(N=4201) (0∙76-1∙36)     
      
2016 0∙94     
(N=3967) (0∙70-1∙26)     
      
2017 0∙85     
(N=16104) (0∙63-1∙14)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.3 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among past-year smokers in 
England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=16104) (N=4252) (N=4201) (N=3967) (N=3684) 
Interaction terms      
C1*2015 1∙10     
 (0∙77-1∙57)     
      
C2*2015 1∙04     
 (0∙72-1∙50)     
      
D*2015 1∙60     
 (1∙09-2∙34)     
      
E*2015 0∙86     
 (0∙58-1∙27)     
      
C1*2016 1∙17     
 (0∙82-1∙66)     
      
C2*2016 1∙34     
 (0∙93-1∙92)     
      
D*2016 1∙35     
 (0∙91-2∙00)     
      
E*2016 0∙96     
 (0∙64-1∙43)     
      
C1*2017 1∙06     
 (0∙74-1∙51)     
      
C2*2017 1∙29     
 (0∙89-1∙88)     
      
D*2017 1∙33     
 (0∙89-1∙99)     
      
E*2017 1∙36     
 (0∙90-2∙03)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) 
against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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During a quit attempt among smokers attempting to quit 

There were no significant associations across the overall period between all social grades 

and prevalence of e-cigarette use among smokers making a quit attempt (Table 3.4). There 

was no time trend across all social grades and little interaction between social grade and 

time. However, as with past-year smokers, prevalence in social grade D compared with 

AB depended on year, with higher comparative prevalence in 2015 compared with 2014 

(Table 3.4 and Figure 3.2c). When the analysis was stratified by year, there were no 

significant associations between all social grades and prevalence of e-cigarette use in each 

year. 
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Table 3.4: Associations between e-cigarette use during a quit attempt and SEP among smokers 
attempting to quit in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=5176) (N=1503) (N=1305) (N=1156) (N=1212) 
SEP      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=748) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 0∙89 0∙89 1∙03 0∙71 1∙08 

(N=1501) (0∙61-1∙31) (0∙60-1∙31) (0∙70-1∙52) (0∙48-1∙04) (0∙73-1∙59) 
      

C2 0∙91 0∙89 1∙03 1∙19 1∙30 

(N=1178) (0∙62-1∙35) (0∙60-1∙32) (0∙69-1∙56) (0∙81-1∙75) (0∙87-1∙95) 
      

D 0∙76 0∙77 1∙36 0∙74 1∙40 

(N=911) 0∙50-1∙16) (0∙50-1∙17) (0∙90-2∙05) (0∙48-1∙15) (0∙91-2∙16) 
      

E 0∙76 0∙76 0∙73 0∙85 0∙95 

(N=838) (0∙50-1∙17) (0∙49-1∙18) (0∙47-1∙13) (0∙54-1∙32) (0∙61-1∙49) 
      
Age      
16-24 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=1049) ref - - - - - 
      
25-34 1∙06 0∙87 1∙02 1∙36 1∙07 

(N=1185) (0∙88-1∙27) (0∙61-1∙23) (0∙72-1∙46) (0∙94-1∙97) (0∙73-1∙55) 
      

35-44 1∙15 1∙31 0∙99 1∙16 1∙06 

(N=932) (0∙95-1∙39) (0∙92-1∙86) (0∙67-1∙46) (0∙77-1∙72) (0∙72-1∙58) 
      

45-54 1∙03 0∙87 1∙30 1∙00 0∙95 

(N=845) (0∙85-1∙25) (0∙59-1∙28) (0∙88-1∙91) (0∙66-1∙51) (0∙64-1∙43) 
      

55-64 1∙02 1∙07 1∙07 1∙18 0∙79 
(N=667) (0∙83-1∙26) (0∙71-0∙60) (0∙70-1∙62) (0∙77-1∙82) (0∙51-1∙23) 
      
65+ 0∙64** 0∙51* 0∙76 0∙98 0∙44* 

(N=498) (0∙50-0∙81) (0∙31-0∙82) (0∙46-1∙22) (0∙59-1∙61) (0∙26-0∙73) 

      
Region      
London 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=782) ref      
      
North East 2∙45*** 2∙24* 4∙05*** 3∙19** 1∙53 

(N=324) (1∙84-3∙28) (1∙29-3∙92) (2∙18-7∙54) (1∙73-5∙91) (0∙84-2∙75) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.4 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use during a quit attempt and SEP among 
smokers attempting to quit in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=5176) (N=1503) (N=1305) (N=1156) (N=1212) 
Region      
North West 2∙23*** 2∙72*** 2∙42*** 2∙43** 1∙61 

(N=864) (1∙79-2∙80) (1∙69-4∙47) (1∙59-3∙74) (1∙52-3∙93) (1∙02-2∙52) 

      
Yorkshire&Humber 2∙65*** 2∙92*** 3∙19*** 2∙83*** 1∙89* 

(N=697) (2∙10-3∙35) (1∙82-4∙78) (2∙03-5∙06) (1∙75-4∙64) (1∙17-3∙06) 

      
East Midlands 2∙24*** 2∙56* 2∙50** 2∙96** 1∙38 
(N=355) (1∙69-2∙97) (1∙42-4∙64) (1∙49-4∙18) (1∙57-5∙59) (0∙78-2∙43) 
      
West Midlands 1∙90*** 2∙10* 2∙19* 2∙87*** 1∙00 

(N=499) (1∙47-2∙46) (1∙22-3∙65) (1∙31-3∙68) (1∙70-4∙89) (0∙59-1∙67) 
      
East of England 2∙16*** 2∙01 3∙06*** 1∙96 1∙89* 

(N=557) (1∙69-2∙78) (1∙17-3∙47) (1∙87-5∙05) (1∙17-3∙30) (1∙19-3∙03) 

      
South East 2∙02*** 2∙55** 2∙52** 2∙24* 1∙26 

(N=570) (1∙57-2∙59) (1∙51-4∙35) (1∙49-4∙26) (1∙33-3∙81) (0∙80-1∙98) 
      
South West 2∙18*** 2∙89*** 2∙81*** 2∙28* 1∙22 
(N=523) (1∙70-2∙82) (1∙72-4∙92) (1∙67-4∙73) (1∙37-3∙81) (0∙73-2∙02) 
      
Sex      
Men 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 

(N=2638) ref - - - - - 
      
Women 1∙03 1∙08 1∙11 0∙90 1∙01 
(N=2538) (0∙91-1∙16) (0∙86-1∙36) (0∙87-1∙41) (0∙70-1∙16) (0∙79-1∙29) 
      
      
Survey Year      
2014  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=1503) ref - - - - - 
      
2015 1∙08     
(N=1305) (0∙69-1∙70)     
      
2016 1∙38     
(N=1156) (0∙90-2∙13)     
      
2017 1∙04     
(N=1212) (0∙67-1∙63)     
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.4 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use during a quit attempt and SEP among 
smokers attempting to quit in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=5176) (N=1503) (N=1305) (N=1156) (N=1212) 
Interaction terms      
C1*2015 1∙17     
 (0∙68-2∙01)     
      
C2*2015 1∙18     
 (0∙67-2∙06)     
      
D*2015 1∙80     
 (1∙01-3∙21)     
      
E*2015 1∙01     
 (0∙55-1∙84)     
      
C1*2016 0∙79     
 (0∙46-1∙34)     
      
C2*2016 1∙35     
 (0∙78-2∙14)     
      
D*2016 0∙99     
 (0∙54-1∙79)     
      
E*2016 1∙15     
 (0∙62-2∙11)     
      
C1*2017 1∙18     
 (0∙69-2∙03)     
      
C2*2017 1∙41     
 (0∙81-2∙47)     
      
D*2017 1∙75     
 (0∙97-3∙18)     
      
E*2017 1∙22     
 (0∙66-2∙25)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Long-term ex-smokers 

Across the overall time-period, a socio-economic gradient in the prevalence of e-cigarette 

use was evident among long term ex-smokers. Respondents from social grades C2 and D 

had twice the odds of using e-cigarettes compared with AB (Table 3.5). A time trend was 

evident whereby in 2016 and 2017 respondents from all social grades were much more 

likely to use e-cigarettes than in 2014 (Table 3.5 and Figure 3.2d). There were no 

interactions between social grade and time. When the analysis was stratified by year, 

respondents from social grades C2-E in 2015 were each almost three times as likely to 

use e-cigarettes compared with those from AB. Trends across all social grades were 

similar among long-term ex-smokers, with e-cigarette use increasing from 2014 to 2017 

(Figure 3.2d). 
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Table 3.5: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among long term ex-smokers in 
England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=13782) (N=3170) (N=3462) (N=3533) (N=3617) 
SEP      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=3952) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙38 1∙37 1∙77 1∙23 1∙28 

(N=4301) (0∙74-2∙66) (0∙74-2∙67) (1∙05-3∙08) (0∙84-1∙81) (0∙91-1∙81) 
      

C2 2∙03 2∙07 2∙83** 1∙27 1∙50 

(N=2886) (1∙08-3∙96) (1∙10-4∙06) (1∙66-4∙97) (0∙83-1∙95) (1∙03-2∙19) 

      

D 2∙29 2∙35 2∙92** 2∙14** 1∙34 

(N=1541) (1∙13-4∙70) (1∙15-4∙86) (1∙57-5∙48) (1∙36-3∙35) (0∙85-2∙10) 
      

E 1∙14 1∙14 2∙87* 0∙81 1∙90 

(N=1102) (0∙37-3∙03) (0∙36-3∙06) (1∙48-5∙56) (0∙38-1∙58) (1∙14-3∙07) 

      
Age      
16-24 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=368) ref - - - - - 
      
25-34 1∙26 1∙45 1∙21 1∙19 1∙25 

(N=1060) (0∙87-1∙85) (0∙58-4∙12) (0∙57-2∙86) (0∙60-2∙52) (0∙67-2∙43) 
      

35-44 0∙97 0∙90 1∙05 1∙01 0∙91 

(N=1562) (0∙67-1∙42) (0∙36-2∙60) (0∙50-2∙42) (0∙51-2∙12) (0∙49-1∙76) 
      

45-54 0∙82 0∙78 0∙71 0∙94 0∙79 

(N=1970) (0∙57-1∙20) (0∙32-2∙23) (0∙33-1∙66) (0∙49-1∙95) (0∙43-1∙52) 
      

55-64 0∙44*** 0∙50 0∙29* 0∙44 0∙50 
(N=2683) (0∙30-0∙64) (0∙20-1∙43) (0∙13-0∙71) (0∙22-0∙92) (0∙27-0∙95) 
      
65+ 0∙14*** 0∙17** 0∙12*** 0∙14*** 0∙14*** 

(N=6139) (0∙10-0∙21) (0∙07-0∙49) (0∙06-0∙30) (0∙07-0∙30) (0∙08-0∙28) 

      
Region      
London 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=1237) ref      
      
North East 1∙71* 0∙79 3∙24* 2∙17 1∙30 

(N=911) (1∙14-2∙54) (0∙23-2∙53) (1∙41-7∙74) (1∙02-4∙80) (0∙67-2∙49) 
       
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.5 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among long term ex-smokers 
in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=13782) (N=3170) (N=3462) (N=3533) (N=3617) 
Region      
North West 2∙92*** 2∙94 4∙06** 3∙29** 2∙24* 

(N=1976) (2∙13-4∙05) (1∙30-7∙53) (2∙06-8∙75) (1∙77-6∙63) (1∙38-3∙74) 

      
Yorkshire&Humber 1∙58 1∙11 1∙99 1∙65 1∙59 

(N=1496) (1∙11-2∙28) (0∙40-3∙20) (0∙92-4∙53) (0∙81-3∙53) (0∙91-2∙80) 
      
East Midlands 1∙41 1∙11 1∙05 1∙38 1∙77 
(N=1056) (0∙95-2∙09) (0∙34-3∙45) (0∙39-2∙74) (0∙62-3∙11) (0∙98-3∙19) 
      
West Midlands 1∙16 0∙66 1∙30 2∙09 0∙86 

(N=1413) (0∙79-1∙71) (0∙21-2∙04 (0∙53-3∙20) (1∙01-4∙51) (0∙46-1∙59) 
      
East of England 1∙30 1∙33 1∙86 1∙85 0∙83 

(N=1509) (0∙90-1∙91) (0∙49-3∙76) (0∙82-4∙41) (0∙88-4∙05) (0∙65-1∙90) 
      
South East 1∙19 0∙97 1∙41 1∙32 1∙10 

(N=2449) (0∙84-1∙69) (0∙39-2∙66) (0∙63-3∙32) (0∙67-2∙78) (0∙65-1∙90) 
      
South West 1∙52 1∙31 1∙86 1∙69 1∙37 
(N=1715) (1∙07-2∙19) (0∙52-3∙56) (0∙79-4∙50) (0∙84-3∙58) (0∙79-2∙41) 
      
Sex      
Men 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 

(N=7778) ref - - - - - 
      
Women 0∙89 1∙08 0∙85 0∙81 0∙90 
(N=6004) (0∙76-1∙04) (0∙71-1∙65) (0∙61-1∙20) (0∙61-1∙08) (0∙69-1∙17) 
      
      
Survey Year      
2014  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=3170) ref - - - - - 
      
2015 1∙09     
(N=3462) (0∙56-2∙19)     
      
2016 2∙58*     
(N=3533) (1∙47-4∙80)     
      
2017 3∙07**     
(N=3617) (1∙78-5∙66)     
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) 
against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Table 3.5 continued: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP among long term ex-
smokers in England 2014-2017 

 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=13782) (N=3170) (N=3462) (N=3533) (N=3617) 
Interaction terms      
C1*2015 1∙29     
 (0∙56-2∙93)     
      
C2*2015 1∙36     
 (0∙58-3∙14)     
      
D*2015 1∙28     
 (0∙50-3∙27)     
      
E*2015 2∙53     
 (0∙78-9∙23)     
      
C1*2016 0∙87     
 (0∙41-1∙81)     
      
C2*2016 0∙62     
 (0∙29-1∙33)     
      
D*2016 0∙92     
 (0∙40-2∙12)     
      
E*2016 0∙71     
 (0∙21-2∙64)     
      
C1*2017 0∙93     
 (0∙44-1∙88)     
      
C2*2017 0∙75     
 (0∙35-1∙57)     
      
D*2017 0∙59     
 (0∙25-1∙36)     
      
E*2017 1∙67     
 (0∙56-5∙72)     
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold∙ *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, 
***p<0.0001. 
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Sensitivity analyses 

Housing tenure was used as an alternative measure of SEP and yielded a similar pattern 

of results compared with the main analysis (Table 2.6).  

 

All adults 

Among all adults, respondents of social housing tenure had twice the odds of using an e-

cigarette overall and in each year 2014 to 2017.   

 

Past year smokers 

There were no differences in prevalence of e-cigarette use between tenure groups among 

past-year smokers, except that when stratified by year, respondents in 2017 from social 

housing were significantly more likely to use an e-cigarette. 

 

During a quit attempt among smokers attempting to quit 

There were no significant differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt among 

smokers attempting to quit, both overall and in each year.  

 

Long-term ex-smokers 

Among long-term ex-smokers, social housing respondents had twice the odds of using an 

e-cigarette (OR=2∙26, 95% CI 1∙40-3∙57, p=0∙0006); however, when stratified by year the 

associations were weaker and non-significant in 2016 and 2017. 
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Table 3.6: Associations between e-cigarette use and housing tenure among specified 
smoker and ex-smoker subgroups in England 2014-2017.  
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
Housing 
Tenure 

     

Other  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
ref - - - - - 
      
Social 
Housing 

     

All adults 2∙11*** 2∙09*** 1∙95*** 1∙88*** 2∙16*** 

(N=13892) (1∙82-2∙44) (1∙80-2∙42) (1∙69-2∙24) (1∙63-2∙18) (1∙87-2∙48) 

      

Past year 0∙98 0∙95 0∙94 0∙98 1∙20 

smokers  (0∙83-1∙16) (0∙80-1∙12) (0∙79-1∙10) (0∙82-1∙16) (1∙00-1∙43) 

(N=4799)      

      

Quit 
attempters 

0∙96 0∙97 1∙06 1∙20 1∙27 

(N=1589) (0∙75-1∙22) (0∙76-1∙25) (0∙82-1∙37) (0∙91-1∙58) (0∙99-1∙65) 
      

Long term 
ex- 

2∙26** 2∙31** 1∙99** 1∙27 1∙24 

Smokers  (1∙40-3∙57) (1∙41-3∙68) (1∙34-2∙93) (0∙84-1∙85) (0∙88-1∙72) 
(N=2013)      

      

Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs 
(95% CI) against the indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, 
**p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Housing tenure classification comprises the collapsed 
groups ‘Social housing’ (local authority or housing association) and ‘Other’ 
(mortgage bought, owned outright, private renting and other). 

 

Daily e-cigarette use 

In further sensitivity analyses, current e-cigarette use was redefined as those respondents 

reporting i) daily or ii) at least weekly e-cigarette use. Consistent with the main analysis, 

a social gradient in prevalence of daily use among all adults was evident whereby odds 

of using e-cigarettes were significantly higher for respondents from lower social grades 

(Appendix 5 Table A5.1). The pattern in daily e-cigarette use among past-year smokers, 

although less pronounced, corresponded to the main analysis wherein respondents from 

lower social grades has lower odds of using an e-cigarette (Appendix 5 Table A5.2). Daily 

use of e-cigarettes among those who made a recent quit attempt followed no obvious 
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socio-economic or temporal pattern (Appendix Table 5 A5.3). Long term ex-smokers 

from lower social grades had higher odds of daily e-cigarette use compared with those 

from AB (Appendix 5 Table A5.4). As for the main analysis the odds of daily e-cigarette 

use among long-term ex-smokers across all social grades were greater in 2016 and 2017 

compared with 2014. 

 

Weekly e-cigarette use 

I also re-defined current use to at least weekly use. Overall prevalence of e-cigarette use 

among all adults also ran along a social gradient with respondents from lower social 

grades having greater odds of e-cigarette use (Appendix 5 Table A5.5). When the analysis 

was stratified by year, these differences were largely absent by 2017. Among past-year 

smokers no clear pattern in weekly e-cigarette use was evident overall, although when 

stratified by year respondents from lower social grades had lower odds of use in 2017 

(Appendix 5 Table A5.6). No significant differences in prevalence of weekly e-cigarette 

use between social grades were present among smokers attempting to quit (Appendix 

Table 5 A5.7) and long-term ex-smokers (Appendix 5 Table A5.8), with the exception of 

greater use among group D in 2017. 

3.4 Discussion 

From 2014 to 2017 in England, e-cigarette use was greater among socio-economically 

disadvantaged adults compared with more advantaged adults. This socio-economic 

gradient in e-cigarette use is a reflection of the higher rates of smoking among the lower 

SEP population, and the higher prevalence of e-cigarette use among smokers.131,165 A 

socio-economic gradient in e-cigarette use was also evident within past-year smokers but 

ran in the opposite direction with e-cigarette use more prevalent among more advantaged 
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respondents. This gradient within past-year smokers converged over time whereby use 

appeared similar across the socio-economic spectrum by 2017. There were no significant 

differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt by SEP throughout the entire time 

period. The use of e-cigarettes by long-term ex-smokers increased over time among all 

respondents but was consistently more prevalent in ex-smokers from of more 

disadvantaged SEP.  

 

In this current study, the socio-economic gradient evident in the use of e-cigarettes by 

past-year smokers between 2014 and 2017 is in agreement with previous research, which 

found that among current smokers, e-cigarette use was associated with more advantaged 

SEP.165 However, an important finding from this current study is that there was evidence 

of convergence such that by 2017 socio-economic differences in e-cigarette use were no 

longer evident among past-year smokers. In England there has been no overall reduction 

in tobacco smoking inequalities in recent years26,120, and it is therefore unlikely that this 

has had an impact on the observed attenuation of differences in e-cigarette use across the 

socio-economic spectrum. If this observed convergence continues to be evident in the 

coming years, it suggests that the distribution in current use of e-cigarettes by past-year 

smokers is unlikely to have a persistent impact on heath inequalities. However, if overall 

adoption of e-cigarettes increases among lower SEP groups in future then this could 

potentially displace some cigarette smoking and lead to greater reductions in cigarette 

consumption as a result. 

 

E-cigarette use during a quit attempt was similar across SEP groups throughout the four-

year period from 2014-2017 suggesting that e-cigarette use in this group will not widen 

health inequalities. Had differences in use been observed then it may have had important 
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implications for health inequalities considering that analyses using STS data found that 

changes in the overall use of e-cigarettes in England was positively associated with the 

success rates of quit attempts.140 A separate study using STS data investigated moderators 

of real‐world effectiveness of smoking cessation aids in England and found that there was 

no association between e-cigarette use and SEP.250 This absence of a difference in quit-

attempt effectiveness by SEP makes it unlikely that the devices will act to either reduce 

or exacerbate existing inequalities in smoking cessation. However, similar to the 

observations made above regarding past year smokers, if overall adoption of e-cigarettes 

in a quit attempt increases among lower SEP groups in future then it may lead to higher 

smoking cessation rates. Possible trends of this nature will continue to be investigated 

going forward. 

 

Among long-term ex-smokers, lower SEP respondents were more likely to use e-

cigarettes compared with the most advantaged respondents. A probable explanation for 

this socio-economic gradient is that long-term ex-smokers from more advantaged socio-

economic groups are using e-cigarettes either during a quit attempt or following smoking 

cessation, but are then discontinuing their use, whereas long-term ex-smokers from more 

disadvantaged groups continue to use e-cigarettes after a successful quit attempt. This 

hypothesis is supported by qualitative research among stop-smoking practitioners, who 

thought that socio-economically disadvantaged smokers were more likely to develop a 

lifestyle of e-cigarette use in the long-term.251 Use across all socio-economic groups 

increased significantly between 2014 and 2017 and the increase was greatest among those 

of more disadvantaged SEP, which may reflect the popularity of e-cigarettes as an aid for 

smoking cessation. However, given that e-cigarette use is plateauing among recent ex-

smokers165, this increasing trend among long-term ex-smokers may level out in future.  
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Recent research conducted using US National Health Interview Survey data has 

suggested that between 2014-2016 more educated smokers were more likely to transition 

to exclusive e-cigarette use compared with less educated smokers.169 Interestingly, this 

study did not report the same association among higher income smokers. However, 

research using data from the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) 

study has suggested that exclusive e-cigarette use was more likely among higher-income 

and White (compared with non-Hispanic Black or Hispanic) smokers.170 In contrast, this 

current study using STS data found that lower SEP long-term ex-smokers in England 

were more likely to use e-cigarettes compared with more socio-economically advantaged 

groups. It is possible that the more favourable health policy and advocacy environment 

towards e-cigarettes in England compared with that in the US has influenced this apparent 

difference. However, such comparisons are made with caution, given that the two 

countries have different social and demographic contexts and because the study sub-

groups were defined differently. For instance, exclusive use in the US study likely 

included a considerable proportion of ex-smokers who had stopped within the past year.  

The impact that the socio-economic gradient observed in this study will have on 

inequalities depends on whether e-cigarette use by long-term ex-smokers effectively 

protects ex-smokers against relapse to tobacco smoking, for which there is currently an 

absence of evidence. Insofar as it is protective, it is likely to have a positive effect on 

inequalities. Insofar that it has little impact on long-term relapse, it may exacerbate 

inequalities because the use of e-cigarettes while safer than smoking tobacco, is not 

without risk.123  

 

A major strength of this study is that it used a large representative sample of the 

population in England. Another strength is the use of housing tenure as an alternative 
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indicator of SEP in a sensitivity analysis which provided convergent results. However, as 

is common with this type of analysis, the results are limited by the use of cross-sectional 

survey data, where smoking status was self-reported by respondents and not 

biochemically verified. Past e-cigarette use was not included as an outcome because the 

STS does not currently collect data to this end and only current and recent (<12 month) 

use in a quit attempt were assessed. Lastly, it is also difficult to measure e-cigarette 

consumption levels accurately since no validated quantifiable measure is currently 

available.252 However, to account for this sensitivity analyses using daily and at-least 

weekly measures of ‘current’ e-cigarette use were conducted, which largely confirmed 

findings from the main analyses. However, it should be noted that in the sensitivity 

analyses for the past-year quit attempter subgroup, daily or weekly e-cigarette use reflects 

current use at the time of the survey, and not current use during the most recent quit 

attempt.  

3.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study found that from 2014 to 2017 in England, overall e-cigarette use 

was more prevalent among higher-SEP compared with lower SEP smokers, but that this 

difference attenuated over time. E-cigarette use specifically during a quit attempt was 

similar across SEP groups throughout the period. Among long-term ex-smokers a social 

gradient was also evident with e-cigarette use consistently more likely among lower SEP 

groups, and use increased across all groups since 2014. Sensitivity analyses using 

different measures of SEP and frequency of e-cigarette use produced largely concordant 

results. Socio-economic disparities in e-cigarette use should continue to be monitored in 

order to understand differences in use across the social gradient, and to promote future 

interventions involving e-cigarettes to reduce existing health inequalities. Understanding 
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e-cigarette usage trends by SEP is necessary in the context of the continuous evolution of 

e-cigarette technologies, variable media coverage and changing positions of different 

health and medical bodies. 

  

Results from this study indicated that continued surveillance of long-term ex-smokers as 

a specific sub-group is important and appears to show significant socio-economic 

patterning. Further monitoring of this group will clarify whether e-cigarette use among 

long-term ex-smokers is indeed levelling-off, and if there are different trends according 

to SEP.  In addition, by subgrouping individuals according to whether they started using 

an e-cigarette only after they had quit smoking as opposed to those who use the devices 

during a quit attempt and continue to use them afterwards, it is possible elucidate which 

sub-group of long-term ex-smokers is driving potential increases in usage. This 

interrogation of the long-term ex-smoker sub-group is the subject of the next study, 

outlined in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Association between socio-economic 
position and e-cigarette use among 
past-year and long-term ex-smokers in 
England 2014-2019 (Study 3) 
 
Reference for publication (full paper in Appendix 3): Kock, L., Brown, J. and Shahab, 
L. 2020. Association of socio-economic position with e-cigarette use among individuals 
who quit smoking in England, 2014 to 2019. JAMA Netw Open, 3(6). 
	

Abstract 
E-cigarette use among ex-smokers differs according to socio-economic position (SEP), 

which may impact on smoking-related health inequalities depending on whether the 

devices protect against relapse to tobacco smoking. This study aimed to assess trends in 

current e-cigarette use by SEP among i) all long-term (>1-year) ex-smokers and, to 

distinguish recent and late post-cessation uptake, respectively, ii) among past-year ex-

smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt (representing 

recent uptake), and iii) long-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before e-cigarettes 

became popular in 2011 (representing late uptake). Participants included adult (16+) 

respondents in the Smoking Toolkit Study. Data were collected between January 2014 

and September 2019.  

 

The outcome measure for the analyses was current e-cigarette use. Social grade based on 

occupation was operationalised as the explanatory variable for SEP, using the National 

Readership Survey classification system of ABC1 (higher and intermediate managerial, 
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administrative and professional, supervisory, clerical and junior managerial, 

administrative and professional) and C2DE (skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled manual 

workers, state pensioners, casual and lowest-grade workers, unemployed with state 

benefits only). The analyses were stratified by year to assess the changes in these 

associations over time. 

 

Among long-term ex-smokers (N = 19,297), use of e-cigarettes increased from 3.3% in 

2014 to 10.4% in 2019 among all groups (odds ratio (OR)=3.46, 95% confidence interval 

= 2.45–4.97). Use was more common across the period among long-term ex-smokers 

from SEP group C2DE (OR=1.59, 1.05–2.40) compared with ABC1. Regarding post-

cessation uptake of e-cigarettes, there was no clear trend over time, or any apparent 

difference according to SEP, with 7.1% e-cigarette use among past-year ex-smokers who 

did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt (n=904). Among pre-2011 

long-term ex-smokers (n=14,241), the significant increase over time in use of e- cigarettes 

was also similar across SEP (0.8% in 2014 to 2.1% in 2019) (compared with 2014, 2018: 

OR=2.79, 1.37–6.13; 2019: OR = 3.22, 1.56-7.40). 

 

From 2014 to 2019 among long-term ex-smokers, e-cigarette use is more common among 

those who are more disadvantaged and most probably reflects continued use of e-

cigarettes as a long-term cessation aid in those of more disadvantaged SEP. Continued 

monitoring of this socio-economic patterning is important. Equity positive or negative 

impacts of this usage will likely depend upon whether e-cigarettes confer the public health 

benefit of protection against long-term relapse to smoking. Late, but not recent, post-

cessation uptake of e-cigarettes increased over time but is not likely to impact on 

smoking-related health inequalities because there were no differences by SEP. 
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4.1 Background 

E-cigarettes continue to be the most popular quitting aid in England131 (Chapter 1), with 

growing evidence and support for the devices as an effective method for smoking 

cessation.138,140 Although not risk-free, the devices are generally thought to confer 

substantially lower levels of harm to users compared with combusted tobacco.122,123 

Switching smokers on to harm-reduced nicotine products continues to be a public health 

policy focus in England121, and as smoking rates decline it remains important to monitor 

trends in e-cigarette use at the population-level.26 E-cigarette use among never smokers 

remains negligible in England, but interrogating usage patterns among the growing 

number of ex-smokers that use e-cigarettes253 is important because as outlined in Chapter 

3 it is not yet clear whether or not the devices protect against relapse to smoking in the 

longer term. Until such evidence emerges, it is important to monitor use by long-term ex-

smokers because without the benefit of protecting against relapse to smoking the long-

term use of an e-cigarette is likely to be harmful. There are several possible trajectories 

of use among ex-smokers. Users may initiate e-cigarette use before or during a quit 

attempt and continue to use them in the longer-term once they have quit.140,254 

Alternatively, as will be investigated in this current study, e-cigarette uptake may occur 

among ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their quit attempt. This uptake may 

occur within a year of quitting, or in the longer-term.  

 

Research in the USA using National Health Interview Survey data indicated that smokers 

with higher education were more likely to transition to exclusive e‐cigarette use compared 

with less educated smokers.169 Also in the USA, recent Population Assessment of 

Tobacco and Health (PATH) study data have shown that exclusive e‐cigarette use was 
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more likely among higher‐income smokers.170 These findings contrast with the current 

evidence on e-cigarette use in the UK. In England specifically there are no apparent 

differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt between smokers of different socio-

economic position (SEP), and as the previous study (Chapter 3) suggested, a social 

gradient in use by long-term (>1-year) ex-smokers exists such that there appears to be 

greater use among those of more disadvantaged SEP.253,255 It is therefore possible that ex-

smokers of more advantaged SEP are using e-cigarettes during a quit attempt before 

discontinuing their use. In contrast, a greater proportion of disadvantaged SEP ex-

smokers may continue to use e-cigarettes following their smoking quit attempt, or take 

up e-cigarettes following smoking cessation. However, these potential SEP-trajectories 

have not yet been examined in detail. Disadvantaged smokers are thought to be more 

dependent on nicotine, due to taking up smoking generally at a younger age and smoking 

more cigarettes per day.46 It is possible that such dependence39 might encourage greater 

use of e-cigarettes following quitting in order to satisfy cravings and potentially prevent 

relapse to smoking. E-cigarettes may also be compatible with family responsibility and 

recreational use for pleasure rather than as a cessation device, aspects of disadvantaged 

smoker identity highlighted by recent ethnographic fieldwork in northern England.167  

 

E-cigarettes have been on the UK market for approximately a decade, allowing for an 

examination of the trends in use among ex-smokers that are using the devices. Using data 

from the Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) (2014 to 2019), the aims of this current study 

were to assess trends in e-cigarette use according to SEP by examining:  

1. Current use of e-cigarettes among all long-term ex-smokers (quit smoking for >1 

year).  
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2. i) Recent and ii) late uptake of e-cigarettes following smoking cessation, 

respectively, among: 

a) Past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their quit attempt 

(recent uptake).   

b) Long-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before e-cigarettes became 

popular in 2011 (late uptake).  

To contextualise observed trends of e-cigarette use against another widely available non-

combustible nicotine delivery product, this study will also assess trends in the use of 

nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) by SEP in the same categories of ex-smoker 

described in aims 1) and 2a) described above.  

4.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Design  

This study followed a repeated cross-sectional survey design (see Chapter 3 for further 

details). Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) data collected from January 2014 to September 

2019 were used. As in the previous study outlined in Chapter 3, 2014 was selected as the 

referent year because it was the first year in which the STS measured e-cigarette use 

among all respondents.  

The Smoking Toolkit Study has been approved by University College London’s Research 

Ethics Committee (ID: 0498/001) and participants provided fully informed consent. The 

data are anonymised when received by University College London. The STROBE 

guidelines were used in the design and reporting of this study.247 
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3.2.2 Measures 

Main Outcomes 

E-cigarette and NRT use among long-term (>1-year) ex-smokers 

Responses to the question “Smoking status” were used to identify long-term ex- smokers. 

Those who selected the answer option “Stopped >1y ago” were classified as long-term 

ex-smokers. 

 

Responses to the question “Can I check, are you using any of the following?” were used 

to identify the nicotine product being used. Respective answer selections of ‘Electronic 

Cigarette’ and NRT (response options include nicotine patch, nicotine gum, nicotine 

lozenges/Tablets, nicotine inhaler, nicotine nasal spray) in response to the question were 

used as the outcome measures for e-cigarette and NRT usage among respondents.   

 

Prevalence of use of e-cigarettes and NRT (respectively) among long-term ex-smokers 

were calculated by counting the number of respondents who endorsed use of either 

product to the above question, divided by the number of long-term ex-smokers.  

 

Recent uptake of e-cigarette or NRT among past-year ex-smokers who did not 

use these products in their quit attempt  

Responses to the question “Smoking status” were used to identify ex-smokers. Those who 

selected the answer option “Stopped in past year” were classified as past-year ex-smokers.  

Responses to the question “What did you use to help stop smoking during the most recent 

serious quit attempt?” were used to identify past-year ex-smokers who used either an e-

cigarette or NRT, respectively, in their quit attempt. Answer selection of “Electronic 
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cigarette” or any form of NRT (respectively) indicated respective product use and 

triggered exclusion of such participants from the subsequent analysis. The remaining 

sample therefore included ex-smokers who quit smoking within the past year without 

using e-cigarettes or NRT in their quit attempt. Current use of either product among this 

sample would indicate uptake following a quit attempt. 

Current e-cigarette or NRT use were ascertained as described above in response to the 

question “Can I check, are you using any of the following?”. Answer selections of 

‘Electronic Cigarette’ and NRT (response options include nicotine patch, nicotine gum, 

nicotine lozenges/Tablets, nicotine inhaler, nicotine nasal spray) respectively in response 

to the question were used as the outcome measures for e-cigarette and NRT usage among 

respondents.  

Prevalence of use of e-cigarettes and NRT (respectively) among past-year ex- smokers 

were calculated by counting the number of respondents who endorsed use of either 

product to the above question outside of a quit attempt, divided by the number of past-

year ex-smokers who had reported quitting without assistance from the respective 

products.  

 

Late uptake of e-cigarettes among long-term ex-smokers who quit smoking 

before the year 2011 (when e-cigarettes became popular)  

As a measure of late uptake of e-cigarettes, we assessed current e-cigarette use among ex-

smokers who had quit before e-cigarettes had become popular in 2011 (i.e. more than 8 

years ago). Length of abstinence from smoking (how many years ago they quit smoking) 

was calculated from responses to the below questions: 

Actual age? Age when stopped smoking?  
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Length of abstinence (years) = Actual age (years) – Age when stopped smoking (years)  

To create sub-groups of ex-smoking respondents for each year from 2014 to 2019 who 

had quit smoking before 2011, the length of abstinence calculated above is used as 

follows:  

2014: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 4 years  

2015: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 5 years  

2016: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 6 years  

2017: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 7 years  

2018: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 8 years  

2019: Respondents with length of abstinence ≥ 9 years  

Current e-cigarette use was ascertained as described above in response to the question 

“Can I check, are you using any of the following?”  

Answer selections of ‘Electronic Cigarette’ in response to the question were used as the 

outcome measures for e-cigarette usage among respondents. Prevalence of e-cigarettes 

use among pre-2011 ex-smokers were calculated by counting the number of respondents 

who endorsed use of e-cigarettes, divided by the number of pre-2011 ex-smokers. NRT 

use was not assessed here as they were widely available prior to 2011. 
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Figure 4.1: Sub-groups of ex-smokers selected for analysis

 

Explanatory variables  

STS respondents were stratified according to SEP using the national readership survey 

(NRS) classification system for social grade based on occupation.248 This measure 

typically contains five categories (AB, C1, C2, D and E), but was collapsed into two 

groups with higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, 

supervisory, clerical and junior managerial occupations (termed ABC1) operationalised 

as a proxy for more advantaged SEP, and semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, 

state pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only 

(termed C2DE) operationalised as a proxy for disadvantaged SEP. Living in social 

housing is an independent risk factor for smoking in England [221]. Therefore, sensitivity 

analyses were conducted using housing tenure [227] as an alternative measure of SEP. 

This measure was collapsed into two groups, ‘social housing’ (local authority or housing 

association) and ‘Other’ (mortgage bought, owned outright, private renting and other). 
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Adjusting e-cigarette and NRT use by ex-smokers for background popularity of 

each respective product 

Prevalence of e-cigarettes and NRT use by ex-smokers were adjusted for background 

popularity of each product, respectively, in the general population by including use in the 

general population as the denominator, thus expressing each subgroup’s prevalence as a 

percentage of use in the general population. 

Prevalence of e-cigarette use   =       Total number of ex-smokers using e-cigarette 
       Total number of e-cigarette users in general population 
 

Covariates 

Sociodemographic characteristics 

The sociodemographic characteristics sex (categorised as women or other), age 

(categories 16-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65+) and region in England (London, 

North East, North West, Yorkshire and Humber, East Midlands, West Midlands, East of 

England, South East, South West) were also be measured.  

3.2.3 Analysis 

To assess trends in the associations between e-cigarette or NRT use (respectively) and 

year among ex-smokers, we constructed logistic regression models including survey year 

(categorical predictor variable with referent year 2014) and SEP (two categories with 

ABC1 as the referent) and the interaction terms.  

All associations are reported stratified by year. Odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence 

intervals (adjusted for age, sex and region) indicate the associations between e-cigarette 

use and year or SEP. The inclusion of the SEP*year interaction terms allowed us to 
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examine any differential time trends according to SEP (i.e. differences in the rapidity of 

change).  

The analyses for e-cigarette and NRT use (respectively), were reported both overall and 

stratified by SEP:  

i) Prevalence of use among all long-term ex-smokers  

ii) Prevalence of use among past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their 

quit attempt. 

iii) Prevalence of use among long-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before 2011.  

After examining cases, only n=40 (0.2%) long-term ex-smokers, n=3 past-year ex-

smokers (0.3%) and n=6 (0.04%) pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers reported using both e-

cigarettes and NRT. Because these numbers were low, and the primary objective of this 

study was to examine trends in e-cigarette use, with NRT prevalence over the same time 

period presented for context, these users were not excluded from the main analysis). 

Sensitivity analyses were run using housing tenure as an alternative measure of SEP. 

Results on prevalence of use for i) - iii) above were also plotted with adjustment for 

background popularity in the general population. 

Unregistered changes to analysis plan 

Quasi-complete separation occurred in the yearly stratified models involving past-year 

ex-smokers. This is because uptake of e-cigarettes and NRT, respectively, among past-

year smokers who did not use the product in their quit attempt is a rare outcome and not 

all response levels for certain demographic covariates (age and region) contained data. 
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To resolve this, the covariates were merged to become dichotomous predictors (age: 16-

44 vs 45+; region: South vs North). In this same sub-group, there were no women who 

used an e-cigarette in 2019, so the sex variable was dropped from the 2019 model. 

4.3 Results 

A weighted total of 19,297 long-term (>1 year) ex-smokers (mean age=59.24, 46.77% 

women), 904 past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their recent quit 

attempt (mean age=41.60, 49.26% women) and 1,353 past-year ex-smokers who did not 

use NRT in their recent quit attempt (mean age = 40.60, 46.59% women) in England 

completed the baseline STS survey between January 2014 and September 2019 

(inclusive). The sub-group of ex-smokers (2014-2019) who had been quit before 2011 

included 14,241 respondents (mean age=63.61, 46.48% women) (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of sample (weighted data) 
 

Variables LT ex-smokersa Pre-2011 LT ex-
smokersb 

<1-year ex-smokersc <1-year ex-smokersd 

 (2014-2019) n (%) (2014-2019) n (%) (2014-2019) n (%) (2014-2019) n (%) 

Overall 19297 (100) 14241 (100) 904 (100) 1353 (100) 
EC use     

Yes 1361 (7.05) 155 (1.09) 67 (7.41) - 
No 17936 (92.95) 14086 (98.91) 837 (92.59) - 

NRT use     

Yes 590 (3.06) 317 (2.23) - 50 (3.69) 
No 18707 (96.94) 13923 (97.77) - 1303 (96.31) 

Sex     

Women 9024 (46.77) 6619 (46.48) 445 (49.26) 631 (46.59) 

Age (years)     

16-24 521 (2.70) 37 (0.26) 153 (16.87) 241 (17.84) 
25-34 1814 (9.40) 596 (4.18) 241 (26.61) 340 (25.13) 
35-44 2571 (14.26) 1707 (11.99) 193 (21.36) 300 (22.17) 
45-54 3434 (17.80) 2463 (17.30) 143 (15.80) 228 (16.82) 
55-64 3555 (18.42) 2885 (20.26) 92 (10.13) 139 (10.24) 
65+ 7222 (37.42) 6552 (46.01) 83 (9.23) 106 (7.81) 

SEP     

ABC1 11408 (59.12) 8776 (61.63) 478 (52.89) 693 (51.22) 
C2DE 7889 (40.88) 5464 (38.37) 426 (47.11) 660 (48.78) 

Ns are weighted. EC = Electronic cigarette; NRT = Nicotine Replacement Therapy; SEP = Socio-economic position; 
ABC1 = higher SEP (higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, supervisory occupations, 
clerical and junior managerial occupations); C2DE = lower SEP (semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, state 
pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only); aAll long-term ex-smokers (quit 
smoking >1-year); bLong-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before 2011; c<1-year ex-smokers that did not use e-
cigarettes in their most recent quit attempt; d<1-year ex-smokers who did not use NRT in their most recent quit 
attempt;  
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E-cigarette use among long-term ex-smokers  

Weighted e-cigarette and NRT prevalence statistics for long-term ex-smokers, stratified 

by SEP (e-cigarette use is also plotted overall), are shown for each year from 2014 to 

2019 in Figure 4.2.  

A trend in e-cigarette use across time was evident among long-term ex-smokers, whereby 

all respondents, regardless of SEP (there were no significant interactions between SEP 

and time), were more likely to use e-cigarettes in each year from 2016 to 2019 compared 

with 2014 (Table 4.2). Overall, lower SEP respondents were more likely to use e-

cigarettes compared with more advantaged respondents. When stratified by year this 

socio-economic gradient in e-cigarette use remained with the exception of the year 2016 

when there was no clear evidence of an association with SEP (Table 4.3). 

There was no clear trend in NRT use across time, or evidence of an association between 

SEP and NRT use in each year, with the exception of 2015 where long-term ex-smokers 

from group C2DE were more likely to use NRT compared with those in group ABC1 

(Tables 4.4 and 4.5). 

E-cigarette and use among long-term ex-smokers as a percentage of use in the general 

population increased from 10.53% (95% CI 8.76-12.60) in 2014 to 30.48% (27.43-33.72) 

in 2019. This trend was also evident across SEP groups, increasing from 11.30% (8.73-

14.52) to 31.88% (27.32-36.81) in ABC1 and 9.84% (7.59-12.69) to 29.36% (25.35-

33.71) in C2DE (Appendix 6 Figure A6.1).  
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Figure 4.2: Trends in e-cigarette and NRT use among long-term ex-smokers 2014-2019 

Ns are weighted 

 

Recent uptake of e-cigarettes following cessation among past-year ex-smokers  

Weighted e‐cigarette and NRT prevalence statistics for past-year ex-smokers who did not 

use an e-cigarette or NRT in their most recent quit attempt (respectively) stratified by 

SEP (e-cigarette use is also plotted overall), are shown for each year from 2014 to 2019 

in Figure 4.3.  

With the exception of the year 2017, where e-cigarette use was less likely compared with 

2014, there was no clear trend over time for e-cigarette use (Table 4.2) or NRT use (Table 

4.4) in this sub-group. With the exception of the year 2015 where use was more likely 

among lower SEP respondents, there were no apparent differences according to SEP in 
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each year (Table 4.3). There was little interaction between SEP and time. The exception 

was that use in C2DE depended on year, with higher comparative prevalence in 2017 

compared with 2014, relative to group ABC1. 

Overall, e-cigarette use as a percentage of use in the general population decreased from 

1.72% (1.07-2.74) in 2014 to 0.37% (0.12-1.07) in 2019 (Appendix 6, Figure A6.2). In 

group ABC1 use decreased from 2.17% (1.19-3.95) in 2014 to 0.54% (0.15-1.96) in 2019. 

In group C2DE use decreased from 1.5% (0.77-2.96) in 2014 to 0.22% (0.04-1.24) in 

2019.  

Figure 4.3: Recent uptake of e-cigarettes and NRT 2014-2019 

Ns are weighted. E-cigarette and NRT use among past-year ex-smokers who did not use either product, 
respectively, in their most recent quit attempt. 
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Late uptake of e-cigarettes among long-term ex-smokers who quit before 2011  

Weighted e‐cigarette prevalence statistics for ex-smokers who quit smoking before the 

year 2011, stratified by SEP (use is also plotted overall), are shown for each year from 

2014 to 2019 in Figure 4.4.  

A trend in e-cigarette use across time was evident, whereby all respondents, regardless of 

SEP, were more likely to use e-cigarettes in 2018 and 2019 compared with 2014 (Figure 

4.4 and Table 4.2). There were no interactions between SEP and time. With the exception 

of the year 2015 where use was more likely among lower SEP respondents, there were 

no apparent differences according to SEP in each year (Table 4.3).   

Overall e-cigarette use among pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers as a percentage of use in 

the general population was estimated to have increased from 2.23% (1.47-3.35) in 2014 

to 4.02% (2.88-5.60) in 2019 (Appendix 6 Figure A6.3). In the advantaged group use 

increased from 2.82% (1.66-4.77) in 2014 to 4.90% (3.12-7.62) in 2019. In the lower 

SEP group use increased from 1.70% (0.90-3.21) in 2014 to 3.31% (2.02-5.39) in 2019.  
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Figure 4.4: Late uptake of e-cigarettes 2014-2019 

 

Ns are weighted. E-cigarette use among pre-2011 ex-smokers (quit smoking before the year 2011).  
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Table 4.2: Associations between e-cigarette use and year of survey and SEP among i) 
long-term ex-smokers, ii) past-year ex-smokers and iii) pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers 
in England (2014-2019). 

 Long-term  
ex-smokersa 

P <1-year  
ex-smokersb 

P Pre-2011 LT  
ex-smokersc 

P 

 (N=19842)  (N=870)  (N=15063)  
SEP       
ABC1 1 [Reference]  1.00 [Reference]  1.00 [Reference]  
C2DE 1.59 (1.05–2.40)  .03 0.54 (0.18-1.55) .26 1.25 (0.47-3.21) .62 

Year       

2014 ref 1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  
2015 1.29 (0.88-1.90) .20 0.54 (0.16-1.67) .31 0.43 (0.13-1.22) .13 
2016 2.34 (1.66-3.37) <.001 0.42 (0.09-1.52) .21 1.93 (0.92-4.32) .09 
2017 2.88 (2.06-4.09) <.001 0.18 (0.03-0.73) .03 1.50 (0.68-3.47) .32 
2018 3.19 (2.29-4.54) <.001 0.70 (0.22-2.10) .54 2.79 (1.37-6.13) .006 
2019 3.46 (2.45-4.97) <.001 0.31 (0.05-1.28) .22 3.29 (1.56-7.40) .005 
Interaction 
terms  

 
 

 
 

 

2015*C2DE 1.23 (0.73-2.10) .44 4.63 (0.95-24.13) .07 2.39 (0.56-10.9) .25 
2016*C2DE 0.79 (0.48-1.31) .36 4.53 (0.81-29.90) .09 0.47 (0.12-1.72) .26 
2017*C2DE 0.85 (0.52-1.37) .50 7.21 (1.06-65.99) .05 1.35 (0.41-4.57) .63 
2018*C2DE 0.87 (0.54-1.40) .57 1.39 (0.24-7.63) .72 0.39 (0.11-1.37) .15 
2019*C2DE 0.97 (0.59-1.60) .67 1.70 (0.07 - 23.82) .95 0.99 (0.30-3.31) .98 

Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results are presented as Odds Ratios (95% 
CI) against the indicated referent. aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers; bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an 
e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt; cLong-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before 2011 (late uptake). 
SEP = Socio-economic position; ABC1 = higher SEP (higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and 
professional, supervisory occupations, clerical and junior managerial occupations); C2DE = lower SEP (semi-
skilled and unskilled manual workers, state pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state 
benefits only) 
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Table 4.3: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP stratified by year among i) long-term ex-smokers, ii) past-year ex-smokers and iii) pre-
2011 long-term ex-smokers in England (2014-2019). 

 Year 
 2014 P  2015 P 2016 P 2017 P 2018 P 2019 P 
LT ex-smokersa (N=3170)  (N=3462)  (N=3533)  (N=3617)  (N=3532)  (N=2528)  
SEP             
ABC1 (N=12008) 1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  
C2DE (N=7834) 1.64 (1.08-2.5) .02 2.01 (1.43-2.82)  <.001 1.27 (0.95-1.7) .10 1.33 (1.03-1.73) .03 1.35 (1.05-1.74) .02 1.59 (1.19-2.11) .001 
PY ex-smokersb (N=194)  (N=158)  (N=129)  (N=152)  (N=152)  (N=85)  
SEP             
ABC1 (N=479) 1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  
C2DE (N=391) 0.61 (0.21-1.73) .35 3.46 (1.05-12.64) .04 2.24 (0.56-11.18) .27 3.12 (0.61-23.06) .20 0.80 (0.19-3.07) .75 0.97 (0.04-11.07) .63 
Pre-2011 LT ex-smokersc (N=2683)  (N=2805)  (N=2703)  (N=2649)  (N=2501)  (N=1722)  
SEP             
ABC1 (N=9394) 1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  1 [Reference]  
C2DE (N=5669 1.12 (0.42-2.87) .81 3.22 (1.06-10.81) .04 0.51 (0.18- 1.21) .15 1.74 (0.81-3.74) .15 0.45 (0.18-1.00) .06 1.20 (0.56-2.47) .52 

 
Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results for prevalence of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) against the indicated 
referent. aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers;  bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt; cLong-term ex-smokers who quit smoking 
before 2011 (late uptake). SEP = Socio-economic position; ABC1 = higher SEP (higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, supervisory occupations, 
clerical and junior managerial occupations); C2DE = lower SEP (semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, state pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed 
with state benefits only)  
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Table 4.4: Associations between NRT use and year of survey and SEP among i) long-term 
ex-smokers and past-year ex-smokers (2014-2019). 

 LT ex-smokersa P PY e-smokersb P 
 (N=19842)  (N=870)  
SEP     
ABC1 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  
C2DE 1.20 (0.81–1.79) .36 2.87 (0.81-13.46) .13 
Year     
2014 ref 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  
2015 0.77 (0.52-1.14) .19 0.54 (0.07-3.38) .48 
2016 0.90 (0.62-1.30) .55 1.22 (0.22-6.90) .86 
2017 0.98 (0.69-1.41) .92 1.22 (1.26-6.43) .83 
2018 0.91 (0.63-1.31) .60 1.45 (0.31-7.63) .66 
2019 0.87 (0.58-1.29) .43 2.52 (0.63-12.43) .19 
Interaction terms     
2015*C2DE 1.39 (0.80-2.43) .25 0.94 (0.10-9.70) .97 
2016*C2DE 0.97 (0.55-1.70) .92 0.09 (0.01-1.10) .09 
2017*C2DE 0.89 (0.51-1.55) .68 0.30 (0.03-2.21) .26 
2018*C2DE 0.76 (0.43-1.36) .36 0.20 (0.02-1.63) .15 
2019*C2DE 0.73 (0.37-1.40) .46 1.50 (0.06-3.18) .49 

Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results for prevalence of e-cigarette use 
are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) against the indicated referent. p<0.005 p values are indicated in bold. 
*p<0.01, **p<0.001. aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers; bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an NRT in their 
most recent quit attempt; SEP = Socio-economic position; ABC1 = higher SEP (higher and intermediate 
managerial, administrative and professional, supervisory occupations, clerical and junior managerial 
occupations); C2DE = lower SEP (semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, state pensioners, casual and 
lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only) 
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Table 4.5: Associations between NRT use and SEP stratified by year among i) long-term ex-smokers and ii) past-year ex-smokers in England (2014-
2019). 

 Year 
 2014 P 2015 P 2016 P 2017 P 2018 P 2019 P 
Long term ex-smokersa (N=3170)  (N=3462)  (N=3533)  (N=3617)  (N=3532)  (N=2528)  

SEP             
ABC1 (N=12008) 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  

C2DE (N=7834) 1.12 0.74-1.66) .59 1.66 (1.11-2.48) .02 1.22 (0.81-1.84) .33 1.05 (0.71-1.55) .80 0.89 (0.57-1.36) .59 0.85 (0.49-1.45) .60 

PY-ex-smokersb (N=194)  (N=158)  (N=129)  (N=152)  (N=152)  (N=85)  

SEP             
ABC1 (N=479) 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  

C2DE(N=391) 3.04 (0.85-14.34) .11 3.16 (0.58-23.74) .20 0.27 (0.01-2.23) .27 1.10 (0.21-5.29) .90 0.45 (0.06-2.50) .38 1.26 (0.30-4.79) .61 

 

Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results for prevalence of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) against the indicated referent. 

p<0.005 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0.01, **p<0.001.  
aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers. bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt.  

SEP = Socio-economic position; ABC1 = higher SEP (higher and intermediate managerial, administrative and professional, supervisory occupations, clerical and junior managerial 

occupations); C2DE = lower SEP (semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, state pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, unemployed with state benefits only) 
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Sensitivity analyses  

Using housing tenure as an alternative measure of SEP yielded a similar pattern of results 

to the main analysis (Appendix 6, Tables A6.1 and A6.2). Among long-term ex-smokers, 

those of social housing tenure had greater odds of using an e‐cigarette overall and in each 

year compared with those of more advantaged tenure. There were no clear interactions 

with year. The exception was that prevalence in social housing compared with other 

(owned outright and private renting) among long-term ex-smokers depended on year, 

with the positive relationship between social housing and e-cigarette use weaker in the 

year 2017. Among past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most 

recent quit attempt, there was no clear housing tenure patterning or interaction with year. 

Finally, among pre-2011 ex-smokers, respondents were more likely to use e-cigarettes in 

2018 and 2019 compared with 2014 irrespective of housing tenure. There was no 

interaction between housing tenure and time.  

4.3 Discussion 

From 2014 to 2019 in England, among long-term ex-smokers, e-cigarette use increased 

over time and was highest among respondents of more disadvantaged SEP. Among past-

year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette during their most recent quit attempt, 

there were no clear trends over time, or socio-economic differences, in e-cigarette use. 

Use by ex-smokers who had quit smoking before 2011 was greater in year 2018 and 2019 

compared with 2014, but there was no clear evidence of a difference according to socio-

economic position throughout the time period. 
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The findings on e-cigarette use among long-term ex-smokers reveal a continuation of the 

trends observed in the previous chapter from in England253, with overall increased use 

over time and greater use among more socio-economically disadvantaged respondents 

compared with more advantaged respondents. This is concordant with recently published 

data from the UK Household Longitudinal Study, where socio-economic disadvantage 

was associated with e-cigarette use among ex-smoking adults.255 However, this recent 

study only assessed whether respondents self-reported as either current, ex, or never 

smokers and could not explore e-cigarette use in specific sub-categories of ex-smokers as 

we have attempted to do in this current study. 

Findings from the US population (previously highlighted in Chapter 3), where e-

cigarettes are similarly popular, appear to show a divergent trend whereby e-cigarette use 

is more likely among socio-economically advantaged ex-smokers.169,170 This 

heterogeneity in e-cigarette use by SEP between different countries around the world has 

been highlighted by a recent systematic review, where analysis of studies from 11 

countries found mixed patterns of e-cigarette current use by SEP.256 Such differences may 

be a reflection of different health policy and advocacy environments towards e‐cigarettes 

in England compared with other countries where the devices have become popular. 

However, these comparisons are once again made with caution because the trajectories 

in use may change as shown in Chapter 3, comparisons should be at equivalent time points 

in their popularity.  

In this current study long-term ex-smokers were also found to make up an increasing 

percentage of e-cigarette users in the general population over time. These results likely 

reflect the continued use of e-cigarettes following smoking cessation. Comparing e-

cigarette use by SEP highlighted that although there have been consistent increases over 
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time among lower SEP long-term ex-smokers, this is not apparent among more 

advantaged respondents where use appears to have stabilised. Such socio-economic 

patterning in e-cigarette use is important considering studies showing vaping ex-smokers 

reporting greater confidence in staying quit compared with non-vaping ex-smokers.133,257 

This is contextualised by the absence of a trend in the use of NRT, another widely 

available nicotine product, across the time period. However, a recent randomised 

controlled trial that showed e-cigarettes to be almost twice as effective for smoking 

cessation at 1 year compared with NRT138 has indicated that, in the context of the trial, 

the devices may not confer extra protection against relapse. The trial found that time to 

relapse and relapse rates among participants with sustained abstinence at 4 weeks were 

very similar between the two trial arms despite large differences in ongoing use (80% of 

those in the e-cigarette arm were using their allocated product at 52 weeks compared with 

9% in the NRT arm). NRT is likely more widely used as a medium-term quitting-aid, 

unlike e-cigarettes, which appear more popular for longer duration. Therefore, compared 

with NRT the added value of e-cigarettes may not be due to a greater protection against 

relapse, but rather due to greater efficacy for smoking cessation.258 

The current absence of evidence on relapse protection along with increasing levels of 

prolonged use among ex-smokers of greater socio-economic disadvantage make this area 

an urgent research priority. If e-cigarettes do not confer the public health benefit of 

protection against relapse to smoking, then equity-positive advantages of long-term usage 

are less evident because although safer than smoking, use of the devices is not without 

risk.   

The use of e‐cigarettes among past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in 

their most recent quit attempt did not appear to change over time or differ by SEP. 
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Therefore, any potentially positive or negative outcomes from the use of e-cigarettes at 

the population-level will likely affect people equally across the socio-economic spectrum, 

making it unlikely that use in this specific sub-group will have a substantial impact on 

smoking related health inequalities. 

Despite not falling on a social gradient, the use of e‐cigarettes among pre-2011 ex-

smokers who quit smoking before 2011 increased over time overall and was significantly 

higher towards the end of the time period compared with 2014. This sub-group also made 

up an increasing percentage of e-cigarette users in the general population. Although the 

change appears modest, it suggests that in addition to continued use as a quitting aid, 

increases in e-cigarette use may in part be due to late uptake among long-term ex-

smokers. These pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers represent those who quit smoking before 

e-cigarettes arrived on the UK market. These older (mean age=63.60) sub-group of ex-

smokers may have taken up e-cigarettes to prevent relapse to tobacco smoking, or because 

of the attractive nicotine delivery properties and lower harm profile of the devices. Given 

that these long-term ex-smokers had maintained abstinence from smoking without any 

assistance from e-cigarettes, it is plausible that they would have been able to remain 

abstinent in their absence. Our findings suggest that the uptake of e-cigarettes in this 

group is unlikely to impact on health inequalities, but further research is needed to 

understand the reasons behind the observed increase in use overall. Two recent 

prospective research studies in the US has suggested that use of e-cigarettes by former 

smokers may increase the likelihood of a return to tobacco smoking.259,260 The first study 

by McMillen et al259 examined former smokers who had quit smoking for ³5 years before 

the baseline survey, but could not control for measures of nicotine dependence or lifetime 

tobacco use, which may be important psychosocial confounders of relapse. The second 

study by Everard et al260 examined the trajectories of former smokers who were not using 
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e-cigarettes or tobacco products at baseline, and found that the use of e-cigarettes was 

strongly associated with relapse to smoking. This finding is most relevant for the two 

subgroups in this current study who initiated e-cigarette use only after they had quit 

smoking. However, if the devices were increasing the likelihood of a return to smoking 

in England then one would expect the prevalence of e-cigarette use among long-term ex-

smokers to stabilise or decline as many of them return to smoking. This is unlikely based 

on evidence from this study. Furthermore, one would also expect to see a slowing down 

in the rate of reduction of smoking following the advent of e-cigarettes. As yet this does 

not appear to be the case, with consistent reductions in smoking year on year.131 

Interestingly, the sample of distant ex-smoker respondents in the aforementioned US 

McMillen study who reported relapsing to past 30-day combustible tobacco smoking 

were more likely to be younger (18-34 vs 35+). This may represent a phenomenon unique 

to the US context, where although strongly associated with lifetime tobacco use and 

perhaps a reflection of common liability to addiction, youth e-cigarette use has sharply 

increased in recent years.155,261,262 This is in contrast to the UK where weekly e-cigarette 

use among former smoking youth (age 11-18) is estimated to be 3.3% and almost 

negligible among never smokers.263  

Strengths of this study include its large representative sample of the population in 

England, allowing an in-depth and generalizable interrogation of e‐cigarette use over time 

in specific ex-smoking sub-groups. Furthermore, the use of a different measure of SEP in 

a sensitivity analysis provided convergent results with the main analysis. However, the 

results are limited by the use of self-reported cross‐sectional survey data, where smoking 

status was not biochemically verified. It is also challenging to measure e‐cigarette 

consumption levels accurately without a validated quantifiable measure. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study found that from 2014 to 2019 in England, e-cigarette use 

increased over time among all long-term ex-smokers and was most likely in those of 

lower SEP. Use among past-year smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most 

recent quit attempt was similar over time and by SEP. Among all ex-smokers who quit 

smoking before 2011, e-cigarette use increased since 2014 but there were no differences 

according to SEP. This socio-economically patterned use of e-cigarettes among long-term 

ex-smokers is therefore unlikely due to recent or late uptake of e-cigarettes post-cessation, 

and most probably reflects continued use of e-cigarettes as a long-term cessation aid in 

those of more disadvantaged SEP. 

The population-level modelling of e-cigarette use discussed in this chapter and the 

previous chapter have highlighted important socio-economic distributions and trends in 

England. However, these quantitative analyses do not allow for a deeper exploration of 

the reasons why there appear to be differences in e-cigarette use by SEP. To help explain 

these observed trends, an interrogation of usage patterns and perceptions of e-cigarettes 

among socio-economically disadvantaged individuals in the contexts of quitting smoking 

is necessary. A mixed methods exploration, that goes some way towards this goal, is the 

subject of the remaining chapters in this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 

Patterns of ‘smart’ e-cigarette use 
among socio-economically 
disadvantaged smokers: an 
exploratory mixed methods study 
(Study 4) 
 
Abstract 
The phenomenon of greater e-cigarette use among lower SEP long-term ex-smokers at 

the population-level in England may be influenced by patterns and attitudes towards the 

devices during a smoking quit attempt. This mixed methods feasibility study aimed to i) 

explore objectively recorded smart e-cigarette usage data and compare it with a self-

reported ecological momentary assessment (EMA) of quantity and frequency of device 

usage in a lower SEP sample and ii) explore the attitudes and opinions that socio-

economically disadvantaged smokers have towards e-cigarette use in a quit attempt. 

Lower SEP smokers were provided with a Gram or JUUL C1 smart e-cigarette for two 

weeks to support a smoking quit attempt. At two-week follow-up, participants attended a 

one-to-one semi-structured interview and underwent biochemical verification if they self-

reported seven consecutive days without smoking; N = 9 adult smokers (22% female, 

median age = 52) were recruited between September 2019 and March 2020. Passively 

recorded device usage data revealed that six participants had less frequent and stable 

patterns of usage over the study period compared with three participants who had 

generally higher frequency and more erratic patterns of usage. Two participants were 
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biochemically verified as abstinent at follow-up. Five participants had at least 1 cigarette-

free day and 2 participants did not have any cigarette-free days. 

  

Where data were available, comparisons between self-reported EMA data on e-cigarette 

usage with objectively recorded e-cigarette usage found there to be poor correspondence 

for both the number of sessions with the device in a day (Cohen’s kappa (k)=0.07), and 

the number of puffs taken in the most recent session (k=0.19) All participants planned to 

continue use of an e-cigarette to support their current or future quit attempt. The reasons 

cited for quitting smoking with an e-cigarette were related to improving health and saving 

money, and due to a feeling of responsibility to quit for their family. E-cigarettes were 

thought to be an effective smoking cessation tool, and were for some an enjoyable 

activity, despite scepticism about how well e-cigarettes suppressed urges to smoke 

cigarettes. Several participants described that poor mental health had disrupted their 

ability to quit smoking during their current and previous quit attempts. 

  

Overall, participant interviews and patterns of usage at the early stage of a smoking quit 

attempt highlight the potential of e-cigarettes to support more heavily dependent lower 

SEP smokers in a quit attempt. 

5.1 Background  

Smoking cessation interventions have the potential to exacerbate health inequalities 

arising from smoking due to socio-economic differences in delivery, access and 

effectiveness.114 The preceding chapters have highlighted that there are reasons to be 

optimistic about the impact of e-cigarettes in England. Regulated devices are widely 

available as a consumer product, and appear to be similarly effective250 and popular for 
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smoking cessation across the social spectrum131 and use by long-term ex-smokers is more 

prevalent among those from lower compared with higher SEP.253 The reasons for the 

emerging social gradient in e-cigarette use among ex-smokers outlined in Chapter 4 is 

poorly understood and may result from different attitudes towards ECs and their use 

during a quit attempt, which warrants further investigation. This chapter used mixed 

methods to explore usage and the attitudes and opinions that socio-economically 

disadvantaged smokers have towards e-cigarette use in a quit attempt. 

 

Views and attitudes towards e-cigarettes 

Several previous qualitative studies have explored factors that influence the use of e-

cigarettes for smoking cessation. Factors described by this research include smokers 

understanding of the relative harms compared with cigarettes, greater flexibility as to 

where the devices can be used, and perceived effectiveness for smoking cession.264–266 A 

review of e-cigarettes for smoking cessation among vulnerable groups (those with mental 

illness, recovering form substance abuse, homeless or those detained in the criminal 

justice system) suggested that the devise had potential to replace certain aspects of 

cigarette addiction, including the perceived pleasure and habit of smoking.267 

Ethnographic research conducted with socio-economically disadvantaged communities 

in northern England has suggested that e-cigarette use was acceptable due to compatibility 

with aspects of feelings of family responsibility to quit smoking, and also because for 

younger users the devices conferred an enjoyable experience irrespective of their utility 

for smoking cessation.167,268  

 

Understanding potential treatments and tools to promote smoking cessation requires an 

understanding of motivation beyond a broad analysis of the costs and benefits of enacting 
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the behaviour of quitting smoking. PRIME theory11 (section 1.1) is a synthetic theory of 

addiction that along with the evaluative beliefs about the benefits and drawbacks of 

smoking also encapsulates other important aspects of cigarette addiction, including the 

habits and urges that smokers experience.173 E-cigarette use is a distinct behaviour to 

smoking, but has certain comparable characteristics (nicotine delivery, inhalation of 

vapour, hand to mouth action) that lend themselves to investigation under the conceptual 

framework of PRIME theory.  

 

Measuring e-cigarette usage 

New digital technologies are able to provide access to information on health behaviour 

that were previously only available through self-report by the individual, such as cigarette 

smoking or e-cigarette use.269 Although acknowledged to be safer than cigarette smoking, 

the long-term effects of e-cigarette use are less clear, and differences in usage have 

potential to impact on future health inequalities. It is therefore important to develop 

reliable measures of usage patterns to allow for assessment of epidemiological 

associations between e-cigarette use and health outcomes. 

 

To my knowledge, there is limited research comparing self-reported measures of EC 

usage with objective measures of consumption. A ‘smart’ e-cigarette allows researchers 

to examine e-cigarette usage with greater accuracy in real-time,270 which is important 

given that usage patterns likely have an impact on how effective the devices are in 

supporting a smoking quit attempt.271 A smart e-cigarette called ‘Gram’ has been 

developed by Gram research (www.gramresearch.com), a US vaping technology 

company that manufactures e-cigarette devices to track usage. Gram works with a 

smartphone application (app) to sample, record, and log time-stamped digital “pulses” 
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(with a sampling rate 50 ms) that measure real-time changes in the device’s voltage, 

providing an objective measure of usage. Other large manufacturers of e-cigarettes, such 

as JUUL have also developed app-enabled devices that can be used to monitor usage in 

real-time, but their use in any ongoing research studies has not yet been published.  

 

Use of the Gram devices in previous research highlighted several usage patterns during a 

smoking quit attempt.270 These included i) immediate and intensive e-cigarette use 

coupled with immediate and sustained reductions in cigarette consumption, ii) gradual e-

cigarette initiation along with gradual smoking reductions and iii) e-cigarette 

experimentation with little change in smoking. Participant interviews conducted at the 

time of a quit attempt with a smart e-cigarette such as the Gram may help explain these 

apparently distinct patterns of usage. The objectively recorded device usage that is 

permitted through use of the Gram and other smart e-cigarettes also provides an 

opportunity to compare and evaluate the accuracy of self-reported survey measures on e-

cigarette use. Self-reported device use can be measured using ecological momentary 

assessments (EMA). In the form of surveys delivered via a smart-phone app or text 

message, EMAs can involve repeated sampling of a participant’s current behaviour and 

experiences in real-time.272 This sampling can help reduce recall bias associated with a 

participant trying to remember a frequent and intermittent behaviour at a later moment273, 

and EMAs have been shown to be useful for tracking smoking.269  

 

In the context of an attempt to stop smoking, this feasibility study aimed to i) explore 

objectively recorded e-cigarette usage and compare it with self-reported measures of 

quantity and frequency of device usage in a lower SEP sample and ii) explore the attitudes 
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and opinions that more socio-economically disadvantaged smokers have towards e-

cigarette use in a quit attempt. 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Study design 

5.2.1.1 Sample and recruitment  

I aimed to recruit a purposive sample of 15-20 eligible adult smokers who wanted to make 

a quit attempt, were willing to use an e-cigarette to do so, and who either owned an 

android smartphone or were willing to use a UCL study-provided android smart phone.  

Recruitment was to be conducted with a stopping criterion once interviews appeared to 

have reached data saturation (the point at which no novel themes or codes emerge from 

the qualitative data). Unfortunately, having recruited only nine participants the study was 

stopped early due to the social distancing measures mandated by the UK government in 

response to the COVID-19 epidemic. This meant that I was not able to recruit the 15 

participants initially specified for this study, and conduct a full assessment of data 

saturation. However, to gain some indication of progress towards data saturation, I 

completed a data saturation assessment wherein themes and interviews were tabulated, 

with a row for each theme and with each column representing each participant interview. 

New themes continued to emerge after analysing the first nine interviews (Appendix 7 

Table A7.1), which suggested that data saturation had not been reached with the interview 

sample. 

 

Participants of lower SEP were recruited through advertisements (Appendix 7 Figure 

A7.1) in three local newspapers in London. With consent, advertisements for the study 
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were also placed at GP clinics, on community billboards, and on flyers placed in cafes 

and local vape shops. The advertisements included a contact number for participants to 

call for a brief screening survey with me to determine eligibility. Participants were 

excluded if they had regularly (≥weekly) used an EC as part of a quit attempt in the 3 

months before study entry, were pregnant or breastfeeding, or were less than 18 years old. 

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the UCL research ethics committee 

(8323/004). 

 

5.2.1.2 Procedure 

Participants were required to enrol in the study for two weeks (Figure 5.4). The two-week 

time period was chosen because i) the Gram device is relatively burdensome (it must 

always be accompanied by an android phone and an associated app in order to activate) 

and ii) during a quit attempt most untreated smokers relapse to smoking during the first 

week following a quit attempt.55 

 

After being screened via a telephone survey, eligible participants visited UCL for their 

baseline session. Then, after providing written consent to participate in the study each 

participant received advice about how to use their Gram device and the associated phone 

application, and an information booklet outlining the study procedures. At baseline 

participants completed a short questionnaire on socio-demographic and smoking 

characteristics and were asked to confirm their smoking status via an exhaled Carbon 

Monoxide (CO) monitor. 

 

Participants were then provided with a Gram and a week supply of e-liquid (flavour 

options tobacco, menthol, fruit; concentration options 18mg/ml, 12mg/ml, 6mg/ml), and 
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were asked to familiarise themselves with the device for the first week and prepare to use 

it as part of their quit attempt. The Gram EMA app was set up to deliver a set of questions 

to participants immediately after a vaping session (pushed to a participant’s smartphone 

after 10 minutes of Gram device inactivity), asking them questions related to the 

frequency of puffs in the most recent session. All e-cigarette sessions and EMA surveys 

were timestamped, allowing self-reported EMA and objectively measured device usage 

to be matched and compared (see section 5.3). A ‘daily diary’ EMA survey was also 

delivered to participants at the end of each day with questions asking them to self-report 

the number of sessions with the Gram they had that day. The definition of what 

constituted an e-cigarette session is outlined in section 5.3 below. Due to Gram 

functionality problems some participants were provided with a JUUL C1 device (see 

section 5.2.2.2) and a one-week supply of e-liquid (nicotine concentration of 9mg/ml). 

After one week, participants returned to UCL to pick up a further one-week supply of e-

liquid and to provide any informal feedback about participation. They were then asked to 

begin their quit attempt. 

 

At the end of week two participants returned to UCL for their follow-up session. 

Abstinence from smoking was defined as at least seven consecutive smoke-free days. 

Participants were considered as smoking if they had at least 5 cigarettes since the start of 

their quit attempt. Those who self-reported abstinence were biochemically validated 

blowing into a CO monitor.  

 

Participants consented to a one-to-one semi-structured interview. I conducted these 

interviews myself and they aimed to provide some context to the quantitative data 
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collected in this study, these interviews explored participant experiences of using an e-

cigarette in a quit attempt using a simple framework (see section 5.3). 

 

At the end of the study period all participants were provided with a free second-generation 

e-cigarette device and referred to their local stop smoking service to continue their quit 

attempt. These devices were provided given the ethical concerns related to taking away 

an e-cigarette from participants when it may have been successfully supporting their quit 

attempt. Following the interview, and on condition of the safe return of the Gram or JUUL 

C1 each participant was given a £20 online shopping voucher. 

 

Figure 5.1: Summary of procedure  

 

 

For personal reasons, one participant (P6) was only able to participate in the study for one 

week, with follow-up and interview conducted on day seven. 
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5.2.1.3 Disruption due to the COVID-19 epidemic in England 

In advance of the likely shutdown of activities and social distancing measures mandated 

by the UK government in response to the COVID-19 epidemic, recruitment for this study 

was ceased on March 13th, 2020. This limited the completion of data collection and 

resulted in a smaller sample being recruited than originally intended.  

 

5.2.2 Devices  

5.2.2.1 The Gram smart e-cigarette  

The device used, known as ‘Gram’, is a Bluetooth enabled vape-pen style e-cigarette 

(Figure 5.2) developed by Gram research (www.gramresearch.com) in California. The 

Gram was paired with an android smartphone app (also developed by Gram Research) to 

sample, record, and log time-stamped digital “pulses” (with a sampling rate of 50 ms) 

that measured real-time changes in the device’s voltage. These discrete changes indicated 

that the device was being used and tracked the number of puffs in a vaping ‘session’, the 

timed duration of the session, and the number of sessions each day. 

 

Figure 5.2: Gram smart e-cigarette 
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Pulse data was stored on participants’ android smartphones and automatically uploaded 

to a cloud-based database whenever the phones were connected to the internet. Each 

device had a unique anonymous identifier (ID) associated with all relevant pulses that 

allows linkage between individual pulses and specific participants IDs. To use the Gram, 

participants were required to pair their device via Bluetooth with a UCL study ID on the 

associated Gram app on an android smartphone (Figure 5.3). This procedure allowed all 

usage data to be immediately captured on the app in real-time before being anonymously 

uploaded to the UCL study site situated on the Gram server.  

 

Figure 5.3: Screenshots of device pairing procedure on Gram android application. 

 

The Gram app also delivered EMA multiple choice survey questions (Figure 5.2 and 

measures section 5.2.3.1) to participants immediately following a session of Gram usage 

or at specified times, such as at the end of each day, allowing them to self-report how 

often they had puffed on their device in the most recent session, and the number of vaping 

sessions with the device they had in a given day. 
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5.2.2.2 JUUL C1  

Participants reported functionality problems with the Gram device to the point they 

became unusable. Issues with the Gram device are discussed in the limitations section. 

Due to these functional problems, the Gram devices were replaced with JUUL C1 devices 

for the final three participants (P7, P8 and P9). Designed and manufactured by JUUL 

labs, the JUUL C1 ‘connected device’ is a Bluetooth enabled cartridge-based e-cigarette 

that, through pairing to an Android smartphone application, allowed users to monitor 

device usage, including puffs and sessions (Figure 5.4). Anonymous UCL study accounts 

were set up on the JUUL app on a UCL study android smartphone for each respective 

participant.  

 

Figure 5.4: JUUL C1 starter kit and associated Android application 

 
Image source: www.JUUL.co.uk  
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The three JUUL C1 participants were only enrolled in the study for one week with a quit 

date on day one and follow-up and interview on day seven due to practical limitations 

related to my travel to attend an international conference, which was immediately 

followed upon my return by restrictions related to the COVID-19 epidemic in the UK.  

5.2.3 Measures 

The following variables were measured at baseline: 

- Age 

- Sex 

- SEP (operationalised using social grade based on occupation) 

- Number of cigarettes per day 

- Number of years smoked  

Participant SEP was operationalised using the National Readership Survey (NRS) 

classification of social grade based on occupation.248  

 

5.2.3.1 Gram EMA 

The core items listed below were adapted from e-cigarette usage questionnaires such as 

the Penn State E-Cigarette Dependence Index (PSECDI)274, the e-cigarette Fagerström 

Test of Cigarette Dependence (e-FTCD) and the e-cigarette Wisconsin Inventory of 

Smoking Dependence Motives (e-WISDM).275 These self-report items relate directly to 

Gram usage and are comparable with the passive data on consumption collected via the 

device itself.  

 

The questions were included in core EMA surveys immediately following e-cigarette 

usage, or in a ‘dairy diary’ at the end of each day (Figure 5.3). The daily diary was pushed 
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to participants in the evening when they were expected to be at home and had more time 

to complete the short survey. Several other supplementary items (Appendix 7) related to 

e-cigarette dependence were programmed into the Gram EMA surveys, but the response 

rates to these questions were too low (see section 5.3) to allow any meaningful 

presentation in this study and they are therefore not included in the analysis. An e-

cigarette session was described to participants as a consistent period of puffing, where 

each puff or group of puffs occurred within ten minutes of the previous. Therefore, when 

a puff was taken at least ten minutes after the previous puff, they should consider this an 

initiation of a new session.  

 

Immediately following a Gram session  

How many puffs on the e-cigarette did you take in your most recent session? 

a) 0 

b) 1-5 

c) 6-10 

d) 11-14 

e) 15+ 

 

Daily diary 

Did you use your e-cigarette today?  

a) Yes 

b) No 

 

How many times did you use your e-cigarette today? 

a) 0 

b) 1-5 
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c) 6-10 

d) 11-15 

e) 16-20 

f) 21+ 

 

Did you smoke any cigarettes today? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

 

How many cigarettes did you smoke today? 

a) 0  

b) 1-5  

c) 6-9  

d) 10-14  

e) 15+ 

 

Figure 5.5: Screenshot of an example ‘daily diary’ EMA delivered via the Gram app 
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Unlike participants using Gram devices, a post-session EMA was not possible for the 

three participants provided with a JUUL C1. These three participants were instead asked 

to complete the same daily diary survey questions described above, but by email or text 

message. 

5.3 Analysis 

5.3.1 Descriptive statistics on device usage 

Descriptive statistics on device usage were calculated for each participant for both the 

number of daily sessions, and the number of puffs in the most recent session with the 

Gram or JUUL C1 device. Due to the small sample size and missing data these data are 

presented descriptively without any further analysis so as to provide some context for the 

qualitative data presented in section 5.4.5. Participants are grouped according to self-

reported number of cigarette free days (biochemically verified as not smoking for seven 

consecutive days, some cigarette-free days, no cigarette-free days). 

  

5.3.2 Inter-measure reliability  

Number of daily sessions with device 

The self-reported EMA data was compared with the objectively measured Gram or JUUL 

C1 data to indicate the proportion of self-reported responses that correctly recalled the 

actual number of sessions had taken place each day. This coverage is displayed visually 

in simple point chart, allowing for a calculation of the percentage of the total number of 

correct self-reported EMA responses. 
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Number of puffs on device in most recent session 

By comparing the self-reported EMA data with the objectively measured Gram data, it 

was possible to count how many of the self-reported responses correctly recalled the 

actual number of puffs that had taken place in each session. This coverage is also 

displayed visually in a simple point chart, allowing for a calculation of the percentage of 

the total number of correct self-reported EMA responses.  

 

Cohen’s kappa  

The reliability of the self-reported EMA data for i) the number of daily sessions and ii) 

the number of puffs in the most recent session was estimated using Cohen’s kappa. 

Cohen’s kappa (k) is a dimensionless index that can be used to estimate the agreement 

between two raters or categorical measures (in this case the self-reported EMA and 

objective Gram puff measurements) in a single number. Where data were available, I used 

the kappa statistic to quantity inter-measure agreement on the nominal scales of sessions 

per day and puffs reported in the most recent session for each participant. Poor agreement 

(generally values of k between 0 and 0.20) would suggest that the self-report EMA was 

not a reliable measure of e-cigarette puff recall (Table 5.2) for that individual.276,277 

 

Table 5.1: Values of k and guidance on the strength of agreement between measures 

Value of k Strength of agreement 

<0.20 Poor 

0.21-0.30 Fair 

0.41-0.60 Moderate 

0.61-0.80 Good 

0.81-1.00 Very good 
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5.3.3 Attitudes towards e-cigarette use in a quit attempt 

At the end of week two (the end of a participant’s study period), each participant was 

invited to attend a one-to-one interview with me. To provide some context for the 

quantitative data collected in this study, and using the conceptual framework of PRIME 

theory (section 1.1), the interviews explored aspects related to smokers’ motivation to use 

an e-cigarette in a quit attempt (see Appendix 7 for topic guide). There was a focus on 

plans to continue to use an e-cigarette or make a quit attempt with an e-cigarette in future, 

evaluative beliefs about e-cigarette and conventional cigarette use, and motivations and 

impulses related to e-cigarettes and quitting smoking (Table 5.2).  

 

The interview topic guide was also informed by recent research conducted among low-

SEP communities in northern England.268 This research suggested that e-cigarette use is 

compatible with aspects of working-class characteristics such as family responsibility and 

sociable hedonism whereby the devices are regarded as a rewarding activity regardless of 

any benefits towards smoking cessation.  
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Table 5.2: Summary of PRIME theory of motivation in relation to a quit attempt with an 
e-cigarette. 

 
PRIME construct 
 

 
Definition 

 

Plans 
 

 

Self-conscious intentions to continue to use e-cigarette (if 

abstinent) or to use e-cigarette again in future quit attempt. 

 

Impulses Urges to smoke or use e-cigarette. 

 

 

Motives 
 

 

Wants (anticipated pleasure or satisfaction) and needs 

(anticipated relief from discomfort) of e-cigarette use. 

 

Evaluations 
 

 

Beliefs about e-cigarette use, smoking and quitting smoking 

with an e-cigarette. 

 

Internal stimuli Drives (nicotine hunger) and emotional states (pleasure and 
discomfort) related to e-cigarette use or smoking. 

 

External stimuli 
 

 

Other people using e-cigarettes. Available information on e-

cigarettes. External influences encouraging or discouraging 

use. 

 

Unfortunately, due to the early cessation of this study described in section 5.2, interviews 

were stopped after only nine participants and before data saturation was reached for a 

several emerging themes (Appendix 7 Table A7.1). However, established themes are 

presented in the results section under the respective domain of PRIME theory that I 

considered them to fall under.  

5.4 Results 

A total of nine individuals were recruited into the study. Seven (78%) of the sample were 

male, the median age of the sample was 52 years (range 24-72). Seven (78%) of the 

sample were not currently employed. The sample had smoked for a mean of 49.8 years 
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(standard deviation (SD) = 13.4) and seven participants estimated that they smoked on 

average more than ten cigarettes per day (Table 5.3).  

 

Table 5.3: Participant characteristics 

Participant 
ID 

Age Sex Social grade Years 
smoked 

*Cigarettes 
per day 

Devic
e 

1 57 Male E (Unemployed) 40 >10 Gram 

2 39 Male E (Unemployed) 20 >10 Gram 

3 45 Male E (Unemployed) 37 >10 Gram 

4 52 Male E (Unemployed) 38 >10 Gram 

5 24 Male E (Unemployed) 9 <10 Gram 

6 47 Female E (Unemployed) 32 >10 Gram 

7 72 Male E (Retired) 56 <10 JUUL 

8 55 Female D (Casual work) 20 >10 JUUL 

9 57 Male E (Unemployed) 30 >10 JUUL 

 *Baseline cigarettes per day; Social grade D = Semi-skilled and unskilled manual 
workers; Social grade E = State pensioners, casual and lowest grade workers, 

unemployed with state benefits only.  

 

5.4.1 Missing data 

Given that there was no specific requirement for e-cigarette usage (participants were 

permitted to use their Gram or JUUL C1 as often or as little as they wished), there were 

some days on which several participants (P2, P3, P4 and P5) did not use the Gram device 

(Table 5.4). P8 temporarily misplaced the JUUL device after four days, before finding it 

again on day seven. As such, no data is shown for days five to seven. 

 

Furthermore, there were variable response rates to core daily diary EMA and post-session 

EMA surveys. The overall response rate to the daily EMA e-cigarette usage questions 

was 26.4% (23 completed out of a total of 87 that were pushed to participants). Five 

participants (P2, P3, P5, P8 and P9) did not respond to any daily diary EMA surveys. Of 

the four participants (P1, P4, P6 and P7) that provided some daily diary responses, only 

two of them (P6 and P7) responded to all daily surveys, and their responses were restricted 
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to the questions on e-cigarette device usage and whether they had smoked any cigarettes 

that day (i.e. no responses on how many cigarettes smoked per day were provided). P1 

only responded to seven out of 12 (58.3%) possible daily diary EMA surveys, and P2 

only responded to 5 out of 12 (41.6%) possible daily diary EMA surveys. Where not 

missing, daily diary device usage data is presented for these participants, and pooled for 

an overall comparison between the self-reported EMA measure and objective measure of 

usage.  

 

Four Gram users (out of a possible six) completed post-session EMA surveys. However, 

these surveys were not completed for every session. For n = 454 sessions overall across 

all four participants, only n = 76 (16.7%) had matched post-session EMA responses. 

Therefore, comparisons between the self-reported EMA and objectively measured Gram 

session data are only shown for sessions where there were timestamped and matched data 

for both measures of usage.  

 

Finally, no participants completed any of the supplementary EMA questions that were 

included in the EMA applicable to the assessment of e-cigarette dependence (See 

Appendix 7 for survey items). 

 

5.4.2 Descriptive summary of device recorded usage  

5.4.2.1 Sessions per day 

Device data on passively recorded sessions per day during the study is shown for each 

participant in Table 5.4. There was within and between participant variation in device 

usage. Relatively stable usage (a regular pattern of sessions per day) was apparent for n 
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= 6 participants who had a range of daily sessions less than or equal to five (Table 5.4). 

The number of sessions per day fluctuated substantially for three participants (P1, P4 and 

P9). These three individuals also had the most sessions on their device over the study 

period, and in qualitative interviews self-reported symptoms of poorer mental health 

(section 5.4.5). Five participants self-reported to have maintained abstinence some days, 

but ultimately relapsed to smoking before the end of the study. Those verified as not 

smoking at follow-up (n = 2) had the lowest average number of sessions on their device 

per day in the whole sample and did not use their device on six days, respectively. These 

two individuals (P2 and P5) were the youngest members of the sample, and had been 

smoking for the fewest years. There were no observable differences in measures between 

the two device types. 

  

5.4.2.2 Puffs per session 

Device data on passively recorded puffs per session during the study is shown for each 

participant in Table 5.5. As with the analysis of sessions per day, there was considerable 

within and between participant variation in the number of puffs per session. All 

participants displayed fluctuating counts of puffs per session, which is evident from the 

unstable estimates for mean and median puffs for each individual in Table 5.5. No data 

on puffs per session could be pulled for participants provided with a JUUL C1 device (n 

= 3) because there was no way to download the data from the application, and it is not 

clearly discernible from visual observation of the user statistics presented within it.  
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Table 5.4:  Gram and JUUL C1 sessions and smoking measures  

ID Device Nicotine 
strength 
(mg/ml) 

Total 
sessions 

Days with 
device 

Number days 
device used 

 

Mean (SD) 
sessions/day 

Median (range) 
sessions/day 

Number of 
cigarette free 

days 

Smoking 
status (CO 
reading) 

Biochemically verified as not smoking at follow-up   

2 Gram 18 15 14 8 1.1(1.3) 1 (0-4) 7 Abstinent (1-5) 

5 Gram 18 22 14 8 1.6 (1.9) 1 (0-5) 7 Abstinent (1-5) 

Self-reported some cigarette free days   

6* Gram 12 16 7 7 2.3 (1.4) 2 (1-5) 5 Smoking  

8* JUUL 9 50 7 4 12.5 (1.3) 12.5 (11-14) 3 Smoking 

9* JUUL 9 73 7 7 10.4 (6.5) 9 (3-21) 3 Smoking 

1 Gram 18 181 12 12 15.1 (8.5) 12.5 (6-32) 3 Smoking 

3 Gram 18 11 7 4 1.6 (1.7) 1 (0-4) 1 Smoking 

Self-reported no cigarette-free days   

4 Gram 18 60 12 10 5.0 (4.4) 4.5 (0-14) 0 Smoking 

7* JUUL 9 26 7 7 3.7 (0.5) 4 (3-4) 0 Smoking 

*P3 device failed after seven days. P7, P8 and P9 study follow-up shortened to seven d
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Table 5.5:  Gram and JUUL C1 puffs per session and smoking measures 

ID Device Nicotine 
strength 

Total sessions Days with device Mean (SD) 
puffs/session 

Median (range) 
puffs/session 

Number of 
cigarette free 

days 

Smoking status (CO 
reading) 

Biochemically verified as not smoking at follow-up   

2 Gram 18 15 14 19.0 (16.8) 15 (1-64) 7 Abstinent (1-5) 

5 Gram 18 22 14 9.5 (7.7) 6.5 (1-26) 7 Abstinent (1-5) 

Self-reported some cigarette free days        

6* Gram 12 16 7 8.6 (6.3) 8 (2-22) 5 Smoking  

8* JUUL 9 50 7 NA NA 3 Smoking 

9* JUUL 9 73 7 NA NA 3 Smoking 

1 Gram 18 181 12 32.3 (19.3) 29 (4-97) 3 Smoking 

3 Gram 18 11 7 29.5 (29.6) 26 (3-93) 1 Smoking 

Self-reported no cigarette-free days        

4 Gram 18 60 12 22.4 (19.8) 11 (1-65) 0 Smoking 

7* JUUL 9 26 7 NA NA 0 Smoking 

*P3 device failed after 7 days. P7, P8 and P9 study follow-up shortened to seven days; NA = Data on puffs per session were not available for  
participants using a JUUL C1 device 



5.4.3 Reliability of self-reported EMA measures 

5.4.3.1 EMA sessions per day vs objectively recorded device data 

Daily diary EMA data was only available for participants P1, P4, P6 and P7 (Figure 5.5). 

P1 and P4 did not respond to the EMA on a total five and seven days out of a possible 12, 

respectively. The percentage of responses from each participant that correctly covered the 

objective device data ranged from 20% (P4) to 71.4% (P7). Available EMA data was 

pooled for an estimate of reliability of the daily diary self-report EMA as a measure of 

daily device sessions. Eight (30.8%) of the EMA responses correctly covered the 

objective e-cigarette usage data. Eleven responses over-estimated the number of sessions, 

and seven responses under-estimated the number of sessions had. Cohen’s k was 

calculated to be 0.07 (Appendix 7), indicating poor agreement between the two measures 

(Tables 5.6a and 5.6b).277  
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Figure 5.6: Self-reported EMA sessions vs device recorded sessions (binned)* 

 

*P7 data is from JUUL C1; Days where EMA responses were not provided are indicated 
as ‘Missing’ 
 
Table 5.6a: Relative frequencies of daily diary EMA and device recorded responses 
 
 EMA  

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21+ TOTAL 
 
 

Gram 

1 -5 0.23 0.35 0.08 0 0 0.65 
6-10 0.04 0.08 0 0 0 0.12 

11-15 0 0.15 0 0 0 0.15 
16-20 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

21+ 0 0.08 0 0 0 0.08 
 TOTAL 0.27 0.58 0.08 0 0 1 
        

 
Table 5.6b: Cohen’s k for daily diary EMA vs device recorded responses 
 
Proportion observed agreement 0.31 
Proportion expected agreement 0.25 
Observed - expected 0.05 
k 0.07 
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5.4.3.2 Puffs per session EMA vs objectively recorded Gram data 

Recent session EMA data was only available for participants P1, P4 and P6 (Figure 5.6). 

The percentage of responses from each participant that correctly covered the binned Gram 

usage data ranged from 32.6% (P1) to 53.8% (P6). Matched EMA and Gram puff data 

from these three participants (Figure 5.6) was pooled for an estimate of reliability for the 

self-reported EMA as a measure of puffs in the most recent device session. Twenty-eight 

(36.8%) of the EMA responses correctly covered the objective Gram device usage data. 

Eight responses over-estimated the number of sessions had, and 40 responses under-

estimated the number of sessions had. Cohen’s kappa (k) was calculated to be 0.19 

(Appendix 7), indicating poor agreement between the two measures (Tables 5.7a and 

5.7b).276  
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Figure 5.7 (a-c): Self-reported EMA puffs vs Gram device recorded puffs (binned) 

 

Table 5.7a: Relative frequencies of puffs per session EMA vs Gram device data 
  EMA    
 1-5 6-10 11-14 15+ TOTAL 

 
 

Gram 

1 -5 0.14 0.05 0 0 0.19 
6-10 0.04 0.16 0.05 0 0.26 

11-14 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.04 
15+ 0.11 0.30 0.04 0.07 0.51 

 TOTAL 0.30 0.53 0.11 0.07 1 
       

 
Table 5.7b: Cohens’ k for puffs per session EMA vs Gram device 
 
Proportion observed agreement 0.38 
Proportion expected agreement 0.23 
Observed - expected 0.15 
K 0.19 
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5.4.4 Views and attitudes 

Despite not achieving data saturation, several themes were emerging from the interview 

data. I have included these initial themes accompanied by participant quotes. A more 

detailed coding matrix is available in Appendix 7. There were no clear differences in the 

responses of participants using the Gram vs JUUL C1. 

 

Plans 

Theme 1: Persisting with the e-cigarette  

All participants, including the two individuals who had successfully quit and all others 

that were still smoking at the end of the study-period planned to continue to use an e-

cigarette to quit smoking. Finding a method and device that worked for them was an 

important factor. 

 

“Yes, if it’s an effective device. I found I had to go back on to tobacco from Saturday, but 

I slightly lost the taste for it, so I only need the odd one. Whereas before, with the other 

e-cigarettes I’ve tried, I’d use it then think, I really need a cigarette. From Saturday, I 

wish the e-cigarette was working because I would like to have had that instead of the 

cigarette.” [P1] 

 

P3 intended to use the e-cigarette, referring to the relative safety compared with smoking 

as a reason. 

 

“Because I think it’s better than smoking actual cigarettes. It’s said that tobacco smoke 

contains over 70 substances known to cause cancer. Then there’s other public health 
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warnings also attached to smoking. So, I do believe that the vape is far more beneficial.” 

[P3] 

 

Two participants were motivated to use the device in their current quit attempt but were 

mentioned wanting to stop using an e-cigarette at some point in future. 

 

“I'm going to give it a good go. Because I meant to give up smoking, I want to give up 

smoking. I don’t want to be smoking anything really. I've been very successful using the 

patches in the past, so, I don’t know, we’ll see.” [P6] 

 

Evaluations 

Theme 2: Switching for health and finances 

Most participants highlighted that they wanted to quit smoking to improve their health 

and noticed immediate improvements in their breathing and appearance during the week 

in which they attempted to switch to an e-cigarette. 

 

“You feel stronger after you take the e-cigarette, not cigarette. Cigarette makes you 

weaker. This one makes you quite normal. It keeps your normal oxygen level.” [P2] 

“I'm a good swimmer and I haven't been good for the last couple of years, but I haven't 

been going. Since last week I've been back to the swimming. I found it hard for the first 

ten feet or for the first ten metres to swim with the smoking, and the next day without 

smoking it's different, you feel different. Whoever smoked, that’s who will believe it, will 

see the difference.” [P9] 
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“It's just the health is the most important thing, my health. I'm not young anymore, I'm 

not a spring chicken, we're growing old. It does affect your health big time, and the switch 

to vape is a good idea.” [P9] 

 

Financial concerns were regularly quoted in tandem with health reasons when participants 

were asked about why they wanted to stop smoking, and were using an e-cigarette to do 

so. 

  

“It’s not smoking as such, but you know in the back of your mind that this is nowhere 

near as harmful. I’m saving money.” [P5] 

 

“Financial and for my health. I can see within a week of stopping smoking, my skin looks 

clearer and things like that. Yes, for my health, absolutely. The smell doesn't linger and 

all those things, ashtrays.” [P6] 

 

“To save money, and for my health reasons, to save myself from any harm. And another 

one, to save money a little bit. I can save and I can do something else. Financial reason.” 

[P2] 

 

P1 stated that he was trying to quit smoking solely for financial reasons. He stated that he 

was not quitting because of his health, or family.  

 

“From the point of view of having a cigarette and then thinking, I didn’t really need it. 

Not so much from the fact that’s another nail in the coffin. It’s just that’s a waste of time 
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and money almost. Certainly not from health reasons. I’m no spring chicken. No family. 

We’ve all got to go at some stage.” 

 

Motives 

Theme 3: A tool and/or a pleasure 

Mixed opinions were given on whether an e-cigarette offers more than just being a tool 

to help you quit smoking. Several saw e-cigarettes as both a useful tool and a pleasurable 

activity. P1 perceived himself to be a nicotine addict and that in this context derived 

pleasure from smoking or using an e-cigarette. He believed that e-cigarettes were a useful 

tool quit smoking because of this.   

 

“I think the two are interlinked really. It’s certainly to cut down and possibly to cut out 

the cigarettes altogether. You use these cigarettes or devices for enjoyment. If you didn’t 

use them, you wouldn’t be enjoying things quite as much. Not so much not enjoying things 

but you’d find life more difficult, definitely if you’ve been addicted to nicotine, and you 

can’t stop through other means. I think I’ll always be addicted to nicotine.” [P1] 

 

The e-cigarette was thought to provide some satisfaction on certain occasions when he 

would typically smoke a cigarette. 

 

“I’ve had brief attempts with NRT and they didn’t work. I like the feeling of inhaling 

and things like coffee after a meal. I really enjoyed having a cigarette with those and 

with a good e-cigarette, that’ll satisfy those cravings as well.” [P1] 
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P2 thought vaping was a pleasurable activity in and of itself, regardless of any utility to 

quit smoking. 

 

“It’s not just about stopping smoking. It’s for pleasure as well, excitement, and a better 

experience. And the quality, the looks, the device. So, it’s everything I’m looking to it, 

into this vape lifestyle. So, it’s a very pleasurable experience. And it’s a very quality 

lifestyle, smoking vape. It’s very quality.” [P2] 

 

Similarly, P6 enjoyed smoking, but because of the negative impact on his health he 

wanted to derive a similar feeling without as much harm. 

 

“Yes. Just the sensation of smoking, I think it is. Because I like smoking, I just don’t like 

the effects it has, unfortunately.” [P6] 

 

Others reported that the e-cigarette reduced some of the discomfort during their quit 

attempt but did not gain any pleasure or satisfaction from using it. 

 

“Maybe it relieved a little bit of discomfort, but I didn't get the same satisfaction, like a 

cigarette does, no.” [P6] 

 

“Not really pleasurable, no. My friend, he really likes to blow those big clouds of 

smoke, and I just want the pain to go away.” [P8] 
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Impulses 

Theme 4: E-cigarette partially reducing urges to smoke 

There were also mixed opinions on how effective an e-cigarette was at addressing urges 

to smoke. Several participants thought that an e-cigarette partially addressed urges to 

smoke, but ultimately were not able to fully displace them. P1 described vaping to be less 

satisfying than cigarettes, requiring more regular usage for the same hit of nicotine.  

 

“I’ve found with vaping you’re doing it constantly. If you can, you’re taking puffs on a 

fairly constant basis. If you’re just walking along the street, you’re using it quite 

regularly. Whereas, with a cigarette, you would stop and go for a while. It’s probably 

because it’s a stronger, quicker hit. Whereas, with vaping, you need to do it constantly to 

have that satisfaction.” [P1] 

 

P5 mentioned that being able to vape removed the urge to purchase a pack of cigarettes. 

“When I have the vape, the impulse to go out and buy a cigarette or to go out and buy a 

deck of cigarettes is evaporated or eliminated.” [P5] 

 

P7 did not believe the JUUL satisfied his urges and said that he was generally smoking 

as much as he would usually despite using the device at the same time. 

 

“It's difficult to say. I'm still smoking about roughly the same, perhaps one less, but it 

doesn't really satisfy the urge to smoke.” [P7] 
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Internal stimuli 

Theme 5: Mental health disrupting quit attempt  

Poor mental health was described by four participants as a barrier to quitting smoking. 

The e-cigarette was not thought to be able to help some of these individuals cope in the 

same way that they believed cigarettes do.  

 

“Then I wasn’t even sure if it would be possible to smoke. I thought two days or so of not 

having had any, particularly at the moment, which is a difficult time. I would have liked 

to have said, right, let’s just try and bite the bullet but it wouldn’t have been feasible.” 

[P1] 

 

“I don't know. Like I said to you, recently, I've been under a lot of stress. Or in some way, 

it’s a habit that has been when I got stress, I will roll a cigarette or roll a joint. Now, I 

am not sure that the vaping will compensate. But if one is in a stable mind or maybe more 

happy, I think one can actually... I could.” [P4] 

 

“I started [smoking] as a young kid. The stress I've been through and the stress I was 

going through when I came to this country as well, suffering from stress disorder. Nothing 

numbed my brain but the smoking. I'm still on medication till now because of that, but the 

cigarette is just the first thing you inhale, and it's really hard and it did help numb my 

pain, but for a short time, not for a long time.” [P9] 
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External stimuli 

Theme 6: Switching for family  

Along with health and financial reasons, several participants went on to describe family 

responsibility as a primary reason for quitting smoking. 

 

“Yes, because of my family, I stopped [smoking]. For this reason. For this particular 

reason. Because they are not happy with me. They are more worried because anything 

might happen to me. That’s why I thought, I might as well make a change to my lifestyle, 

go to e-cigarette and it will be better for me to change everything in my life.”  

“I've just been through a really difficult time with death and dying. It wakes you up, makes 

you say, I've just finished caring for a very ill person, the last thing I want to do now is 

get sick myself. I'm saying the same thing with Sam, it's like now is our chance to live, so 

let's live.” [P8] 

 

Several participants described support from their family towards using the e-cigarette to 

stop smoking. 

 

“Oh boy, my mum. My mum suffers from lung cancer and she doesn't smoke all her life. 

She never smoked, she never drank, and sometimes, the last couple of days or the last 

week she sees me, she's really pleased. They're supporting that, definitely.” [P9] 

 

“My family prefer that I use these [e-cigarettes] as opposed to smoking cigarettes, so 

most definitely, yes. The ashtrays and the smell and all those health indications. So, for 

my son and for me health wise.” [P6] 
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Summary 

Comparisons between self-reported EMA data on e-cigarette usage with objectively 

recorded e-cigarette usage found the EMA to be a poor measure of recall of device usage 

among participants, for both the number of sessions with the device in a day, and the 

number of puffs taken in the most recent session. Different recorded patterns of e-

cigarette usage during the early stages of a smoking quit attempt were evident among nine 

lower SEP smokers. Six participants had relatively stable patterns of usage over the study 

period. Three participants had fluctuating numbers of sessions each day, and used their 

devices more than the rest of the sample over the study period. There was also 

considerable variation within and between participants in the number of puffs per session 

on the Gram. 

 

Participant interviews highlighted a variety motivational factors that may explain the 

variation in usage. All participants intended on persisting with an e-cigarette to support 

their current or future quit attempt. The primary reasons for quitting smoking with an e-

cigarette were related to improving health and saving money, and in some instances due 

to a feeling of responsibility to quit for their family. There were mixed responses 

regarding e-cigarettes as a tool or a pleasurable activity, with some believing that they 

represented both and others perceiving the devices as a tool and nothing more. There were 

similarly mixed responses on how effective e-cigarettes were at suppressing urges to 

smoke cigarettes. Several participants described mental health that disrupted their ability 

to quit smoking. These themes highlight diverse ways in which e-cigarettes are viewed 

by lower SEP smokers, and the potential they have to support a smoking quit attempt. 
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5.5.2 Reliability of EMA surveys 

The self-reported EMA surveys did not prove to be a reliable measure for estimating the 

number of sessions a user had on their device at the end of each day, or for estimating the 

number of puffs taken by a user during their most recent session. Unlike smoking, where 

there are definite starting and ending points (initiated by lighting of the cigarette and 

ended with stubbing it out), vaping has been described in previous studies as ‘grazing’.133 

This involves using a device little and often over the course of a day (as was mentioned 

by some participants in this current study), making it challenging for a user to remember 

the number of puffs and delimit separate vaping sessions. Furthermore, different 

individuals may have different definitions of what a vaping session consists of. Although 

participants were informed of how a session was defined for this current study, in practice 

the concept of a session may be too abstract for each individual to be representative. Both 

in terms of ease of recall, and in the quantification of any harm from vaping, the volume 

of e-liquid consumed may be a more useful measure. Unfortunately, questions 

programmed into the EMA surveys related to e-liquid volume consumed were not 

answered by participants in this current study. As with the number of cigarettes smoked, 

the amount of e-liquid left in a bottle/cartridge is a simple visual method guiding recall. 

When combined with the self-reported number of sessions and or puffs on a device, the 

volume of e-liquid consumed may give a better indication of the intensity at which a user 

vapes. Consuming large volumes of e-liquid in fewer sessions, or with fewer puffs would 

suggest that the individual was vaping at a higher intensity. Albeit in a small sample, the 

poor survey response rate in this study raises a question on the extent to which SEP is 

associated with app-based survey participation.278 
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The utility of quantifying the harm from vaping is important and more accurate self-

reported measures of usage will help achieve this. However, given continuous 

technological advancements in e-cigarettes, passively recording device usage will likely 

escape the confines of research studies and become more widespread among mass 

produced consumer devices, as is already evident with the JUUL C1. These objective 

measures of usage can offer greater accuracy and reliability than even well-designed self-

reported surveys.279 Furthermore, quantifying the harms from e-cigarette use should be 

placed in context with the harms from smoking cigarettes. Recent research has shown that 

vapers who use lower nicotine strength e-liquid consume more e-liquid than those on 

higher strengths and are exposed to higher levels of harmful carcinogenic carbonyl 

compounds.280 However, when compared with the considerably higher levels of these 

same chemicals that a cigarette smoker is exposed to, the e-cigarette conferred exposure 

is substantially smaller. In this context encouraging lower SEP smokers who are more 

dependent on cigarettes to switch to lower harm e-cigarettes remains an important 

endeavour.  

 

5.5.3 Usage and views towards e-cigarettes 

Compared with the six participants with relatively stable patterns of sessions across the 

study period, the three individuals with fluctuating session patterns and who used their 

devices most frequently each day may have been more dependent on cigarettes. When 

deprived of cigarettes during the quit attempt, the erratic and frequent sessions on the e-

cigarette may reflect self-titration of nicotine to compensate for the lack of smoking.146 

Other studies comparing e-cigarette usage patterns have shown that those using lower 

nicotine strength e-liquid consume more e-liquid compared with higher nicotine-strength 

e-liquid users who do not need to vape as frequently or intensely to receive the same does 
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of nicotine from their device.280 It is possible that the 18mg/ml nicotine strength e-liquid 

provided to the three likely more dependent participants in this current study was not 

sufficient to cover their usual dosage of nicotine from cigarettes. These individuals also 

mentioned experiencing symptoms of poor mental health during their interview, which 

along with its intersection with socio-economic disadvantage, is strongly associated with 

smoking and heaviness of smoking in the general population.281 

 

In contrast, the two participants who had successfully quit smoking according to the 

criteria in this current study were the youngest and had been smoking for the fewest years. 

Session patterns for these successful quitters were more stable, and they both went several 

days without using their e-cigarette at all during the study period. Their ability to quit 

smoking in the context of this study may reflect lower dependence on cigarettes. 

 

Variation in the number of puffs taken in each session is also likely a reflection of each 

user adapting to their device and attempting to find a pattern of usage that suits their 

individual need. Similar differences in usage among participants were apparent in a 

similar study conducted using earlier prototypes of the Gram device.270 

 

All participants in this study expressed intentions to continue to use an e-cigarette either 

in future quit attempts or to maintain abstinence from smoking. With one exception, there 

was no expression of a desire to stop using an e-cigarette, which was universally thought 

to be safer than smoking cigarettes. Switching to an e-cigarette was felt to have 

considerable health benefits, with some participants perceiving immediate improvements 

in their respiratory symptoms during the study. Cost-savings were also regularly cited as 

a benefit of quitting smoking and using an e-cigarette, which is supported by evidence 
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from population surveys estimating the average expenditure on e-cigarettes to be 

approximately one third of the expenditure of smokers.245 Tax increases on the sale of 

cigarettes are known to be an equity-positive intervention to reduce smoking among 

socio-economically disadvantaged groups, who have less expendable income.51 

However, there remain some more dependent individuals within these groups who 

continue to smoke or rebound to alternatives such as roll-your-own tobacco51, despite the 

increased expenditure and as a result suffer both continued harms and increased financial 

stress. Lower SEP smokers from this study highlighted their sensitivity to high cigarette 

prices and may therefore see a switch to e-cigarettes as a means to continue using nicotine 

without disrupting expenditure on necessities such as food, accommodation and health 

care. 

 

In line with findings from recent ethnographic fieldwork in northern England268, findings 

from this current study suggest that feelings of responsibility for family members permit 

e-cigarette use as a functional tool to quit smoking. Some participants mentioned support 

from family members for their use of the e-cigarette if it meant they were no longer 

smoking. Furthermore, several participants saw the devices not exclusively as a tool, but 

also as having a co-benefit of being an enjoyable activity.  

 

Whether seen simply as a tool for smoking cessation, or for pleasure, the perceived health 

and financial benefits accrued following a switch to an e-cigarette, combined with 

feelings of responsibility towards their family to quit smoking suggest that disadvantaged 

and dependent smokers may see e-cigarettes as an acceptable and attractive cigarette 

replacement. This is despite scepticism as to how effective some individuals felt the 

devices are for replacing the need for a cigarette. E-cigarettes may present an affordable 
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means to reduce exposure to harm and offer a better and more enjoyable option than other 

quitting aids or quitting without any assistance, which is an unlikely outcome among 

dependent smokers. Taken altogether these multiple factors may offer some explanation 

of the observed trend in Chapter 4, where e-cigarette use has increased year on year 

among long-term ex-smokers, and is more likely among lower SEP long-term ex-smokers 

compared with more advantaged groups.  

 

Finally, several participants discussed experiencing periods of unstable mental health that 

disrupted their ability to maintain abstinence from smoking. Individuals with a mental 

condition are more likely to smoke, be heavy smokers and perceive greater difficulty in 

remaining abstinent.281 Socio-economic disadvantage has been consistently associated 

with poor mental health, and this intersection presents a challenge for smoking 

cessation.282 As described by participants in this current study, e-cigarettes alone may not 

always be sufficient for maintaining abstinence from smoking. In addition to e-cigarettes, 

addressing the socio-economic and psychosocial gradients in smoking and smoking 

cessation could be boosted by behavioural and pharmacological support at the individual 

level. Such support in addition to e-cigarettes is offered by stop smoking services in 

England and is the subject of the next chapter. 

 

5.5.4 Limitations 

This study should be interpreted in light of several important limitations. First, the 

completion rate of EMA surveys in this study was low. This prevented investigation of 

important measures, such as volume of e-liquid consumed and the number of cigarettes 

smoked each day during the quit attempt. Some participants provided responses to the 

survey questions, but there were missing data from the daily diary and recent session 
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EMA surveys. This meant that analyses were therefore restricted to what data were 

available, and may not necessarily reflect how the rest of the sample would have 

responded. The Gram EMA app has potential to be an effective delivery platform for 

surveys, but it was not used at the levels hoped for in this study. Unfortunately, interviews 

did not explore this further. The missing data made further analyses impossible, such as 

Bland-Altman plots and linear regression analyses to estimate how well changes in self-

report device usage predicted changes in the recorded device usage. 

 

Second, the method used in this study to obtain some measure of concordance between 

the EMA and device recorded data, the Cohen’s kappa measure of agreement, does not 

indicate the distance between the incorrect answer and the objective measure. For 

instance, a response of 1-5 sessions per day when the true value was 15+ is less accurate 

than a response of 1-5 sessions per day when the true value was 6-10 sessions. A measure 

of raw self-reported usage would have permitted an estimation of agreement on a 

continuous scale, taking into account the distance between measurements (for example 

by using Bland-Altman plots).283 

 

Third, data saturation was not reached after analysis of the nine interviews included in 

this study. Emergent themes that I have put forward must therefore be interpreted with 

caution as they would likely have changed with further interview data. 

 

Fourth, the Gram devices gave some insight into usage patterns over the study period, but 

suffered frequent functional problems. All five devices that were being used in the study 

eventually could not connect to the Android app, and one device started to heat up the e-

liquid even though the user was not puffing. It also remains possible that technical flaws 
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influenced the low concordance between self-reported and device-recorded measures of 

sessions per day and puffs per session. For instance, apparently inaccurate self-reported 

estimates of usage may have in fact resulted from a failure of the device itself to record 

accurately. As a contingency measure, two JUUL C1 devices were purchased for use by 

the remaining three participants. However, use of the JUUL C1 currently requires manual 

extraction of data from the JUUL app, which would not be suitable for larger studies. 

Furthermore, the devices required more frequent charging than would be expected for 

other widely manufactured e-cigarettes. This reduces their utility as a smoking cessation 

tool as participants are not able to rely on them when they are away from an electrical 

supply during the day. The Gram device may be designed for less intensive use, rather 

than all-day nicotine vaping, and so the battery may not have been sufficient for the 

heavier nicotine users in this study. Some descriptions of device problems from 

participant interviews are outlined in Appendix 7. 

  

Finally, although originally considered in earlier versions of the protocol, it was not 

possible to recruit a more representative sample of smokers that included those of higher 

SEP. This would have allowed for exploratory comparisons of device usage patterns and 

interview responses by SEP. 

 

Notwithstanding these limitations, the study has some strengths worth noting with respect 

to highlighting the challenges inherent in conducting research related to health 

inequalities. At times there were difficulties in organising sessions and limited or 

unresponsive contact with participants. The recruitment rate was slow, with only nine 

participants enrolling over six months. Several individuals expressed interest but did not 

attend baseline sessions for study enrolment. However, this study has demonstrated that 
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a sample of more disadvantaged smokers can be recruited through using local 

newspapers, albeit with higher advertising costs. To address challenges when conducting 

research with socially disadvantaged groups and increase their representation this study 

reiterates previous calls for the adoption of more flexible timeframes and higher 

resourcing costs to be successful.278 Although suffering from functional problems, the 

Gram delivered some device-recorded usage data for comparison with self-reported 

measures. Future research that uses similar advances in e-cigarette technology can 

provide more granular real-time data for researchers to inform advice on smoking 

cessation and potential harm profiles of usage.  Finally, although limited, the interviews 

with participants generated some useful initial perspectives on e-cigarette use from a 

disadvantaged sample and the initial results conform to research that has been conducted 

recently in this field. Nonetheless, because of the numerous limitations outlined above 

the findings should be considered exploratory, and may inform improved design and 

conduct of similar studies in future. 

 

5.5.5 Future research 

Future research should consider recruiting a larger sample size that is more representative 

of the smoking population in England, and employ Bluetooth enabled e-cigarette 

technology that has greater reliability when used by heavily dependent smokers in the 

context of a real-world smoking quit attempt. Such research could also use financial 

incentives to encourage better EMA survey completion, and provide portable charging 

devices to support use of the e-cigarettes provided. This would help prevent the large 

amount of missing data suffered by this current feasibility study, and better characterise 

patterns of dual e-cigarette and cigarette use during a quit attempt. Furthermore, while 

evidence for e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation tool in the general population is growing, 
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there remains uncertainty about the effectiveness of the devices among disadvantaged and 

vulnerable populations of smokers.267 More research conducted with disadvantaged 

smokers will help inform the design of equitable approaches to smoking cessation using 

e-cigarettes. 

 

 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, despite major limitations this mixed methods feasibility study observed 

different patterns of e-cigarette usage among lower SEP smokers during a quit attempt, 

with several likely more dependent smokers using an e-cigarette greater frequency and 

intensity than other participants who presented lower and more stable usage profiles. 

Comparisons between self-reported EMA data on e-cigarette usage with objectively 

recorded e-cigarette usage found the EMA to be a poor measure of recall of device usage 

among participants, for both the number of sessions with the device in a day, and the 

number of puffs taken in the most recent session. Interviews revealed that all participants 

intended on persisting with an e-cigarette to support their current or future quit attempt. 

Participants were trying to quit smoking with an e-cigarette to improve health and save 

money, and in some instances due to a feeling of responsibility to quit for their family. 

Some saw e-cigarettes as both a smoking cessation tool and a pleasurable activity, while 

others perceived the devices to be a tool and nothing more. Several participants described 

mental health being a limiting factor disrupting their ability to successfully quit smoking.   

For e-cigarettes to be a successful replacement of cigarettes, they need to displace the 

perceived enjoyment of smoking, address the cue-driven impulses that have been 
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developed over time and attenuate withdrawal symptoms that occur following smoking 

cessation. Participants in this study have suggested that e-cigarettes can support some of 

these factors, which highlights the potential that these devices have towards supporting 

more heavily dependent lower SEP smokers to quit smoking. However, given the 

challenges that more disadvantaged smokers face (section 1.1), long-term effectiveness 

for smoking cessation could be improved by providing the device alongside 

professionally delivered smoking cessation support and medication. Chapter 6 presents 

the qualitative component of a process evaluation of such a study, where e-cigarettes are 

provided to smokers in addition to standard support at local authority stop smoking 

services in England. 
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Chapter 6 
 

The acceptability of e-cigarettes in 
addition to varenicline and behavioural 
support among socio-economically 
disadvantaged clients at stop smoking 
services (Study 5) 
 
Abstract 
Little is known about what clients from lower socio-economic backgrounds think about 

the offer of an e-cigarette alongside varenicline and behavioural support at stop smoking 

services (SSS) in England. As a component of an ongoing randomised controlled trial 

process evaluation, this qualitative study aimed to explore this among a socio-

economically disadvantaged sample by using the theoretical framework of acceptability 

(TFA) and the capacity, opportunity, motivation, behaviour (COM-B) model to 

systematically identify 1) whether the E-ASSIST intervention was acceptable to 

participants, and 2) any potential barriers and enablers to participation. Interviews were 

carried out with ten lower socio-economic position (SEP) participants enrolled in the 
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intervention (e-cigarette) arm of the trial between July 2019 and February 2020. 

Discussions were conducted using a topic guide structured around the TFA and COM-B 

frameworks. Responses were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim and first deductively 

coded into domains of the TFA and COM-B. Then, inductive thematic analysis generated 

themes within the domains of each theoretical framework. In terms of acceptability of the 

intervention, participants had positive affect towards their SSS advisor (TFA component: 

Affective attitude) despite the burden of attending regular sessions at the SSS and adhering 

to prescription medication (Burden). Negative perceptions towards nicotine use 

discouraged e-cigarette usage in the long term and influenced mixed opinions on whether 

SSS should provide them (Ethicality). The intervention package was thought to be 

complementary (Intervention coherence), with Champix primarily reducing urges to 

smoke and the e-cigarette replacing the habitual nature of smoking (Perceived 

effectiveness). In terms of enablers to participation, e-cigarettes were found to be cheaper 

than smoking and more flexible to use (COM-B component: Physical opportunity), were 

thought to be a useful to replace the habit of smoking (Automatic motivation) and were a 

useful back-up to prevent relapse (Reflective motivation). Support from family was a key 

driver of participants’ attempt to quit (Social opportunity). The perceived harshness of 

vaping (Psychological capability) may be a barrier to device usage at the early stages of 

the quit attempt. Overall, e-cigarettes combined with support and medication delivered at 

SSS were deemed to be acceptable among a sample of lower SEP participants. The main 

enablers to participation fell within the opportunity and motivation domains of the COM-

B framework. The main barrier was categorised under the capability domain, but several 

others overlapped with themes under domains in the TFA, including difficulty in 

attending regular sessions (Physical opportunity), and concerns that use of an e-cigarette 

represented replacing one addiction with another (Reflective motivation). 
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6.1 Background  

6.1.1 The E-ASSIST RCT 

As discussed in previous chapters, e-cigarettes deliver nicotine and simulate some of the 

sensory and behavioural aspects of smoking, and as such may support quit attempts in 

smokers who are otherwise unable or unwilling to quit. Chapter 5 suggested that e-

cigarettes are perceived by some to have both health and financial benefits, and to be both 

a smoking cessation tool and a pleasant activity. Despite this, greater cigarette addiction 

and/or socio-environmental influences continue to make quitting smoking a challenge 

among more socio-economically disadvantaged smokers. For these smokers, specialist 

individual-level behavioural support and pharmacotherapy may offer extra support and 

complement the effects of an e-cigarette. The availability and rise of e-cigarettes as a 

consumer product appears to be contributing to the overall decline in smoking in England 

at the population level140, and high-quality RCT evidence shows their effectiveness within 

stop smoking services (SSS)138, which deliver individual-level behavioural support to 

many socio-economically disadvantaged smokers (see Chapter 2).113  

 

The “e-cigarettes to augment stop-smoking in-person support and treatment with 

varenicline” (E-ASSIST) study is an ongoing pragmatic RCT taking place at local 

authority SSS in London and the surrounding region in England.284 Dr Lion Shahab is the 

principal investigator for this trial, I am co-leading the trial with Harry Tattan-Birch, a 

PhD student in the UCL Tobacco Alcohol Research Group. The aim of E-ASSIST is to 

assess whether the offer of a third-generation e-cigarette starter kit, in addition to usual 

care provided by SSS practitioners, improves quit success (from weeks 9-12 after study 

enrolment – see figure 6.1) among smokers attending the SSS compared with usual care 
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alone. Usual care in this context is limited to a prescription for the nicotine-receptor 

partial agonist varenicline (see section 1.5.2.2) and behavioural support delivered by a 

trained smoking cessation advisor. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Study flow diagram  

 

 

The combination of a nicotine delivery device such as an e-cigarette with varenicline (a 

partial nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) agonist may appear counterintuitive. 

However, as described previously, partial agonists of nAChRs display concurrent agonist 

and antagonistic properties100, both influencing and blocking dopaminergic pathways 

associated with pleasure and withdrawal symptoms from nicotine use.97 It is possible that 

the α4β2 nAChR reception subtype, (an important mediator in nicotine addiction) is not 
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fully saturated by varenicline, and as such the additional nicotine delivered by an e-

cigarette may bind and increase receptor activation. While targeting the α4β2 nAChRs in 

the brain with a partial agonist may attenuate both nicotine craving and withdrawal 

symptoms in smokers attempting to quit, additional nicotine provided by e-cigarettes may 

bind to other important nicotine receptors not targeted by varenicline, which might 

explain why combination therapy of varenicline with NRT is better than varenicline 

alone.285 Besides the pharmacodynamics, there may be additional benefit from e-

cigarettes delivering nicotine by a hand-to-mouth behaviour reminiscent of smoking a 

cigarette. 

 

Another reason for the trial relates to SSS circumstances. Usage of the services by 

smokers is low286 (less than 5% of quit attempts in the past year131) and the services are 

facing further funding cuts.76 The offer of e-cigarettes to augment treatment approaches 

could potentially increase the appeal and improve cessation rates.  

 

E-ASSIST is taking place at eight SSS, with the following participant eligibility criteria: 

- Age 18+ 

- Smoker 

- Attending one-to-one specialist support in London local authority SSS. 

- Proficient in English 

- Have set a target quit date 

- Choose to use varenicline (Champix) to support their quit attempt 

- Willing to try e-cigarettes 
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Women who are pregnant or breastfeeding are excluded from participating. The general 

study procedures are outlined in table 6.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.1: E-ASSIST RCT Study procedures 

 

 

Pre-Quit Session 

The SSS practitioner will describe the study and go through the 
information sheet. The participant will then have the opportunity 
to ask any questions before being asked to sign a consent form to 
show that they have agreed to take part. 
Participants will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire 
regarding details about themselves, their smoking history, their 
current smoking behaviour and past medication use. The amount 
of carbon monoxide (CO) in their breath will also be measured.  
The SSS practitioner will provide usual care to participants, 
discussing with the participant how best to stop smoking and 
advise them on withdrawal symptoms, available pharmacological 
support and how to use it, provide them with a prescription to 
obtain pharmacotherapy for a prescription charge or free of 
charge, and set a target quit date. 

 

 

 

Target Quit Date 

(TQD) 

Participants will be randomised to receive either:  
- Usual care (varenicline together with behavioural support) 

alone 
OR 

- Usual care plus an offer of a free third generation e-
cigarette starter kit with a four-week supply of e-liquid and 
brief advice on e-cigarette use. 

Practitioners will give participants further support about how best 
to stop smoking and remain abstinent and be provided more 
information on varenicline use. Participants will be asked to stop 
smoking after this session. 
If participants are provided with an e-cigarette, they will be 
encouraged to start using it from your target quit date onwards. 

 

 

 

Participants will be asked to return for weekly or fortnightly 
sessions as per standard SSS practice to monitor their progress 
and to receive further counselling and support. 
Their smoking status will be recorded at all sessions after TQD (if 
not in person then by telephone). If they self-report abstinence, 
then participants will be required to blow into a machine that 
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Weeks 1-12 post 

TQD 

measures the amount of carbon monoxide in their breath in order 
to verify smoking cessation. 
If the participant was provided with an e-cigarette (intervention 
group), e-cigarette use will be recorded. If participants have run 
out of e-liquid they will be encouraged to seek out local vape 
shops to obtain further e-liquid, suited to their individual needs 
and flavour preference. 
Interviews will be conducted with participants in the e-cigarette 
arm of the trial from week 4 post TQD. 

 
6.1.1.1 RCT SSS service and participant recruitment 

Eligible participants are being recruited by participating SSS as part of their standard 

programme for smoking cessation. Recent service data across 33 London local authorities 

indicated that >10,000 (~300 per authority), receive one-to-one specialist support with 

varenicline, and set a target quit date (TQD) each year.286 Using an estimate where less 

than ~50% of eligible participants consented to participate in the trial, a target was set to 

involve eight SSS each with a recruitment rate of 8 participants per month. This was 

considered to be sufficient to recruit the required number of participants (n=1,266) within 

a 20-month period. I proactively recruited SSS during 2018-2019, with initial piloting of 

the RCT commencing at a service in Cambridgeshire in 2019. As of February 2020, eight 

services had agreed to participate and had started recruiting participants (Table 6.2). 

Trained specialist stop-smoking advisors deliver their programme of behavioural support 

at several locations both in the community (at council offices, libraries and community 

centres) and at NHS sites (including GP clinics and Hospitals in the local borough). 

 

Ethical approval was gained from both the UCL research ethics committee (8323/003 

and the NHS research ethics committee (REC reference: 19/LO/0239) before study 

commencement in 2019. 
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Table 6.2: E-ASSIST RCT Participant recruitment 

SSS Number of participants recruited 

Bexley 45 

Cambridgeshire/Waltham Forest 6 

Croydon 0 

Hackney 11 

Leicester 2 

Lewisham 27 

Tower Hamlets 4 

TOTAL 95 
*As of May 2020. Cambridgeshire/Waltham Forest are included together because the SSS is delivered by 

the same provider (Everyone Health) 

 

6.1.1.2 Disruption due to the COVID-19 pandemic in England 

Due to the shutdown of activities and social distancing measures mandated by the UK 

government in response to the COVID-19 epidemic, recruitment for the E-ASSIST RCT 

was paused on March 14th, 2020. The trial is expected to resume when current lockdown 

restrictions mandating social distancing measures are lifted and after conversation with 

all members of the E-ASSIST research team, trial steering committee and participating 

stop smoking services.  
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6.1.2 Acceptability of the E-ASSIST intervention and 

barriers and enablers to participation  

The content, quality and context of an intervention that participants receive determines 

how acceptable they find it. This in turn influences how likely they are to adhere to 

treatment allocations and to benefit from improved outcomes. Acceptability is therefore 

recognised as an important consideration of health care interventions.287 However, only 

recently has a systematic theory emerged on how to define or assess acceptability. One 

such theory is the theoretical framework of acceptability (TFA), which posits 

acceptability as a multi-dimensional construct reflecting the extent to which people 

providing or receiving an intervention believe it to be appropriate, based on experienced 

or anticipated cognitive and emotional responses to it. The TFA consists of seven 

constructs: affective attitude, burden, perceived effectiveness, intervention coherence, 

opportunity costs, and self-efficacy (see Table 6.3 in the analysis section 6.2.4 for more 

information). 

 

The E-ASSIST smoking cessation intervention includes behavioural support. This 

support typically involves several behavioural change techniques (BCTs) such as goal 

setting, coping planning, social support and advice on medications. Participants are 

required to adhere to a regime of medication and attend regular sessions with their 

advisor, which may be challenging for some participants. Stop smoking advisors within 

and between services may deliver BCTs differently. The use of e-cigarettes varies 

between individuals in terms of flavour and nicotine preferences, and also in how they 

may view the devices for a smoking quit attempt. Together these factors may interact to 

influence the overall intervention outcomes. 
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As described in Chapters 3 and 4, my findings from the Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) in 

England indicated that although there was no clear socio-economic patterning in e-

cigarette use during a quit attempt, there was a social gradient among long-term (>1-year) 

ex-smokers whereby respondents from more disadvantaged socio-economic groups were 

more likely to use an e-cigarette compared with those from more advantaged groups.253 

Given that the E-ASSIST RCT is being conducted across multiple services that have 

target populations with different socio-economic characteristics the aim of this current 

chapter, was to apply the TFA287 to explore the acceptability of the e-cigarette 

intervention among socio-economically disadvantaged participants. As aforementioned, 

the TFA postulates acceptability as a multi-dimensional construct reflecting the extent to 

which people providing or receiving an intervention believe it to be appropriate, based on 

experienced or anticipated cognitive and emotional responses to it. 

  

The ‘capacity, opportunity, motivation, behaviour’ (COM-B) model, nested within the 

wider Behaviour Change Wheel framework, states that a given behaviour is the outcome 

of an individual’s capacity to perform it, opportunity to take part in it and the motivation 

to engage with it. In order to change a behaviour, at least one of capability, opportunity 

and motivation must change (Table 6.4 in section 6.2.4). The COM-B model has been 

applied in several contexts, including smoking cessation,288 to understand barriers and 

enablers to health behaviour and service use.70,288,289 By providing a framework for 

analysis of participant responses to and interaction with the intervention, the COM-B 

model can help understand potential mechanisms of change (the ways in which the 

intervention brings about changes in behaviour) and elucidate key influences on 

participation, which in turn influence smoking cessation outcomes. It was therefore 
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applied in the current E-ASSIST process evaluation to investigate specific barriers and 

enablers for smokers that affect participation in the intervention, with a specific focus in 

this study on the perspective of lower SEP participants. 

 

This study included participants from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds for 

several reasons. It is well understood that tobacco smoking rates are highest in this group26 

and that lower SEP individuals also face more barriers to quitting smoking (Chapter 1). 

Specialist support may help overcome some of these barriers, and as discussed in Chapter 

5 an e-cigarette may be an attractive and effective tool to participants and improve the 

likelihood of smoking cessation. In addition, Chapters 2 and 3 have highlighted that at 

the population-level there is a social gradient among long-term ex-smokers whereby 

respondents from more disadvantaged socio-economic groups were more likely to use an 

e-cigarette compared with those from more advantaged groups.253,290 This is relevant in 

this study as it was Chapter 5; how individuals perceive the devices in their quit attempt 

may influence longer-term usage. 

   

Finally, exploring acceptability and barriers and enablers to participation in the E-

ASSIST intervention among a lower SEP sample is important because it can inform 

understanding of the current UK SSS model when combined with the offer of e-cigarettes 

from the perspectives of treatment-seeking lower SEP smokers.291 This in turn may 

inform the iteration of equity-positive alternative smoking cessation support services 

involving the use of e-cigarettes. Indeed, although stop smoking services may be equity 

positive when targeted at deprived communities115 (Chapter 2), there is little data on how 

an e-cigarette intervention would be received among more socio-economically 

disadvantaged participants that attend SSS. Acceptability of the e-cigarette intervention 
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and barriers and enablers (in terms of capability, opportunity and motivation) to 

participation might be different among lower SEP smokers compared with more 

advantaged smokers. For instance, due to variable working hours and less time to attend 

SSS sessions (opportunity), varying levels of education related to the harms of e-

cigarettes relative to smoking (capability), certain values and perceptions towards 

nicotine use (motivation), and having less expendable income. 

 

Overall, this study exploring acceptability and barriers to enablers to participation may 

help interpret the outcomes of the trial, inform intervention refinement (if acceptability is 

low, or if there are barriers and enablers to be acted upon to improve the intervention), 

and if shown to be effective to inform future roll-out and scalability of the intervention 

across SSS at the national-level.292  

 

Therefore, this qualitative component of the E-ASSIST process evaluation sought to 

answer the following research questions: 

 

1) What is the acceptability of the E-ASSIST intervention among lower SEP 

participants enrolled in the RCT? 

2) What are the barriers and enablers to participation in the in E-ASSIST 

intervention? 

6.2 Methods 
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6.2.1 Acceptability and barriers and enablers of the E-ASSIST 

intervention 

Semi-structured interviews using a flexible topic guide (Appendix 8) were carried out 

with purposively recruited participants from lower-SEP backgrounds after they had 

passed the 4-week follow-up timepoint. These interviews assessed the acceptability of the 

e-cigarette intervention using the TFA, and barriers and enablers using the COM-B 

model.  

  

6.2.2 Sample and recruitment 

Eligible participants from two participating SSS were identified as per the E-ASSIST 

RCT methods described in section 6.1. Opportunity sub-sampling purposively recruited 

participants of more disadvantaged SEP, who were in the intervention (e-cigarette) arm 

of the trial, and who had been enrolled in the trial for at least 4 weeks. Occupation was 

operationalised as the measure of SEP using the National Readership Survey measure of 

social grade.248 Lower SEP was defined as those in categories C2, D or E (skilled manual 

workers, semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers, state pensioners, causal and lowest 

grade workers, and unemployed with state benefits only). The study aimed to recruit an 

initial sample of 10-15 participants with a stopping criterion once interviews appeared to 

have reached data saturation (see section 6.2.4).293 In thematic analysis, data saturation is 

defined as the point at which no new themes or codes emerge from the interview data. 

However, following the aforementioned pause of the study due to the COVID-19 

epidemic in England, which included a scale-back of the in-person service provided by 

SSS, I was unable to recruit more than 10 participants. This meant that the initial method 

of assessing data saturation was incomplete. Ideally, data from an 11th participant would 
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have been analysed, and if new themes emerged, further interviews would have been 

required and data saturation reassessed in a systematic manner. If no new themes emerged 

then data saturation would have been achieved.294 Despite not being able to recruit further 

participants, I nonetheless conducted a data saturation assessment (Appendix 8, Table 

A6.1), wherein themes and interviews were tabulated, with a row for each theme and with 

each column representing each participant interview. No new emerging themes were 

identified after analysing the initial 10 participant interviews, and although it was not 

possible to interview an 11th participant it appears likely that data saturation had been 

achieved (Data saturation in Appendix 8).  

6.2.3 Materials 

6.2.3.1 Topic guide 

The interview topic guide was split into two sections. The first section was based on the 

TFA, and the second section was based on the COM-B framework (Appendix 8). Each 

section was structured around the domains of the respective framework and included at 

least one question from each domain. Examples of the types of question in each domain 

within the topic guide are presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. The interview topic guide was 

semi-structured, where a fixed set of topics related to each theoretical domain were 

covered but with flexible ordering and freedom to prompt the participant with follow-up 

questions. The topic guide was iterated following pilot interviews with Harry Tattan-

Birch (HTB, a PhD student at UCL), and with one study participant who was not audio-

recorded and whose data were not included in the current analysis. 
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6.2.4 Data collection 

Interviews were carried out with participants once they had completed the 4-week post 

target quit date follow-up. I conducted nine interviews and HTB conducted one interview. 

Four interviews were conducted in-person at the SSS, and six were telephone interviews. 

Participants were provided with an information sheet and had provided written consent 

to participate in the E-ASSIST trial and the associated process evaluation. All interviews 

were audio recorded. I transcribed the first five interviews to familiarise myself with the 

data. The remaining transcripts were anonymised so no individual or stop smoking 

service was identifiable, before being sent to a university approved transcription agency 

(Way With Words ltd.). After checking over the transcribed interviews, all associated 

audio recordings were deleted. 

6.2.5 Analysis 

All interview transcripts were combined into one complete dataset for the analysis in 

NVivo version 12. A combination of deductive and inductive thematic framework 

analysis using the TFA was conducted on transcripts of interviews with participants and 

investigated how more socio-economically disadvantaged participants receive and 

respond to the e-cigarette intervention and explore reasons why they respond to it in the 

way they do.  

 

Firstly, I read transcripts repeatedly to become familiar with the whole data set. Then 

using a deductive framework based around the TFA, I deductively coded participant 

responses into the TFA domains they were judged to best fit under (Table 6.3). For 

example, the participant response “Most people would just give up going [to the SSS] by 
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now because it's a pain in the backside to be honest, they're not making it easy.” was 

coded under the TFA domain Burden.  

 

Following this, the same process of deductive-inductive thematic analysis was conducted 

using the COM-B framework for behaviour change. For instance, under the COM-B 

framework a participant response of “With the e-cigarette instead of having to go and 

physically have a fag, you could just have a puff on it whenever you fancied needing one, 

so it gave you the hit whenever you wanted it, really.” was coded under the domain 

Physical opportunity. Where appropriate, it was possible to assign a response to more 

than one TFA and/or COM-B domain. For example, “I just don’t know, if it's like my 

mum’s doing the Nicorette for years and gave up smoking for years, so it's like [the e-

cigarette is] literally substituting it, it's not really getting rid of that habit or addiction.” 

was coded under both Ethicality (TFA) and Reflective motivation (COM-B).  

Table 6.3: The Theoretical Framework of Acceptability  

TFA domain Definition Example quote 
Affective attitude 
 

The feelings that individuals have 
about the intervention 
 

“[SSS advisor] was really good. 
She encouraged me to obviously 
carry on quit smoking. I was doing 
a really good job, I had stopped 
smoking, and her support, cheering 
me on every fortnight, it was the 
intention not let her down as well.” 
[P7, M] 

Burden 
 

The perceived amount of effort that 
is required to participate in the 
intervention 

“Most people would just give up 
going [to the SSS] by now because 
it's a pain in the backside to be 
honest, they're not making it easy.” 
[P9, F] 

Ethicality The extent to which the 
intervention has good fit with an 
individual's value system 

“But what you're doing is giving 
someone who is addicted to 
nicotine, nicotine, which I don't 
understand. Am I happy that 
doctors prescribe nicotine to 
smokers? The answer would be 
no.” [P9, W] 

Intervention coherence 
 

The extent to which the participant 
understands the intervention and 
how it works 

“The vape is quite physical, and 
then the Champix is the craving, 
and obviously the support is to 
keep you encouraged, to carry on, 
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to help you feel encouraged.” 
[P10, F] 

Opportunity costs* 
 

The extent to which benefits, 
profits, or values must be given up 
to engage in the intervention 

“I gotta stop eating, because you 
tend to eat more when you give up 
smoking.” [P3, F] 

Perceived effectiveness 
 

The extent to which the 
intervention is perceived to be 
likely to achieve its purpose 

“I think [Champix] that’s the one 
and only actually that will stop you 
smoking. I’m almost certain it is. 
[P2, M] 

Self-efficacy* 
 

The participant's confidence that 
they can perform the behaviour(s) 
required to participate in the 
intervention 
 

“I was hopeful. Even now I still 
want a cigarette, it hasn’t taken it 
away. I don’t know, I'm hopeful 
that I can get there in the end.” [P6, 
M] 

*Data coded into these domains did not necessarily lead to the emergence of a summary 
theme as a result. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.4: The COM-B framework 

COM-B domain Definition Example quote 
Automatic 
motivation 
 

Feelings and impulses that affect 
participation in the intervention  

“The EC is like a backup. 
That’s how I use them anyway, 
I don’t use them all the time. 
But on days when you are 
quitting and you feel the 
craving.” [P1, M] 

Reflective 
motivation 
 

Self-conscious decision making and 
reasoning that influence intervention 
participation 

“To be truthful I mean I've 
smoked for so many years, it’s 
sort of inbred, it's me. 
Everyone knows, I mean they 
can’t believe I’m giving up 
smoking again. But I don’t 
wanna be a non-smoker but 
then a vape addict.” [P4, F] 

Physical 
capability* 

Having the physical skills to participate 
in the intervention package 
  

"But you’ve got to be careful 
using that thing. You give 
yourself a double dose of that, 
buggaroo, oh dear, that is not 
on.” [P2, M] 

Psychological 
capability 
 

Having the knowledge and capacity to 
participate in the intervention. 

“Considering how much I use 
it [the e-cigarette], it's lasted 
pretty long. I'm not sure, but I 
put it on the lower coil, so 
maybe that’s why it's not 
burning as much, but it's 
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lasting quite a while so that’s 
good.” [P10, F] 

Physical 
opportunity 

Environmental factors that enable 
participation. 
 

“I can use the e-cigarette 
indoors. Because it’s not 
actually smoking is it? It’s 
just a vapour in a way.” [P2, 
M] 
 

Social opportunity 
 

Social factors that enable or prompt 
intervention participation 

“My daughter, she don’t mind 
me on the e-cigarette. She says 
I’m much better without 
smoke. I’m better off with the 
e-cigarette than I am with a 
packet of cigarettes.” [P2, M] 

 

Following this deductive process, an inductive thematic analysis was carried out to 

generate overarching themes within each respective TFA or COM-B domain for 

responses with similar underlying beliefs and ideas. A similar methodology has been used 

for work using the Theoretical Domains Framework, a more granular version of the 

COM-B model.295 This involved grouping together similar responses coded to each 

domain, and inductively generating a theme label, which summarised the shared meaning 

between the responses. For example, the responses “The pros [of using an e-cigarette], 

it's just trying to break the habit of that cigarette from hand to mouth. Yeah with me it's 

just that habit.” and “Sucking an e-cigarette, it mimics what you would do if you were 

having a cigarette” were grouped under the theme label Replacing the habit of smoking 

in the TFA domain Burden. 

 

Five (50%) of transcripts were read and double coded by HTB to promote reliability. We 

met to discuss and compare our independent coding until a set of codes were agreed upon 

(the theme label reflected the shared meaning of different quotes assigned to that domain).  

6.3 Results 
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A total of ten E-ASSIST participants from the intervention (e-cigarette) arm of the study 

were recruited (Median age 54.5, range = 28-70; 50% women). Participant characteristics 

are summarised in Table 6.5. Interviews lasted a median of 23.5 minutes (range 17-41). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 6.5: Participant characteristics 

Participant Age Sex Years smoked Occupation* 

1 56 M 45 Routine/manual 

2 70 M 52 Retired 

3 54 F 32 Administrative 

4 60 F 45 Administrative 

5 55 M 46 Skilled manual 

6 67 M 58 Retired 

7 44 M 26 Administrative 

8 35 F 20 Routine/manual 
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9 43 F 30 Administrative 

10 28 F 13 Routine/manual 

Sex: M = Male, F = Female; *Occupation categorised according to the NRS classification of social grade 
based on occupation. 
 

6.3.1 Themes 

All themes are presented within the TFA or COM-B domain that they relate to. A more 

detailed coding matrix is available in Appendix 8. Themes were not identified for all 

domains in each respective theoretical framework, and these domains are not listed in the 

results section. Summary Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 each outline the domains from each 

framework into which interview data was coded, the number of themes identified within 

each of these domains, and the number of participants represented in each theme. 

Commonality between themes across the two theoretical frameworks occurred on several 

occasions. Any such overlap generated under different TFA or COM-B domains is 

covered in the discussion section 6.4.2. 

  

6.3.1.1 Acceptability of the E-ASSIST intervention (TFA) 

Table 6.6: TFA theme summary table 

TFA Domain Number of themes Number of participants 
per theme 

Affective attitude 
 

1 10 

Burden 2 8 
5 

Ethicality 
 

2 8 
8 

Intervention coherence 
 

1 10 

Perceived effectiveness 
 

2 7 
8 

*Domains not listed are those under which no themes emerged 
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Affective attitude  

Positive affect for SSS advisor 

All participants voiced positive feelings towards their stop smoking advisor. This affect 

reflected the supportive relationships forged by the advisor with their client, and the 

personal understanding of the difficulties they faced when trying to quit smoking. These 

feelings were mentioned despite the other challenges inherent in engaging with and 

travelling to the SSS, as described in the themes below.  

 

“[SSS advisor] was really good. She encouraged me to obviously carry on quitting 

smoking. I was doing a really good job, I had stopped smoking, and her support, cheering 

me on every fortnight. It was the intention not to let her down as well.” (Participant 7, 

Male) 

 

“[SSS advisor] talks to you like she knows exactly what she’s going on about, and the 

dips and the highs and the lows”. (Participant 9, Female) 

 

Within the Affective attitude domain of the TFA, this theme indicated high acceptability 

for the behavioural support component of the E-ASSIST intervention.  

 

Burden  

Difficulties with SSS care pathway 

The effort required to travel to regular appointments was highlighted by eight 

participants. This physical distance represents a potential barrier to study participation for 

those less motivated to make the journey, or who have competing priorities in their lives.  
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“When I rung them and they said, oh, you've got to go to this appointment and you've 

got to do this and that, I thought, really? It sounded like no one was making it easy to 

give up smoking. Because I work full-time, so I've got to go to meet somebody, you get a 

bit of paper, to go back to my doctor, to go from my doctor to the chemist within 48 

hours, you just think, why can't I just go straight to my doctor and get the 

prescription?” (Participant 9, Female) 

 

“It's every week, once a week, and then I've got baby, so I have to walk up there. We 

walked up there, and it was pouring with rain the other day. I missed one because I just 

couldn’t get up there. I don’t drive, I live on the second floor. If I'm out I have to rush 

back and get a bus, so it is a chore to have to go.” (Participant 10, Female) 

 

Within the burden domain of the TFA, this theme indicated low acceptability for 

attendance at SSS as part of the E-ASSIST intervention. 

 

Side-effects from Champix 

The prescribed pharmacotherapy required effort in terms of adherence to the daily 

regimen, and also in dealing with potential side-effects that the medication was perceived 

to be causing.  

 

“I felt sometimes I get a sick feeling. But that’s early in the morning. I don’t know if that’s 

because I haven’t eaten anything. But definitely if you cheat you do feel rough as hell, 

normally. I’ve done that a few times, I’ve cheated, and you do regret it.” (Participant 1, 

Male) 
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One participant reported a reduction in the dosage of Champix in response to these side-

effects.  

 

“I must admit they do make me nauseous. I'm not taking two a day. I can't. They make me 

feel quite sick. And on the odd occasion I have been sick. So, I'm just taking one a day. 

[SSS advisor] is actually, this next prescription or the last prescription I had, he's reduced 

the milligram down, so I'll be able to take the two a day. Yeah. Because I can't. It makes 

me feel so ill, truly.” [Participant 3, Female] 

 

Within the Burden domain of the TFA, this theme indicated lower acceptability for the 

pharmacotherapy component of the E-ASSIST intervention. 

 

 

 

 

Ethicality 

E-cigarette replaces one addiction with another  

Eight participants reflected on the fact that e-cigarettes do not alleviate their dependence 

on nicotine after they had quit smoking. This continued dependence was frequently 

described by participants as replacing one addiction with another, and that this did not fit 

in with their values towards quitting smoking. However, despite this value judgement, 

several participants acknowledged the benefit that the devices confer for quitting 

smoking.  
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“But now they tend to smoke the e-cigarette constantly, so they seem to be addicted to 

that rather than addicted to cigarettes, which is obviously supposedly better. But it drives 

me mad that they've got an e-cigarette because to me I think it's not real, why are you 

smoking it?” [Participant 6, Male] 

 

“Because I see it as an addiction as well. That’s why I try and only use it when I need it, 

you know what I mean? Because I feel you’re replacing one addition with another. That’s 

how I see it.” [Participant 1, Male] 

 

One participant held strong views against providing someone with a nicotine containing 

e-cigarette for their smoking quit attempt and recommended that the devices are not made 

available at health services. 

 

“But what you’re doing is giving someone who is addicted to nicotine, nicotine, which I 

don’t understand. Am I happy that doctors prescribe nicotine to smokers? The answer 

would be no.” [Participant 9, Female] 

Within the Ethicality domain of the TFA, these mixed responses highlight both high and 

low acceptability towards the e-cigarette component of the E-ASSIST intervention.  

 

Divergence of opinion on providing an e-cigarette as part of SSS offering 

Differing views were expressed between participants as to whether e-cigarettes should be 

offered as part of the SSS programme of support. Four participants argued that because 

the cost of using an e-cigarette is cheaper than smoking cigarettes, the money saved from 

smoking could be used by individuals to purchase their own device instead of being given 

one for free by a government funded SSS. 
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“Well, probably yeah, I think people would not necessarily get them for free. I probably 

don’t agree with that because they only cost 10-15 quid and you’re gonna save that in 

what you’re not smoking anyway.” [Participant 1, Male] 

 

“Probably not, because if you want this, they are not expensive are they, and if you're 

saving all that money on cigarettes, then you can afford to buy one. I mean if this [e-

cigarette] breaks, I’d go get myself another one the same.” [Participant 4, Female] 

 

Other participants believed that it was a good thing for SSS to provide e-cigarettes. A 

successful experience of using the devices in supporting their quit attempt informed their 

encouragement for making e-cigarettes available to other smokers attending SSS, who 

would also experience the same benefits as a result. 

 

“It's a good thing because it's helped me stop, so it would help other people stop. 

Especially some of the younger generation that are trying to get off cigarettes and stuff, 

as e-cigs are so trendy now, you get so many flavours out there, it will help a lot of the 

younger generation break free from smoking.” [Participant 7, Male] 

 

“If it’s gonna help you pack up, like I said the first two or three weeks, or four weeks, 

then I think it’s a good idea.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

One participant thought that e-cigarettes should be offered, but not provided universally 

to all clients attending SSS. He believed that people held different concerns and opinions 
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towards the devices, and that some individuals may not be accepting of their use for 

smoking cessation. 

 

“I think it does depend on the individual. Because it's not for everyone. People have their 

reservations. You know, whether it's a little bit of bad press that one blew up. There are 

many different flavours. I think it depends on the individual. But being that I have now 

got the hindsight that I've used it and it's helped. I'd say give it to everyone. Offer it for 

everyone. Not give it. Offer it to everyone. It's your choice. It does help.” [Participant 5, 

Male] 

 

Within the Ethicality domain of the TFA, the divergent opinions expressed in this theme 

indicated both low and high acceptability for the e-cigarette offer as part of the E-ASSIST 

intervention at SSS. 

 

 

 

 

Intervention coherence 

Complementary nature of intervention package  

All participants thought that the combination of the different components of the 

intervention made sense as an overall package of support. Together, the behavioural 

support, pharmacotherapy and e-cigarette were deemed to be complementary to one 

another. The Champix was felt to reduce cravings to smoke and worked with the e-

cigarette which acted as a back-up, helping to substitute the habit of smoking. The 
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behavioural support from SSS advisors completed the package by offering guidance and 

encouragement through the quit attempt.  

 

“The vape is quite physical, and then the Champix is the craving, and obviously the 

support is to keep you encouraged, to carry on.” [Participant 10, Female] 

 

“Yes, it did, very much so. The Champix is the blocking thing, which has worked. [SSS 

advisor] does give me the support I needed, which gave me the encouragement I needed 

when I was like “what am I doing this for?” sort of thing. The e-cigarette is like a backup. 

You get to the point where you go “I just want a cigarette, I'm just going to have one, but, 

no, I’ll have this instead.” It's just that last little bit that you needed to finish it off, so they 

work really well together”. [Participant 6, Male] 

 

Within the Intervention coherence domain of the TFA, this theme suggested high 

acceptability for the combined package of support in the E-ASSIST intervention.  

 

 

 

Perceived effectiveness 

Champix effectively reduces urges to smoke 

Although participants displayed different levels of knowledge about how Champix 

worked, seven felt that the medication was effectively reducing or stopping their urges to 

smoke a cigarette. It was frequently regarded as the most effective component for 

smoking cessation in the treatment package. 
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“My understanding is on a personal level, what I think is really striking to me is that it 

stops the receptor. It stops the receptors in your brain. And it stops that feeling dead. I 

don't know what it does in the brain. with the receptors and the messages that get sent 

from your synapses that says that you want a cigarette. I don't know what it does up there 

but it's definitely doing something. And it's stopped me wanting a cigarette, it stopped 

that urge.” [Participant 5, Male] 

 

“The urges, they slowly go within the first three weeks. They get less and less. And you 

don’t want a cigarette.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

The same participant mentioned that the taste and urge to smoke were no longer present, 

but he still found himself lighting a cigarette out of habit, before discarding it. 

“After your first week, you didn’t worry about a cigarette. And if you lit a cigarette, you’d 

fling it. It just didn’t taste nice in your mouth. Then the second week was quite good 

because then I wasn’t bothered about anything and I had other interests as well.” 

[Participant 2, Male] 

 

Within the Perceived effectiveness domain of the TFA, this theme suggested high 

acceptability for the pharmacotherapy component of the E-ASSIST intervention.  

 

6.3.1.2 Barriers and enablers to E-ASSIST intervention participation  

(COM-B) 

 
Table 6.7: COM-B theme summary table 
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TFA Domain Number of 
themes 

Number of 
participants 
per theme 

Barriers Enablers Mixed 

Automatic motivation 
 

1 8  X  

 
Reflective motivation 

 
2 

7   
X 

 
X 

6  

Physical capability 
 

1 6 X   

 
Physical opportunity 
 

 
2 

8 
 

  
X 

 

6 
 

 

Social opportunity 
 

1 6  X  

*Domains not listed are those under which no themes emerged 

 

Automatic motivation 

Replacing the habit of smoking  

The e-cigarette was believed to act as an effective substitute to smoking by suppressing 

the immediate need for a cigarette and by replacing the feeling of having a cigarette in 

your hand. Several individuals mentioned using their device at times when they felt an 

urge to smoke, or at a conditioned moment when they would have previously reached for 

a cigarette, such as after a meal. 

 

“It's like something to do with your hands as well. I feel you miss that holding a cigarette, 

and that does help quite a bit, and the smoke and the vape up and down does tend to help 

a bit, yes.” [Participant 10, female] 

 

“The pros [of using an e-cigarette], it's just trying to break the habit of that cigarette from 

hand to mouth. Yeah with me it's just that habit.” [Participant 3, Female] 
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“Sometimes, smoking is a habit, well it is a habit, well not having a cigarette but just a 

puff on that [e-cigarette] will curb it. Just because you're doing something with your 

hands.” [Participant 4, Female] 

 

Therefore, within the Automatic motivation domain of the COM-B framework, this theme 

highlighted that by replacing the habit of smoking e-cigarettes were an enabler to 

participation in the smoking cessation intervention.  

 

Reflective motivation 

E-cigarette as a back-up in the quit attempt 

Most participants regarded the e-cigarette as a useful back-up to the other support they 

were receiving from the SSS. The devices were not thought to be as dependence-inducing 

as a cigarette but were a useful alternative to cigarette smoking if and when there was an 

urge to smoke. 

 

“So, but I'm not on it all the time, like I was with cigarettes. It just, it's slotted in well, but 

it's not taken over as a replacement of the cigarettes. It's just if you need it.” [Participant 

4, Female] 

“The EC is like a backup. That’s how I use them anyway, I don’t use them all the time. 

But on days when you are quitting, and you feel the craving.” [Participant 1, Male] 

E-cigarettes were reportedly used with lower frequency compared with smoking 

cigarettes but believed to be a useful method to stabilise the urge to smoke in future at 

social events or during a stressful situation, once the programme of SSS support had 

concluded. 
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“It'll be there with a plug with a charger I'll have some e-liquid. In case of a social event. 

In the summertime, you'd be outside. And we would be talking, and I mean, I don't drink. 

So, but yeah, as a social thing it might be something that might take with me, and it's 

there if I feel that I need it. [Participant 5, Male] 

 

“But having that [e-cigarette] with you, I think you’ll be ok. But you don’t have to take it 

like a cigarette you probably only take it three or four times a day. It’s just something to 

steady you up.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

Within the Reflective motivation domain, this theme highlighted that by offering an 

alternative to smoking at a time when participants were at risk of relapsing, e-cigarettes 

enabled participation in the smoking cessation intervention.  

 

E-cigarette as a short-term tool to quit smoking 

Related to the theme above (describing e-cigarettes as a back-up in the quit attempt), six 

participants went on to mention that although they felt e-cigarettes were a tool to enable 

them to quit smoking, they ultimately wanted to cease using the device at some point.  

“I'm not putting any [smoking] toxins in my body, which helps. But it [the e-cigarette] is 

something that in the back of my mind, yeah, I want to get rid of in the long run.” 

[Participant 5, Male] 

 

“I’ll probably wean myself off of it, because I'm on six milligrams at the minute. I’ll 

probably take it down to the next level before stopping.” [Participant 8, Male] 

One participant described his respiratory health concerns as a reason to consider quitting 

use of the e-cigarette in the near future. 
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“I think it [the e-cigarette] might be ok. But with my lungs as they are, I should be thinking 

about quitting altogether.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

Within the Reflective motivation domain of the COM-B framework, these mixed 

responses highlight that by being an attractive option in the short-term, but not the long-

term, views towards e-cigarettes can be enabler to intervention participation.  

 

Physical capability 

Harshness of puffing 

Several participants discussed irritation from using the device, whereby vapour inhalation 

felt harsh at the back of their throat, and often induced them to cough in response. This 

reaction was considered to be related to the amount of nicotine in the e-liquid of the 

device, with higher concentrations conferring greater irritation. 

 

“I was one something like 12mg strength, and if I took a too big a mouthful of that it 

would make me cough like hell. I did get down to six, and that wasn’t too bad, but then 

six still made me cough like anything trying to get it down.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

“Sometimes there's been a burning in in my mouth at the back of my throat, and I think 

maybe I've taken too much or there's too much oil in it.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

Within the Physical capability domain of the COM-B framework, this theme highlighted 

that aversiveness experiences with the e-cigarette can be a barrier to participation.  
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Physical opportunity 

Cost saving 

A major benefit aside from their effectiveness for smoking cessation was that e-cigarettes 

were found to be considerably cheaper than cigarettes. A packet of cigarettes was 

frequently highlighted to cost £10 a pack. E-liquid, in contrast, was known to cost less. 

 

“Yeah they’re cheap enough. And if you’re packing up smoking you’ve got to think to 

yourself that’s £10 a packet, and an EC you can buy one for £15 and get two or three oils 

for £15 as well. So, you’re saving ain’t you whatever you do if you go out and buy them 

yourself.” [Participant 1, Male] 

 

“We're putting the money away that we I used to buy cigarettes with. You know we're up 

to 180 pounds in two weeks. So financially. The cigarettes that we used to buy were twelve 

pound a packet. So, you keep looking up my little box with my money and thinking what I 

could buy with that. Yeah what you can do with that money.” [Participant 3, Female] 

One participant reflected on being able to put the money saved from not smoking towards 

purchasing necessities for her family.  

 

“My daughter lost her trainers at school, to cut a long story short, and she comes down 

the other morning with a picture of a pair of trainers and a £30 gift card. She was like, 

“mum I need a new pair of trainers, but here’s a £30 gift card” kind of thing. So, I 

ended up putting the rest of the money towards that. The following week I'd done my son 

a pair of trainers as well. Maybe I would have had to spread the cost over a couple of 

weeks if I was still buying the cigarettes.” [Participant 8, Female] 
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Within the Physical opportunity domain of the COM-B framework, this theme 

highlighted that compared with cigarettes, the cheaper cost of e-cigarette use was an 

enabler of participation.  

 

Opportunities to vape 

Along with being able to use the e-cigarette in the same social situations and physical 

locations as a conventional cigarette, it was apparent that six participants had more 

opportunities to vape in places were smoking was either banned or frowned upon. This 

included indoors or in the car, with several participants citing the absence of smell and 

smoke as reasons for usage.  

 

“I’ve never smoked in the car. I’ll have a couple of puffs of that [e-cigarette]. Tony’s 

not gonna know that I’ve had a couple of puffs. Yeah even indoors, before he comes 

home from work, I’ll have a little puff rather than going out in the garden if it’s cold 

and raining. It’s just so easy and it doesn’t smell.” [Participant 4, Female] 

“I can use the e-cigarette indoors. Because it’s not actually smoking is it? It’s just a 

vapour in a way.” [Participant 2, Male] 

 

This ease of use was highlighted as an advantageous aspect of e-cigarette use, compared 

with smoking. 

 

“With the e-cigarette instead of having to go and physically have a fag, you could just 

have a puff on it whenever you fancied needing one, so it gave you the hit whenever you 

wanted it, really.” [Participant 7, Male] 
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Within the Physical opportunity domain of the COM-B framework, this theme 

highlighted that compared with cigarettes, the greater opportunities to use an e-cigarette 

enabled participation in the intervention.  

 

Social opportunity 

Family support to quit smoking 

Family was frequently cited as having a positive influence on the participant’s quit 

attempt with the SSS. This familial support to quit smoking was an important factor 

driving participant enrolment in the intervention and in continuing to attend sessions.  

 

“My husband has been asking me to give up smoking for years and years and years. But 

unless you really wanna do it yourself, all the moaning in the world is not gonna make 

you give up. He would bend over backwards to let us go [to the SSS]” [Participant 4, 

Female] 

 

Several participants mentioned that younger members of their family had been 

encouraging of their use of the e-cigarette in their quit attempt due to the lower harm 

profile compare with smoking cigarettes.  

 

“My daughter, she don’t mind me on the e-cigarette. She says I’m much better without 

smoke. I’m better off with the e-cigarette than I am with a packet of cigarettes.” 

[Participant 2, Male] 

 

Within the Social opportunity domain of the COM-B framework, this theme highlighted 

that family support was an enabler of intervention participation.  
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6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Summary 

This study reveals that several acceptability factors may have influenced how participants 

view and use the intervention package. Themes related to acceptability emerged under 

the domains Affective attitude, Intervention coherence and Perceived effectiveness. 

However, several aspects of the intervention represented threats to acceptability by 

participants, specifically related to the Burden and Ethicality of the intervention. 

Participants universally voiced positive affect for their stop smoking advisors despite the 

notable physical burden of attending regular sessions and the effort required to adhere to 

their regimen of prescription pharmacotherapy (varenicline/Champix), which although 

conferring unpleasant side-effects was acknowledged to be a highly effective medication. 

E-cigarettes were generally supported as an aid to quitting smoking, but feelings that the 

devices perpetuated nicotine addiction discouraged participants from viewing them as a 

tool beyond the short-term. There were mixed opinions on the appropriateness of e-

cigarettes being provided as part of a health service offering. Some voiced support who 

found e-cigarettes effective, while others believed them inappropriate because e-

cigarettes are a widely available consumer product. Nonetheless, the behavioural support, 

varenicline prescription and e-cigarette treatment package was understood to be a 

complementary approach by all participants. The Champix pharmacotherapy was 

perceived to effectively reduce urges to smoke. Overall, participants found the 

intervention to acceptable despite some notably burdensome characteristics. 

 

Analysis of interviews using the COM-B framework highlighted several potential 

enablers of the e-cigarette to intervention participation. These enablers fell under the 
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domains of Reflective motivation, Automatic motivation, Physical opportunity and Social 

opportunity. The e-cigarette was believed to help replace the habit of smoking and was a 

suitable back-up when urges to smoke surfaced. Other factors that encouraged use of the 

e-cigarette were the notable cost savings accrued compared with smoking cigarettes, and 

that there was more flexibility in where and when the devices could be used. Most 

participants highlighted that pressure from members of the family was an important driver 

of their engagement and attendance with the SSS and offered strong support to persist 

with the smoking quit attempt. The interviews also highlighted some barriers to 

participation related to the COM-B domain of Physical capability. Some participants 

experienced harshness when vaping due to naive puff technique and high nicotine 

concentration e-liquid. In summary, several enablers to participation in the E-ASSIST 

intervention were related to the perceived effectiveness of the devices for smoking 

cessation and greater opportunities they presented compared with cigarette smoking. 

 

Summaries of the findings under each theoretical framework are presented in Table 6.8 

and Table 6.9 respectively, indicating how each theme reflects enhanced/reduced 

acceptability under the TFA or is a barrier, enabler (or both) to participation under the 

COM-B. 

6.4.1.1 Acceptability 

Table 6.8: Summary of findings on acceptability of the intervention 

TFA domain Theme Effect on acceptability of 
intervention* 

 
Affective attitude 

 
Positive affect for advisor 
 

 
+ 

 
Burden 

Difficulties with SSS care 
pathway 
 

 
- 
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Side-effects from Champix 
 

- 

 
Ethicality 

E-cigarette replaces one 
addiction with another 
 

 
- 

Divergence of opinion on 
providing an e-cigarette as 
part of SSS offering 
 

 
+/- 

Intervention coherence Complementary nature of 
intervention package 
 

 
+ 

Perceived effectiveness Champix effectively 
reduces urges to smoke 
 

 
+ 

*+ = enhances acceptability; - = reduces acceptability  

 

Regarding Affective attitude towards the intervention, the fact that all interviewed 

participants expressed positive affect for their SSS advisor underlines the essential role 

that specialist practitioners play in engaging with clients and supporting their quit attempt. 

It was not uncommon in this study sample for participants to be returning to the SSS for 

a second or third attempt, and they may not have done so without trust in their SSS. The 

advisor-client relationship was seen as an enabler to participation in the intervention at 

the SSS and is an important aspect of care given the evidence suggesting that fidelity of 

delivery of support by advisors is not associated with client attendance.296 The importance 

of SSS advisors is underlined further by the Evaluating Long-term Outcomes of NHS 

Stop Smoking Services (ELONS) study, which highlighted that there is considerable loss 

to follow-up at SSS, with an estimated one in five clients not returning at the four-week 

time-point.56 In terms of Affective attitude, positive affect for SSS advisors appeared to 

improve the acceptability of the E-ASSIST intervention. 

 

Regarding Burden of the E-ASSIST intervention, by enrolling at their SSS participants 

are expected to attend regular (weekly or fortnightly) sessions to receive behavioural 
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counselling and monitoring of progress. This requirement appears to be the most 

burdensome component of participation in the intervention. With competing priorities, 

including for instance variable childcare and/or working hours, the physical distance and 

time available to travel made the intervention less acceptable to some participants. As has 

been documented previously, for disadvantaged smokers who face more barriers to 

quitting, the care pathway at SSS is yet another to contend with.56 However, given that 

SSS are able to reach disadvantaged smokers is a reminder that, even if access is a 

challenge, the absence of SSS would be an undoubtedly worse situation.297 The regimen 

of pharmacotherapy that participants are required to adhere also lowered acceptability of 

the intervention. Champix (varenicline) use is association with side-effects including 

nausea and trouble sleeping.298 These physical symptoms represent a barrier to prescribed 

adherence to the medication, and in some instances led to participants skipping a dosage 

or being changed to a lower prescription. However, in terms of perceived effectiveness, 

Champix was thought to be the most effective component of the treatment package by 

physically reducing urges to smoke. The perceived amount of effort to adhere to the 12-

week prescription may be of less importance in this context considering that participants 

are enrolling at the SSS because they have a strong intention to quit smoking and that the 

behavioural support from advisors can help guide the participant through the course of 

treatment. Overall, attending sessions and adhering to prescription pharmacotherapy were 

highlighted to be particularly burdensome, lowering the acceptability of the E-ASSIST 

intervention at UK SSS. 

 

With respect to Ethicality the offer of an e-cigarette as part of the SSS intervention was 

met with some apprehension related to the device perpetuating perceived nicotine 

addiction. This finding mirrors research among disadvantaged communities in Northern 
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England, where e-cigarette use was equated to smoking in terms of nicotine addiction.299 

This evidence for nicotine addiction being a primary concern is substantiated by several 

E-ASSIST participants indicating that they would like to ultimately stop using the devices 

at some point, or to cut down their concentration of nicotine. According to PRIME 

theory11, addiction is defined as “a chronic condition involving a repeated powerful 

motivation to engage in a rewarding behaviour, acquired as a result of engaging in that 

behaviour, that has significant potential for unintended harm”. As discussed in Chapter 

1, while nicotine is a highly dependence-inducing chemical, it is the other chemicals in 

tobacco smoke and to a lesser extent in e-cigarette vapour that are known to cause 

harm4,123 This supports the idea that nicotine dependence is viewed by participants as a 

moral problem, and this perception may act as a barrier to participation for some 

individuals. In addition, recent research in both the English SSS and disadvantaged 

household contexts have also highlighted that attitudes towards e-cigarettes often 

reflected views on whether switching from smoking to the device represented quitting 

smoking successfully or perpetuated nicotine addiction.300,301 Indeed, while there is 

currently no data on the reasons why a large proportion of eligible recruits appear to turn 

down the offer of enrolling into E-ASSIST (over 50% from initial estimates), it seems 

likely that this was a contributing factor. The E-ASSIST sample is self-selected in the 

sense that even before randomisation, participants had to be willing to use an e-cigarette 

in their quit attempt.  

 

However, the aforementioned study of English SSS clients did not report the socio-

economic chracteristics of its sample, and there do not appear to be any studies specific 

to the SSS context that have explored client attitudes among a socio-economically diverse 

sample. This absence of literature limits any potential comparisons of the views of higher 
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SEP SSS clients with those in this current study. A typology on e-cigarette use drawn 

from media, academic and online sources reported a majority higher SEP sample and 

summarised users into those who view ‘vaping as pleasure’, ‘vaping as medical 

treatment’ and ‘ambivalent about e-cigarette use’.302 Although vaping for pleasure was 

highlighted by participants in Chapter 4 of this thesis, it was not mentioned by any in the 

context of the E-ASSIST supported quit attempt. However, vaping as medical treatment 

and ambivalence about e-cigarette use are not necessarily discordant from the findings 

outlined in this current study. 

  

Also related to Ethicality, there were divergent opinions among participants about 

whether e-cigarettes should be offered as part of the programme of support at SSS. Some 

believed that ex-smokers could put the money saved from no longer purchasing cigarettes 

towards buying their own e-cigarette. Given that almost all e-cigarettes are a widely 

available consumer product, there is a strong argument in the context of consistent SSS 

funding cuts that they may not be provided by SSS. However, partnerships between local 

vape shops and SSS have the potential to support smokers to quit. Such a scheme is 

currently being piloted and evaluated by researchers from the University of East 

Anglia.303  Overall, in terms of the Ethicality of the e-cigarette component concerns were 

raised about the devices perpetuating nicotine addiction, use of the devices in the long-

term, and whether they should be included as part of a publicly funded SSS offering. 

 

In terms of Intervention coherence, despite heterogenous views towards the 

appropriateness of the e-cigarette offering in general participants universally understood 

the intervention package as involving complementary components. Champix was 

perceived to be highly effective at reducing urges to smoke (see below Perceived 
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effectiveness) and was supported by the e-cigarette, which was thought to replace the habit 

of smoking, and to offer a form of back-up when the urges to smoke surfaced. The 

behavioural support from SSS advisors was believed to complete the intervention by 

providing personal support to guide the quit attempt. Although qualitative, these 

experiences support the hypothesis outlined in section 6.1 regarding the potential 

augmentation to varenicline that e-cigarettes may have at both the biological and 

behavioural level. However, only data from the concluded trial will reveal the extent to 

which this impacted on actual rates of smoking cessation. In sum, participants displayed 

clear understanding of the intervention and believed the different components to be 

complementary. 

 

In terms of Perceived effectiveness, out of the three components of the E-ASSIST 

intervention package, Champix was perceived to the most effective for smoking 

cessation. Participants described losing feelings of craving for a cigarette while on the 

medication, and would only feel a need to smoke due to habits they had developed. 

6.4.1.2 Barriers and enablers 
Table 6.9: Summary of findings on barriers and enablers to participation  

COM-B domain Theme Barrier, Enabler or 
Mixed*  

 
Automatic motivation 

 
Replacing the habit of 
smoking 
 

 
E 

 
 
Reflective motivation 

E-cigarette as a back-up in 
the quit attempt 
 

 
E 

E-cigarette is a short-term 
tool to quit smoking 
 

 
E/M 

 
Physical capability 

 
Harshness of puffing 
 

 
B 
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Physical opportunity 

Cost saving 
 

E 

 
Opportunities to vape 
 

 
E 

 
Social opportunity 
 

 
Family support to quit 
smoking 

 
E 

*B = barrier; E = enabler; M = mixed  

 

Regarding barriers and enablers to intervention participation, several characteristics of e-

cigarettes were highlighted as enablers of participation in the e-cigarette component of 

the E-ASSIST intervention. Under the COM-B domain of Automatic motivation, e-

cigarettes were described as useful for replacing the habit of smoking cigarettes. The 

devices were described by most participants as effectively substituting cigarette smoking 

at habitual times of day and circumstances when urges to smoke typically surfaced. 

  

Even where the devices were not viewed as a front-line smoking cessation tool, a theme 

under the COM-B domain of Reflective motivation described how some saw e-cigarettes 

as a useful back-up in the quit attempt when they were at-risk of relapsing. A further 

theme highlighted favourable opinions towards e-cigarettes specifically as a short-term 

tool to quit smoking, with most expressing an interest to stop using their device when 

they felt comfortable that they would not relapse. This theme showed that beliefs towards 

the devices can be enabler of participation in the e-cigarette intervention (they are useful 

to quit smoking with) even though there is hesitance towards longer term usage (they are 

only considered to be an option in the short term).  

 

Due to their perceived effectiveness for smoking cessation, some participants voiced 

support for the devices to be made available as part of the standard programme of SSS 
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support. The recognition that e-cigarettes can play a role in smoking cessation suggests 

that offering them at SSS may encourage increased attendance by lower SEP smokers. 

However, this has not yet been tested empirically, and is a secondary objective of the 

overall E-ASSIST RCT. In general, the perception of e-cigarettes for relapse prevention 

was an enabler to their usage in a quit attempt. 

 

Along with being perceived as a useful tool for participants in their smoking quit attempt, 

two environmental factors were highlighted which enabled e-cigarette use. Related to the 

COM-B domain of Physical opportunity, the greater opportunities to vape compared with 

smoking granted users greater flexibility to support their quit attempt. As other research 

has suggested, urges to smoke can be satisfied conveniently with an e-cigarette.133 In 

addition, the greater affordability compared with smoking allowed money to be saved or 

channelled towards other daily needs. Ethnographic research in Northern England has 

highlighted that more socio-economically disadvantaged e-cigarette users tend to opt for 

cheaper devices and e-liquids.299 Together with results from the current E-ASSIST 

interviews, the available qualitative data suggest that ensuring e-cigarette use remains 

cheaper than smoking is key to e-cigarettes being a viable harm reduction alternative 

across the social gradient.133 In sum, two enablers of participation in the e-cigarette 

intervention were the cheaper cost of the devices and the greater opportunities for usage 

they afforded compared with cigarettes. 

 

An important social factor driving participation in the E-ASSIST intervention was family. 

Under Social opportunity, most participants mentioned that support from members of 

their family was essential to their engagement and attendance with the SSS, and offered 

strong support to persist with the smoking quit attempt. 
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Regarding a potential barrier to use of the e-cigarette, some participants may not have had 

the Physical capability to use their e-cigarette at the start of their quit attempt. Some 

participants experienced occasional and unpleasant harshness of puffing on their device. 

This may reflect a naivety to appropriate puff technique. However, the harsh sensory 

perception was frequently related to the strength of nicotine participants’ e-liquid, which 

supports previous research where higher levels of nicotine increased perceived irritation 

and bitterness.304 In sum, lacking the physical skills to use the devices appropriately may 

be a barrier to the use of the devices within the E-ASSIST intervention. 

 

6.4.2 Common themes to the TFA and COM-B analyses 

Several themes in the TFA overlapped with the COM-B framework, and vice-versa. This 

is not necessarily surprising given that barriers to intervention participation are negatively 

valanced and therefore lower the acceptability of the intervention. Likewise, enablers to 

participation likely increase the acceptability of the intervention. Table 6.10 outlines 

commonality between domains across the two frameworks.  

 

Table 6.10: Commonality between themes in the TFA and COM-B framework 

Theoretical 
framework and 
domain 

Theme Commonality 
with framework 
and domain 

Comment 

TFA Affective 
attitude 

Positive affect 
for advisor 

COM-B Social 
opportunity  

Positive feelings for the SSS 
advisor is a social factor and 
enabler to intervention 
participation.  

TFA Burden Difficulty with 
SSS care 
pathway 

COM-B Physical 
opportunity 

The burden of attending SSS can 
be considered a barrier to 
intervention participation. 

TFA Burden Side-effects 
from Champix 

COM-B Physical 
opportunity 

The burden of Champix regimen 
and side-effects can be 
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considered a barrier to 
intervention participation. 

TFA 
Intervention 
coherence 

Complementary 
nature of 
intervention 
package 

COM-B 
Psychological 
capability 

Intervention coherence in this 
instance reflects knowledge and 
capacity that participants have 
towards intervention 
participation. 

TFA Ethicality E-cigarette 
replaces one 
addiction with 
another  
 

COM-B 
Reflective 
motivation 

The perception of addiction is 
informed by self-conscious 
reasoning, and in this instance 
informs a barrier to participation.   

TFA Ethicality  Divergence of 
opinion on 
providing an e-
cigarette as part 
of SSS offering 

COM-B 
Reflective 
motivation 

Reasoning among participations 
differed according to whether 
they perceived e-cigarettes to be 
appropriate at SSS. 

COM-B 
Automatic 
motivation 

Replacing the 
habit of 
smoking 

TFA Perceived 
effectiveness 

The acknowledgement that e-
cigarettes can replace smoking 
reflects how participants believe 
this component of the 
intervention to be effective at 
achieving its purpose (smoking 
cessation) 

COM-B 
Reflective 
motivation 

E-cigarette as a 
back-up in quit 
attempt 

TFA Perceived 
effectiveness 

Participants decide that e-
cigarettes are a useful back-up to 
prevent relapse to smoking, 
highlighting their perception that 
the devices are an effective 
component of the intervention. 

6.4.3 Limitations 

There are several limitations to the findings from this study. Firstly, the small sample of 

participants were recruited from two out of a possible eight SSS enrolled in the E-ASSIST 

RCT. It is possible that participants from different local authorities have different 

attitudes depending on their local context or SSS delivery. It is also likely that recruitment 

involved in a form of self-selection. SSS clients who selected Champix as a medication 

option were approached and asked if they were interested in taking part before 

randomisation. Therefore, individuals who agreed to participate may have already been 

positively inclined towards the intervention. Moreover, those who are eligible and choose 

to use Champix as their form of smoking cessation medication may also perceive the 
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intervention differently to those electing to use a different form of pharmacotherapy such 

as NRT. 

  

As mentioned in section 6.1.2 recruitment for the E-ASSIST RCT was paused due to the 

COVID-19 epidemic in England. After discussion with participating SSS about any 

remaining participants who would be available for telephone interviews, this aspect of 

the process evaluation was suspended having recruited 10 out of a possible 15 

participants. However, at the time of study suspension the analysis appeared to have 

reached data saturation (Appendix 8). Nonetheless I remained attentive to discrepant 

cases, where participants offered opinions that were considerably different to other 

responses. It remains possible that further interviews would have provided greater depth 

to the findings of this study, including further exploration of divergent attitudes between 

participants. Once E-ASSIST recruitment has resumed, a further interview will be 

conducted to test whether data were saturated and reported as part of the wider RCT 

process evaluation. 

Due to time resource constraints I was not able to verify the accuracy of the analyses with 

participants. However, interview participants will be consulted in future as part of the 

overall process evaluation. In terms of reflexivity, I endeavoured to remain as objective 

as possible when designing the topic guide and conducting the interviews. However, I 

cannot discount potentially supportive predispositions that I have towards the effect of e-

cigarettes for smoking cessation, which may have influenced my interviewing and 

interpretation of results. Taken together these limitations suggest that findings from this 

study should be viewed as exploratory. 
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Finally, because no recruitment of participants of more advantaged SEP was carried out, 

it is not possible to make direct comparisons about how the intervention was received 

across the social gradient. As such I am unable to conclude that the views put forward 

during are unique to a lower SEP sample. 

  

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study has several strengths. Recent reviews of 

process evaluations have called for greater consistency in reporting of results and methods 

used.305 The use of two theoretical frameworks (TFA and COM-B) are useful to inform 

intervention theory and highlight potential modifications to the existing intervention. 

Furthermore, the participatory study has provided an opportunity for more socio-

economically disadvantaged recipients of the intervention to feedback on how they 

experienced it. 

  

6.4.4 Implications for the E-ASSIST RCT  

Given the current delays to participant recruitment, the full results from the E-ASSIST 

RCT will not be available until 2022. In theory, if the intervention is shown to be effective 

for smoking cessation compared with the usual care control (where participants were not 

offered an e-cigarette), then this may be partly due to the generally high acceptability and 

enabling characteristics of the e-cigarette intervention highlighted by this study. Two of 

the main factors that were found to lower the acceptability of the intervention were related 

to existing components of usual care (attending SSS sessions and the regimen of 

pharmacotherapy). Moreover, the finding that participants viewed e-cigarettes as another 

form of addiction did not seem to deter them from using their device in the short term to 

quit smoking. Considering that the usual care component of the E-ASSIST intervention 

is already occurring at SSS around the UK, the addition of an e-cigarette offer is unlikely 
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to be a limiting factor among more disadvantaged recipients. Although exploratory, 

together the findings from this study suggest that it may be feasible to roll out the 

intervention to other SSS in the country. 

 

6.4.5 Implications for future implementation of the 

intervention 

Potential modifications of the intervention 

This study has highlighted several areas that could be targeted to make the intervention 

more acceptable to participants, and to reduce perceived barriers to participation. Table 

6.10 below outlines potential modifications to future delivery of the E-ASSIST RCT or 

for similar programmes that are rolled out as a result. Not all themes identified in this 

study relate to readily modifiable factors and as such are not reflected in Table 6.9. For 

instance, although the burden of attending regular sessions was highlighted by most 

participants, suggestions are not made for changes to standard SSS delivery, given the 

pragmatic nature of the intervention (the e-cigarette offer is fit around the existing 

programme of support).  

 

Table 6.11: Potential modifications to E-ASSIST intervention to enhance acceptability 
and facilitators to participation, and alleviate barriers to participation. 
Theoretical 

framework 

Theme Possible modification 

TFA Ethicality: Negative 
perceptions of nicotine 
dependence 

Brief training for advisors 
outlining the principles of 
harm reduction, comparing 
harms of tobacco smoke 
with that of nicotine. 

TFA Reflective motivation: E-
cigarette as a short-term tool 
to quit smoking 

Update educational 
materials highlighting that 
e-cigarettes are helpful for 
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 short-term use to help 
reduce the immediate 
withdrawal symptoms 
following smoking 
cessation. 

COM-B Reflective motivation: E-
cigarette as back-up in quit 
attempt 

Testimonials from 
previous intervention 
participants describing 
how they used their e-
cigarette. Illustrates 
diverse ways to use device 
in quit attempt. 

COM-B Physical capability: 
Harshness of puffing 

Direction to online content 
from online vape forums 
about puff technique when 
participants first start 
using their e-cigarette. 

COM-B Physical opportunity: Cost Partnerships/voucher 
schemes with local vape 
shops to incentivise use of 
e-cigarette in quit attempt 
and lessen cost of e-liquid. 

 

 

 

6.4.6 Future research 

Future work: E-ASSIST process evaluation 

RCTs are an important method to assess the effectiveness of interventions in public 

health. However, unless an RCT is taking place in a tightly managed clinical setting, 

which is more typical of drug and vaccine trials, the behaviour of participants in the real 

world across different arms of the trial are less easy to control and can have a meaningful 

influence on outcomes. Without understanding important contextual factors influencing 

adherence to a given intervention, or contamination (use of the treatment/intervention by 

those who were not allocated to receive it), results of an RCT can be misleading and 

unable to improve or replicate the delivery of the intervention and outcomes in other 

settings.292 This contextual understanding is even more relevant for complex 
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interventions (such as E-ASSIST), which involve multiple interacting components and 

can require several behaviours to be delivered by providers or enacted by participants 

outside of the clinical setting. 

 

Process evaluations conducted alongside RCTs are a means to examine the processes 

through which an intervention generates outcomes. They assess whether a new 

intervention can be implemented in multiple and/or resource scarce settings, if there are 

emergent problems in delivery that can be alleviated in future iterations, and how and 

why people choose to participate in the intervention.306 According to the UK Medical 

Research Council (MRC) guidance, a process evaluation can highlight what and how an 

intervention is implemented, how the intervention produces change (mechanisms of 

impact) and how the context in which an intervention takes place affect its 

implementation and outcomes (Figure 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.2: Key functions of a process evaluation (MRC)292 

 

 

In recent years, recognition and support for process evaluations conducted alongside 

RCTs has grown, following 2008 MRC guidance that they should be used to “assess 
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fidelity and quality of implementation, clarify causal mechanisms and identify contextual 

factors associated with variation in outcomes”.306 

 

This study has presented data from the participant-focussed component of a wider process 

evaluation of the E-ASSIST RCT. For a fuller understanding of the intervention, future 

work will include an examination of fidelity of delivery and enactment. Fidelity, a 

multidimensional construct, assesses whether an intervention was delivered as 

intended.292 Fidelity in this context is important to measure because it can influence the 

reliability and validity of any behavioural intervention including those in the context of 

smoking cessation.307 Fidelity can be applied at both the provider and recipient level. At 

the provider level, fidelity of delivery of support can be assessed by measuring the extent 

to which providers conducted the intervention programme as intended. Research has 

shown evidence of variation in how stop smoking services and stop smoking practitioners 

deliver behaviour support sessions both in terms of the specific BCTs that are delivered, 

and how well these BCTs are delivered.78 Further studies in this area have indicated that 

there is lack of adherence to stop smoking service protocols and evidence-based 

guidelines.72 At the trial participant level, fidelity of enactment is defined as how 

participants received an intervention and whether they adhered to a programme of support 

that was prescribed to them. In the context of this RCT the important fidelity process 

factors that might influence outcomes include participant pharmacotherapy adherence308 

and e-cigarette usage. Although originally planned to be included, due to delays in data 

collection and the aforementioned suspension of trial recruitment due to social distancing 

measures in the UK, fidelity of delivery and enactment are not being considered in this 

thesis. However, these will be reported along with the RCT findings as and when they are 

available. 
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In summary, the future process evaluation of the E-ASSIST RCT will integrate the 

findings from this study on acceptability and barriers and enablers to participation, and 

also assess (across both trial arms) 1) fidelity of delivery of support by characterising the 

BCTs delivered and examining whether stop smoking practitioners delivered the support 

as intended according to the SSS manual and 2) fidelity of enactment by measuring 

adherence to prescribed medication and e-cigarette usage by all participants. 

6.5 Conclusions 

This qualitative study found that the E-ASSIST intervention was generally acceptable 

among a lower SEP sample. Participants highlighted positive affect towards their SSS 

advisor, which likely encouraged participants to overcome the burden of having to travel 

to attend regular sessions at the SSS and adhere to prescription medication.  E-cigarettes 

were generally thought to be an effective tool for smoking cessation, but negative 

perception towards nicotine use discouraged device usage in the long term and influenced 

mixed opinions on whether they should be provided at SSS. Participants understood the 

intervention package to be complementary, with Champix primarily reducing urges to 

smoke and the e-cigarette replacing the habitual nature of smoking. In terms of barriers 

and enablers to participation, e-cigarettes were thought to replace the habit of smoking 

and offer a back-up to the rest of the intervention package when participants were at risk 

of relapse. E-cigarettes were found to be cheaper than smoking and more flexible to use. 

Familial support was a key driver participants’ attempt to quit attempt. The perceived 

harshness of vaping may be a barrier to device usage at the early stages of the quit attempt.  

The TFA and COM-B frameworks permitted a theoretical analysis of the acceptability of 

the E-ASSIST intervention among participants and the potential barriers and enablers to 
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participation. Findings from this study can be used to help guide future intervention 

implementation of complex individual-level smoking cessation interventions of this 

nature, where many recipients are of lower-SEP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 
	
General Discussion 

This final chapter will summarise the main findings from the thesis, reflect upon its 

strengths and limitations, outline areas for future research, and discuss practical 

implications of the findings in a broader context. 

7.1 Summary of findings 
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The aim of this thesis was to use mixed-methods to assess the potential impact of e-

cigarettes and individual-level interventions on socio-economic inequalities in smoking 

cessation. The thesis addressed three main objectives:  

1) To systematically review the literature and assess the effectiveness of individual-

level behavioural interventions tailored for disadvantaged SEP.  

2) To model population-level trends in e-cigarette usage by SEP using representative 

data in England. 

3) To qualitatively explore among lower SEP participants i) the motivations and 

patterns of e-cigarette usage during an unsupported quit attempt and ii) the 

acceptability and barriers and enablers to participation of an individual-level 

smoking cessation intervention involving the offer of an e-cigarette.  

Study 1 was situated under the first objective, studies 2 and 3 under the second objective, 

and studies 4 and five under the third objective. 

 

Regarding the first objective, using meta-regression analysis study 1 assessed whether the 

effectiveness of individual-level behavioural smoking cessation interventions for 

disadvantaged groups was moderated by tailoring for SEP. 42 randomised controlled 

trials (RCTs) of SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored individual-level behavioural 

interventions for smoking cessation were included. The results of study 1 showed that all 

interventions (both SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored) were found to be effective for 

smoking cessation compared with control or usual care, but that SEP-tailored 

interventions did not moderate effectiveness compared with non-SEP-tailored 

interventions in disadvantaged groups. This may be because lower SEP individuals face 

more facilitators to smoking uptake and more barriers to quitting (section 1.3), which may 

outweigh the benefits of current forms of tailoring of interventions at the individual level. 
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Further sub-group meta-analyses indicated with low certainty that the effects of non-SEP-

tailored interventions on smoking cessation were similar in both low-SEP and high-SEP 

participants. Study 1 highlighted that strengthening SEP-tailored intervention design and 

delivery is likely to be necessary if they are to improve upon existing non-SEP-tailored 

interventions for smoking cessation in disadvantaged groups.  

 

Under objective two, study 2 examined whether there were any associations between SEP 

and e-cigarette use from 2014 to 2017 among all adults, past-year smokers, smokers 

during a quit attempt and long-term (>1-year) ex-smokers. Cross-sectional data from 

81,067 respondents in the Smoking Toolkit Study (STS) were used, and the analyses were 

stratified by year to assess the changes in these associations over time. E-cigarette use 

was greater among socio-economically disadvantaged adults compared with more 

advantaged adults. A socio-economic gradient in e-cigarette use was also evident among 

past-year smokers but ran in the opposite direction with e-cigarette use more prevalent 

among more advantaged respondents. This gradient within past-year smokers attenuated 

over time whereby use appeared similar across the socio-economic spectrum by 2017. 

There were no significant differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt by SEP 

throughout the entire time period. The use of e-cigarettes by long-term ex-smokers 

increased over time among all respondents but was consistently more prevalent in ex-

smokers from lower SEP groups. These results indicated the importance of continued 

surveillance of the socio-economic patterning among long-term ex-smokers as a specific 

sub-group, and highlighted a need to interrogate the data further by subgrouping 

individuals according to whether they started using an e-cigarette only after they had quit 

smoking or who used the devices during a quit attempt and continue to use them 

afterwards. 
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Also under objective two, study 3 assessed trends in current e-cigarette use by SEP from 

2014 to 2019 among i) all long-term ex-smokers (quit smoking for >1 year) and, to 

capture post-cessation uptake among ii) past-year ex-smokers who did not use an e-

cigarette in their most recent quit attempt (representing recent uptake), and iii) long-term 

ex-smokers who quit smoking before e-cigarettes became popular in 2011 (representing 

late uptake). In this cross-sectional study of 34,442 former smokers from the STS, e-

cigarette use increased from 2014 and 2019 among all long-term ex-smokers but was 

consistently more prevalent among those of lower SEP. Regarding post-cessation uptake 

of e-cigarettes, among those who quit smoking in the past year but who did not use an e-

cigarette to do so, there was no clear trend over time or any difference according to SEP. 

Among those who quit smoking before 2011, there was small but significant increase in 

e-cigarette use between 2014 and 2019 but no evidence for an association between SEP 

and e-cigarette use. The findings from this study suggested that in long-term ex-smokers, 

e-cigarette use is more common among those who are more disadvantaged and likely 

reflects continued use of e-cigarettes as a long-term cessation aid. Equity positive or 

negative impacts of this usage will likely depend upon whether e-cigarettes confer a 

public health benefit of protection against long-term relapse to smoking. 

  

Regarding the third objective of this theses, study 4 explored patterns of e-cigarette usage 

and attitudes towards e-cigarettes during an attempt to quit smoking among a group of 

lower SEP sample of smokers. Comparisons between self-reported ecological momentary 

assessment (EMA) and objectively recorded data on e-cigarette usage found poor 

correspondence between measures of both the number of sessions with the device in a 

day, and the number of puffs taken in the most recent session. Qualitative analysis showed 
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all participants intended on using an e-cigarette to support their current or future quit 

attempt. Participants were trying to quit smoking with an e-cigarette to improve health 

and save money and, in some instances, due to a feeling of responsibility to quit for their 

family. Some saw e-cigarettes as both a smoking cessation tool and a pleasurable activity, 

while others perceived the devices to be a tool and nothing more. Several participants 

described poor mental health being a limiting factor disrupting their ability to successfully 

quit smoking. This study highlighted the potential that e-cigarettes have towards 

supporting more heavily dependent lower SEP smokers in quitting smoking. 

 

Informed by the theoretical framework for acceptability (TFA) and the COM-B model, 

study 5 (also under objective three) aimed to explore the acceptability and barriers and 

enablers of offering an e-cigarette in addition to pharmacotherapy and behavioural 

support at stop smoking services (SSS) in England (the E-ASSIST trial) among more 

socio-economically disadvantaged participants. This individual-level intervention was 

generally found to be acceptable. Participants highlighted positive affect towards their 

SSS advisor, which likely encouraged participants to overcome the burden of attending 

regular sessions at the SSS and adhere to pharmacotherapy. E-cigarettes were generally 

thought to be helpful for smoking cessation, but negative perception towards nicotine use 

discouraged device usage in the long term and influenced mixed opinions on whether 

they should be provided at SSS. All participants believed the intervention package to be 

complementary. In terms of enablers to participation, participants believed that e-

cigarettes could replace the habit of smoking and offer a back-up to the rest of the 

intervention package when they were at risk of relapse. The devices were found to be 

cheaper than smoking and more flexible to use. Familial support was a key driver behind 

quit attempts. In terms of barriers to participation, the perceived harshness of vaping may 
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disrupt device usage at the early stages of the quit attempt. This study highlighted good 

acceptability of the E-ASSIST intervention among lower SEP participants. To improve 

acceptability, future intervention development could involve clearer information on the 

principles of harm reduction and nicotine dependence, along with testimonies from 

previous participations. To enhance the effect of the comparatively cheaper cost of e-

cigarettes as an enabler to participation, partnerships and voucher schemes with local vape 

shops may present opportunities for even greater cost-savings for lower SEP participants.  

 

This thesis has reported on i) a systematic review of effectiveness of individual-level 

interventions tailored for disadvantaged SEP, ii) the population-level trends in e-cigarette 

usage by SEP in England and iii) among lower SEP participants, the motivations and 

patterns of e-cigarette usage during an unsupported quit attempt, and the acceptability of 

an individual-level supported quit attempt involving the offer of an e-cigarette. Based on 

these findings, relevant implications for inequalities in smoking cessation are presented. 

 

 

7.2 Implications for inequalities in smoking cessation 

The finding in study 1 that there are currently no large moderating effects of tailoring 

interventions for disadvantaged smokers compared with not tailoring suggests that current 

forms of SEP-tailoring may not do enough to overcome existing socio-economic 

determinants of smoking. Existing individual-level approaches that take either an SEP-

tailored or non-SEP-tailored approach could be improved through integration with 

approaches at the community and population level that take a broader view of the 

structural inequalities underlying smoking (what this means in practice is discussed in the 
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reflection section 7.5 below). Moreover, study 1 highlighted that certain forms of 

behavioural support appear to be more effective than others, namely those that include 

some form of financial incentive or pharmacotherapy, and should therefore continue to 

be promoted in smoking cessation programmes. The findings from study 1 also have 

implications for the existing delivery of non-SEP-tailored interventions. It is important to 

reaffirm the distinction here between tailored and targeted interventions for 

disadvantaged smokers. SEP-tailored interventions involve some specific design or 

adaptation for lower SEP smokers. In contrast, targeted interventions may be delivered in 

a disadvantaged context, but do not involve any specific design for lower SEP smokers 

and as such do not constitute tailoring. A recent review by Smith et al highlighted that 

targeted SSS delivery in Scotland saw the smoking cessation rate of disadvantaged 

smokers exceed that of more affluent groups.115 Most existing SSS interventions in the 

UK are non-SEP-tailored. Supported by the findings from study 1 of this current thesis 

(that non-SEP-tailored interventions appear similarly effective in both low- and high-SEP 

groups), the evidence from the Smith et al study suggests that when effectively targeted 

at disadvantaged smokers, non-SEP-tailored interventions can have an equity-positive 

impact on smoking cessation while also being potentially less resource intensive. 

 

Two studies in this thesis report on the trends in e-cigarette use by SEP. The findings 

from study 2, examining use among all adults, past-year smokers, during a quit attempt, 

and long-term (>1 year) ex-smokers raised three important implications. First, the 

difference in e-cigarette usage among smokers across the social gradient appeared to 

decrease between 2014 and 2017 such that the apparent greater usage among higher SEP 

groups at the start of the time period was no longer evident in 2017. This broadly follows 

the theory of diffusion of innovations where, among smokers, early adopters of e-
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cigarettes were generally of higher SEP before greater adoption of the devices occurred 

among lower SEP groups.165 If overall adoption of e-cigarettes increases among lower 

SEP groups in future, then this could potentially displace some cigarette smoking and 

lead to greater reductions in cigarette consumption among dual users (people who are 

concurrent users of e-cigarettes and cigarettes) as a result. Second, the absence of socio-

economic differences in e-cigarette use during a quit attempt between 2014-2017, along 

with evidence that the devices appear equally effective across socio-economic groups250, 

indicated that this is unlikely to have a material impact on inequalities in smoking 

cessation. Had differences in use been found then this would have had important 

implications on inequalities given the growing evidence for their effectiveness as a 

smoking cessation tool.136,138,140,309 Third, the greater and increasing trend in e-cigarette 

use among lower compared with higher SEP long-term ex-smokers highlighted that 

further work was needed to understand whether the trend reflected continued e-cigarette 

use following a successful quit attempt, or was partly due to initiation of use only 

following smoking cessation. Following directly on from this finding and with data from 

2014-2019, study 3 indicated that the among lower-SEP long-term ex-smokers the use of 

e-cigarettes was most likely due to continued use of the devices as a long-term smoking 

cessation aid. The impact that this pattern may have on health inequalities hinges upon 

whether e-cigarettes are protective against users relapsing to cigarette smoking.260 The 

observation that lower SEP smokers are more likely to continue to use e-cigarettes in the 

longer term could be beneficial if they confer protection. Conversely, a lack of protection 

has important implications given that the resumption of smoking makes the lower risk 

profile of e-cigarette use less beneficial in the long run. Understanding how e-cigarettes 

affects long-term relapse to smoking is an important research priority. However, if future 

research confirms that there is some increased likelihood for relapse among long-term e-
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cigarette users, it is important to assess this in the context of the benefits resulting from 

e-cigarettes increasing the rate of smoking cessation at the population level. For instance, 

if e-cigarette use leads to smoking cessation among those who would not have quit 

otherwise, then this benefit may hold even when a higher proportion of these individuals 

relapse to smoking. However, in terms of inequalities these potential benefits for 

population health may be equity negative if most relapse occurs among lower compared 

with higher SEP individuals.    

 

This thesis reports on the patterns of e-cigarette usage and motivations for use in a quit 

attempt among lower SEP smokers. Although not conclusive, the findings from study 4 

highlight the challenge inherent in collecting accurate self-reported frequency of e-

cigarette usage data, showing poor correspondence with the objective measure of usage 

across the study sample (where data was available). More objective and visual measures 

of recall, such as volume of e-liquid consumed, are recommended for future research in 

addition to device frequency and puff data. From the perspective of lower SEP smokers, 

the lower cost and perceived health benefits of vaping compared with smoking, along 

with the pleasure and satisfaction that some derive from it make e-cigarettes an attractive 

alternative to cigarettes. Despite a perception that e-cigarettes were useful, poor mental 

health was raised by participants as a barrier to successful smoking cessation. Individuals 

who experience the intersection of socio-economic disadvantage and poor mental health 

are less likely to quit nicotine use altogether due to higher levels of dependency and 

because it may offer some self-medicating properties.310 If such individuals are accessing 

mental health support services, then there is an opportunity to integrate the offer of e-

cigarettes within clinical practice (as has been demonstrated with a specialist smoking 
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cessation package311) and reduce the currently disproportionate burden of disease caused 

by tobacco smoking in this population.  

 

The findings from the qualitative study exploring acceptability of and barriers and 

enablers to participation in the E-ASSIST intervention suggested that the approach is 

broadly acceptable to lower SEP clients attending SSS. The outcomes of the E-ASSIST 

RCT will not be reported for some time, but should it prove to be an effective intervention 

for smoking cessation then the findings from interviews with participants suggested that 

it will be well received by clients at other SSS in the UK. The study also highlighted 

potential ways through which intervention acceptability could be improved, such as 

training for advisors around harm reduction and nicotine dependence and provision of 

clearer information about e-cigarettes as a short-term tool for smoking cessation. Given 

the pause in recruitment due to the COVID-19 epidemic in England, findings from this 

study may be well-timed in that along with informing design and delivery of similar 

interventions in future, they can also help adapt the ongoing delivery of the E-ASSIST 

intervention. 

Lower SEP participants in both study 4 and study 5 highlighted their sensitivity to the 

price of e-cigarettes and e-liquid compared with smoking cigarettes, citing the cheaper 

cost of the former as an important enabler of use. This has important implications for 

future product taxation in the UK. Should higher taxes be levied on e-cigarettes (as has 

been proposed or enacted by state governments in the US), the increased price borne upon 

consumers may dissuade many lower income smokers from switching and either 

encourage relapse among the ex-smoker population described in studies 2 and 3 or drive 

them into an unregulated black-market lacking in standards for device and e-liquid 

safety.157 The benefit of e-cigarettes for disadvantaged smokers, and therefore for 
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reducing smoking related health inequalities, is largely dependent upon them remaining 

a cheaper alternative to cigarettes.   

 

7.3 Strengths 

This programme of research used mixed methods and sources of data, namely i) meta-

analysis of results from multiple RCTs (study 1), ii) regression analyses of representative 

data from large population samples (studies 2 and 3), and iii) qualitative analyses of 

interview data from a purposive sample of lower SEP participants (studies 4 and 5). This 

combination of RCT-, population- and individual-level data facilitated a more holistic 

understanding of inequalities in smoking cessation than would have been possible with 

one source of data or method. 

 

The set-up and launch of the E-ASSIST RCT and parallel process evaluation (within 

which study 5 was nested) has forged good working relationships with public health 

practitioners outside of academia working in the field of smoking cessation. Along with 

creating opportunities for future collaboration, results from these studies can directly 

inform future practice on the provision or offer of e-cigarettes in the clinical setting. 

 

There remains a need for continued work to understand ways to help more socio-

economically disadvantaged smokers quit. Smoking rates in the UK continue to differ 

according to SEP, with the most recent NHS report highlighting that 29% of those with 

no formal qualifications currently smoke compared with 9% of those with a university 

degree or equivalent.26 By monitoring and assessing current interventions and tools for 
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smoking cessation according to SEP, this thesis has contributed new evidence to aid in 

the decision making for public health policy and practice. 

  

Finally, this thesis closely adhered to the principles of ‘Open Science’.312 For studies 1 to 

3, this included publicly pre-registering the methods and planned analyses with the open 

science framework, making all data and statistical code freely available and publishing 

the results in open access journals. Together these actions should promote greater 

transparency and improve the robustness of research presented in this thesis.313 The only 

exceptions to pre-registration were qualitative studies 4 and 5. For these studies I deemed 

the pre-registration of study protocols was less relevant due to the exploratory nature of 

the research, and considering the small and distinctive sample populations involved. 

 

7.4 Limitations 

This thesis has examined two different forms of intervention, behavioural and 

pharmacological, for smoking cessation to different degrees. Despite consisting of a 

heterogenous mix of delivery methods (section 1.5.2) individual-level behavioural 

interventions were examined broadly under the same category in study 1. This is in 

contrast to e-cigarettes, which were assessed as a smoking cessation aid in greater detail. 

Focussing the thesis on either of individual-level interventions or e-cigarettes specifically 

may have provided greater depth of understanding of the respective approach. However, 

it could be argued that a broader understanding has been generated from their integration. 

 

Studies 2 and 3 provided useful updates on the trends in e-cigarette use across the socio-

economic spectrum in England. However, as is common for population-level surveys 
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evaluating smoking behaviour, the results are limited by the use of cross-sectional survey 

data. Important questions that were raised relating to the investigation of relapse to 

smoking among e-cigarette users could not be explored further as they would be with a 

longitudinal dataset.  

 

Socio-economic disadvantage is a multi-dimensional construct. In this thesis social grade 

based on occupation was operationalised as the primary indicator of SEP. This has some 

limitations. First, categorisation of people who are not currently working into the lowest 

grade E does not always reflect equivalent SEP. For example, individuals who are now 

retired, but during their career accrued significant wealth, are placed in the same group 

as those who are unemployed and on state benefits. The same applies to students in higher 

education, who may not be currently employed but have good future employment and 

earnings prospects. Second, some groups are not easy to define. It is unclear whether a 

self-employed manual worker who has responsibility over others should be classified as 

a skilled manual worker or a manager.  

 

 

7.5 Reflections: a systems perspective 

This thesis has focussed on individual-level interventions and e-cigarettes, and their 

impact on inequalities in smoking cessation. Some debate in public health has argued 

around the relative benefits of interventions that target unhealthy behaviours at the 

individual level versus ‘upstream’ structural changes that act through the social and 

physical environment to influence behaviour at the population level.174 Evidence from 

this thesis and wider research shows that individual-level interventions and e-cigarettes 
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are useful tools to help people quit smoking and may have benefits among lower SEP 

smokers. However, as tools they cannot address the underlying causes of smoking 

inequalities in the UK and elsewhere. As outlined in section 1.3, some key determinants 

that make smoking cessation less likely include greater nicotine dependence, lower 

motivation to quit, less social support, greater life stress, lower self-efficacy, greater 

tobacco industry targeting and poorer treatment adherence. Moreover, disadvantaged 

individuals who successfully quit smoking often face more environmental facilitators to 

smoking relapse such as greater exposure to smoking by friends and family, easier access 

to cigarettes and more social problems. These underlying factors are themselves largely 

driven by the conditions that people grow-up, live and work in.49 On a fundamental level, 

if the prevalence of smoking is lower among more socio-economically advantaged 

groups, then it is likely that some form of redistribution of wealth and opportunity in 

society (through measures such as more progressive wealth taxation and improvements 

in education), alongside continued implementation of evidence-based tobacco control 

measures, would lead to overall reductions and a more equal distribution of smoking and 

other socio-economically patterned harmful behaviours. In the absence of this systemic 

change, important population-level policies such as those that influence the price of 

cigarettes can reach more smokers than individual-level interventions and have been 

shown to be effective for smoking cessation.314 However, it does not follow that 

individual-level interventions that target specific behaviours do not have value. As others 

have argued, to develop a true understanding of the complex system influencing smoking 

behaviour one must consider the problem on multiple levels, where individual agents 

interact and feedback in dynamic ways with each other and the overall system.58 For 

instance, some more disadvantaged and dependent smokers may adapt their smoking 
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behaviour to avoid the effects of effective population-level interventions such as increases 

in the tax on cigarettes.51  

 

Similarly, in the context of smoke-free legislation, e-cigarettes may be an attractive 

alternative to smokers. The benefits on smoking cessation seen at the population-level 

from e-cigarette use may to some extent be a function of the flexibility as to where people 

can vape. Restricting e-cigarette usage in a similar way to cigarettes may undermine this. 

Acknowledging individual smoker characteristics and agency allows researchers and 

policymakers to develop more nuanced and dynamic policies and packages of 

interventions (i.e. at both the individual- and population-level) to promote smoking 

cessation and ensure that certain groups are not left behind. For example, improving 

access to SSS in disadvantaged communities allows smokers who are unable to quit, and 

are penalised for continuing to smoke through tax increases, to receive behavioural 

support, pharmacotherapy and alternatives to smoking.  

 

E-cigarettes are an example of an intervention that has individual-level properties and 

emergent population-level effects. The devices can help more dependent smokers quit 

who would not have otherwise by offering an effective, cheaper, and for many an 

enjoyable replacement for tobacco cigarettes but without much of the harm associated 

with smoking. The growth in the use of e-cigarettes by individuals who used to smoke 

has fostered a community of vapers that now encourages and empowers smokers to stop. 

Whether the devices can reduce existing inequalities in smoking by encouraging a greater 

proportion of disadvantaged smokers to switch remains to be seen, but by applying a 

systems lens to this problem, it is possible to elucidate intended and unintended 

consequences of both population- and individual-level interventions on inequalities.  
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7.6 Future research 

Future research on SEP-tailored interventions should use theory informed frameworks of 

behaviour change such as the behaviour change technique (BCT) taxonomy315 to identify 

i) the intervention components used, and through meta-regression techniques ii) assess 

the relative effectiveness of each intervention component for smoking cessation in 

disadvantaged groups.73 Results from the univariate meta-regression analyses in study 2 

of this thesis (see section 2.5) suggested that interventions involving financial incentives 

(which would be coded into the BCTs of ‘incentive’ or ‘material reward’ under the 

‘reinforcement’ domain of the BCT taxonomy) may moderate effectiveness for smoking 

cessation compared with interventions involving other forms of behavioural support. 

Taking a systematic and iterative approach to future SEP-tailored intervention design that 

identifies and integrates BCTs deemed to be effective could improve the outcomes of 

future smoking cessation programmes among disadvantaged smokers. 

 

Following on from this and the reflections posited above (see section 7.5), future research 

on novel SEP-tailored interventions for smoking cessation might benefit from applying 

systems science methods. Microsimulation, as one such method, can help identify how 

unequal exposures and risk factors lead to differential risk among individuals within a 

population.316 For instance, having identified certain intervention components that are 

associated with improved outcomes among lower SEP smokers receiving individual-level 

support, the effectiveness of these components could be tested by including them as an 

add-on to an existing SSS intervention among lower SEP smokers identified as at higher 

risk of relapse (due to multiple likely correlated risk-factors such as greater peer/family 

smoking, greater dependency, less education and lower income46). Instead of conducting 
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a potentially costly RCT in a resource poor setting, the impact and cost-effectiveness of 

the intervention could be assessed by modelling the predicted outcomes in a theoretical 

representative sample population that received the intervention, and comparing this with 

the outcomes in the same population if they didn’t receive the intervention. A 

microsimulation model in this context would be preferable over a traditional cohort model 

because it does not simply take into account the average risk factors for relapse in each 

subpopulation, but rather considers the benefits it has for the higher-risk subgroup of 

lower SEP smokers. Each individual in the model would be provided with a specific value 

for each risk factor (i.e. education, income, exposure to other smokers, nicotine 

dependence etc) by sampling from correlated probability distributions of these factors, 

thus capturing the skewed nature of the risk distribution. This study would require the 

creation of an index to estimate the risk of relapse based on underlying risk factors related 

to SEP (similar to the Framingham ‘risk equations’ that estimate the risk of myocardial 

infarction of stroke over a decade given a set of risk factors such as sex, age, smoking 

history, blood pressure317), and would also require data on how different intervention 

components influenced outcomes across the social gradient. Assuming that this was 

possible, by applying the risk index to each individual in the model with and without the 

SEP-tailored intervention a more accurate understanding of the potential benefits (driven 

by the lower-SEP/higher-risk individuals who benefit the most) could be captured. 

Furthermore, such a model could be used to identify how changes to the inclusion criteria 

for the intervention (i.e. enrolling those with slightly different levels of the SEP/relapse 

risk index) might impact on the outcomes of the intervention. 

 

The Smoking Toolkit Study is soon to be expanded to collect representative data from 

other devolved nations in the UK. This will allow analysis of socio-demographic patterns 
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and trends in e-cigarette use in different socio-economic groups to continue at the 

population level across England, Scotland and Wales. Following on from the findings in 

study 4 of this thesis, further research is necessary to interrogate whether e-cigarette use 

among long-term ex-smokers is associated with relapse to tobacco smoking. This will 

require the use of longitudinal data that track a cohort of ex-smokers over time and assess 

whether e-cigarette use predicts relapse among those who have been abstinent from 

smoking for >1 year. This analysis will need to control for past cigarette dependence 

using reliable measures such as the heaviness of smoking index.318 Without this 

information, findings showing a positive association between e-cigarette use and relapse 

to smoking259,260 (see Chapter 4 section 4.3) could be confounded due to e-cigarette using 

ex-smokers being more nicotine dependent than non-users. In this context e-cigarette use 

may reflect a coping strategy among more dependent users rather than the devices 

increasing the likelihood of relapse.  

 

As a result of the distancing measures mandated during the COVID-19 epidemic, SSS 

delivery in England has shifted to mostly involve telephone and virtual consultations.319 

These changes in service delivery may have impacted the effectiveness of smoking 

cessation interventions, both overall but also among specific socio-economic subgroups. 

In theory the move from in-person to telephone/virtual behavioural support and digital 

approval of prescription pharmacotherapies could potentially make it easier for lower 

SEP clients (such as those in study 6), who struggle to attend the in-person clinics. 

Conversely, the benefits of in-person clinics such as the rapport and caring relationship 

that practitioners build with their clients (also highlighted in study 6) may be lost, which 

could negatively affect smoking cessation. If weekly or monthly data were available from 

NHS SSS statistics, time-series analysis methods could be used to assess whether there 
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has been a step change in smoking cessation at SSS since the mode of delivery changed. 

Further use of qualitative methods could also be used to understand how the changes were 

affecting more disadvantaged clients enrolled at SSS.  

 

7.7 Final remarks 

Using mixed methods this thesis reports on the potential impact that e-cigarettes and 

individual-level interventions have on existing inequalities in smoking cessation. SEP-

tailored behavioural interventions were found to be no more effective than non-SEP-

tailored interventions for smoking cessation among lower SEP smokers. Population-level 

modelling showed that between 2014-2019 e-cigarette use increased overall among long-

term ex-smokers and was highest among those of lower SEP, highlighting a need for 

evidence on whether the devices protect against relapse. Interviews highlighted that 

motivations of lower SEP smokers to use an e-cigarette in their quit attempt relate to 

improved health, to save money, for family, and because they enjoyed using one. Results 

from interviews with lower SEP individuals attending their local stop smoking service 

suggested that a non-SEP-tailored intervention involving the offer of an e-cigarette 

alongside behavioural support and pharmacotherapy was broadly acceptable. The main 

enablers to participation fell within the opportunity and motivation domains of the COM-

B framework, while the main barrier was categorised under the capability domain.  

 

This thesis has highlighted that although effectively helping disadvantaged smokers quit, 

SEP-tailored and non-SEP-tailored interventions do not currently appear to be equity 

positive. To reduce inequalities in long-term smoking cessation, individual-level 

interventions need to demonstrate a greater effect among lower compared with higher 
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SEP groups after at least six months following a quit attempt. SSS have experienced cuts 

in funding in recent years, with likely negative implications on access by more dependent 

and disadvantaged smokers. In this context, many of these individuals may see e-

cigarettes as an acceptable and attractive alternative or adjuvant to individual-level 

support. E-cigarette use has become more prevalent among lower SEP smokers and ex-

smokers, and the devices appear to be equally effective for smoking cessation across all 

socio-economic groups. If the observed longer-term use of e-cigarettes among 

disadvantaged compared with more affluent ex-smokers is shown to be a function of 

dependency, then even if some individuals relapse the devices may have provided a route 

out of smoking for others that would have otherwise not been possible. Were this true, 

harm reduction conferred through the use of e-cigarettes may contribute towards reducing 

smoking-related health inequalities. 

 

These findings can inform the development and evaluation of future individual-level 

smoking cessation interventions in socio-economically disadvantaged groups and guide 

future research into more focussed equity-related outcomes of e-cigarette use for smoking 

cessation. 
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Appendix 4 – Chapter 2 (Study 1) supplementary material 

GRADE ratings and their interpretation 
Symbol  Certainty* Interpretation  

 
⊕⊕⊕⊕ 

 
High 

We are very confident that the true 
effect lies close to that of the 
estimate of the effect.  

 
⊕⊕⊕⊖ 

 
Moderate 

We are moderately confident in 
the effect estimate: the true effect 
is likely to be close to the estimate 
of the effect, but there is a 
possibility that it is substantially 
different.  

 
⊕⊕⊖⊖ 

 
Low 

Our confidence in the effect 
estimate is limited: the true effect 
may be substantially different 
from the estimate of the effect.  

 
⊕⊖⊖⊖ 

 
Very low 

We have very little confidence in 
the effect estimate: the true effect 
is likely to be substantially 
different from the estimate of 
effect.  

The GRADE system rates the quality/certainty of evidence for each outcome from a 
rating of high to very low after considering and making a judgement based 8 assessment 
criteria (Risk of Bias, Inconsistency, Indirectness, Imprecision, and Publication Bias). 
Table taken from the GRADE Handbook, available at 
http://gdt.guidelinedevelopment.org/app/handbook/handbook.html#h.9rdbelsnu4iy  
 
Risk of bias summary 
 
Five studies were judged to be at high risk of bias due to potential deviations from the 
intended interventions in the trial. Examples of this include poor participation in or 
adherence to intervention components (such as behavioural support sessions or use of 
digital intervention, and use of pharmacotherapy). 
 
Studies that reported biochemically validated abstinence were judged to be at low risk of 
bias for measurement of the outcome. Seven studies where abstinence was self-reported 
and not validated biochemically were judged to be at high risk of bias. 
 

The risk of bias from missing outcome data was judged to be low if loss to follow-up was 
low and similar across arms in the trial. Five studies were judged to be at high risk of bias 
due to high drop out and/or unequal follow-up between different trial arms. 
 

Most studies were judged to be at low risk of bias in selective reporting of results due to 
adherence to trial protocols and pre-specified sample power calculations. 
Overall, six of the 42 included studies were classified as being at low risk of bias on all 
domains considered in the assessment. 
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Five studies were judged to be at high risk of bias due to potential deviations from the 
intended interventions in the trial. Examples of this include poor participation in or 
adherence to intervention components (such as behavioural support sessions or use of 
digital intervention, and use of pharmacotherapy). 
 
Studies that reported biochemically validated abstinence were judged to be at low risk of 
bias for measurement of the outcome. Seven studies where abstinence was self-reported 
and not validated biochemically were judged to be at high risk of bias.  
 
The risk of bias from missing outcome data was judged to be low if loss to follow-up was 
low and similar across arms in the trial. Five studies were judged to be at high risk of bias 
due to high drop out and/or unequal follow-up between different trial arms. 
 
Most studies were judged to be at low risk of bias in selective reporting of results due to 
adherence to trial protocols and pre-specified sample power calculations. 
 
Overall, six of the 42 included studies (15%) were classified as being at low risk of bias 
on all domains considered in the assessment.  
 

Formulas for calculation of pooled effect estimates in random effects meta-analysis 

The weight (Wi) of each study in the meta-analysis is given by  

Wi = 1 / Vi + T2 

where Vi is the within-study variance for each study (i) and T2 it’s between-studies 
variance, tau-squared).  
 
The weighted effect size Xw is calculated as the sum of the products (effect size X 
multiplied by weight) divided by the sum of the weights 
 

 #! =	∑#!$
∑#"

 
 
The variance v of the pooled effect is given by 
 

 & = %
∑!!

	 
 
and the standard error is computed as the square root of the variance. The 95% 
confidence intervals for the pooled estimate is then computed as  
 

#! ± 1.96	 × 	-.(#!) 
  
 

 

Sub-group analysis: comparing non-SEP-tailored interventions in low and high 
SEP participants 
 
To test whether the estimates in each sub-group are different from each other, we fit two 
separate random-effects models within each subset (low SEP and high SEP) defined by 
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the SEP variable. The SEP variable indicated whether the sample for analysis was ‘low’ 
or ‘high’ SEP. 
We then combined the estimates and standard errors from each model into a data frame. 
A variable was added to distinguish the two models and for reasons explained below, we 
added the estimated amounts of heterogeneity within each subset to the data frame. 
To compare the two estimates (average log risk-ratios), they were fed back into a meta-
analysis model using the model variable to distinguish the two estimates as a moderator 
(highSEP vs lowSEP). A fixed effect model was used because the residual heterogeneity 
within each respective subset had already been accounted for by fitting the random-effects 
models outlined above. The model output is provided below with results in table s3: 
Fixed-effects with moderators model 
 
Test for Residual Heterogeneity: QE(df = 0) = 0.000, p-val = 1.000 
 
Test of Moderators (coefficient 2): QM(df = 1) = 0.000, p-val = 0.904 
 

Egger’s regression test 

Non-SEP-tailored interventions (low-SEP participants) 

Regression Test for Funnel Plot Asymmetry 

Model:     mixed-effects meta-regression model 

Predictor: standard error 

Test for funnel plot asymmetry: z = 1.6264, p = 0.1039 

Non-SEP-tailored interventions (high-SEP participants) 

Regression Test for Funnel Plot Asymmetry 

Model:     mixed-effects meta-regression model 

Predictor: standard error 

Test for funnel plot asymmetry: z = 2.3376, p = 0.0194 

However, given the high levels of heterogeneity and relatively small number of studies 
included in the test for asymmetry, the analysis may not be sufficiently powered to 
distinguish between real asymmetry and chance. 
 

Data extraction reliability 

HTB extracted 10% of all study data using the same data extraction form as the primary 
reviewer (LK). The level of agreement below is calculated based on comparing the data 
points extracted by LK and HTB for each domain. Any differences between extracted 
data were discussed and resolved. 
 

Smoking cessation outcome data (used in intention to treat analysis) 

Disagree 1 

Agree 51 
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Total 52 

% Agreement 98.1 

 

Trial description data 

Disagree 0 

Agree 32 

Total 32 

% Agreement 100 

 

Patient demographics 

Disagree 0 

Agree 45 

Total 45 

% Agreement 100 

 

TIDieR 

Disagree 4 

Agree 230 

Total 234 

% Agreement 98.3 

 

Pharmacotherapy data 

Disagree 0 

Agree 24 

Total 24 

% Agreement 100 
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Appendix 5 – Chapter 3 (study 2) sensitivity analyses  

Daily e-cigarette use 
 

Table A5.1: Prevalence of daily e-cigarette use in England among all adults 2014-2017 stratified 
by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=81033) (N=20189) (N=20031) (N=20430) (N=20383) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=18960) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙31 1∙33 1∙39 1∙26 1∙47 
(N=25564) (1∙01-1∙72) (1∙03-1∙74) (1∙08-1∙80) (1∙02-1∙58) (1∙17-1∙84) 
      
C2 1∙73*** 1∙77*** 1∙77*** 1∙71*** 1∙73 
(N=16186) (1∙33-2∙28) (1∙35-2∙33) (1∙36-2∙31) (1∙36-2∙15) (1∙35-2∙21) 
      
D 1∙44 1∙49 2∙21*** 1∙75*** 1∙69 
(N=11957) (1∙07-1∙95) (1∙10-2∙01) (1∙69-2∙90) (1∙36-2∙24) (1∙28-2∙22) 
      
E 1∙92*** 1∙99*** 2∙05*** 1∙34 2∙89 
(N=8366) (1∙40-2∙62) (1∙45-2∙74) (1∙53-2∙75) (0∙99-1∙80) (2∙20-3∙79) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Daily e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report daily e-cigarette use.  

 
Table A5.2: Prevalence daily of e-cigarette use in England among past-year smokers 2014-2017 
stratified by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=16090) (N=4250) (N=4198) (N=3965) (N=3677) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=2033) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 0∙84 0∙85 0∙85 0∙77 0∙94 
(N=4432) (0∙62-1∙16) (0∙62-1∙17) (0∙63-1∙17) (0∙57-1∙03) (0∙68-1∙31) 
      
C2 0∙79 0∙78 0∙73 0∙95 0∙91 
(N=3710) (0∙57-1∙08) (0∙57-1∙08) (0∙53-1∙01) (0∙51-1∙27) (0∙65-1∙29) 
      
D 0∙57* 0∙57* 0∙90 0∙70 0∙78 
(N=3143) (0∙40-0∙81) (0∙40-0∙81) (0∙66-1∙24) (0∙51-0∙97) (0∙54-1∙13) 
      
E 0∙60* 0∙61 0∙58* 0∙48*** 1∙09 
(N=2772) (0∙42-0∙86) (0∙43-0∙87) (0∙41-0∙82) (0∙33-0∙68) (0∙77-1∙58) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Daily e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report daily e-cigarette use. 
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Table A5.3: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among quit attempters 2014-2017 stratified 
by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=4827) (N=1412) (N=1226) (N=1070) (N=1119) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=703) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 0∙86 0∙90 1∙07 0∙63 0∙92 
(N=1402) (0∙54-1∙39) (0∙56-1∙46) (0∙66-1∙75) (0∙41-0∙99) (0∙57-1∙52) 
      
C2 1∙04 1∙04 1∙06 1∙23 1∙22 
(N=1101) (0∙65-1∙68) (0∙65-1∙70) (0∙64-1∙78) (0∙80-1∙90) (0∙74-2∙04) 
      
D 0∙69 0∙72 1∙35 0∙69 1∙29 
(N=846) (0∙40-1∙17) (0∙42-1∙23) (0∙81-2∙26) (0∙41-1∙15) (0∙76-2∙23) 
      
E 0∙79 0∙85 0∙62 0∙46* 0∙92 
(N=775) (0∙47-1∙35) (0∙50-1∙46) (0∙35-1∙10) (0∙25-0∙81) (0∙52-1∙61) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Daily e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report daily e-cigarette use. 

 
Table A5.4: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among long-term ex-smokers 2014-2017 
stratified by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=13773) (N=3169) (N=3462) (N=3530) (N=3612) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=3949) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙22 1∙22 1∙84 1∙36 1∙40 
(N=4300) (0∙60-2∙58) (0∙60-2∙60) (0∙99-3∙62) (0∙91-2∙07) (0∙95-2∙06) 
      
C2 2∙09 2∙15 3∙30** 1∙18 1∙54 
(N=2882) (1∙05-4∙40) (1∙07-4∙54) (1∙77-6∙48) (0∙73-1∙89) (1∙01-2∙34) 
      
D 2∙38 2∙44 3∙37* 2∙25* 1∙36 
(N=1541) (1∙09-5∙28) (1∙11-5∙45) (1∙64-7∙06) (1∙38-3∙65) (0.80-2∙24) 
      
E 1∙16 1∙15 3∙08* 0∙57 2∙17* 
(N=1101) (0∙32-3∙40) (0∙31-3∙40) (1∙41-6∙72) (0∙21-1∙28) (1∙25-3∙67) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Daily e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report daily e-cigarette use. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Weekly e-cigarette use 
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Table A5.5: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among all adults 2014-2017 stratified by 
social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=81033) (N=20189) (N=20031) (N=20430) (N=20383) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=18960) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙89 1∙95 1∙56 2∙02* 1∙09 
(N=25564) (1∙16-3∙21) (1∙19-3∙31) (0∙99-2∙49) (1∙24-3∙42) (0∙70-1∙72) 
      
C2 1∙78 1∙83 1∙71 2∙05* 1∙62 
(N=16186) (1∙05-3∙11) (1∙08-3∙21) (1∙06-2∙81) (1∙20-3∙59) (1∙02-2∙59) 
      
D 1∙65 1∙69 2∙18* 2∙25* 1∙25 
(N=11957) (0∙92-2∙98) (0∙94-3∙08) (1∙35-3∙59) (1∙26-4∙08) (0∙72-2∙14) 
      
E 3∙22*** 3∙26*** 1∙87 3∙79*** 1∙12 
(N=8366) (1∙86-5∙72) (1∙88-5∙83) (1∙09-3∙22) (2∙16-6∙77) (0∙56-2∙10) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Weekly e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report at least weekly e-cigarette use. 

 
 

Table A5.6: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among all past year smokers 2014-2017 
stratified by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=16090) (N=4250) (N=4198) (N=3965) (N=3677) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=2033) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙19 1∙24 0∙99 1∙84 0∙64 
(N=4432) (0∙71-2∙07) (0∙74-2∙17) (0∙61-1∙66) (1∙03-3∙48) (0∙40-1∙05) 
      
C2 0∙83 0∙86 0∙79 1∙34 0∙75 
(N=3710) (0∙48-1∙49) (0∙49-1∙53) (0∙47-1∙36) (0∙71-2∙61) (0∙45-1∙25) 
      
D 0∙70 0∙74 0∙88 1∙23 0∙48 
(N=3143) (0∙39-1∙30) (0∙40-1∙37) (0∙52-1∙51) (0∙63-2∙49) (0∙26-0∙86) 
      
E 1∙06 1∙07 0∙64 1∙72 0∙32* 
(N=2772) (0∙60-1∙92) (0∙61-1∙96) (0∙36-1∙14) (0∙91-3∙39) (0∙15-0∙63) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Weekly e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report at least weekly e-cigarette use. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table A5.7: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among quit attempterss 2014-2017 stratified 
by social grade 
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 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=4827) (N=1412) (N=1226) (N=1070) (N=1119) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=703) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙16 1∙07 1∙30 1∙40 0∙74 
(N=1402) (0∙47-3∙48) (0∙43-3∙06) (0∙58-3∙22) (0∙45-5∙21) (0∙33-1∙71) 
      
C2 0∙80 0∙75 1∙04 1∙68 0∙82 
(N=1101) (0∙29-2∙38) (0∙27-2∙27) (0∙42-2∙71) (0∙55-6∙23) (0∙35-1∙94) 
      
D 1∙30 1∙23 1∙37 2∙50 0∙52 
(N=846) (0∙50-3∙78) (0∙46-3∙63) (0∙57-3∙53) (0∙80-9∙45) (0∙17-1∙44) 
      
E 1∙11 1∙00 1∙10 3∙37 0∙44 
(N=775) (0∙40-3∙34) (0∙36-3∙05) (0∙43-2∙91) (1∙11-12∙53) (0∙13-1∙26) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Weekly e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report at least weekly e-cigarette use. 

 
 

Table A5.8: Prevalence of e-cigarette use in England among long-term ex-smokers 2014-2017 
stratified by social grade 
 Overall 2014 2015 2016 2017 
 (N=13773) (N=3169) (N=3462) (N=3530) (N=3612) 
Social Grade      
AB  1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 1∙00 
(N=3949) ref - - - - - 
      
C1 1∙84 1∙72 1∙76 0∙25 1∙82 
(N=4300) (0∙23-37∙37) (0∙21-35∙56) (0∙48-8∙31) (0∙01-2∙01) (0∙47-8∙72) 
      
C2 1∙02 1∙05 2∙06 0∙31 2∙09 
(N=2882) (0∙04-26∙03) (0∙04-27∙21) (0∙49-10∙31) (0∙01-2∙72) (0∙04-10∙86) 
      
D 1∙98 2∙08 4∙77 0∙68 1∙89 
(N=1541) (0∙08-50∙67) (0∙08-55∙20) (1∙13-23∙89) (0∙03-5∙72) (0∙24-11∙87) 
      
E 3∙38 2∙82 4∙17 2∙28 1∙60 
(N=1101) (0∙13-86∙94) (0∙10-78∙06) (N/A) (0∙11-19∙89) (0∙08-13∙35) 
      
Ns are not weighted. Results for prevlance of e-cigarette use are presented as ORs (95% CI) against the 
indicated referent. <0∙05 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0∙01, **p<0∙001, ***p<0.0001. Weekly e-
cigarette use includes respondents who report at least weekly e-cigarette use 
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Appendix 6 – Chapter 4 (Study 3) sensitivity analyses  

Figure A6.1 
 

 
 
Ns are weighted 
 
Figure A6.2 

 
Ns are weighted 
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Figure A6.3 
 

 
Ns are weighted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table A6.1: Associations between e-cigarette use and year of survey and SEP (housing tenure) among i) long-term ex-smokers, ii) past-year ex-
smokers and iii) pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers in England (2014-2019). 

 

Long term ex-smokersa 

 

P 

 

PY ex-smokersb 

 

P Pre-2011 LT ex-smokersc 

 

P 
 (N=19842)  (N=870)  (N=15063)  
SEP       
Other 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  1 [reference]  
Social housing 2.25 (1.39-3.55) <.001 1.89 (0.55- 5.79) .28 1.21 (0.28 - 3.73) .77 
Year       
2014 ref 1 [reference] .01 1 [reference]  1 [reference]  
2015 1.46 1.08-2.00) <.001 1.15 (0.44-2.93) .79 0.54 (0.23 - 1.22) .15 
2016 2.37 (1.79-3.17) <.001 1.37 (0.52-3.51) .55 1.62 (0.85 - 3.17) .15 
2017 2.99 (2.27-3.97) <.001 0.43 (0.11-1.30) .15 1.51 (0.78 - 3.01) .23 
2018 3.25 (2.47-4.32) <.001 1.16 (0.44-2.96) .76 2.01 (1.07-3.90) .03 
2019 3.54 (2.67-4.75) <.001 0.39 (0.06-1.54) .42 3.27 (1.76 - 6.35) <.001 
Interaction 
terms  

 
 

 
 

 

2015* Social 0.90 (0.50-1.66) .74 1.18 (0.20-6.72) .88 2.48 (0.44-15.38) .30 
2016* Social 0.57 (0.31-1.05) .07 0.19 (0.01-1.66) .19 0.51 (0.06-3.50) .51 
2017*Social  0.55 (0.31-0.98) .05 1.85 (0.25-13.31) .53 1.67 (0.39-8.87) .50 
2018* Social 0.66 (0.54-1.40) .14 0.21 (0.01-1.88)  .21 1.17 (0.26-6.26) .83 
2019* Social 0.79 (0.45-1.43) .46 1.19 (0.04-18.01) .65 0.92 (0.17-5.28) .95 

Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results for prevalence of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) against the indicated 
referent. p<0.005 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0.01, **p<0.001.  
aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers. bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt; cLong-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before 
2011;SEP = Socio-economic position; Other = higher SEP (mortgage bought, owned outright, private renting and other); Social housing = lower SEP ((local authority or 
housing association) 
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Table A6.2: Associations between e-cigarette use and SEP (housing tenure) stratified by year among i) long-term ex-smokers, ii) past-year ex-
smokers and iii) pre-2011 long-term ex-smokers in England (2014-2019). 

Year 2014 P 2015 P 2016 P 2017 P 2018 P 2019 P 
Long term ex-
smokersa (N=3170) 

 
(N=3462) 

 
(N=3533) 

 
(N=3617) 

 
(N=3532) 

 
(N=2528) 

 

SEP             

Other (N=12008) 
1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 

Social housing 
(N=7834) 

2.31 (1.41-
3.68) 

<.001 1.99 (1.34-
2.93) 

<.001 1.27 (0.84-
1.85) 

.24 1.24 (0.88 - 
1.71) 

.21 1.46 (1.06 – 
2.00) 

.02 1.84 (1.28 - 
2.59) 

<.001 

PY-ex-smokersb (N=194)  (N=158)  (N=129)  (N=152)  (N=152)  (N=85)  
SEP             

Other (N=479) 
1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 

Social housing 
(N=391) 

1.87 (0.55-
5.68) 

.30 
(0.54-7.65) 

.23 
(0.02-2.05) 

.33 
(0.54-16.28) 

.18 0.79 (0.04 – 
5.24) 

.84 3.07 (0.13 - 
37.83) 

.87 

Pre-2011 LT ex-
smokersc (N=2683) 

 
(N=2805) 

 
(N=2703) 

 
(N=2649) 

 
(N=2501) 

 
(N=1722) 

 

SEP             

Other (N=13105) 
1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 1 
[reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 
1 [reference] 

 

Social housing 
(N=1958) 

1.11 (0.25-
3.42) 

.87 2.76 (0.73 - 
8.67) 

.10 0.58 (0.09 - 
1.98) 

.47 1.84 (0.71 - 
4.24) 

.20 1.64 (0.60-
3.77) 

.28 1.16 (0.34-
3.04) 

.72 

Ns are not weighted. All models are adjusted for age, sex and region. Results for prevalence of e-cigarette use are presented as Odds Ratios (95% CI) against the indicated 
referent. p<0.005 p values are indicated in bold. *p<0.01, **p<0.001.  
aLong-term (>1-year) ex-smokers. bPast year ex-smokers who did not use an e-cigarette in their most recent quit attempt; cLong-term ex-smokers who quit smoking before 
2011;SEP = Socio-economic position; Other = higher SEP (mortgage bought, owned outright, private renting and other); Social housing = lower SEP ((local authority or 
housing association 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 7 – Chapter 5 (Study 4) supplementary material 

Table A7.1: Data saturation table including theme presence in each transcript. 
 

Themes  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Persisting with the e-
cigarette x x x x x    x 
Switching for health and 
finances  x x x x x x x x 

Switching for family  x x x  x   x 
 
x 

A tool and/or a pleasure 
  x x x  x    x x 
E-cigarette partially 
reducing urges to smoke x x  x x x   x 
Mental health disrupting 
quit attempt x x     x x x 
Emerging themes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Stress and quitting smoking 
       x x x 
Vaping identity 
 x       x x 
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Figure A7.1: Study advert 
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EMA survey Items 
 
Quantity and frequency of use (Every day in ‘daily diary’) 
Did you use your e-cigarette today?  
 
a) Yes 
b) No 
 
How many times did you use your e-cigarette today?  
 
(Number scale) 
 
How many puffs did you take on your e-cigarette today?  
 
(Number scale) 
 
How much e-liquid did you use today (approximately in millilitres)?  
 
(Number scale) 
 
How many puffs on the e-cigarette did you take in your most recent session?* 
 
How many cigarettes have you smoked since your last session with the e-cigarette (or 
since waking up if this was your first session with the e-cigarette today)?* 
 
a) 0 
b) 1-5 
c) 5-9 
d) 10-14 
e) 15+ 
 
*Randomly selected immediately after smart e-cigarette usage (not in daily diary) 
 
Other items of interest 
 
Tolerance (Randomly selected immediately after smart e-cigarette usage) 
 
I feel like I need to use my e-cigarette more to get the desired effect 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
 
Perceived benefits (Randomly selected with daily diary) 
 
Vaping helps me feel better if I have been feeling down 
a) Strongly disagree 
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b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Even when I feel good, vaping helps me feel better 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Vaping helps me think better 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Withdrawal symptoms (Randomly selected immediately before smart e-cigarette 
usage) 
 
After not vaping for a while, I need to vape to avoid any discomfort 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
When I go too long without vaping, I feel impatient or irritable 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Cravings/urges to use (Randomly selected in daily diary or immediately following 
smart e-cigarette usage) 
 
How soon after waking up did you first puff on your e-cigarette? 
 
a) 0 to 5 minutes    
b) 6 to 15 minutes    
c) 16 to 30 minutes    
d) 31 to 60 minutes    
e) 61+ minutes 
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f) Not applicable   
 
When I have not vaped for a while, the craving gets intolerable 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
I crave e-cigarettes at certain times of the day 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
 
Keeping from smoking (Randomly selected in daily diary or immediately after smart e-
cigarette usage) 
How many cigarettes did you smoke today?  
 
a) 0 
b) 1-5 
c) 5-9 
d) 10-14 
e) 15+ 
 
How helpful do you find e-cigarettes in enabling you to keep from smoking? 
 
a) Not at all helpful     
b) Slightly helpful     
c) Somewhat helpful    
d) Very helpful     
e) Extremely helpful 
 
Did you use the e-cigarette on an occasion where you would normally smoke? 
 
a) Yes  
b) No 
 
Compared to tobacco cigarettes how satisfying is the e-cigarette? 
 
a) Much less than usual    
b) A little less than usual   
c) The same as usual    
d) A little more than usual    
e) Much more than usual 
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Relative harm (Randomly selected in daily diary or immediately after smart e-cigarette 
usage) 
 
Compared with cigarettes, how harmful are e-cigarettes to a person’s health? 
 
a) Much less harmful than cigarettes 
b) Somewhat less harmful than cigarettes 
c) About the same harm as cigarettes 
d) Somewhat more harmful than cigarettes 
e) Much more harmful than cigarettes 
f) I don’t know 
 
Do you think e-cigarettes are addictive? 
 
a) No, absolutely not 
b) Yes, but they are less addictive than tobacco cigarettes 
c) Yes, they are as addictive as tobacco cigarettes 
d) Yes they are more addictive than tobacco cigarettes 
 
 
Use despite harm (Randomly selected in daily diary or immediately after smart e-
cigarette usage) 
 
I use the e-cigarette despite disapproval or conflict with my friends or family 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
I experience negative physical or psychological consequences from vaping 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Automaticity (Randomly selected immediately after smart e-cigarette usage) 
 
I find myself vaping without deciding to 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
I find myself reaching for e-cigarettes without thinking about it 
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a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
Sensory dependence (Randomly selected in daily diary or immediately following smart 
e-cigarette usage) 
 
How pleasant is the e-cigarette to use? 
 
a) Not at all pleasant    
b) Slightly pleasant     
c) Somewhat pleasant    
d) Very pleasant     
e) Extremely pleasant 
 
I enjoy the feel of inhaling vapour into my mouth 
 
a) Not at all enjoyable    
b) Slightly enjoyable     
c) Somewhat enjoyable    
d) Very enjoyable     
e) Extremely enjoyable 
 
I like the feeling of creating vapour clouds 
 
a) Strongly disagree 
b) Disagree 
c) Not sure 
d) Agree 
e) Strongly agree 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview topic guide 
 
Using the conceptual framework of PRIME theory, this smart e-cigarette study 
interview topic guide aims to explore aspects related to smokers’ motivation to use an e-
cigarette in a quit attempt. There will be focus on plans to continue to use an e-cigarette 
or make a quit attempt with an e-cigarette in future, evaluative beliefs about e-cigarette 
and conventional cigarette use and quitting smoking. 
 
 
PRIME construct 
 

 
Definition 
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Plans 
 

 
Self-conscious intentions to continue to use e-cigarette (if 
abstinent) or to use e-cigarette again in future quit attempt. 
 

Impulses Urges to use e-cigarette during the day. 
 
Motives 
 

 
Wants (anticipated pleasure or satisfaction) and needs 
(anticipated relief from discomfort) of e-cigarette use. 

 
Evaluations 
 

 
Beliefs about e-cigarette use, smoking and quitting smoking 
with an e-cigarette. 
 

Internal stimuli Drives (nicotine hunger) and emotional states (pleasure and 
discomfort) related to e-cigarette use. 

 
External stimuli 
 

 
Other people using e-cigarettes. Available information on e-
cigarettes. 

 
 
Introduction 
Thank you very much for agreeing to speak to me today. 
Just to remind you, the purpose if this interview is to ask about your experience and 
thoughts on the e-cigarette you have been using over the past couple of weeks. 
As a reminder everything you say will be anonymised and treated confidentially. Feel 
free to skip over any questions you don’t wish to answer or to end the interview at any 
point. 
The interview will be audio-recorded, and once it has been transcribed keeping your 
identity anonymous, the audio recording will be deleted. Is this ok with you? 
This interview will be conducted in three parts. First I want to quickly ask you a couple 
of questions about you and how you’ve got on with your quit attempt. Then I will move 
on and ask you a bit about what you think about using an e-cigarette in a quit attempt. 
Finally I will ask you a bit about how using an e-cigarette fits in with your previous 
smoking behaviour and identity. 
 
 
 
 
 Questions 
Intro  

Tell me a bit about you and your 
smoking. How long had you been 
smoking before this recent quit attempt? 
How much did or do you smoke? What 
kind of cigarettes do you smoke? 

Plans How has the quit attempt with the e-
cigarette gone? 
 
Have you used an e-cigarette in a quit 
attempt before? 
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(If abstinent) do you think you’ll continue 
to use an e-cigarette going forward, and 
why? Do you plan on stopping? If so, 
why? 
 
 
If you didn’t manage to quit successfully 
in this attempt, will you try again soon or 
in future?  
 
Do you think you’ll try an e-cigarette 
again to quit smoking in future? If so/not, 
why? 

Impulses  
Did you experience any kinds of urges to 
vape during the day at times when you 
weren’t able to? Could you describe these 
to me? When do these occur? 
 
If so, were these similar to the urges you 
have when smoking? 

Motives  
Does vaping give you any satisfaction or 
pleasure? In what way? 
 
Would you say that during the day, you 
look forward to vaping? Is this similar 
feeling to that you get when smoking? 
Probe > any motivation to vape because 
of anticipated pleasure or satisfaction that 
you knew it would give you? Could you 
expand on that?  
 
Does vaping relieve any discomfort for 
you? If so/if not are you able to describe it 
at all? 

Evaluations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What are your thoughts on the e-cigarette 
as a tool to help you quit smoking? 
 
How has your experience of e-cigarette 
use over the past two weeks been? 
Enjoyable/unpleasant? Could you expand 
on what specifically you liked/didn’t like? 
 
Do you think your views on vaping to quit 
smoking has changed at all since you 
started vaping last week? 
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Perceived health effects What do you know about the health 
effects of e-cigarettes? And compared 
with smoking? 
 
Where did you get your knowledge about 
e-cigarettes and potential health effects? 
Newspapers, GP, TV, friends etc? 

External stimuli  
Are there any reasons that you think 
influenced you making a quit attempt? 
 
Are there any reasons that perhaps 
influenced trying the e-cigarette in this 
quit attempt? 
 
For instance could you describe any 
external influences to vaping? Could be 
other people, media etc… 

 
Construct Questions 
Family responsibility Do you have any family/friends that you 

live with or see regularly at the moment? 
 
Is there anyone who has influenced your 
quit attempt (friends/family? How have 
they influenced you? 
 
What do your family or close friends 
think about using an e-cigarette in a 
smoking quit attempt? What do they 
think about e-cigarette use in general? 
 
Has a feeling of responsibility to yourself 
or others influenced your quit attempt? 
How so?  

Smoking identity How did you start smoking? Did you 
smoke with the same people since you 
started smoking?  
 
How has smoking shaped who you are 
and what you do? 
  
Do you think you developed a ‘smoking 
identity’? I.e. you see yourself as a 
smoker and other people see you as a 
smoker. 
 
Do you think that using an e-cigarette has 
a certain identity attached to it and why? 
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Does using an e-cigarette change any 
kind of smoking identity, if you think you 
had one? 
 
How would using an e-cigarette in future 
change how you interact with smokers (if 
you decide to vape on an occasion when 
you would normally be smoking)? 

Sociable hedonism (recreational use)  
Do you think there was an element of 
risk-taking or rule-breaking excitement 
when you first started smoking? 
 
Has this changed at all the longer you 
have been smoking? 
 
How do you see e-cigarettes in that sense, 
is there anything about them that is 
similar to the risk-taking of smoking? 
 
Is the e-cigarette something just to help 
you stop smoking? Or do you see the e-
cigarette as something for pleasure and 
enjoyment? How so? 
 
Do you still socialise with other smokers? 
Have e-cigarettes changed this 
relationship at all or do you think they 
might in future? How?  

 
 
 
 
 
Calculation of Cohen’s kappa (k) for inter-measure (EMA vs smart e-cigarette 
reliability)  
 
EMA daily diary vs Gram or JUUL  
 
Self-reported EMA daily session data vs SEC puff data 
 
Let pii indicate the proportion of responses classified into category i according to both 
measures. The sum of these proportions is called the proportion of observed agreement, 
which is given by: 
 
Po = ∑ pii   
 
For the available data from P1, P4, P6 and P7:  
 
Po = 0.23 + 0.08 + 0 + 0 = 0.31 
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Furthermore, let pi+ and p+i indicate the proportion of responses classified into category 
i by the SEC and EMA measure, respectively. The numbers pi+ and p+i are the base 
rates, reflecting how often each measure used category i. Using these base numbers, the 
proportion of expected agreement is given by:  
 
Pe = ∑ pi + p+i  
 
 
Pe = (0.27 x 0.65) + (0.58 x 0.12) + (0.08 x 0.15) + (0 x 0) + (0 x 0.08)  = 0.25 
 
 
Finally, the kappa statistic can be defined as a function of the observed and expected 
agreement, given by 
 
k = Po – Pe / 1 - Pe 
 
Therefore 
 
k = (0.31 - 0.25) / 1 - 0.25 
k = 0.07 
 
EMA most recent session puff vs SEC 
 
Self-reported EMA puff data vs SEC puff data 
 
Let pii indicate the proportion of responses classified into category i according to both 
measures. The sum of these proportions is called the proportion of observed agreement, 
which is given by: 
 
Po = ∑ pii   
 
For P1, P4 and P6 data:  
 
Po =0.14 + 0.16 + 0.01 + 0.07 = 0.38 
 
Furthermore, let pi+ and p+i indicate the proportion of responses classified into category 
i by the SEC and EMA measure, respectively. The numbers pi+ and p+i are the base 
rates, reflecting how often each measure used category i. Using these base numbers, the 
proportion of expected agreement is given by:  
 
Pe = ∑ pi + p+i  
 
Pe = (0.30 x 0.19) + (0.53 x 0.26) + (0.11 x 0.04) + (0.07 x 0.51)  = 0.23 
 
Finally, the kappa statistic can be defined as a function of the observed and expected 
agreement, given by 
 
k = Po – Pe / 1 - Pe 
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Therefore 
 
k = (0.38 - 0.23) / 1 - 0.23 
k = 0.19 
 
 
Chapter 5 interview coding matrix  

PRIME 

domain 

Theme Quotes 

Plans Persisting with the e-
cigarette 

“Yes, if it’s an effective device. I found I 
had to go back on to tobacco from 
Saturday, but I slightly lost the taste for 
it, so I only need the odd one. Whereas 
before, with the other e-cigarettes I’ve 
tried, I’d use it then think, I really need 
a cigarette. From Saturday, I wish the 
e-cigarette was working because I 
would like to have had that instead of 
the cigarette.” [P1] 
 
“I will continue with the e-cigarette as 
long as I need cigarettes, nicotine. At 
this moment I’m thinking I’m not going 
to end it very soon, the e-cigarette, the 
vape cigarette, because I am enjoying it 
and it’s very good for me. No problem 
for me, and good as it goes. And maybe 
in the future I might stop it if I get help 
from the smoking clinic. If I get help, I’ll 
stop it maybe.”[P2] 
 
 
“Because I think it’s better than 
smoking actual cigarettes. It’s said that 
tobacco smoke contains over 70 
substances known to cause cancer. 
Then there’s other public health 
warnings also attached to smoking. So, 
I do believe that the vape is far more 
beneficial.”[P3] 
 
“Yes, definitely, because that[e-
cigarette] is a substitute that's very easy 
to use.” [P4] 
 
“Yes, most certainly. So, I’d normally 
have about five [cigarettes] or so in a 
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whole evening of three hours. So, 
driving, I feel the need to smoke, I guess. 
But I just have my vape now, which has 
soothed it.” [P5] 
 
“I'm going to give it a good go. 
Because I meant to give up smoking, I 
want to give up smoking. I don’t want to 
be smoking anything really. I've been 
very successful using the patches in the 
past, so, I don’t know, we’ll see.” [P6] 
 
“I will continue, definitely. I have to, 
but this has really helped. The whole 
thing about it is that it did help.” [P9] 
 

Evaluations Switching for health and 
finances  

“You feel stronger after you take the e-
cigarette, not cigarette. Cigarette makes 
you weaker. This one makes you quite 
normal. It keeps your normal oxygen 
level.” [P2] 
 
“To save money, and for my health 
reasons, to save myself from any harm. 
And another one, to save money a little 
bit. I can save and I can do something 
else. Financial reason.” [P2] 
 
“I presume the fact that sooner or later, 
I'm going to have to lose all my teeth 
due to smoking. That my finger are red 
from smoking. My heavy breathing. I do 
a lot of sport, therefore, in some way it 
hides the fact that I'm a heavy smoker. 
If you see me in my speedo and you say 
“wow, he’s a fit guy”. You don’t realise 
that I smoke 60 cigarettes a day.” [P4] 
 
“I can see why it [the e-cigarette] 
would be less harmful than smoking, 
because somehow I don’t cough so 
much. I cough quite a bit from 
smoking.” [P5] 
 
With the state of my lungs, basically, 
I've got emphysema. I notice I start to 
cough more when I'm smoking 
cigarettes and I don’t want to end up 
with lung cancer. [P7] 
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 “You feel stronger after you take the e-
cigarette, not cigarette. Cigarette makes 
you weaker. This one makes you quite 
normal. It keeps your normal oxygen 
level.” [P2] 
 
“Financial and for my health. I can see 
within a week of stopping smoking, my 
skin looks clearer and things like that. 
Yes, for my health, absolutely. The 
smell doesn't linger and all those 
things, ashtrays.” [P6] 
 
“I'm a good swimmer and I haven't 
been good for the last couple of years, 
but I haven't been going. Since last 
week I've been back to the swimming. I 
found it hard for the first ten feet or for 
the first ten metres to swim with the 
smoking, and the next day without 
smoking it's different, you feel different. 
Whoever smoked, that’s who will 
believe it, will see the difference.” [P9] 
 
“From the point of view of having a 
cigarette and then thinking, I didn’t 
really need it. Not so much from the fact 
that’s another nail in the coffin. It’s just 
that’s a waste of time and money 
almost. Certainly not from health 
reasons. I’m no spring chicken. No 
family. We’ve all got to go at some 
stage.” [P1] 
 
“It's just the health is the most 
important thing, my health. I'm not 
young anymore, I'm not a spring 
chicken, we're growing old. It does 
affect your health big time, and the 
switch to vape is a good idea.” [P9] 
 
 

Switching for family They’re happy, I guess. Even the 
smoking friends have been happy that 
I’ve gone off it. [P6] 
 
“Oh boy, my mum. My mum suffers 
from lung cancer and she doesn't smoke 
all her life. She never smoked, she never 
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drank, and sometimes, the last couple of 
days or the last week she sees me, she's 
really pleased. They're supporting that, 
definitely.” [P9] 
 
“My family prefer that I use these [e-
cigarettes] as opposed to smoking 
cigarettes, so most definitely, yes. The 
ashtrays and the smell and all those 
health indications. So, for my son and 
for me health wise.” [P6] 
 
“Yes, because of my family, I stopped 
[smoking]. For this reason. For this 
particular reason. Because they are not 
happy with me. They are more worried 
because anything might happen to me. 
That’s why I thought, I might as well 
make a change to my lifestyle, go to e-
cigarette and it will be better for me to 
change everything in my life.”  
 
“I've just been through a really difficult 
time with death and dying. It wakes you 
up, makes you say, I've just finished 
caring for a very ill person, the last 
thing I want to do now is get sick 
myself. I'm saying the same thing with 
Sam, it's like now is our chance to live, 
so let's live.” [P8] 
 

 A tool and a pleasure 

 

“It’s got two elements. I would say both 
to some. I’d say both, myself, 
personally.” [P3] 
 
“One concern I would have is if you hit 
the sweet spot are you ever going to get 
off the vape, so that would be a concern 
for me. That’s one reason I don’t really 
want to enjoy it.” [P8] 
 
“No, I don't think so, it has to be for a 
reason. It's nothing to enjoy.” [P9] 
 
“I think the two are interlinked really. 
It’s certainly to cut down and possibly 
to cut out the cigarettes altogether. You 
use these cigarettes or devices for 
enjoyment. If you didn’t use them, you 
wouldn’t be enjoying things quite as 
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much. Not so much not enjoying things 
but you’d find life more difficult, 
definitely if you’ve been addicted to 
nicotine, and you can’t stop through 
other means. I think I’ll always be 
addicted to nicotine.” [P1] 
 
“It’s not just about stopping smoking. 
It’s for pleasure as well, excitement, 
and a better experience. And the 
quality, the looks, the device. So, it’s 
everything I’m looking to it, into this 
vape lifestyle. So, it’s a very 
pleasurable experience. And it’s a very 
quality lifestyle, smoking vape. It’s very 
quality.” [P2] 
 
“Just the sensation of smoking, I think it 
is. Because I like smoking, I just don’t 
like the effects it has, unfortunately. 
When I have the vape, the impulse to go 
out and buy a cigarette or to go out and 
buy a deck of cigarettes is evaporated 
or eliminated.” [P5] 
 
“Maybe it relieved a little bit of 
discomfort, but I didn't get the same 
satisfaction, like a cigarette does, no.” 
[P6] 
 
“Not really pleasurable, no. My friend, 
he really likes to blow those big clouds 
of smoke, and I just want the pain to go 
away.” [P8] 
 
Yes, I will say so. I don't know if my 
brain reacts the same way because of 
the chemical inside, if it’s... I feel like 
I'm speaking to you with... And if I 
had... It would be the similar feeling if I 
had a real cigarette.” [P4] 
 

Motives Urges to smoke “I’ve found with vaping you’re doing it 
constantly. If you can, you’re taking 
puffs on a fairly constant basis. If 
you’re just walking along the street, 
you’re using it quite regularly. 
Whereas, with a cigarette, you would 
stop and go for a while. It’s probably 
because it’s a stronger, quicker hit. 
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Whereas, with vaping, you need to do it 
constantly to have that satisfaction.” 
[P1] 
 
“Not really because when you get the 
urge for a cigarette, it’s a strong urge. 
Whereas, I think when you get an urge 
to vape, it’s less strong probably 
because the effect of the vape is less 
satisfying.” [P1] 
 
“I don’t really have any discomfort. I 
wouldn't classify it as discomfort, it's 
just a slight urge to smoke, and 
sometimes it does help to stop it 
slightly, yes, for a time.” [P7] 
 
“Instead of having cigarette, I do e-
cigarette to keep my craving and to tell 
me brain that it’s a cigarette, end of the 
day, to recover from the cigarette, and 
use e-cigarette” [P2]. 
 
“It's difficult to say. I'm still smoking 
about roughly the same, perhaps one 
less, but it doesn't really satisfy the urge 
to smoke, it doesn't stop you wanting to 
smoke.” [P7] 
 
“In the mornings I try to avoid, even 
with the slight urges I try to stop it. I try 
to vape, which puts it off for about half 
an hour or so, and then I still want to 
smoke a cigarette.” [P7] 
 

Internal stimuli Mental health  “I don't know. Like I said to you, 
recently, I've been under a lot of stress. 
Or in some way, it’s a habit that has 
been when I got stress, I will roll a 
cigarette or roll a joint. Now, I am not 
sure that the vaping will compensate. 
But if one is in a stable mind or maybe 
more happy, I think one can actually... I 
could.” [P4] 
 
“I have the same feeling. I don't know... 
Again, I don't know, but my stress levels 
seem to be reduced more by rolling 
tobacco and smoking a tobacco. Maybe 
I get more nicotine, I don't know exactly 
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how it work, but… Like yesterday, I was 
very stressed, so the e-cigarette did not 
do it for me.” [P4] 
 
“Then I wasn’t even sure if it would be 
possible to smoke. I thought two days or 
so of not having had any, particularly at 
the moment, which is a difficult time. I 
would have liked to have said, right, 
let’s just try and bite the bullet but it 
wouldn’t have been feasible.” [P1] 
 
“It did in the beginning, but I don’t 
think that was fair because in the 
beginning I was also smoking cigarettes 
now and again, so I could say the last 
three days I'm feeling really 
uncomfortable, and just now, it [the e-
cigarette] didn't help.” [P8] 
 
“No, I started as a young kid. The stress 
I've been through and the stress I was 
going through when I came to this 
country as well, suffering from stress 
disorder. Nothing numbed my brain but 
the smoking. I'm still on medication till 
now because of that, but the cigarette is 
just the first thing you inhale, and it's 
really hard and it did help numb my 
pain, but for a short time, not for a long 
time.” [P9] 
 

 
 
Gram user complaints 
 
Participant quote 
“Yes, it went well. I think from the actual quit attempt date, until it stopped working. I saw 
you on the Tuesday and quit on the Saturday. I think I had two cigarettes the next day and 
then maybe one the following day, and then that was it, so it was doing the job.” [P1] 
 
“It will have been a couple of weeks ago. I explained to you, the vape that you gave me, 
basically, it started malfunctioning after a couple of weeks. That would have been around 
the time that I thought, I wish this vape was working properly. I tried it on the phone and it 
was doing nothing.” [P3] 
 
Sadly, recently, I spent some time in my bed with my computer and I don’t have the plug, 
therefore, it was not plugged in. I will say that... I believe that I could swop cigarette for 
vaping if it’s there every time. [P4] 
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“The only problem sometimes with the vape, once it went off and I didn’t realise it was in 
my pocket. It was in my pocket, I knew it, but I didn’t realise that for some reason, I think 
there was something wrong with the technology of it, but it was as if I was taking a giant 
breath on it, and it was smoking itself. And it was boiling hot, so I don’t know how long it 
had been in my pocket for. And the liquid part was empty, so it was just vaping itself.” [P5] 
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Appendix 8 – Chapter 6 (Study 5) supplementary material 
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TFA construct Questions 
Intro 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Psychological 
capability (COM-B) 

 
Tell me a little about you and your smoking.  

- How long have you been smoking for before this most 
recent quit attempt?  

- How much do/did you smoke?  
- What drove you to seek SSS support?  

 
And how did you get on with your quit attempt? 

- Had you made attempts to quit in the past? 
- How did you go about it?  
- How did they go? 

 
Had you used or thought about using an e-cig as part of your 
quit attempt before? 
 
Did you have any knowledge of e-cigarettes before being 
offered one by your advisor? What did you know? 
 

Affective attitude 
 
 
 
 
Reflective motivation 
(COM-B) 
Psychological 
capability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intervention 
coherence 

Was going to your SSS to quit smoking something that you 
were happy to do?  

- Did it fit with how you would want to quit smoking? 
 
 
What about other types of support you received (e.g. 
Champix/ advice from advisors)? What about other types of 
support you received (e.g. champix/ advice from advisors)?  

- Did you like/dislike using the Champix and attending 
the support from advisors?  

- Could you expand on why you did/didn’t like given 
part? 

 
What are your thoughts about using an e-cigarette to quit 
smoking?   

- Did you like or enjoy using an e-cig?  
- What in particular did you like?  
- What in particular did you dislike? 

 
 
Did all this support you received make sense to you? 
(INTERVENTION COHERENCE)  

Burden 
 
 
 
 
Physical Capability 
(COM-B) 
 
 

How did you use the e-cigarette as part of your quit attempt? 
- How easy or difficult was it to use it to use the e-cig 

in your quit attempt?  
 
How easy/difficult did you find it to actually use the e-
cigarette- i.e. refill/replace coil, set it up, puff technique etc? 
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Automatic 
motivation 
 
 
 
 
Physical Capability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical opportunity 

Did you develop a routine at all for using your e-cig? 
- Can you talk me through this?  
- I.e. certain times of day, locations).  
- How does this reflect your previous smoking routine?  

 
Were there any physical difficulties you experienced? If so 
please explain.  

- How did it make you feel? Any side effects? Any 
relief? 

 
 
What about the Champix and support from your advisor? 

- Did you feel it was an extra burden with all three parts 
together? How so? 
 

How easy/hard was it to attend your sessions with your 
advisor? Could you expand on that? Did it work with your 
day to day work/life? 
 

Ethicality  
What do you think about being offered an e-cig by your stop 
smoking advisor or being given in the context of the other 
support you received? 

- Did you think it was a good/bad thing? 
- Did you think it was appropriate/ fair to offer e-cigs 

via a health service? Rather than a shop? 
 
Were you initially interested/disinterested and if so, why? 
 
What are your thoughts on receiving medicine to help you 
quit?  
 

Intervention 
coherence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perceived 
effectiveness 

Did you understand the support package you received and 
how it worked? 

- What is your understanding of the purpose of the e-
cigarette? 

- What is your understanding of the purpose of 
Champix and support from your advisor in your quit 
attempt? 

 
To what extent do you think e-cigs can help smokers to quit? 

- And what about the Champix and behavioural 
support? 

- Can you talk me through this? 
 
Did the offer of the e-cigarette change how effective you 
thought your support from your advisor and the Champix 
was? 

- i.e. Being offered an e-cig might imply that the rest of 
the support isn’t good enough on its own? 
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Opportunity costs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
(COM-B) 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 

 What were the pros/advantages of using the e-cig to try and 
quit? If any?  What about the downsides? Do pros outweigh 
the cons? 
 
Did using the e-cigarette change in any way the time you 
spent at home or at work? 
 
 
How did using the e-cigarette fit within your social life and 
any previous social smoking? 
 
Do you know other people around you who use e-cigs? 
 
How did those around you (family, friends, and colleagues) 
react to the e-cig? Were they supportive? (Prompt to pick up 
any potential stigma?) 
 
How did your family/friends react to you making a supported 
quit attempt with your SSS? (Prompt to pick up any potential 
stigma?) 
 
If you engaged with the vaping community, how did you do 
this and what was your experience? 
 
Was there anything else that you had to give up or change in 
order to use the e-cigarette? 
 
 

Perceived 
effectiveness 

 
How effective do you think the Champix and support from 
your advisor were to help you try and quit smoking? 
 
How effective do you think having an e-cigarette was at 
helping you quit? 
 

Self-efficacy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Withdrawal 
symptoms 

 
Did you have confidence that you could quit smoking?  

- Do you think you still could have managed to quit 
with just the e-cig and not Champix/ support? 

- And vice versa?  
 
If yes/no, why do you think this was the case/can you talk me 
through this? 
 
Do you feel like you could maintain with an e-cigarette? Or 
would you not need it anymore 
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TFA construct Questions 
Intro 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Psychological 
capability (COM-B) 

 
Tell me a little about you and your smoking.  

- How long have you been smoking for before this most 
recent quit attempt?  

- How much do/did you smoke?  
- What drove you to seek SSS support?  

 
And how did you get on with your quit attempt? 

- Had you made attempts to quit in the past? 
- How did you go about it?  
- How did they go? 

 
Had you used or thought about using an e-cig as part of your 
quit attempt before? 
 
Did you have any knowledge of e-cigarettes before being 
offered one by your advisor? What did you know? 
 

Affective attitude 
 
 
 
 
Reflective motivation 
(COM-B) 
Psychological 
capability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intervention 
coherence 

Was going to your SSS to quit smoking something that you 
were happy to do?  

- Did it fit with how you would want to quit smoking? 
 
 
What about other types of support you received (e.g. 
Champix/ advice from advisors)? What about other types of 
support you received (e.g. champix/ advice from advisors)?  

- Did you like/dislike using the Champix and attending 
the support from advisors?  

- Could you expand on why you did/didn’t like given 
part? 

 
What are your thoughts about using an e-cigarette to quit 
smoking?   

- Did you like or enjoy using an e-cig?  
- What in particular did you like?  
- What in particular did you dislike? 

 
 
Did all this support you received make sense to you? 
(INTERVENTION COHERENCE)  

Burden 
 
 
 
 
Physical Capability 
(COM-B) 
 
 

How did you use the e-cigarette as part of your quit attempt? 
- How easy or difficult was it to use it to use the e-cig 

in your quit attempt?  
 
How easy/difficult did you find it to actually use the e-
cigarette- i.e. refill/replace coil, set it up, puff technique etc? 
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Automatic 
motivation 
 
 
 
 
Physical Capability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Physical opportunity 

Did you develop a routine at all for using your e-cig? 
- Can you talk me through this?  
- I.e. certain times of day, locations).  
- How does this reflect your previous smoking routine?  

 
Were there any physical difficulties you experienced? If so 
please explain.  

- How did it make you feel? Any side effects? Any 
relief? 

 
 
What about the Champix and support from your advisor? 

- Did you feel it was an extra burden with all three parts 
together? How so? 
 

How easy/hard was it to attend your sessions with your 
advisor? Could you expand on that? Did it work with your 
day to day work/life? 
 

Ethicality  
What do you think about being offered an e-cig by your stop 
smoking advisor or being given in the context of the other 
support you received? 

- Did you think it was a good/bad thing? 
- Did you think it was appropriate/ fair to offer e-cigs 

via a health service? Rather than a shop? 
 
Were you initially interested/disinterested and if so, why? 
 
What are your thoughts on receiving medicine to help you 
quit?  
 

Intervention 
coherence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perceived 
effectiveness 

Did you understand the support package you received and 
how it worked? 

- What is your understanding of the purpose of the e-
cigarette? 

- What is your understanding of the purpose of 
Champix and support from your advisor in your quit 
attempt? 

 
To what extent do you think e-cigs can help smokers to quit? 

- And what about the Champix and behavioural 
support? 

- Can you talk me through this? 
 
Did the offer of the e-cigarette change how effective you 
thought your support from your advisor and the Champix 
was? 

- i.e. Being offered an e-cig might imply that the rest of 
the support isn’t good enough on its own? 
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Opportunity costs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
(COM-B) 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 
 
 
Social opportunity 
 

 What were the pros/advantages of using the e-cig to try and 
quit? If any?  What about the downsides? Do pros outweigh 
the cons? 
 
Did using the e-cigarette change in any way the time you 
spent at home or at work? 
 
 
How did using the e-cigarette fit within your social life and 
any previous social smoking? 
 
Do you know other people around you who use e-cigs? 
 
How did those around you (family, friends, and colleagues) 
react to the e-cig? Were they supportive? (Prompt to pick up 
any potential stigma?) 
 
How did your family/friends react to you making a supported 
quit attempt with your SSS? (Prompt to pick up any potential 
stigma?) 
 
If you engaged with the vaping community, how did you do 
this and what was your experience? 
 
Was there anything else that you had to give up or change in 
order to use the e-cigarette? 
 
 

Perceived 
effectiveness 

 
How effective do you think the Champix and support from 
your advisor were to help you try and quit smoking? 
 
How effective do you think having an e-cigarette was at 
helping you quit? 
 

Self-efficacy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Withdrawal 
symptoms 

 
Did you have confidence that you could quit smoking?  

- Do you think you still could have managed to quit 
with just the e-cig and not Champix/ support? 

- And vice versa?  
 
If yes/no, why do you think this was the case/can you talk me 
through this? 
 
Do you feel like you could maintain with an e-cigarette? Or 
would you not need it anymore 
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Mechanisms of change (COM-B) topic guide 

COM-B What needs to happen 
for the target 
behaviour to occur? 

TFA overlap Questions 

Physical 
capability 

Having the physical 
skills to use the e-
cigarette as part of the 
intervention package 

Burden  
ASKED IN TFA - 
BURDEN 
  

Psychologi
cal 
capability 

Having the knowledge 
and capacity to use e-
cigarette alongside 
usual care. 

Intervention 
coherence, self-
efficacy, burden 

 
ASKED IN TFA - 
INTRO  

Physical 
opportunit
y 

Environmental Factors 
that enable e-cigarette 
use.  

 
 
 
 
  

Were you able to use 
your e-cigarette at 
times when you would 
have otherwise 
smoked? 
 
 
What is the availability 
of e-cigarettes and e-
liquid where you 
live/work? Are there 
vape shops? 
 
How did you find and 
buy e-liquid? Online? 
In vape shops? 
 
Do you think the e-
cigarettes are 
affordable? Compared 
with smoking 
cigarettes?  

Social 
opportunit
y 

Social Factors that 
enable or prompt e-
cigarette use 

Opportunity costs ASKED IN TFA – 
OPPORTUNITY 
COSTS  

Reflective 
motivation 

Self-conscious decision 
making and reasoning 
that influence e-
cigarette use. 

Perceived 
effectiveness, 
affective attitude, 
opportunity costs, 
ethicality 

 
 
How likely are you to 
continue to use an e-cig 
in future? 
 
 
  

Automatic 
motivation 

Feelings and impulses 
that affect use of the e-
cigarette intervention.  

 
 
How did the support 
(Champix and 
behavioural support) 
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help you cope with 
urges to smoke during 
the quit attempt? 
 
To what extent did e-
cigs help you cope with 
urges to smoke during 
your quit attempt?  
 
Do you still experience 
the same kinds of urges 
to smoke that you had 
previously? 
 
Do you feel capable of 
maintaining your quit 
attempt with an e-
cigarette? Or do you 
not need to use it 
anymore? 
 
 
Did you have any 
worries or concerns 
about using an e-cig? )  
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Data saturation table – Chapter 6. Including theme presence in each transcript, with 
data saturation achieved by Participant 10. 
 

Theme  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Positive affect for advisor x x x x x x x x x x 
Difficulties with SSS care 
pathway x x   x x x x x x 
Side effects from Champix x  x x x    x  
Harshness of puffing   x x x x   x   
E-cigarette replaces one 
addiction with another x x x x x x   x x 
Divergence of opinion on 
providing e-cigarette as 
part of SSS offering x x  x x  x x x x 
Complementary nature of 
intervention package x x x x x x x x x x 
Champix effectively 
reduces urges to smoke   x x  x x  x   
Replacing the habit of 
smoking   x x x x x  x x x 
E-cigarette as a back-up in 
the quit attempt x x x x x   x  x 
E-cigarette as a short-term 
tool to quit smoking   x   x  x   x 
Cost-saving x x x x x x x x   
Opportunities to vape x x x x x  x    
Family support to quit 
smoking   x  x x x  x  x 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 6 TFA and COM-B theme coding framework 

TFA/COM-B 

Domain 

Theme Frequency 

(No of  

Participants) 

Barrier (B) 

Enabler (E) 

Mixed (M]  

Example quotes 

Affective attitude 
 
 

Positive affect for 

advisor 

10  E I mean, we have a good chat. Yeah, he's direct, very supportive. I 

get that [SSS advisor] cares when he looks you in the eye to stress a 

point. You know, that's the thing when you talk to people when they 

look you in the eyes of stress of point and I get that from him. [P5, 

M] 

 

[SSS advisor] was really good. She encouraged me to obviously 

carry on quit smoking. I was doing a really good job, I had stopped 

smoking, and her support, cheering me on every fortnight, it was the 

intention not let her down as well. [P7, M] 

 

[SSS advisor] talks to you like she knows exactly what she’s going 

on about and the dips and the highs and the lows. [P9, F] 

 

I mean we know he's there when we need it. If we need him, he 

always says that we can text or ring, if we're struggling and have 

problems. [P3, M] 

 

Burden 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Difficulty with SSS 

pathway 

8 B When I rung them and they said, oh, you've got to go to this 

appointment and you've got to do this and that, I thought, really? It 

sounded like no one was making it easy to give up smoking. 

Because I work full-time, so I've got to go to meet somebody, you 

get a bit of paper, to go back to my doctor, to go from my doctor to 

the chemist within 48 hours, you just think, why can't I just go 

straight to my doctor and get the prescription? [P9, F] 
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It's every week, once a week, and then I've got baby, so I have to 

walk up there. We walked up there, and it was pouring with rain the 

other day. I missed one because I just couldn’t get up there. I don’t 

drive, I live on the second floor. If I'm out I have to rush back and 

get a bus, so it is a chore to have to go. [P10, F] 

 

Picking up a prescription from the from the boots chemist, you 

know. I had to text [SSS advisor] last Sunday. My wife put the letter 

in at the doctors on Wednesday. Given that [SSS advisor] gave me 

the letter on a Monday, but that was my fault. I had less than what I 

thought I had. Picking it up at boots on a Sunday, when the woman 

was on her own and she had a queue. And it was issued from the 

doctors to the pharmacy. So I text [SSS advisor] when I was there, 

trying to get it because I was getting rather stressed. Which would 

have been a trigger for me to start smoking again, I ended up 

walking away with no medication. [P5, M] 

 

Side-effects from 

Champix 

5  I felt sometimes I get a sick feeling. But that’s early in the morning. 

I don’t know if that’s because I haven’t eaten anything. But 

definitely if you cheat you do feel rough as hell, normally. I’ve done 

that a few times, I’ve cheated, and you do regret it. [P1, M] 

 

I must admit they do make me nauseous. I'm not taking two a day. I 

can't. They make me feel quite sick. And on the odd occasion I have 

been sick. So, I'm just taking one a day. [SSS advisor] is actually, 

this next prescription or the last prescription I had, he's reduced the 

milligram down, so I'll be able to take the two a day. Yeah. Because 

I can't. It makes me feel so ill, truly. [P3, W] 
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It depends. Sometimes it makes you feel sick. Sometimes you can’t 

sleep.  

[P4, W] 

Ethicality 
 
 

E-cigarette replaces one 

addiction with another. 

8 B/M B - But what you're doing is giving someone who is addicted to 

nicotine, nicotine, which I don't understand. Am I happy that 

doctors prescribe nicotine to smokers? The answer would be no. 

[P9, W] 

 

M - I just don’t know, if it's like my mum’s doing the Nicorette for 

years and gave up smoking for years, so it's like [the e-cigarette is] 

literally substituting it, it's not really getting rid of that habit or 

addiction. [P10, F] 

 

M - To be truthful I mean I've smoked for so many years, it’s sort of 

inbred, it's me. Everyone knows, I mean they can’t believe I’m 

giving up smoking again. But I don’t wanna be a non-smoker but 

then a vape addict. [P4, F] 

 

Divergence of opinion 

on offering e-cigarette 

as part of SSS offering 

8 Supportive of offering 

ECs at SSS (+) 

 

Against offering ECs at 

SSS (-) 

 

(+) I think it does depend on the individual. Because it's not for 

everyone. People have their reservations. You know, whether it's a 

little bit of bad press that one blew up. There are many different 

flavours. I think it depends on the individual. But being that I have 

now got the hindsight that I've used it and it's helped. I'd say give it 

to everyone. Offer it for everyone. Not give it. Offer it to everyone. 

It's your choice. It does help. [P5, M] 

 

(+) It's a good thing because it's helped me stop, so it would help 

other people stop. Especially the some of the younger generation 

that are trying to get off cigarettes and stuff, as e-cigs are so trendy 
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now, so get so many flavours out there, it will help a lot of the 

younger generation break free from smoking. [P7, M] 

 

(+) If it’s gonna help you pack up, like I said the first two or three 

weeks, or four weeks, then I think it’s a good idea. [P2, M] 

 

(-) Well, probably yeah, I think people would not necessarily get 

them for free. I probably don’t agree with that because they only 

cost 10-15 quid and you’re gonna save that in what you’re not 

smoking anyway ain’t you easy. [P1, M] 

 

(-) But I don’t understand why it should be on prescription, because 

I'm not being funny, it's still a drug, and if you're going to bar 

cigarettes or put taxes up, why should you give a smoker an e-

cigarette, because they’ll get addicted to that as much as they have 

fags. [P9, F] 

 

(-) Probably not, because if you want this, they are not expensive 

are they, and if you're saving all that money on cigarettes, then you 

can afford to buy one. I mean if this break, I’d go get myself another 

one the same. [P4, F] 

 

  

Intervention 
coherence 

Complementary nature 

of intervention package 

10  The vape is quite physical, and then the Champix is the craving, and 

obviously the support is to keep you encouraged, to carry on, to help 

you feel encouraged. [P10, F] 

 

At times, when I took Champix, I don’t know what it is about it but 

as you are smoking with them you don’t know but you are gradually 

reducing your cigarettes, and you get to a point of packing up 
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without really knowing. It’s weird, and I’ve tried to explain it to 

friends who smoke. The e-cigarette is another device that you could 

use, because, a bit like putting on a patch as well, if you get the 

craving and you’re going to use an e-cigarette as another deterrent 

not to cheat. [P1, M] 

 

Coz it takes it off, even once the Champix is finished, I think it will 

take the edge off. And you won't be so worried about, oh I've got no 

tablets now. They say the 14 weeks or 16 weeks. Even though it’s 

all out of your system within those few months, if you're a long-

term smoker or a really heavy smoker, you're still gonna be thinking 

about it after. [P4, F] 

 

It's that same sense with the vape stick. It's there as a backup to the 

tablets and as I said. I think I'm quite lucky where it was a yes in the 

envelope and I've got one because I think it definitely helped with 

the tablets. Knowing that there is someone at the end of the phone 

that I could text or call if I need to for a little bit of a kick. It's like a 

triple threat as such - for me not smoking again. [P5, M] 

 

Yes, it did, very much so. The Champex is the blocking thing, 

which has worked. Kel does give me the support I needed, which 

gave me the encouragement I needed when I was like what am I 

doing this for, sort of thing. The e-cigarette is like a backup. You 

get to the point where you go I just want a cigarette, I'm just going 

to have one, but, no, I’ll have this instead. It's just that last little bit 

that you needed to finish it off, so they work really well together. 

[P6, M] 
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Perceived 
effectiveness 

Champix reduces urges 

to smoke 

7  The urges, they slowly go within the first three weeks. They get less 

and less. And you don’t want a cigarette. [P2, M] 

 

My understanding is on a personal level, what I think is really 

striking to me is that it stops the receptor. It stops the receptors in 

your brain. And it stops that feeling dead. I don't know what it does 

in the brain. with the receptors and the messages that get sent from 

your synapses that says that you want a cigarette. I don't know what 

it does up there but it's definitely doing something. And it's stopped 

me wanting a cigarette, it stopped that urge. [P5, M] 

 

It's a lot easier with the Champix and the counselling, because when 

I had the patches, it didn't seem to do anything. I was constantly 

craving for a cigarette, whereas with the Champix I don’t crave it, I 

just fancy it. It's not where I've got to have it and I'm going to do 

anything to get it, it's just, oh, I fancy a cigarette. [P8, F] 
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Automatic 
motivation 
 
 

Replacing the habit of 

smoking 

 

(E-cigarettes effectively 

substituting cigarettes) 

8 E The pros [of using an e-cigarette], it's just trying to break the habit 

of that cigarette from hand to mouth. Yeah with me it's just that 

habit. [P3, F] 

 

Sometimes, smoking is a habit, well it is a habit, well not having a 

cigarette but just a puff on that [e-cigarette] will curb it. Just 

because you're doing something with your hands. [P4, F] 

 

Sucking an e-cigarette, it mimics what you would do if you were 

having a cigarette. So in that respect, yes, but for the taste and all 

the rest of it, no. [P6, M] 

 

I know it's helped some people to give up smoking, but as they said, 

all it did was keep their habit going a bit longer because they had to 

get over the fact they weren’t holding a cigarette. [P8, F] 

 

Yeah because it takes that urge, that urgency to light a cigarette up. 

You’ll have a go on that before you light an e-cigarette up. [P2, M] 

 

I've still got it there, as a, not a substitute, but I'm still using it. I 

suppose it is a substitute, but it’s there and I’m not worried about 

cigarettes, I've got that. [P4, F] 

 

It does work because the only time I really think about having a fag 

now is after I've had something to eat, but then I’ll have a couple of 

puffs of the vape and then go put it back and I'm fine. [P8, F] 
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Reflective 
motivation 
 

E-cigarette is a back-up 

in quit attempt 

7 E/M 

 

 

 

 

E - The EC is like a backup. That’s how I use them anyway, I don’t 

use them all the time. But on days when you are quitting and you 

feel the craving. [P1, M] 

 

E - So, but I'm not on it all the time, like I was with cigarettes. It 

just, it's slotted in well, but it's not taken over as a replacement of 

the cigarettes. It's just -- if you need it. [P4, F] 

 

 

M - With the vape if you're in a stressful situation it's beneficial to 

have something there. If you're used to doing that you can replace it 

with something more healthy, great, like exercise or something if 

you have the time, but if you can't it is great in that sense. [P10, F] 

 

 

E-cigarette as a short-

term tool to quit 

smoking 

6  M M - Well, I think for the first two or three weeks that e-cigarette 

would be ok. But once you get into the other weeks, I think you 

could slowly drop that and wipe it out altogether. [P2, M] 

 

M - I’ll probably wean myself off of it, because I'm on six 

milligrams at the minute. I’ll probably take it down to the next level 

before stopping. [P8, M] 

 

M - I'm not putting any [smoking] toxins in my body, which helps. 

But it [the e-cigarette] is something that in the back of my mind, 

yeah, I want to get rid of in the long run. [P5, M] 

Physical 
capability 

Harshness of puffing 6 B B - Sometimes there's been a burning in in my mouth at the back of 

my throat, and I think maybe I've taken too much or there's too 

much oil in it. [P5, M] 
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B - I was one something like 12mg strength, and if I took a too big a 

mouthful of that it would make me cough like hell. I did get down 

to six, and that wasn’t too bad, but then six still made me cough like 

anything trying to get it down. [P2, M] 

 

B - Sometimes when you puff on it it's a bit too much and it makes 

me cough.  [P4, W] 

 

Social 
opportunity 

Family support to quit 

smoking  

6 E My daughter, she don’t mind me on the e-cigarette. She says I’m 

much better without smoke. I’m better off with the e-cigarette than I 

am with a packet of cigarettes. [P2, M] 

 

My husband has been asking me to give up smoking for years and 

years and years. But unless you really wanna do it yourself, all the 

moaning in the world is not gonna make you give up. He would 

bend over backwards to let us go [to the SSS] [P4, F] 

 

Yes, a couple of times I was like, oh, I need a fag, because my little 

one had really wound me up. And I'm like, give me a fag, and he's 

like, ‘no’, he says, ‘you don’t need it’, basically, ‘don't ruin it now’, 

and then a couple of minutes pass and I'm all right. [P8, F] 

 

 

Physical 
opportunity 

Cost saving 8 E Yeah they’re cheap enough. And if you’re packing up smoking 

you’ve got to think to yourself that’s £10 a packet, and an EC you 

can buy one for £15 and get two or three oils for £15 as well. So, 

you’re saving ain’t you whatever you do if you go out and buy them 

yourself. [P1, M] 

 



 

 

418 

We're putting the money away that we I used to buy cigarettes with. 

You know we're up to 180 pounds in two weeks. So financially. The 

cigarettes that we used to buy were twelve pound a packet. So, you 

keep looking up my little box with my money and thinking what I 

could buy with that. Yeah what you can do with that money. [P3, F] 

 

I'd probably save about £25 a week. that’s £100 a month, that’s a lot 

of money really. [P7, M] 

Opportunities to vape 6 E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yeah, I mean really and truthfully EC smoking is just the same as 

smoking. You just whip it out your pocket when you want one, go 

in a designated area or whatever same as you would if you were 

smoking, and away you go. [P1, M] 

 

I can use the e-cigarette indoors. Because it’s not actually smoking 

is it? It’s just a vapour in a way. [P2, M] 

 

Yes, yeah. I mean... I don’t, I’ve never smoked in the car... I’ll have 

a couple of puffs of that. Tony’s not gonna know that I’ve had a 

couple of puffs. Yeah even indoors, before he comes home from 

work, I’ll have a little puff rather than going out in the garden if it’s 

cold and raining. It’s just so easy and it doesn’t smell. [P4, F] 

 

 

 


